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For an introduction to our tafsirs and for a discussion of the Basmallah, which is the first ayah of 

this Surah please see our tafsir of Surah Fatihah which is also on Quran-Tafsir.org 

 

 

 

2. Alif. Lam. Ra. These are the ayahs of the Clear Book. 

 Allah (swt) begins this Surah much like He (swt) has begun other Surahs of the Quran 

and that is by mentioning some letters of the Arabic language. As we have mentioned in our tafsir 

of Surah Baqarah, we do not know the exact meaning of these letters. If there is a meaning to 

these letters then it is a meaning that our Lord never told us. Because Allah (swt) has chosen not 

to tell us the meaning of these letters then it is not our place to pry into their meaning. Allah (swt) 

in His (swt)’s Wisdom has chosen not to tell us the meaning of these letters and so we must 

make ourselves content with this fact. Such is part of our submission to our Lord, we have to 

accept the fact that there are many matters concerning which He (swt) has all the Knowledge and 

we have none.  We have no knowledge of such matters and the knowledge of such matters is 

beyond our attainment. So regarding the Arabic letters “Alif. Lam. Ra.”, we say that Allah (swt) 

Knows best. 

 One general meaning that we can take from these letters is that it is a reminder that the 

Quran is in Arabic and that it is a reminder of the Miracle of the Quran. Allah (swt) is beginning 

some of the Surahs with Arabic letters to remind us that this is an Arabic Quran. Allah (swt) is 

reminding us that the Quran is a composition of Arabic letters. The Quran itself is a collection of 

Arabic letters. So if the Quran was not from Allah (swt) then we would have been able to 

reproduce it. We as human beings know all of the letters of the Arabic language and we even 

know how to bring those letters together to form words and we also know how to bring those 
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words together to form sentences. So if this Quran was from other than Allah (swt) then why it is 

that no human has even been able to produce a small portion of it? To bring together words to 

form meanings is within the capability of every human being, so why is then that no human being 

has been able to reproduce even a small portion of this Book? Thus Allah (swt) reminds us of our 

inability to produce anything like the Quran by placing these letters at the beginning of some of 

the Surahs. 

 In the second part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “These are the ayahs of the Clear 

Book”. Here Allah (swt) brings our attention to the Quran. Allah (swt) refers to the Quran here as 

the “Clear Book”. There are two meanings for the word “clear” in this ayah. One meaning is that 

the Quran is a Clear Book in that it is easy to understand. The Message of the Quran is clear. 

There is no one who can read the Quran and not get the Message that is in it. It gives a Message 

that is clear for all to understand. It calls on all mankind to worship and serve their Creator. It 

gives examples of those in the past who fulfilled this responsibility and it gives examples of those 

who failed. It tells of the reward that awaits the former of these groups and of the punishment that 

awaits the later. It tells us about Allah (swt) and why He (swt) deserves our worship and 

servitude. Finally it gives us the laws and the guidelines on how we can perform this worship and 

servitude. This is the basic Message of the Quran. The Quran is a clear Book in that anyone who 

reads it with sincerity will be able to get this Message. 

 In addition to the Quran being clear itself, it also makes clear. The Quran makes this 

universe clear for the Muslim. It tells the Muslim what is the meaning of life, the purpose of 

existence. It tells the Muslim what is good and what is bad. It shows him what are the actions that 

he should take and what are the actions that he should not take. Once the Muslim receives the 

guidance that is in this Quran then he is never lost and confused, he is never in darkness and 

doubt and he is never at a loss on which way to proceed. He knows the path that leads to the 

Pleasure of his Lord and he is confident walking on that path. The Quran makes everything clear 

for him. It illuminates the darkness in which he once found himself. So in addition to itself being 

clear, the Quran also makes clear. It makes clear the path that leads to the Pleasure of Allah 
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(swt).  This is the path that every human being was created to walk and this is the goal that every 

human being was created to reach. 

 But it is not just to the Quran that Allah (swt) brings our attention to in this ayah. He (swt)  

also brings our attention to the ayahs of the Quran. Allah (swt) tells us that these are the ayahs of 

the clear Book. From this we can take the lesson that it is Allah (swt) Himself Who has divided 

this Quran into ayahs and Surahs. Allah (swt) refers to the verses of the Quran as “ayahs” and He 

(swt) refers to chapters of it as “Surahs”. So we realize from this that what we are studying now 

are the verses of the Book of our Lord and Master. 

 In reality the word “verse” is a very poor translation for the word ayah, but it is the best 

that we can do in the English language. Linguistically the word ayah in Arabic means “sign”. So 

by using this word to describe the verses in His (swt)’s Book, Allah (swt) is showing us how every 

single verse in His (swt)’s Book is a sign that it can only be from Him (swt). Every single ayah is 

at the peak of the Arabic language. Every single ayah carries an ocean of meaning. Every single 

ayah is a guidance that brings the listener or the reader one step closer to their Lord. Can you 

then realize the greatness of this Book? How could any but the Lord and Master of the universe, 

the One Who has Knowledge of all things have produced this Book? 

 So we see that Allah (swt) begins this story of Yusuf (as) by telling us about the Quran. 

Why is that? What is the connection between the story of prophet Yusuf (as) and the Quran? The 

connection is that because this story appears in the Quran it then tells us that this is much more 

than a story. That is why before Allah (swt) tells us the story of Yusuf (as), Allah (swt) first 

reminds us that this story comes in the Quran. Allah (swt) first describes this Quran for us. By this 

Allah (swt) is reminding us that this is not just any story but it a story in His (swt)’s Book. First of 

all this should tell us that this story is the Truth. We should know that there is absolutely nothing 

in this story that has any doubt in any way. You can be more certain of the events that are in this 

story then you are of the events that happened to you yesterday. That is the level of absolute 

certainty that is conveyed by this story. The fact that this story comes in the Quran should also 

remind of your purpose in learning this story. You should not learn this story so that you can be 

amused by it or so that you can be entertained by it, but rather you should only learn this story so 
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that you can come closer to your Lord by it. Learning this story should lead to an increase in your 

worship and servitude of Allah (swt). These are among the reasons why Allah (swt) first reminds 

us that this story comes in the Quran. So as you read this story do not think to yourself that you 

are reading just any story but rather remind yourself that you are reading the Book of the Lord 

and Master of the universe. 

 

3. Surely We have sent it down as an Arabic Quran so that you may understand. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to describe the Quran. In the previous ayahs Allah (swt) 

had reminded us that the ayahs that we are reading now are the verses of the Clear Book. The 

Book that is clear to understand and the Book that makes all things clear. In this ayah Allah (swt) 

reminds us where this Book originated from and He (swt) describes one of the many attributes of 

this Book. When we realize these two facts then we should know the place that the Quran must 

have in our lives and we also know the way through which we must approach the Quran. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “Surely We have sent it down as an Arabic 

Quran”.  First notice the emphasis and certainty with which Allah (swt) begins this ayah. The 

word “inna” in Arabic is used to stress certainty. There is no word in the English language that 

can convey the meaning of this much certainty. Allah (swt) is emphasizing for us that it was He 

(swt) Who has sent down the Quran. This Quran is from Allah (swt). There is absolutely no doubt 

about this fact. No matter what the enemies of this Message may say. No matter what the 

Orientalists may say. No matter what the doubters and skeptics may say. The fact that no one 

can deny is that this Quran is from Allah (swt). Once you realize that this is the Book of your 

Creator then do you see the place that is must have in your life? 

 Allah (swt) also describes this Quran as what He (swt) has sent down. We know that the 

source of the Quran is the “Guarded Tablet”. A special tablet high above the seven heavens on 

which the Quran is written. It is from this tablet that the noble angel Gibreel (as) brought the 

Quran down to the heart of the Prophet (saw). Gibreel (as) only brought down this Quran at the 
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command of his Lord and that is why Allah (swt) describes the Quran in this ayah as what He 

(swt) has sent down. Allah (swt) sent down the Quran from the Guarded Tablet high above the 

seven heavens down to the earth and onto the heart of the beloved (saw). The fact that this 

Quran has been send down by our Creator and our Sustainer shows us the place that it must 

have in our lives. It is not a Book to be neglected but rather it is a Book to be lived by. 

 Some people have used this ayah to say that Allah (swt) Himself is above the seven 

heavens. However this opinion is not correct. Firstly because we know that the source of the 

Quran is the Guarded Tablet and not Allah (swt) Himself. Gibreel (as) did not bring this Quran 

down from Allah (swt) but he (as) brought down this Quran down from the Guarded Tablet. This 

fact is known and everyone agrees on it. So how then can you say that this ayah is an evidence 

that Allah (swt) Himself is above the seven heavens? Furthermore if you say that Allah (swt) is 

above the seven heavens then you are saying that the Creator is inside the creation. How 

ludicrous is that? Rather the opinion of the vast majority of the scholars of Ahl-as-Sunnah wa 

Jammah is that Allah (swt) is beyond time and space. There is no fixed location in the creation 

where Allah (swt) is. Allah (swt) is beyond this created universe. The Guarded Tablet is in this 

universe. Gibreel (as) is in this universe. But Allah (swt) is beyond this universe.  The Creator is 

not liked the creation in any way. This is the opinion that we follow and as always Allah (swt) 

Knows best. 

 The next lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how Allah (swt) describes this 

Quran as an Arabic Quran. This Quran is an Arabic Quran. Arabic is one of the attributes of the 

Quran. So anything that is not in Arabic is not Quran. That is why you cannot recite a translation 

of the Quran in your prayer. Only when the Quran is recited in Arabic can it be considered Quran. 

Anything else is just the understanding of men and as we know men always make mistakes. So 

any translation is weak, any translation will only capture a portion of the meaning, and most 

translations will always have some mistakes in them. We ask Allah (swt) to forgive us whatever 

mistakes that we have made here. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “so that you may understand”. So we see 

here that the reason why Allah (swt) has revealed this Quran as an Arabic Quran is so that we 
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may understand. All of the other languages in which the previous scriptures were revealed are 

now dead. People do not speak Aramaic or Sanskrit anymore, these languages are dead. But the 

Arabic language today is still alive, it is still spoken by many in the way that it was spoken when 

the Quran was revealed. The same Arabic that the Quran was revealed in is still present in the 

world today.  Although the Arabic of the Ummah has weakened significantly, it is still there and so 

the Quran can still be understood. Allah (swt) has preserved this beautiful language over the 

centuries and thus preserved the understanding of His (swt)’s Book. 

So we see that any attempt to understand the Quran, any attempt to approach the Quran, 

must be made through the Arabic language. One of the attributes of the Quran is that it is an 

Arabic Quran so the way to understand the Quran must be through the Arabic language. Not only 

the Arabic language but the Arabic language as it was spoken at the time of the Prophet (saw). 

The pure Arabic language. We know that the Arabic language became corrupted over the 

centuries and this corrupted Arabic is not what we use to understand the Quran. Rather the 

Quran must be understood with the Arabic that was spoken when it was sent down. So for you to 

understand each word in every ayah you have to look and see how the Arabs at the time of the 

Prophet (saw) used that word. This is an Arabic Quran and so this is the way to understand it. 

Of course the lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how important it 

is for us to learn the Arabic language. Learning Arabic must be a lifelong endeavor for every 

Muslim. If you are serious about doing any kind of work for Islam, if you want to serve this Din, if 

you want to receive the Pleasure of Allah (swt), then you must spend a significant portion of your 

time learning Arabic. Umar (ra) commanded us to learn Arabic and he (ra) reminded us that it 

was surely a part of our Din. The people to whom Umar (ra) spoke at that time probably already 

knew a great deal of Arabic and he (ra) still encouraged them to learn the language. Think then 

how pressing is the need for us to learn the language.  

There are so many benefits that you can get from learning Arabic. First of course is the 

reward from Allah (swt) for your efforts in learning the language that He (swt) chose to reveal His 

(swt)’s Message in. Think how pleased your Creator would be with you if you made the effort to 

learn the language that He (swt) revealed His (swt) Message in. It would be conscious and 
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sincere effort that you are making to reach him.  Learning Arabic also helps you to better 

understand and better taste the Miracle of the Quran. The Miracle of the Quran is the evidence 

that Allah (swt) placed in the Quran with which we can gain certainty that this Message is indeed 

from Him (swt). Do you not want your Iman to be stronger? Do you not want to do more of the 

actions that are pleasing to Allah (swt) and less of the actions that are not pleasing to Him (swt)? 

One of the ways to gain this certainty is to learn Arabic so that you can truly realize that this Book 

could only be from Allah (swt). But of course the main reason to learn Arabic is so that you can 

understand the Quran. As Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah He (swt) revealed the Quran in Arabic 

so that we can understand it. Would it not be the best if you can understand the Quran as it is 

being recited without having to rely on a translation? Imagine if every time you prayed you could 

understand what the Imam was reciting. Your connection with Allah (swt) would be made stronger 

with every prayer that you make. So one important lesson that we can take from this ayah is to 

see the great importance of striving to learn the Arabic language. May Allah (swt) give all the 

sincere Muslims in this Ummah a deep understanding of His (swt)’s chosen language! 

 

 

4. We narrate onto you the best of narratives by revealing to you this Quran and you were 

before this of the unaware. 

 After telling us about the Quran in the previous ayahs, Allah (swt) begins to tell us about 

the story of Yusuf (as) in this ayah. Before actually beginning the story Allah (swt) first describes 

to us the nature of this story. Stories are of different kinds and serve different purposes. Some 

stories are complete fables, some stories have some truth in them and some stories are the truth. 

In this ayah Allah (swt) describes to us the kind of story that this story is. This description that 
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Allah (swt) gives not only holds true for this story of Yusuf (as) but it also holds true for all of the 

stories in the Quran. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “We narrate onto you the best of narratives”. In 

this part of the ayah Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) that He (swt) is the One Who narrates 

onto the Prophet (saw) the best of stories. The Arabic word qasas that Allah (swt) uses in this 

part of the ayah gives the meaning of a path. A story is like a path into the past. Allah (swt) tells 

us in this part of the ayah that He (swt) is the One Who narrates onto us the best of paths into the 

past. People can tell us of what happened in the past, but no one can tell us like Allah (swt). 

People have to rely on what they have heard from others, what they have heard from those 

before them.  But such is not so with Allah (swt). Allah (swt) was there when the event took place 

and so He (swt) witnessed first-hand all that happened. So who can tell a story better than Allah 

(swt)? Who can trace this path into the past like Allah (swt)? Whose story is truer than the story of 

Allah (swt)? When Allah (swt) tells us a story we can be certain that it is the most accurate of 

stories because He (swt) saw Himself all that happened. Time does not exist for Allah (swt) and 

so when He (swt) narrates to us a story it as if He (swt) is witnessing it as He (swt) is narrating it 

to us. 

 Then Allah (swt) says “by revealing to you this Quran”. How did Allah (swt) tell us 

these stories? It was by revealing this Quran onto the blessed heart of the Prophet (saw). So here 

Allah (swt) reminds us once again that these stories are in His (swt)’s Book. These stories are in 

the Quran. This serves to remind us that not only are these the most accurate and truthful of 

stories but these stories are also guides to Him (swt). Each of these stories has lessons that will 

bring us closer to Allah (swt). The story of Yusuf (as) is a guide to Allah (swt). If we ponder and 

reflect on the meanings of this story then Insha Allah it will bring us closer to our Lord. There are 

examples in this story of those people whom we must strive to emulate and there are examples in 

this story of those people whom we must strive to avoid. If we take the lessons from such role 

models and try to apply them in our lives then Insha Allah we will be guided to the Pleasure of 

Allah (swt). Such is the purpose of this Quran. 
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 Allah (swt) says in the final part of this ayah “and you were before this of the unaware”.  

This part of the ayah is addressed both to the Prophet (saw) and to us as well. Allah (swt) is 

reminding us that before He (swt) had told us about these stories we were unaware of them. 

Similarly the Prophet (saw) also did not know of these stories before Allah (swt) had revealed 

them onto him (saw). How could he (saw) have known about them? He (saw) was illiterate. He 

(saw) was never known to interact or move with the Jews and Christians. He (saw) was not a 

poet or a writer. So how could the Prophet (saw) have known of these stories? He (saw) did not 

know about these stories and therein is a powerful evidence that this Message is indeed from 

Allah (swt). The story of Yusuf (as) is narrated to us in great detail in this Surah. The fact that this 

story has reached us from the tongue of the Prophet (saw) shows us that this Message is indeed 

from Allah (swt). This is because there was no way for the Prophet (saw) to have known about 

these stories. Allah (swt) clearly tells us that he (saw) was among those who were unaware. 

 

.

 

5. When Yusuf said to his father “O my father, surely I saw eleven stars and the sun and 

the moon, I saw them prostrating to me”. 

 With this ayah Allah (swt) begins the story of Yusuf (as). Recall in the previous ayah how 

Allah (swt) had told us that He (swt) narrates to us the best of stories, in this ayah Allah (swt) 

begins that story. The scholars have noted how the transition from the previous ayah to this ayah 

is a seamless transition. When a human writer transitions a story from one scene to another, he 

has to build this transition in the mind of his reader. Such is not the case with Allah (swt). When 

Allah (swt) transitions the story it is a beautiful and seamless transition. Allah (swt) does not need 

to build this transition. Allah (swt) can change the setting and the narrative without the reader or 

the listener becoming lost or confused in any way. So we see that in one ayah Allah (swt) is 
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addressing the Prophet (saw) and in the next ayah He (swt) begins the story of Yusuf (as). This is 

a beautiful and seamless transition that does not seem the least bit awkward or out of place for 

the reader or the listener. This is part of the Miracle of the Quran that Allah (swt) is Able to 

transition the narrative of the story so seamlessly. Who but Allah (swt) could have brought such a 

Book that achieves such feats that no human writer could achieve? Who but Allah (swt) could 

relate to such a beautiful story where even the way in which they story has been related to us is 

so beautiful? 

  Allah (swt) begins this story with a dream that Yusuf (as) had and He (swt) ends this 

story with the fulfillment of that dream. In this ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention to that dream.  

Allah (swt) tells us about the time when Yusuf (as) told his father about this dream. We see how 

Yusuf (as) tells his father that he (as) saw eleven stars, the sun and the moon prostrating before 

him (as) in this dream. Notice how Yusuf (as) repeats the word “saw” in this ayah twice to 

emphasize the fact that he (as) did indeed have such a dream. So in his dream Yusuf (as) sees 

these celestial bodies prostrating before him (as). It is important to note that this is not a 

prostration of worship but rather it is only a prostration of respect and reverence. These celestial 

bodies were not praying to Yusuf (as) but they were merely showing their respect for him (as). 

 In his tafsir of this ayah Sayyid Qutb asks us to recall the age of Yusuf (as) when he (as) 

had this dream. He (as) must not have been more than ten or eleven years old. Indeed this is a 

very strange dream for a child of his age to have. Not only did this young child see eleven stars, 

the sun and the moon but he (as) also saw them making prostration to him (as). These celestial 

bodies were behaving as if they were sentient beings and they were showing respect and 

reverence for this young child. How many children at that age have dreams that are similar to 

this? So just the content of this dream shows us that this was no simple dream that Yusuf (as) 

had. Just the content of this dream shows us that this dream was in fact a vision of something 

great that was going to come to this child. A vision from Allah (swt). 

 Other scholars have asked us to note the maturity of Yusuf (as) in this ayah. How exactly 

does a sun or a moon prostrate? How can a circle prostrate? Yusuf (as) must have seen these 

celestial bodies doing something in his dream but he (as) recognized this action as prostration. 
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This shows us the maturity and insight of this child. Even at a young age, he (as) knew what 

these celestial bodies were doing. He (as) knew the significance of their action.  

One lesson that we can take from this is to realize that children are far more intellectually 

capable than we often give them credit for. In our days we always treat children as babies and we 

never challenge them intellectually. We never give them ideas or thoughts to think about. This is 

mistake. We should take care to teach our children about Islam and about the meaning of 

existence at a young age. Do not think that they are too young. As we see from the example of 

Yusuf (as) in this ayah their minds are much more capable than we think. 

 Before we conclude our discussion of this ayah we would like to comment briefly on the 

place of dreams in Islam. The scholars have said that there are basically three kinds of dreams 

that we can have. One is a true vision from Allah (swt). This is what Yusuf (as) had here. This is a 

vision of something true that is going to happen to us in our life. Another kind of dream is really a 

nightmare. This is a frightening or disturbing dream. This also includes dreams of a sexual nature. 

The scholars say that this kind of dream is from Shaitan and we must never speak about it to 

others and we must try our best to forget it. The final kind of dream is where we just see random 

images of events that happen to us during the day or of things that may have been on our minds. 

The scholars say that these dreams are meaningless and that it is best that we forget them. 

These are the three kinds of dreams that people can have and as always Allah (swt) Knows best. 

 It is important to note however that even for the dreams that are visions, we by ourselves 

do not have the ability to interpret them on our own. We by ourselves cannot even say when a 

dream is a vision and when it is simply a collection of images that we see.  A dream may even be 

from Shaitan and he might deceive us into thinking that it is a true vision from Allah (swt) when in 

reality it is not. So we always have to bear in mind that in order to interpret dreams one needs 

revelation from Allah (swt). Since there are no more prophets and messengers today then there 

really is no one who is fully qualified to tell us the meanings of our dreams. Because of this we 

cannot base our lives on the dreams that we have. If we see a good dream then we can take the 

hope and the joy that it gives us but we must not base our lives on the dream that we see. We 

cannot make something as permissible or something as forbidden based on the dreams that we 
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see. Dreams can never change the Law of Allah (swt). In the end we have to remember that the 

interpretation of dreams is a matter of the unseen so the knowledge of it lies only with Allah (swt). 

6. He said, “O my son, do not narrate your dream onto your brothers, for if you do then 

they will plan a plan against you. Surely Shaitan is to man a clear enemy”. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us about the time when Yusuf (as) had told his father 

about the dream that he (as) had. He (as) told his father how he (as) had seen eleven stars, the 

sun and the moon make prostration to him (as). These celestial bodies were making prostration 

to him (as) in respect for him (as). Yusuf (as) loved his father and he (as) respected his father and 

that is why he (as) told his father about this dream. Like a good child should he (as) confided in 

his parent as to what was on his mind. As we know the father of Yusuf (as) was Yaqoob (as). A 

noble prophet of Allah (swt) himself and the grandson of Ibrahim (as). In this ayah Allah (swt) tells 

us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) when his son told him about this dream. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said, “O my son, do not narrate your dream onto 

your brothers”. Yaqoob (as) tells Yusuf (as) not to speak of this dream to his older brothers. 

Notice here how Yaqoob (as) gives his son this warning before he (as) even comments on the 

dream in any way. Before he (as) tells his son anything, he (as) first tells him not to relate this 

dream to his brothers. First of all this shows us the love that Yaqoob (as) had for his son. He (as) 

was very concerned and worried about Yusuf (as). From this we can take the lesson that we also 

must be concerned for the safety and well being of our children. Allah (swt) put this love that we 

have for our children within us for a reason. It is so that we will look after and protect these 

precious souls that He (swt) has placed under our care. So just like Yaqoob (as) we also have to 

always be on the guard for our children. When anything happens in their life we have to always 

think and see as to what will be the effect this event will have in their life. We have to always be 

on the lookout for dangers that might come to hurt them. Even if these dangers are from their own 
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family. Our children are a trust that have been given to us and their physical well being and their 

spiritual well being is something that we will be questioned about. 

We then see that Yaqoob (as) says to his son, “for if you do then they will plan a plan 

against you”.  Here Yaqoob (as) tells Yusuf (as) that if he tells his dream to his brothers then 

they might make a plan against him. A plan to hurt him or a plan to take him away from his father. 

The point to note here is that Yaqoob (as) knew about the jealousy that Yusuf (as)’s brothers had 

for their younger brother. Yaqoob (as) knew that these older brothers had some hatred and some 

ill-feeling towards Yusuf (as) and he even knew that they might do something to hurt him (as). 

That is why Yaqoob (as) gives Yusuf (as) this warning. As we know from the hadith, Yusuf (as) 

had a different mother than these other brothers. This could be the reason why they had this 

jealousy for him (as). Yaqoob (as) may have loved Yusuf (as) more because he (as) was more 

pious and more righteous than his brothers, but Yaqoob (as) was still fair to his other children and 

he (as) still loved them as well. Whatever additional love that Yaqoob (as) may have had towards 

Yusuf (as) was only a natural feeling that he (as) had no control over. So these brothers had no 

right to have this jealousy toward Yusuf (as), they had no right to intend towards him (as) any evil. 

Especially since none of this was of his own doing. All that this young boy was guilty of was of 

being the best servant of Allah (swt) and the best son of his father that he (as) could be.  But his 

brothers were still jealous of him (as) and they still hated him (as) and that is why Yaqoob (as) 

gives Yusuf (as) this warning here. 

From this we can take the lesson that we must always be aware of the mentality and the 

thinking of those around us, especially those who are close to us, especially those who are close 

to our children. We have to be aware of those who are close to our children and make sure that 

they are not a danger for them. We have to know who it is that our children spend their time with. 

Now of course we should be aware of physical dangers, but we must also be aware of spiritual 

dangers. Forces that might take our children away from Allah (swt). The friends that they have 

could be a bad influence for our children, even if their friends are Muslim. Of course we should 

always think the best of other people, especially our Muslim brothers and sisters. But at the same 

time we cannot be naïve and trust everyone implicitly. We must always take precautions and we 
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must always be on our guard. We have to always remember that we are only on this world to 

worship and serve Allah (swt) and part of our worship and servitude of Him (swt) is that we take 

every measure possible to protect those who under our care. So always remember to take care of 

your children. Be aware of the friends and the company that they keep. Even if those around 

them are Muslim, do not think that they will not be a bad influence on them. Constantly study their 

thinking and their behavior and see if they are close to Allah (swt) or not. If you find that they are 

not close to Allah (swt) then realize that these might not be the best friends for your children. 

Even if they are Muslims they still may be a bad influence on them. They still make take them 

away from Allah (swt). The reason for this is because of what Yaqoob (as) tells us in the next part 

of the ayah.  

As soon as Yaqoob (as) tells his son about the jealousy of his brothers he (as) also says 

“Surely Shaitan is to man a clear enemy”.  Now we know where is the source of this jealousy 

and hatred. We know who is that is making the brothers so jealous of Yusuf (as). Shaitan is 

always working to put jealousy and hatred into our hearts. Shaitan wants us to fight with each 

other, especially with our Muslim brothers and sisters, especially with members of our own family. 

Allah (swt) has mandated that the bond of family be the strongest of bonds and the bond of Iman 

to be the strongest of bonds, Shaitan loves to break these bonds. So he will try to create hatred 

and jealousy between Muslims and between family members. He has a goal to drive us away 

from Allah (swt), to drive us away from the purpose of our existence. That is why Allah (swt) 

describes him for us a “clear enemy”. Who could be more dangerous for us than one who seeks 

to take us away from our Creator and Sustainer, our Lord and Master? That is why we must 

always be seeking refuge in Allah (swt) from Shaitan. Our Lord is our only helper and protector 

against this accursed devil, how Excellent a Helper and how Excellent a Protector is He (swt)! 

Yaqoob (as) knew that Shaitan loves to sow discord between family members. He (as) 

knew that Shaitan wants to see his family broken. That is why even he (as) does not put the 

blame on the brothers of Yusuf (as) but rather he (as) puts the blame on Shaitan. Instead of 

blaming the brother for the jealousy he (as) directs the blame towards a common enemy. This is 

because Yaqoob (as) does not want Yusuf (as) to hate his brothers like they hate him (as). 
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Yaqoob (as) knows that such hatred between family members is only from Shaitan. That is why 

he (as) tries his best to direct the blame for this towards Shaitan and not towards the brothers. 

One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see that we must always be striving to 

improve our relationship with our family and we must always be striving to improve our 

relationship with our Muslim brothers and sisters. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that Shaitan is 

our enemy and He (swt) tells us that one of the ways he attacks us is that he tries to create 

animosity between us and our family and between us and our Muslim brothers and sisters. In 

order to counter this attack we have to always be seeking to improve our relationship with our 

family and with our fellow Muslims. We should not fight with them for any reason. Even if a fight 

or a misunderstanding is about to happen, we have to forgive them and try to make amends. We 

have to try our best to prevent any kind of ill feelings or malice to exist between us. We have to 

always remember that if they have done something wrong against us then Allah (swt) can deal 

with them much better than we can. We have to remember that Shaitan is always working to sow 

discord between us and them. So realize that any negative thought that comes in your heart 

about any of your Muslim brothers or sisters, or any of your family members is probably from 

Shaitan. He wants to see animosity between you and them. He wants to see you fight with them 

and argue with them. So try your best to forgive them and to think the best of them.  Try to 

destroy that negative thought that Shaitan put in your heart concerning them. Constantly strive to 

improve your relationship with them. This is the only way that we can have a hope of pleasing our 

Lord and Master. This is the only way that we can save ourselves from that accursed devil. May 

Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to behave with 

our family and with our Muslim brothers and sisters in a way that is pleasing to Him (swt)! 
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7. “And thus will your Rabb choose you and teach you from the interpretation of ahadith, 

and He will complete His favor upon you and upon the family of Yaqoob just as He has  

completed it upon your fathers from before Ibrahim and Ishaq. Surely your Rabb is 

Knowing Wise”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us what were the words of Yaqoob (as) to his son 

when his son had told him about the dream that he had. In the previous ayah we saw that the first 

thing that Yaqoob (as) told Yusuf (as) was a warning not to tell his brothers about the dream. He 

also reminded Yusuf (as) that Shaitan was a clear and open enemy for all mankind. Shaitan 

would make his brothers jealous and they in turn might do something to harm Yusuf (as).  In this 

ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) interpreted this dream for his son. Who but Yaqoob 

(as) who was a noble prophet of Allah (swt) could have interpreted this dream? The fact that 

Yaqoob (as) was able to interpret this dream shows us that he (as) had received revelation from 

Allah (swt) on the meaning of this dream. This reminds us once again that only a prophet or 

messenger can know the true interpretation of dreams. 

 First we see Yaqoob (as) tell his son “And thus will your Rabb choose you and 

teach you the interpretation of ahadith”. The words “And thus” refers to the dream that 

Yusuf (as) had. With these words Yaqoob (as) is connecting what he is going to say here with the 

dream that Yusuf (as) had. So in the dream we had seen eleven stars, the sun and the moon 

prostrating before Yusuf (as). As we will find out at the end of the story, the sun represents 

Yaqoob (as), the moon is the mother of Yusuf (as), and the stars are his brothers. If we notice in 

the dream Yusuf (as) mentioned the eleven stars first. The scholars say that this is because in the 

course of events the eleven brothers make prostration to Yusuf (as) before their parents do. Once 
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again we have to remind ourselves that this was only a prostration of respect and it was not a 

prostration of worship in any way.  Yaqoob (as) and his family were believers and so they only 

worshipped Allah (swt). They would only prostrate to Yusuf (as) out of respect. But why would his 

parents and his older brothers make prostration to Yusuf (as)? Since he (as) is the youngest child 

then should not he be showing respect to them? In this ayah Allah (swt) explains to us why it is 

that his older brothers and his parents made this prostration to him. 

 As we can see from the ayah the first reason is because Allah (swt) chose Yusuf (as). 

Allah (swt) chose him (as) to be a prophet. To be among that elite group of men who are 

responsible for bringing the revelation of Allah (swt) to the people. If there are any human beings 

who deserve our respect and adoration it should be the prophets and messengers. They are the 

representatives of Allah (swt) for us. They are the ones who sacrifice their whole lives to bring us 

the Message from our Creator. They are protected from all sin and they spend every minute of 

their existence in worship and servitude to Allah (swt).  Despite all of their perfection, they are 

never arrogant or proud. They are the ones who truly realize the Glory, the Majesty and the 

Sublimity of Allah (swt) and so they are the most humble and the most abject before their Lord. 

Because of this fact they deserve our admiration and they deserve that we take them as role 

models and examples. So we see that the first reason why Yusuf (as)’s family will show him (as) 

this respect is because Allah (swt) will choose him (as) to be a prophet.  

 From this we can take the lesson that we must always be helpful and supportive of 

anyone in our family that is involved in the dawah. There is no task that is more challenging than 

calling to Allah (swt). There is no task that requires greater effort or struggle or sacrifice than 

calling to Allah (swt). So if anyone in your family is involved in this work then they need your help 

and support. Try to be understanding of their lifestyle, and try to be understanding of why they do 

not spend as much time with you as you may like. Allah (swt) Knows that they do want to spend 

time with you but at the same time they also have this duty and responsibility that they must carry 

out for their Rabb. In the meantime you must also try to help them and support them in whatever 

way that you can. Insha Allah you will then be rewarded in the Hereafter, and in the gardens of 

Allah (swt) you will be with them forever. 
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 The next reason why the family of Yusuf (as) will show him this respect and admiration is 

because he (as) will be taught “from the interpretation of ahadith”. So not only will Allah 

(swt) choose Yusuf (as) and make him into a prophet but He (swt) will also teach him (as) the 

interpretation of ahadith. The word ahadith in this ayah means a narration of a dream or an 

event. So anytime someone narrates to Yusuf (as) a dream or an event that happened to them, 

then Yusuf (as) would be able to tell them the meaning behind that dream or event. This ability is 

a gift that Allah (swt) had conferred upon Yusuf (as). We can also notice the word “from” which 

precedes the words “the interpretation of ahadith”. This tells us that it s not all ahadith that 

Yusuf (as) will be able to interpret, but only those that Allah (swt) chooses. Only those that Allah 

(swt) tells him (as) the meaning of. So we see that one of the reasons why Yusuf (as)’s family will 

make prostration to him (as) in the future is because Allah (swt) will give him (as) the special gift 

of being able to interpret dreams and events. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) says to his son “and He 

will complete His favor upon you”. What wonderful news must this have been for Yusuf (as)? 

Here he finds out that Allah (swt) will grant him (as) a favor. The fact that Allah (swt) will grant 

Yusuf (as) a favor shows that Allah (swt) is pleased with him (as). So how wonderful must it have 

been for Yusuf (as) to hear these words from his father who was a prophet of Allah (swt)? When 

you live for the Pleasure of Allah (swt) then what could bring you greater joy than to know that 

your Lord and Master is pleased with you? What could bring you greater joy than to know that 

your Lord and Master will bestow His (swt)’s Favor and Blessing on you? 

 Now what is this favor that Allah (swt) would bestow on Yusuf (as)? Is it power and 

authority over the people? Is it wealth and riches? Is it the most beautiful women? No, as we will 

see in the rest of the Surah, Yusuf (as) will actually be denied these things for most of his life. He 

(as) will be a slave, and he (as) will be poor, and he (as) will spend many years without a wife. So 

what is this favor that Allah (swt) will bestow and complete upon Yusuf (as)? The Prophet (saw) 

has told us that when Allah (swt) wants good for a person then He (swt) bestows upon him 

knowledge of the Din. Knowledge about Allah (swt), knowledge about how to worship and serve 

Allah (swt). This is the great favor and blessing that Allah (swt) bestowed on Yusuf (as). It is the 
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knowledge on how to attain His (swt)’s Pleasure. When you know that the purpose of this life is 

the attainment of the Pleasure of Allah (swt), then what could be more valuable to you than this? 

 Then Yaqoob (as) says “and upon the family of Yaqoob”. So here Yaqoob (as) is telling 

his son that Allah (swt) will also complete His (swt)’s favor upon his family. The family of Yaqoob.  

As we know this family will become the nation that will be known as the children of Israil. So here 

Yaqoob (as) is telling his son that just as Allah (swt) will favor him (as), He (swt) will also favor 

their entire family. Their descendants and their nation as whole will receive this blessing and favor 

from Allah (swt). For many generations the children of Israil are the nation who will have the 

knowledge of this Din. They are the ones who will receive revelation from Allah (swt) on how to 

worship and serve Him (swt). As we know they will be blessed with many prophets and 

messengers who will be sent among them. Just to name a few of the prophets that will be sent to 

them are Dawood (as), Sulaiman (as), Musa (as), ‘Isa (as) and of course the Prophet (saw). All of 

this is from the favor and blessing of Allah (swt) for the family of Yaqoob (as).  

 Then Yaqoob (as) says “just as He has completed it upon your fathers from before 

Ibrahim and Ishaq”. Here Yaqoob (as) reminds his son that what was mentioned above was the 

favor that Allah (swt) would bestow upon his children, and it is just like the favor that He (swt) had 

bestowed on his fathers. Ibrahim (as) and Ishaq (as) were the fathers of Yaqoob (as). They were 

the prophets and messengers of Allah (swt) before Yaqoob (as). So they also had been blessed 

with this knowledge of the Din. This shows us the great Mercy of Allah (swt) for those whom He 

(swt) is pleased with. 

 Herein lies the lesson for us from this part of the ayah. Who were these men who lived a 

long time ago? Ibrahim (as), Ishaq (as), Yaqoob (as) and Yusuf (as). Who were they to us? What 

should be our relationship with them? Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that He (swt) favored them 

and blessed them. Now the question to ask ourselves here is why.  Why did they receive this 

blessing and favor from Allah (swt)? It is because Allah (swt) was pleased with them. It is 

because they did the actions that were pleasing to Allah (swt). They recognized Allah (swt) as 

their Lord and Master and so they lived their lives to worship and serve Him (swt). All that they 

cared about was pleasing Allah (swt) and so everything that they did was with this goal in mind. 
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So if we want a similar favor and a similar blessing to be bestowed upon us then we have to 

strive to please Allah (swt) as well. There is no other value to this life except this. 

 In the final part of the ayah we see that Yaqoob (as) says to his son “Surely your Rabb 

is Knowing Wise”. Notice here that Yaqoob (as) does not say “Allah” but he (as) says “your 

Rabb”. Here he reminds his son as to what should be his relationship with his Creator. Allah (swt) 

is Rabb in that He (swt) is the Lord and the Master. The King and the Sovereign. So He (swt) 

deserves that we serve Him (swt). He (swt) deserves that we dedicate ourselves to Him (swt).  

Yaqoob (as) reminds his son of this fact by referring to Allah (swt) as “ your Rabb”. 

So here Yaqoob (as) tells Yusuf (as) that Allah (swt) will choose him (as) and then he 

(as) reminds his son that Allah (swt) is the Knowing and the Wise. This shows us that it is through 

His (swt)’s Knowledge and Wisdom that He (swt) will choose Yusuf (as). Through His (swt)’s 

Knowledge, Allah (swt) Knows that Yusuf (as) will be a righteous worshipper and servant of Him 

(swt). He (swt) Knows that Yusuf (as) will be among those who dedicate their lives to Him (swt). 

Through His (swt)’s Wisdom, Allah (swt) also Knows that Yusuf (as) should be the one whom He 

(swt) should choose. There is no one else who will be better to receive the blessing of 

Prophethood and the blessing of this knowledge of the interpretation of ahadith than Yusuf (as). 

So in a way in this part of the ayah Yaqoob (as) is reassuring his son and telling him that you will 

be all right. Allah (swt) will choose you and He (swt) is the Knowing and the Wise, so since He 

(swt) will choose you it means that you are all right.      
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8. Surely there have been in Yusuf and his brothers signs for the askers.   

 In this ayah Allah (swt) changes the narrative back to addressing the Prophet (saw). So 

we saw that in one ayah Allah (swt) was speaking to the Prophet (saw) and then in the next ayah 

He (swt) shifted to the narrative when Yusuf (as) was telling his father about his dream. Then in 

this ayah Allah (swt) returns to addressing the Prophet (saw). So we see once again how 

seamlessly Allah (swt) shifts the narrative from one setting to another. This is another aspect of 

the Miracle of the Quran in that Allah (swt) so easily changes the setting and it never feels 

sudden or out of place for the listener. 

 Allah (swt) says in this ayah “Surely there have been in Yusuf and his brothers signs 

for the askers”. Before we look into the meaning of this statement let us briefly comment on the 

language that Allah (swt) uses here. First we notice the emphasis and certainty with which Allah 

(swt) makes this statement. Our Lord tells us that surely and without a doubt there have been 

signs in this story for those who ask. Then we notice the Arabic word kana, which we have 

translated here as “have been”. This word gives the meaning of something that happened long in 

the past and continues to be so. It is as if Allah (swt) is saying that not only are these signs there 

in this story now but they have been there for a long time. They have been in there and they 

continue to be there. Ever since these events happened there have been signs in this story. This 

shows us that this was not a story that was imagined in the mind of the Prophet (saw) but rather it 

was an actual event that happened. The lessons and benefits in this story as well as the signs 

have been there all of this time. Finally we note about the language of the ayah that Allah (swt) 

does not specifically mention the word “story” in this ayah. Allah (swt) says that in Yusuf (as) and 

his brothers have been signs for those who ask. Of course we know that what Allah (swt) meant 

was that in the story of Yusuf (as) and his brothers there have been signs for the askers. This 

once again shows us that the literal meaning of the Quran cannot always be taken. We 

sometimes have to take the understood meaning that is beyond what the precise language gives. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us that there are signs in this story for the askers. There are two opinions 

among the scholars as to who are the “askers” that this ayah refers to. One opinion is that it 

refers to the enemies of this Message at the time of the Prophet (saw) and another opinion is that 

it refers to the Muslims. Allah (swt) Knows best but it seems to us that both of these meanings are 

correct. When we take the first opinion we see that this ayah is speaking about the time when the 

Quraysh chiefs in Makkah were scheming a plot to discredit the Prophet (saw). They wanted to 

convince all of the people in Makkah that the Prophet (saw) was not the true Messenger from 

Allah (swt).  They knew that the Message that the Prophet (saw) brought was a threat to their 

entire way of life. They knew that this Message sought to destroy the idols that they and their 

forefathers had been worshipping for generations.  They knew that it sought to take the 

sovereignty away from them and return it to Allah (swt). So they were determined to stop this 

Message in any way that they could. Now these Quraysh chiefs knew that the Jews of Madinah 

had knowledge of the previous books that Allah (swt) had revealed. So they traveled all the way 

to Madinah to meet with these Jews and they asked them as to how it could be shown that the 

Prophet (saw) is not the true Messenger from Allah (swt). The Jews told the Quraysh chiefs to 

ask the Prophet (saw) about Yusuf (as) and about how children of Israil ended up in Egypt. This 

was an event that happened a long time in the past, it even happened thousands of years before 

the time of Musa (as). So even among the Jews there were not that many among them who knew 

of this story. It could even be said that only the most learned and knowledgeable of their rabbis 

had the knowledge of this story. The Jews told the Quraysh chiefs that if they asked the Prophet 

(saw) about this story and it could be shown that he (saw) does not have knowledge of it, then 

that would be a clear evidence that he (as) was not sent by Allah (swt). So when the Quraysh 

chiefs returned to Makkah they posed these questions to the Prophet (saw).  They asked the 

Prophet (saw) to tell them about Yusuf (as) and about how the children of Israil ended up in 

Egypt. They told him (saw) that if you are truly a Messenger from Allah (swt) then you would be 

able to answer our questions. They challenged the Prophet (saw) in front of all of the people in 

Makkah. Once again we see that their intention was not to find the Truth but their intention was 

only to destroy this Message. If they wanted evidence that this Quran was from Allah (swt) then 
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just the very fact that they could not produce a Quran like this was evidence enough. But their 

intention from the beginning was to find some way to discredit the Prophet (saw) and thus destroy 

the Message that he (saw) had been sent with. From the beginning they had already made up 

their minds that they would rather submit to their desires and their passions than worship and 

serve their Creator. That was why they posed these questions to the Prophet (saw). 

Then that was when Allah (swt) revealed this Surah. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that 

surely there are signs in this Surah for the Quraysh chiefs and others like them who would dare to 

oppose this Message. For those who would question the Truth. In this Surah not only does Allah 

(swt) mention Yusuf (as) and how the children of Israil came to be in Egypt but Allah (swt) also 

narrates to us this story in great detail. Today we know much more about Yusuf (as) and his 

family from just this Surah than we do from the Bible or other sources. Not only does Allah (swt) 

tell us the events that happened but He (swt) also gives us insights into the personality of Yusuf 

(as) and of the people whom he meets and interacts with. Through these insights we have role 

models that we can emulate and we have role models that we should avoid. So in addition to 

answering the askers this Surah also contains a guidance for the believers, just like all of the 

Surahs of the Quran do.  Could such a Surah have been composed by a man who could not even 

read or write and who himself was never known to interact with the Jews and Christians? That is 

how there are signs in this story for those who ask. Signs that point us to the Truth of this 

Message. 

Now we said that the other meaning of the word “askers” in this ayah is that it refers to 

the believers. The scholars have said that what this means is that anyone who seeks to be 

guided by this story will be guided. You do not have to search hard for the guidance that in this 

story but you just have to ask for it. Just by asking you will see the signs and lessons in this story. 

You do not need to make a great effort to get the guidance in this story. You just have to read this 

Surah and then contemplate and think about its meanings. Even the most simple of persons who 

may not even have the Arabic language will get the many benefits of this Surah if they choose to 

look into it. There are signs in this Surah that will lead you to Allah (swt) and show you what is 

pleasing to Him (swt). All that you have to do is ask for them. Of this there can be no doubt 
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because remember the emphasis and certainty with which Allah (swt) began this ayah. So what 

then is preventing you from learning this Surah? What then is preventing you from being guided 

to your Lord through the lessons and reminders in this Surah? If you would only ask you would 

see that there are signs in this Surah that will lead you to the purpose of your existence. 

Finally we can ask ourselves as to why Allah (swt) specifically mentions the brothers of 

Yusuf (as) in this ayah. What is so special about the brothers of Yusuf (as) that they need to be 

specially mentioned in this ayah? There are many other people whom Yusuf (as) will meet in this 

story, so why does Allah (swt) specifically mention the brothers? The reason for this is because in 

the end this is a story about Yusuf (as) and his brothers. Although there are many other people 

who we will learn about in this story, in the end this story is about the conflict between Yusuf (as) 

and his brothers. There are also many parallels between the conflict that the brothers had with 

Yusuf (as) and the conflict that the conflict that the Quraysh chiefs had with the Prophet (saw). 

Insha Allah we will learn about these as well as we progress in the story. 

We can also note how in this ayah and the two ayahs preceding it Allah (swt) has actually 

summarized for us this entire Surah. The entire Surah of over one hundred ayahs has been 

summarized only in these few ayahs here. The essence of this story is the conflict that Yusuf (as) 

has with his brothers. We learned about that in the previous ayah. We also learned in the 

previous ayah that Yusuf (as) would be among those whom Allah (swt) will be pleased with and 

because of this Allah (swt) will choose Yusuf (as) and bestow on him (as) Prophethood and teach 

him (as) the meaning of dreams. Because Yusuf (as) sought the Pleasure of Allah (swt) we also 

can imply that he (as) was among the patient and the thankful. We also learned from the previous 

ayah how Allah (swt) will complete His (swt)’s favor on Yusuf (as). This means that He (swt) will 

give Yusuf (as) a good place in this world and in the Hereafter. Then we learned that this favor 

would not just be for Yusuf (as) but it will be for all of the family of Yaqoob (as). Everyone in their 

family would receive this special favor from Allah (swt).  Finally we learned that in all of these 

there are signs for those who ask. There are signs in this story, both for the non-believers to 

prove the Truth of this Message and for the Muslims to guide them to Allah (swt). Who but Allah 

(swt) could give us words as powerful as these? Words that are filled with such depth of meaning. 
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9. When they said, “Surely Yusuf and his brother are more beloved to our father than us 

while we are a strong group. Surely our father is in clear error”. 

 In the previous ayahs Allah (swt) had told us how this story was about a conflict between 

Yusuf (as) and his brothers. In this ayah Allah (swt) begins to tell us about this conflict. The first 

point that we can note about this conflict is that it is not a conflict that Yusuf (as) began but rather 

it was a conflict that the brothers began. They are the ones who started it. They are the ones who 

broke this bond. This bond of brothers in Islam. This bond of brothers in family. They are the ones 

who broke this strongest of bonds. So from the beginning we have to note who is the aggressor in 

this conflict. From the beginning we have to note who is the good and who is the evil. Yusuf (as) 

loved his brothers. He (as) had no jealousy or ill feelings towards them. He (as) did not want this 

conflict between them to exist.  But they are the ones who started it. 

 The same is true in the conflict between the Prophet (saw) and the Quraysh chiefs. They 

were the ones who started the conflict between them and him (saw). They are the ones who 

chose to reject this Message that their Creator had sent to them through him (saw). They are the 

ones who called the Prophet (saw) a liar when they were certain that he (saw) spoke the Truth. 

They are the ones who broke the family ties with him (saw). They are the ones who would torture 

him (saw) and persecute him (saw). They are the ones who decided to kill him (saw) or to drive 

him (saw) from the land. They are the ones who started this conflict. So we once again see who 

is the good and who is the evil. We once again see who has submitted to Allah (swt) and who has 

turned away. 

Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us about a conversation that the brothers had when 

they gathered together in secret. They say to each other that Yusuf (as) and his brother are more 

beloved to their father than they are. The brother of Yusuf (as) about whom they speak is 

Binyamin. Yusuf (as) and Binyamin (as) were of one mother and these ten brothers were born of 
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a different mother. That is why they do not refer to Binyamin as their own brother but they refer to 

him as the brother of Yusuf (as). This shows that they had already divided their family based on 

the mother to whom each of them was born. It did not matter to them that they were all born of 

the same father. It did not matter to them that they were all brothers in Islam. They had this 

jealousy for Yusuf (as) and Binyamin and so they created this division in their family. 

Also notice how they say “while we are a strong group”. This was how they saw 

themselves. They saw themselves as a strong group. They saw themselves as more powerful 

and more able to help and protect their father than Yusuf (as) and his brother. They were older. 

They were more in number. They were stronger. So they of themselves as better than Yusuf (as) 

and Binyamin. Because of this they thought of themselves as more deserving of the love of their 

father. 

Once again we notice how their thinking is only confined to the life of this world. They do 

not care that Yusuf (as) is closer to Allah (swt) than they are.  They do not care that Yusuf (as) 

does more to try and please Allah (swt) than they do. For them this is not important. They only 

take notice of the fact that they are stronger and more numerous and so they can help their father 

in this world more than Yusuf (as). They do not care too much about their station with Allah (swt). 

They care more about gaining the love of their father than they do about gaining the love of their 

Creator. So we see how limited their vision is in that they only care about this world and the 

things of this world. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

We can also see this same behavior from the Quraysh chiefs at the time of the Prophet 

(saw).  They also cared more about the life of this world than they did about pleasing Allah (swt). 

They knew that the Prophet (saw) was indeed the Messenger of Allah (swt). They knew that their 

Creator had indeed sent them a Message reminding them of their duty to serve Him (swt).  But 

they chose to turn away from this Message. They chose to turn away from Allah (swt). What 

made them do this? It was nothing but their arrogance and their love for the life of this world. 

They did not want a live a life where they had to control or curtail their desires in any way.  They 

did not want to live a life where they would be made equal in status with the rest of mankind. 

They wanted to think of themselves as the best. They wanted to satisfy their lusts in whatever 
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way that they wanted. So they chose to reject this Message when they were certain that it was 

the Truth. They chose to kill the Prophet (saw) when they knew that he (saw) had done them no 

wrong. Such is the behavior and the thinking that we must strive to avoid. This life is nothing but a 

struggle of trying to overcome our desires and our pride in order to submit to the Lord and Master. 

May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace because we cannot do it without Him (swt)! 

In the final part of the ayah we see the brothers of Yusuf (as) say “”Surely our father is 

in clear error”. This was the extent to which Shaitan and their jealousy had blinded them to the 

reality. They saw their own father, the one who had raised them and brought them in this world, 

the one who had protected them and kept them safe in their youth, the one who had provided for 

them and nurtured them, they saw him to be in clear error. Not only was Yaqoob (as) their father 

but he (as) was also a prophet of Allah (swt). A prophet of Allah (swt). One who receives 

revelation from the Creator and Sustainer of the heavens and the earth. One who has been sent 

to guide mankind. They saw him (as) to be in clear error. They saw him to be misguided and 

astray. This was how twisted their perception of the reality had become. This was the extent to 

which they themselves had been misguided and led astray. They saw their own father to be 

misguided and in error. This was their situation. This is what happened to them because they 

allowed Shaitan and their desires to take over their heart. 

So one lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how Shaitan can change our 

perception of the reality. He will use our pride and our love for this world to twist our perception of 

the reality. This is what he did with the brothers of Yusuf (as). So great was their arrogance and 

their desire for their father’s love that they became completely shocked when it seemed to them 

that Yaqoob (as) loved Yusuf (as) and Binyamin more than them. Now they were so filled with 

pride of themselves that even this possibility was shocking and unbelievable. How could our 

father love him more than us? We are a strong group. We can protect our father. We can provide 

for him. So how could he love Yusuf (as) more than us?  He is clearly misguided. This was their 

twisted and perverted thinking. This is what we must strive to save ourselves from. We must 

strive to evaluate the reality as it is. We must not allow our emotions or our desires to skew our 

perception of the reality. We must judge each situation individually and we must not allow any 
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feelings that we have for others to impair our judgment of the reality. We have to reach the level 

where we do not care what others think of us. It should not matter to us if someone else loves us 

or not as long as Allah (swt) loves us. We must always remember that all that matters is the 

worship and servitude of Allah (swt). If Allah (swt) is not displeased with us then nothing else 

matters. Insha Allah this is how we can save ourselves from Shaitan. 

So we see that jealousy was the reason why the brothers of Yusuf (as) started this 

conflict with him (as). They were jealous because they thought that Yaqoob (as) had given more 

of his love to Yusuf (as) than he (as) had given to them. This same thinking was also present for 

the Quraysh chiefs. They were also jealous of the Prophet (saw). They knew that he (saw) was 

the Messenger of Allah (swt), they were certain of this fact. But they could not understand why 

Allah (swt) would choose him (saw) to be the Messenger rather than them. Many of them thought 

that they were more deserving of being the bearers of this Message. Although the Prophet (saw) 

came from a very noble family, he (saw) was not among the wealthy and the upper class of the 

Quraysh. He (saw) was not a chief like they were. He (saw) was only a simple merchant. So they 

could not understand why Allah (swt) would choose him (saw) rather than them. They did not 

care about the fact that the Prophet (saw) worshipped Allah (swt) more than they did. They did 

not care about the fact that the Prophet (saw) was more honest and more righteous than they 

were. They only focused on the fact that they had more wealth and more power than the Prophet 

(saw). Once again we see how their thinking was only focused on the life of this world. The 

standard by which they judged was only this world and not Allah (swt). Because of this they 

thought that they were more deserving of being the bearers of this Message. They thought that 

this was an honor and a privilege that should be given to them. So they were filled with jealousy 

and hatred for the Prophet (saw) because Allah (swt) had chosen him (saw) over them. This was 

why they opposed him (saw). This was why they hurt him (saw). This was why they tried to kill 

him (saw). All that they cared about was themselves. They did not care about Allah (swt) or His 

(swt)’s Messenger. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like such people! 

Thus yet another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see the danger of jealousy. 

Jealousy comes from arrogance. You see someone else have something and then you think that 
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you are more deserving of that thing than this person. You think that you are better than that 

person. This jealousy could make you to hate that person. This jealousy could make you to break 

your relationship with that person. We know that breaking of ties with our family or with our 

Muslim brothers or sisters is one of the most terrible of sins. But this is what can happen to us if 

we allow jealousy to seep into our hearts. Shaitan loves to place jealousy into our hearts. 

Remember that this was one of the sins that got him banished to the Fire forever. He was jealous 

of the fact that Allah (swt) had chosen Adam (as) over him.  

Shaitan especially likes to put jealousy in our hearts towards our siblings, and this is 

something of which we should be especially careful. The fact that Allah (swt) brings our attention 

in this ayah to the idea of “sibling rivalry” shows us that it is especially dangerous. This jealousy 

between brothers and sisters can lead to actual hatred coming between them. It could even lead 

to them hurting each other. So you have to work to save yourself from this. Try your best not to 

compete with your brother and sister. Do not ask yourself who is better and do not think about 

who your parents love more. Know that what matters in the end is not the love of parents but the 

Love of Allah (swt). The Love of Allah (swt) is gained by striving to do the actions that are 

pleasing to Him (swt). As long as you try your best then you should know that Allah (swt) Knows 

what you have done. For one thing we know that Allah (swt) does not like this disease of jealousy 

to be in our hearts. So we should strive to cleanse our hearts of it and we should always consider 

our striving to be part of our worship and servitude of Allah (swt). 

The way that we save ourselves from this disease is to remind ourselves that we are not 

better than that person. We are all the slaves of Allah (swt) and it is only He (swt) Who Knows 

which person is better than another. Perhaps this person with whom you are jealous is closer to 

Allah (swt) than you. Where then is the room for jealousy in your heart? So instead of hating that 

person you should work on improving yourself. Supposing that person is not a better Muslim than 

you are, if that is the case then you should still realize that he or she will still be questioned by 

Allah (swt) for all that they were given in this world. The more of this world that any of us has 

been given, the more that we have a responsibility to be grateful to Allah (swt) for it. So if that 

person has been given more of this world than you, then you should realize that this only means 
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that he or she would be judged more severely on the Day of Judgment. Now when you realize 

this fact are you still envious of them? Realize that in the end all that matters is that we serve our 

Creator. That is the reason for which we have been created. Allah (swt) is the Real and the True 

and so all that should matter is pleasing Him (swt). When you busy your time trying to please your 

Lord and Master where then does that leave time for you to be jealous of anyone? May Allah 

(swt) help us to remember this fact! May Allah (swt) save us from ever being jealous of anyone! 

 

 

 

10. Kill Yusuf or cast him to some distant land so that it may make the face of your father 

be only for you and you will be after that a righteous people. 

 This ayah continues on the previous ayah where the brothers of Yusuf (as) were 

deliberating amongst themselves. Recall from the previous ayah how the brothers displayed their 

extreme jealousy for Yusuf (as). They could not understand how their father could love him (as) 

more when they saw themselves as a strong group. There were two diseases that haunted their 

hearts and these were arrogance and the love of this world. These two diseases are linked and 

they often go together. These brothers thought that they were the best and because of that they 

thought that they were deserving of everything in this world. They saw themselves as the most 

deserving of their father’s love. They did not care much for Allah (swt) even though they knew 

that He (swt) was their Creator and their Sustainer. Being the children of prophets they knew that 

their purpose in life was to worship and serve Allah (swt), but still they turned away from this 

purpose.  They did not care much for the Hereafter even though they knew that they would soon 

be there. They only cared about getting what they wanted and they would do anything to 

accomplish that goal. Now here in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what they finally decided to do 

with Yusuf (as). 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how they said “Kill Yusuf or cast him to some 

distant land”. These were the two options that they were debating between. They wanted to kill 

their own brother or drive him away to some distant land. Now we can see the extent of the 

jealousy that had taken over their hearts. They were actually planning on killing their own blood 

brother. They were actually planning on taking a soul. This was how much they hated Yusuf (as) 

and how much they hated the fact that their father would love him (as) more than them. So we 

are reminded once again of the danger of jealousy. We are reminded of how it can make even 

the believer to commit the most unspeakable of acts. Thus one lesson that we can take from this 

ayah is to remind ourselves once again that we need to strive to remove the feelings of pride and 

jealousy from our hearts. By no means it is easy to remove these from the heart, but we have to 

try. For the sake of our Lord we have to try. It is through this effort that we hope to come closer to 

Allah (swt) and it is for this effort that we hope for the reward in the Hereafter. 

 In the next part of the ayah the brothers tell themselves the reason why they want to kill 

Yusuf (as). They say, “so that it may make the face of your father be only for you”. They 

believe that the death or the exile of Yusuf (as) would make the face of their father be only for 

them. Of course by the word “face” we know that what is meant is the love and the attention of 

their father. The regard and admiration of their father. We can also notice that this ayah is yet 

another example of the many ayahs where the literal meaning cannot be taken. These brothers 

are not literally seeking the face of their father. Rather the understood meaning that we take is 

that the word “face” here means love and attention. 

 In this part of the ayah Allah (swt) also shows us how Shaitan works. Allah (swt) tells us 

his plan of attack so that we can watch out for it and so that we would not fall into it. Whenever 

Shaitan wants to make us commit some evil, he will almost always give us a reason for that evil. 

It may be the most foolish of reasons but there will always be a reason. This reason is a 

justification. It is an excuse for the sin. You know that what you are doing is wrong, and so you 

are hoping that this reason would excuse you. But if you were to stop and reflect on your excuse. 

If you were to think if your excuse would be acceptable to Allah (swt) or not. Then Insha Allah you 

have a chance to save yourself from Shaitan. Look here at the excuse that Shaitan gave for the 
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brothers of Yusuf (as).  He told them that if they take Yusuf (as) away from their father then their 

father would love them deeply and exclusively. Do you think that he was truthful in such a claim? 

Would their father really love them more if they took Yusuf (as) away? Furthermore do you really 

think that such an excuse would be acceptable to Allah (swt)? That they committed this great sin 

only to get the attention of their father. Why are you so worried about if your father loves you or 

not? Should you not be more concerned with if Allah (swt) loves you? Thus we see that the way 

to save ourselves from Shaitan and his lame excuses is to always ask ourselves if that excuse 

would be acceptable to our Lord or not. May Allah (swt) save us from Shaitan and from making 

excuses for sin! 

 In the final part of this ayah the brothers say to themselves “and you will be after that a 

righteous people”. So they are planning on committing the sin and after that they hope to be 

righteous. They say to themselves that they can make Tawbah and be good after they kill Yusuf 

(as). You see how they are already planning their repentance even before they commit the sin. In 

reality this is just another trick that Shaitan is playing with them. This is just another excuse that 

he is giving them to entice them to carry out the sin. He is removing their guilt and their 

inhibitions. How can they ever expect their Tawbah to be accepted by Allah (swt) if they planned 

their Tawbah even before they committed the sin? If they really feared Allah (swt) then why do 

they not be a righteous people now and not commit the sin in the first place? Why did they not 

stop themselves from the sin in the here and now? They did not because they were completely 

deluded by Shaitan. They did not because they were completely deluded by their lusts and their 

desires. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! May Allah (swt) help us to always 

remember the great reward of preventing ourselves from committing the sins that our lower 

selves incline towards! 

 We can also note about this ayah how Allah (swt) has summarized the entire meeting 

that the brothers had in only one small ayah. In reality this was probably a meeting that lasted for 

several hours. But that entire meeting has been summarized in only one small ayah. In this ayah 

Allah (swt) shows us everything that happened in that meeting. First we see the reason why they 

were so angry with Yusuf (as) and why they wanted to get rid of him (as). Then we see the 
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options that they considered in helping them to reach this goal. Finally we also see how they 

planned a way out of their predicament once their wicked deed was done. All of this meaning has 

been placed in this one small ayah and it is part of the Miracle of the Quran that Allah (swt) is 

able to convey so much meaning using so few words. 

 We can also note that this jealousy that the brothers had for Yusuf (as) was not 

something that materialized suddenly. Rather it must have been something that had been 

building and building for years and years. This meeting and this conspiracy is the culmination of 

all that hatred and jealousy. This shows us how Shaitan is very patient. He will not immediately 

suggest to us that we commit a major sin. But rather he will build us up for a long time, years and 

years if necessary. This is what he did with the brothers of Yusuf (as). He put this jealousy and 

hatred in their hearts and because they did not check themselves it grew and grew over time. In 

time it finally reached the level where they were planning on killing their own brother and they 

thought their own father, who was a prophet of Allah (swt), to be among the misguided. See then 

how far they had been lead astray from the Straight Path. So to save ourselves from Shaitan we 

have to stop him at the initial attack. If we feel any hatred or jealousy or arrogance in our hearts 

then we must strive to destroy that feeling. This effort is one of the best of deeds that we can do 

to earn the Pleasure of Allah (swt). This ill feeling that we have in our hearts is in and of itself a 

sin and it could lead to far greater sins. So we must try to remove all such ill feelings from our 

hearts. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace for we cannot do it without Him (swt)! 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how there often can be evil 

people in the midst of good people. These brothers were the sons of a prophet but look here at 

the evil that they were conspiring to do. So we should never think that just because our children 

come from a very religious family this means that they will automatically be religious. On the 

contrary it is often the case that among the most evil of people come from families that were 

righteous and religious. Every human being is an individual and every human being makes their 

own choices. Of course we are influenced by our surroundings but ultimately we will make the 

decisions that we want to make. So your children may still go astray even if you are observant 

and practicing. Do not assume that your children will automatically follow your example. But 
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rather you must make the effort to teach them. You must make the effort to educate them. You 

must constantly remind them of Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to do so! 

May Allah (swt) allow us to save our families from the Fire as He (swt) has commanded us to! 

 

 

 

11. A speaker from among them said “Do not kill Yusuf, but cast him into the bottom of a 

well where some caravan of travelers will pick him up if you are among those who must 

act”. 

We mentioned how the essence of this story is the conflict between Yusuf (as) and his 

brothers. This conflict began with the plot that Yusuf (as)’s brothers hatched against him (as). In 

this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us about the time in which they conspired this evil plan. 

However in this ayah Allah (swt) shows us that not all of these brothers were evil. Allah (swt) 

shows us how there was one brother among them who had some good in him. From this ayah we 

take the lesson that human beings are complex creatures. There are some people who are not 

pure evil or pure good. But rather these people have some good and some evil in them. In this 

ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention to one such person in a brother of Yusuf (as). 

Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “A speaker from among them said “Do not kill 

Yusuf”. Notice how Allah (swt) calls this brother “A speaker from among them”. Allah (swt) 

does not refer to this brother as “brother” or “person” but He (swt) calls him a “speaker”. One 

lesson that we can take from this is that we must not be silent when we see or hear evil. This 

brother heard what the other brothers were speaking and he recognized some of the evil in their 

words. He knew that he too wanted to get rid off Yusuf (as), he too had that jealousy for him (as). 

But he also realized that Yusuf (as) was still his brother and he also realized what a great sin 

murder was. That is why he opened his mouth and declared in front of the others that Yusuf (as) 
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should not be killed. If their objective was to get rid of Yusuf (as) then there were other ways to 

reach that objective without committing murder. That is why this brother who had some good in 

him opened his mouth and spoke at this moment. His words saved Yusuf (as)’s life. Similarly 

when we hear some evil we must not be silent. If we believe that we can prevent evil with our 

words and we do not believe that harm will come to us then we have a duty to speak. That is why 

Allah (swt) refers to this brother as the “speaker”. 

So what is the alternative that this brother proposes? Allah (swt) tells us how he said “but 

cast him into the bottom of a well where some caravan of travelers will pick him up if you 

are among those who must act”. If they must do something then they can do this. They can 

throw Yusuf (as) into a well that is along a trade route. They hoped that some of the travelers who 

use this well would find Yusuf (as) and take him with them. This way they can get rid of Yusuf (as) 

without having to kill him (as). This is the plan proposed by this one brother.  

Notice in the words of this brother that even this act of placing Yusuf in the well was not 

something that he was so willing to do. He felt some reluctance to do even this. But on the other 

hand he also knew that the other brothers were determined on getting rid of Yusuf (as). He knew 

that they were determined to act. That is why with reluctance he proposes this option. Without a 

doubt this is still a terrible thing that he was proposing. To throw a young child into the bottom of a 

deep well for no reason was a great sin. So this shows that there was evil in this brother as well. 

He also had this jealousy for Yusuf (as). He also wanted to get rid of him (as). But he had both 

good and evil in him. On the one hand he cared for Yusuf (as) and he feared the punishment of 

Allah (swt) for the sin of murder and at the same time he also had this jealousy for Yusuf (as) and 

he saw that his other brothers were determined on acting. That is why he proposes this 

alternative but he does so with reluctance. 

So we can see from this the complex nature of human beings. Many people succumb to 

their desires and they have arrogance in them, but at the same time there is also good in them. 

Allah (swt) demonstrates this to us in the example of this brother of Yusuf (as). So what should be 

our attitude with such people? We should call them to Allah (swt). We should try and bring out the 

good in them and try and destroy their evil. This is what dawah is. It is calling on the people to be 
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good. It is calling the people to Allah (swt). So we learn from this ayah that it is wrong for us to 

assume that all people are completely evil like Abu Lahab or Firaun. We can also not expect all 

people to be the best of mankind like Abu Bakr (ra) and ‘Umar (ra). Rather the majority of 

mankind, including ourselves, falls in between these two extremes. Life is nothing but a struggle 

of moving away from the example that Allah (swt) is not pleased with and towards the example 

that Allah (swt) is pleased with. May Allah (swt) guide us all to be like those whom He (swt) is 

pleased with! 

 

12. They said “O our father, what is the matter with you that you do not trust us with Yusuf 

when we are his sincere well-wishers”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) changes the setting to where Yusuf (as)’s brothers are speaking 

to their father. Notice once again what a seamless transition this is. In the previous ayah the 

brothers were deliberating amongst themselves as to what they should do with Yusuf (as) and 

now in this ayah we are in a different setting and different time. Whenever a human writer 

changes the setting, he has to build up that change in narrative. But Allah (swt) can accomplish it 

seamlessly and smoothly. The transition does leave the reader feeling confused and lost and at 

the same time it is done using the least amount of words. Such is the Power of Allah (swt). 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers of Yusuf (as) said “O our father, what is 

the matter with you that you do not trust us with Yusuf when we are his sincere well-

wishers”. Recall from the previous ayah how one of the brothers put forward the suggestion of 

throwing Yusuf (as) into the bottom of a well. They thought that this way a caravan of travelers 

would find him and take him to a far away land. This way he would be taken away from them and 

away from their father. Then they hoped that the love and the attention of their father would only 

be for them. Now what remained was trying to convince their father to give Yusuf (as) over to 

their care. So they go to their father and ask him why he does not trust them with Yusuf (as). 

Their choice of words suggest that they had previously approached their father and had asked 
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him to give Yusuf (as) to their care and he had refused. It could even be that they had asked their 

father several times in the past and for several times he might have turned them down. So they 

came to sense from their father some apprehension and some reluctance in giving Yusuf (as) to 

their care. However they try to allay this fear by telling their father that they are indeed his well-

wishers. This means that they do not want anything but good for Yusuf (as). They are saying that 

they intend nothing but the best for their brother.  

We can see from their behavior several traits that we must strive to avoid. One of course 

is their lying. They were lying to their father when they said that they were sincere well-wishers to 

Yusuf (as). On the contrary they wanted to do great harm to him (as). It is this thinking and this 

behavior that we must strive to avoid. So we should always check ourselves when we speak. We 

have to verify the truth of what we say and we must strive never to tell a lie unless absolutely 

necessary. Even when we lie it must be done only to please Allah (swt). There are specific 

instances when lying is permitted and we encourage the reader who is interested to consult the 

books of fiqh or talk to a scholar. But in general we must try our best to avoid speaking falsehood. 

Lying and falsehood are parts of hypocrisy and we know that is a way that Allah (swt) is not 

pleased with. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to always speak the truth! 

 Another aspect of their behavior that we must strive to avoid is their disrespect to their 

father. They wanted to do harm to their father by taking his most beloved son away from him. In 

order to achieve this objective they lied to their father and they even accused him of being unfair 

in his treatment of them. Simply look at their insolence to the man who raised them up from 

childhood and who take care of them when they were young and helpless. In order to save 

ourselves from becoming like them we have to try our best to love our parents. Even if our 

parents have done wrong to us, even if we think that our parents have showed favoritism to one 

of our siblings, we still have to love them. We have to love them for the sake of Allah (swt). To 

show any kind of disrespect to parents is the greatest of sins in our Din. In order to save 

ourselves from this we have to always treat our parents with kindness and respect. We must not 

lie to them and we must not even say anything to them that might displease them. Always 

remember that in their pleasure lies the Pleasure of Allah (swt) and in their displeasure lies the 
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displeasure of Allah (swt). In fact the only time that you are allowed to disobey your parents is if 

they command you to disobey your Creator. Otherwise you must obey them and strive to please 

them. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! May Allah (swt) save us from becoming like 

these brothers of Yusuf (as) in their treatment of their father!     

       

 

13. “Send him with us tomorrow that he may enjoy himself and play, and we will surely be 

to him protectors”.  

 We learned from the previous ayahs about the great jealousy that Yusuf (as)’s brothers 

had for him. They were jealous of the fact that their father loved him more than them when he 

was only a small child and they were a strong group. They did not care about Allah (swt). They 

did not think that it was Allah (swt)’s estimation of them that they should be concerned about. 

Rather their thoughts were only focused on the life of this world. They saw themselves as better 

than Yusuf (as) because of what they could offer their father in terms of this world and they only 

cared about gaining the favor and attention of their father. They did not think about Allah (swt) 

and pleasing Him (swt). So jealousy consumed their hearts and they made a plot to take young 

Yusuf (as) away from his father. In the previous ayah we saw how they approached their father 

and asked him as to why he did not trust them with Yusuf (as). They made Yaqoob (as) feel guilty 

for the fact that he (as) had this suspicion of them. When in reality he (as) had every right to be 

since they did indeed have great jealousy for Yusuf (as). In this ayah we see how they continue 

with their plan. How they continue to try and persuade Yaqoob (as) to send Yusuf (as) with them. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how they said to Yaqoob (as) “Send him with us tomorrow that he 

may enjoy himself and play, and we will surely be to him protectors”.  Notice first that they 

are asking Yaqoob (as) to send young Yusuf (as) with them. They know that they would never be 

able to take the child without the permission of his father.  In fact they did not even try to take 
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Yusuf (as) away without first taking the permission of Yaqoob (as). There are several lessons that 

we can take from this fact alone. First it shows us that even these brothers, sinful and corrupt as 

they were, still had some degree of respect for their father. They knew that they could not just 

take Yusuf (as) away, rather they had to ask their father to send him (as) with them. This shows 

the respect that they had for the authority of the parent. Even though they were sinful and even 

though they were being led around by Shaitan and their desires, they still had this respect for 

their father. Where is that respect among the children today? Do the children today ask their 

parents before they do anything? Or do they do many of the actions that are displeasing to Allah 

(swt) without their parents knowing? So see how degraded our society has become. Some 

scholars have said that the authority of the parents over the children is one of the most basic and 

primal of authorities. When this authority starts to crumble then the society as a whole is lost. Is 

this not where we as a society are heading towards? May Allah (swt) save us! 

 Another lesson that we can take from the fact that the brothers first seek permission of 

Yaqoob (as) before they take Yusuf (as) away is that it shows us how carefully Yaqoob (as) was 

watching over his son. Yaqoob (as) was keeping such a close watch on his son that the brothers 

knew that they would never be able to take him away without their father finding out. Do we today 

make an effort to take the same care of our children? Do we always look to see where they are 

and what they are doing? If our child were to go missing, may Allah (swt) save us from that, how 

long would it be before we found out? Do we allow them to go out of the house for extended 

periods of time or during the late hours of the night without knowing where they are? We know 

very well of all of the evil elements that are out there in today’s society which could take a child 

away from Allah (swt). Do we make a genuine effort to protect our children from these? So we 

see from this part of the ayah that another characteristic that Allah (swt) is pleased with us having 

is that He (swt) is pleased with us when we make an effort to protect out children and look out for 

them. Know that the effort that you make to keep a guard over your children is an effort for which 

you will be rewarded just like you are rewarded for your prayers and fasting. May Allah (swt) keep 

our children safe! May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to keep guard and keep watch over 

them! 
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 The reason why the brothers ask Yaqoob (as) to send young Yusuf (as) with them is so 

that  “he may enjoy himself and play”. This is a further incentive to entice Yaqoob (as) to send 

young Yusuf with them. They are showing Yaqoob (as) that they want the boy to be happy. They 

are making the connection between Yusuf (as) being sent with them and his happiness and 

pleasure. These brothers are willing to say anything to convince Yaqoob (as) to send Yusuf (as) 

with them. Such is the way that people behave when they have set their minds to do something 

evil. They will not let anything stand in the way of them accomplishing their goal. Their final 

intention is that they want to take Yusuf (as) away from his father and they are willing to do 

anything and say anything in order to accomplish this goal. They are striving in their efforts to 

persuade Yaqoob (as). They are striving in their evil.  

The lesson that we can take from this is to see how hard Shaitan will make us work in 

order to commit an evil action. When Shaitan has convinced us to commit some evil then he will 

make us stop at nothing in order to accomplish that evil. He will make us go to great lengths only 

to accomplish that evil. So we should save ourselves from this. We should realize that the more 

and more we strive to do evil, the more and more sins we are earning. So ask yourself if it is 

worth it. Ask yourself if this temporary pleasure that you are seeking or this thing of this world that 

you are striving for is worth earning the Wrath of Allah (swt) and worth all the effort that you are 

putting into it. Then once you have come to your senses ask yourself why you cannot divert your 

energies into doing something that is pleasing to Allah (swt). Something that will bring you closer 

to Allah (swt). Something for which you will be rewarded in the Hereafter. May Allah (swt) give us 

the ability to do that! May Allah (swt) save us from becoming like these brothers of Yusuf (as) who 

strove in their evil! 

Finally we see that the brothers say, “we will surely be to him protectors”. This is yet 

another lie. These brothers have now spoken yet another lie to their own father who was a 

prophet of Allah (swt). We see from this how easy lying becomes once you start. When you start 

with one lie you have to tell many more lies to support your first lie. This is how Shaitan leads us 

astray. This is how Shaitan leads us further and further into evil. May Allah (swt) save us from 

him! Here the brothers are assuring their father that they will protect Yusuf (as). Notice the 
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emphasis and the certainty with which they are promising that they will be his (as)’s protectors. 

They are so sure of themselves when they said this. But in reality this was only another method of 

persuasion in order to convince Yaqoob (as). In the previous ayah when they said that they were 

his sincere well-wishers they were saying that they were not going to do him (as) any harm and 

here they are saying that they will not let any harm from the outside come to him (as). See how 

they are striving and struggling, saying anything in order to convince their father. In order to 

accomplish this evil. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

 

 

 

14. He said “Surely I saddens me that you should take him away and I fear that the wolf 

would eat him while you are heedless of him”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to the request that 

the brothers made. The brothers of Yusuf (as) were pleading and begging their father to send 

young Yusuf (as) with them. They wanted more than anything to take this special child away from 

his father. They wanted more than anything to do this evil. To cause suffering to this child. To 

cause grief for their father. However they knew that they would only be able to go through with 

this evil if Yaqoob (as) agrees to send Yusuf (as) with them. That was why they were trying their 

best to convince him to allow them to send Yusuf (as) with them. They were begging and 

pleading and telling their father all sorts of lies in order to convince him to send Yusuf (as) with 

them. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response that their father gave them to 

their pleas. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “Surely I saddens me that you should take 

him away and I fear that the wolf would eat him while you are heedless of him”.  So we see 

that Yaqoob (as) initially declines their request to send Yusuf (as) with them. There are two 
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reasons that he (as) gives for this. First Yaqoob (as) says that it saddens him (as) that the 

brothers should take Yusuf (as) away with them. As we mentioned Yusuf (as) was only a young 

child at this age, and his father was very attached to him (as). So Yaqoob (as) tells the brothers 

that it pains him (as) to be separated from his child and for his child be sent away for a long time. 

It seems and Allah (swt) Knows best that this trip that the brothers were planning would take at 

least an entire day, and Yaqoob (as) tells them that it would pain him (as) for him (as) to be 

separated from his young son for so long. Such was the love and affection that this noble father 

had for his child. Yaqoob (as) loved young Yusuf (as) so much that it pained him (as) to be away 

from his child for even a day. Do fathers today have this same level of love and affection? 

 The second reason that Yaqoob (as) gives as to why he (as) does not want to send his 

young son with them is that he fears that a wolf would eat the young child while the brothers are 

heedless of him (as). This part of the ayah further proves that Yusuf (as) was only a small child 

when this incident happened. Only a small child would go out to play and only a small child would 

be in danger of being eaten by a wolf. Some scholars have said that there was an abundance of 

wolves in that land and that is why Yaqoob (as) said this, but Allah (swt) Knows best if this is true 

or not. 

 However what we can see is that Yaqoob (as) does not mention to the brothers the main 

reason why he (as) was reluctant to send Yusuf (as) with them. Of course this main reason was 

because he (as) feared that the brothers themselves may do something to harm Yusuf (as). 

Recall from the previous ayah how Yaqoob (as) warned Yusuf (as) not to relate his dream to the 

brothers. This shows that Yaqoob (as) knew very well about this great jealousy that these 

brothers had for Yusuf (as). He (as) even suspected that they may do something to harm the 

young child. So the main reason why he (as) was reluctant to send Yusuf (as) with them was 

because he feared that they themselves would do something to harm him.  

Why then did Yaqoob (as) not mention this? One reason is because these ten brothers 

were still his sons and he still loved them. Yaqoob (as) knew that he as a father had a 

responsibility to be fair and just with all of his children. So he (as) did not want to accuse them of 

something so evil without a clear evidence of wrongdoing on their part. Even though Yaqoob (as) 
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had every reason to be suspicious, he (as) still did not want to accuse them without there being a 

clear evidence. Do we as parents have this same attitude towards our children? Do we strive to 

treat them fairly without showing any favoritism to them and without preferring any one of them 

over another? Another reason why Yaqoob (as) did not accuse them directly is because he (as) 

did not want to antagonize them and make the situation worse. What do you think would have 

happened at this moment if Yaqoob (as) would have spoken the cold truth and accused the 

brothers directly of having jealousy of Yusuf (as) and planning a plot against him (as)? Their 

jealousy and hatred for Yusuf (as) would only have increased. They still would have tried to get 

rid of Yusuf (as) in one way or another. In order to prevent this Yaqoob (as) does not directly 

accuse them of evil without having sufficient proof. In everything that Yaqoob (as) did he (as) 

always strove to please Allah (swt). Even in the way that he (as) interacted and dealt with his 

family. 

 

 

15. They said, “If he is eaten by a wolf and we a strong group then surely we are the 

losers”. 

 This ayah contains the response of the brothers to what Yaqoob (as) had said in the 

previous ayah. Recall that Yaqoob (as) was reluctant to send Yusuf (as) with them even though 

they were insisting and pleading with him (as). Yaqoob (as) knew the jealousy and hatred that 

they had for young Yusuf (as). But at the same time they were still his children and he still had a 

responsibility from Allah (swt) to treat them fairly. So instead of accusing them of wanting to harm 

Yusuf (as), Yaqoob (as) merely suggested to them the possibility of a wolf eating the young child 

while they negligent of him. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of the brothers 

to this suggestion. Look closely at their response because it reveals an integral part of their 

character. It reveals a trait of theirs that is most displeasing to Allah (swt). Insha Allah this is a 

trait that we must always be striving to clean from our own hearts. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us how they said, “If he is eaten by a wolf and we a strong group then 

surely we are the losers”. Once again look at the arrogance in their words. They are so sure of 

themselves. They speak as if they are certain that no harm whatsoever can come to the child. 

This is because they are a strong group. They are invincible. They can overcome any foe. Not 

even a pack of wild and ferocious wolves can overcome them because they are a strong group. 

Simply look at how they are just overflowing with arrogance and pride. See how they have 

completely forgotten about Allah (swt). They have forgotten that all Might and all Power is only 

with Allah (swt). All that they can think about is how they are the best and how they are powerful 

they are. Because of this thinking they assure their father that no harm whatsoever can come to 

Yusuf (as). They even swear with absolute certainty that should a wolf end up eating the child 

then they would be among the losers. They would be losers because they were negligent and 

they would be losers because they were weak. This is the promise that they make to their father. 

By making this promise they are telling Yaqoob (as) that this will never happen. If there is one fact 

that they are sure of it is that they are not losers and since they are not losers then they are 

certain that this will never happen. We can see the arrogance and the pride dripping from their 

words. From this we are reminded once again that these are traits that are most displeasing to 

Allah (swt). So we should try our best never to be like these brothers. We have to save ourselves 

from their way of thinking. If we ever hope to accomplish anything in the future then we must 

always believe that we will accomplish it only with the Help and Support of Allah (swt) and not 

through our own efforts. 

We can also notice how quickly the brothers gave a response to this suggestion of their 

father of Yusuf (as) being eaten by a wolf. As soon as Yaqoob (as) put forward this possibility the 

brothers had a response ready. Some scholars have noted that by the fact that the brothers gave 

their response so quickly this shows how they planned and rehearsed this conversation with 

Yaqoob (as) even before they spoke with him (as). They knew beforehand that Yaqoob (as) 

would bring up the idea of the wolf and so they prepared the exact response that they would give 

to him (as). This was the amount of planning and preparation that they put into this evil. See once 

again the great lengths that people will go to only to accomplish evil.  
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 What can Yaqoob (as) do now? The brothers have now used every means possible to try 

and persuade him (as) to send Yusuf (as) with them. At this point there were only two options 

remaining for Yaqoob (as). He (as) could either speak the cold and complete truth and tell them 

that the reason why he (as) does not want to send Yusuf (as) with them is because he (as) fears 

that they would do something to him (as). Or Yaqoob (as) could send his beloved son with them. 

We have already discussed why the first option is not acceptable. Yaqoob (as) wants to be kind 

and fair to all of his children and he (as) does not want to accuse them of anything so evil without 

a clear evidence. So far the brothers had not done anything in front of Yaqoob (as) to show their 

jealousy and hatred for Yusuf (as). Furthermore Yaqoob (as) knows that should he (as) speak 

such against them, then they would only be even more jealous and have even more hatred for 

Yusuf (as). They are his children and he cannot get rid of them. They are a trial that Allah (swt) 

had given him (as) and he (as) has to deal with them. So Yaqoob (as) knows that he is just going 

to have to be patient with them. They are his children and he has to deal with them. That is why 

Yaqoob (as) finally agrees to send Yusuf (as) with them. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is that we must learn to live with our family 

members in the way that they are. We cannot expect our family to be perfect. More often then not 

they will not be. More often then not they will be a trial for us. More often then not they will do 

things to annoy us or irritate us. But we cannot become angry with them. We cannot express our 

anger and our hatred towards them. We cannot cut our relationships with them. This is what 

Shaitan wants us to do. This is what he did to the brothers of Yusuf (as). In order to save 

ourselves from him we have to remember Allah (swt). Every time Shaitan puts some negative 

thought in our minds about one of our family members then we must immediately remember our 

Lord. We must remember that He (swt) is not pleased with us having such hatred for members of 

our family. Then we must strive to love our family members more and more for His (swt)’s sake. 

Noting matters in this life except earning the Pleasure of Allah (swt). Why then can we not learn 

to love our family in order to reach this goal? 
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16. So when they went away with him, and they all agreed to place him at the bottom of the 

well. And We revealed to him “Surely you will inform them of this affair of theirs while they 

do not perceive”. 

 The fact that Allah (swt) begins this ayah with the Arabic word fa shows us that this ayah 

is a continuation of the previous ayah. In the previous ayah Allah (swt) showed us the extent to 

which the brothers were pleading and arguing with their father to send Yusuf (as) with them. First 

they contented with their father and told him that they intended no harm for Yusuf (as) since they 

were his sincere well-wishers. Then they promised that they would protect him from all dangers 

that could possibly come to him. They struggled with all of their efforts in trying to convince their 

father to send Yusuf (as) with them. From this we took the lesson that when someone has their 

mind set on a particular evil then they would not stop until that evil is accomplished. They have a 

goal, which is the evil that they want to accomplish and they will not stop at anything until they 

reach that goal. So we should always ask Allah (swt) to save us from being among those whom 

Shaitan tricks into evil. From being among those who are blinded by their desire to do evil.. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when they went away with him”. So we see 

from here that Yaqoob (as) did finally agree to send his beloved son with the brothers. Allah (swt) 

is bringing our attention in this ayah to the moment in time when the brothers set off with young 

Yusuf (as). So imagine now the brothers taking young Yusuf (as) and going away. They are going 

away from Yaqoob (as). Yaqoob (as) is watching them leave and he can see them taking his 

beloved son away from him. Imagine how this sight must have been for Yaqoob (as). With every 

step that these brothers take they are taking this young child further and further away from the 

father who loves him. No doubt this must have been very painful for Yaqoob (as) to see his young 

son being taken away from him. Deep down inside he may even have known that he would not 

see Yusuf (as) again for a very long time. So no doubt it must have been very painful for him. 
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However in the end this is something that he (as) did for the sake of Allah (swt). This was a 

sacrifice that he (as) made to please his Lord. So from this we can take the lesson that in order to 

worship and serve Allah (swt), we sometimes may need to part with what we love dearly. We may 

need to see things that we love being taken away from us. However we should find solace in the 

fact that we are doing this to please Allah (swt) and perchance He (swt) may be pleased with us 

for the sacrifice that we make. If Allah (swt) is pleased with us then any sacrifice is worth giving 

up. So here we see the brothers going off and taking Yusuf (as) with them. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “and they all agreed to place him at the 

bottom of the well”. Here Allah (swt) tells us how all of the brothers agreed on the evil that they 

are going to do. They all agreed to place young Yusuf (as) at the bottom of that well. From this we 

see that this was an evil that they all agreed to do and so they were all guilty of this sin. They 

were all guilty of placing this young and defenseless child at the bottom of a deep well. How great 

was the sin that they did? First of all they broke their promise to their father to look after his son. 

Then they broke their trust to Allah (swt) to look after their younger sibling. Then they caused 

harm to a Muslim by leaving him in a place where he could get hurt. How could they have been 

sure that Yusuf (as) would be safe at the bottom of that well? How could they be sure that the 

caravan people who find Yusuf (as) would not hurt him? How could they be sure that there were 

no scorpions or snakes at the bottom of that well? In addition to this was all of the emotional 

suffering that they caused to Yusuf (as). Imagine what it was like for a seven-year-old child to be 

alone at the bottom of a deep and dark well. We ourselves would have been terrified and anxious, 

now think how it must have been for Yusuf (as)? This is the evil that they all agreed to do. See 

now the great evil that man is capable of when he turns away from Allah (swt).  See then the 

suffering that the hands of man can cause if he is heedless of Allah (swt). The fact that he is in a 

group does not make a difference. Sometime the group can come together and they can all 

participate in the evil.  

From this we can take the lesson that just because a group of people are committing a 

certain action, this does not make it correct. Shaitan can misguide the group just like he can 

misguide the individual. Sometimes it is easier to misguide the group because the members of 
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the group will support themselves in their evil. They will each be a devil to one another. So our 

loyalty must always be to Allah (swt) and the Prophet (saw), and not to any group. We should 

evaluate everything that the group does and ask ourselves if such is pleasing to Allah (swt) or 

not. We should not blindly go along with everything that the group does. We should not have the 

thinking that they are correct only because they are all doing it. Sometimes the group can be 

wrong, so we always have to check ourselves. May Allah (swt) protect us and may He (swt) guide 

us! 

Then in the final part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “And We revealed to him “Surely you 

will inform them of this affair of theirs while they do not perceive””. Allah (swt) Knows best 

as to how exactly He (swt) communicated these words to Yusuf (as). Did He (swt) actually speak 

these words to the child? Was it sent through an angel? Or was it merely a feeling that Yusuf (as) 

had in his heart? What we can be certain of however is that this is not the same kind of revelation 

that is sent to prophets. This is not revelation that is sent to guide the people. Rather it was only 

meant to console Yusuf (as) and let him know that everything would be all right. From these 

words Yusuf (as) knows that he would survive this ordeal in the well. He (as) also knows that one 

day he (as) would be in a position where he (as) would inform his brothers about what they had 

done here while they were unaware. Yusuf (as) would tell them about what they had done while 

they were not even aware that it was he (as) who was speaking to them.  

So the lesson and the benefit that we can take from this part of the ayah is not to wonder 

about how Allah (swt) revealed this to Yusuf (as), but rather for us to realize that if we are sincere 

worshippers and servants of Allah (swt) then He (swt) would take care of us and look after us 

during times of need and hardship. At that moment of difficulty when all of the world seems to 

have turned against us, then Insha Allah we will find Allah (swt) with us. Allah (swt) will console 

us and He (swt) will give us strength in order that we may overcome our grief and sadness, as 

well as our anxiety and fear. This is not only true for us but it is also true for our children. If we are 

sincere to Allah (swt) and if we try our best to serve Him (swt), then Insha Allah He (swt) will take 

care of our children even when we are not there for them. May Allah (swt) always be there for us 

when we need Him (swt)! 
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17. And they came to their father at ‘Isha crying. 

 In the previous ayah we saw how the brothers of Yusuf (as) had done their evil deed. 

Now their evil was not simply a thought that they had in their mind but it was an action that they 

had carried out. They had taken this jealousy and hatred that they had for Yusuf (as) and 

transformed into an act of unspeakable evil. They put a young and defenseless child at the 

bottom of a deep well. They violated the Law of Allah (swt). They betrayed their trust to their 

brother, to their father, and most importantly to their Creator. Now that their crime had been 

committed they had to cover it up. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they tried to cover up their 

crime. They knew that they could not cover up what they had done with Allah (swt). But as we 

said they were more worried about the creation than they were about the Creator. They were a 

people who had become heedless of Allah (swt). So we see in this ayah how they tried to cover 

up their crime with their father. 

 Allah (swt) tells us “And they came to their father at ‘Isha crying”. ‘Isha is the early 

part of the night. It is the time in which dinner is served. It is the time in which people are the most 

relaxed and the most content. The brothers purposely chose this time to return to their father in. 

There are several reasons for this. One reason is because now it would have been too late to go 

and search for Yusuf (as). Their father could not have now told them to return and search for 

Yusuf (as). It was too late because the land was now covered in darkness. The dawn also was 

many hours away. Another reason for their coming at this time was because this is the time in 

which their father would have been the mellowest and the most at peace. It was the time of 

relaxation and unwinding after a long and hard day. Another reason was because they hoped that 

the darkness of the night would cover the expressions on their faces. They knew that they had to 

lie to their father. They had to pretend as if they were sad when in reality they were very happy. 
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So they had hoped that the darkness of the night would aid them in this deception. So they came 

to their father at this early hour of the night. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to see that ‘Isha is a special time in which to 

build social relationships. This is a time in which people are relaxed. This is a time in which dinner 

is served. For some reason people feel more free and open to talk at this time of the night. It is 

said that Abu Bakr (ra) used to go and visit the soldiers in the Muslim army at this time of night. 

He (ra) would talk to them about their problems and try to find out their needs. ‘Isha is a time in 

which people open up and they become more forthcoming about what is on their minds. 

Something about the night time makes them open up in this way. So this is a good time in which 

we can become close to the people. Once we have become close to them then we can talk to the 

about Allah (swt) and remind them about their Creator. We can remind them of their obligation to 

worship and serve Allah (swt). 

 We can then notice in the ayah how they came to their father crying. Not only did they cry 

when they spoke with their father, but they were crying as they walked into the door. They came 

in crying. Of course all of this was pure deception. They were not truly sad that Yusuf (as) was 

gone. They were not regretful of what they had done. This was all deception in order to fool their 

father. They were so starved for his love and affection that they were willing to do anything. 

Remember that these were grown men. Only a short while ago they were boasting about how 

strong and powerful they were. Now look how they were debasing themselves by crying like small 

children. This shows us the extent of their deception and lies. They were willing to say anything 

and do anything in order to trick their father. Once again this show us how far people can go in 

evil. When some people resolve to do a certain evil then there is nothing that they will not do. 

They will tell every lie. They will break every bridge. They will do whatever it is that needs to be 

done in order to accomplish their evil and reach their objective. Such is the condition of a people 

who have become heedless of Allah (swt). Such is the condition of a people who have forgotten 

the purpose of their existence. May Allah (swt) save us from becoming like them! 

 One lesson that we can take from this is that we must try not to be deceived by the 

emotions of people. Sometimes people can cry but their tears are false. Even though what they 
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are showing us is extreme sorrow and regret, what is in their hearts is actually the opposite of 

this. Their hearts are hiding the opposite of what their faces are showing. So we need to be 

careful. We should always study the entire situation instead of being fooled by false emotions. 

May Allah (swt) aid us in this! May Allah (swt) save us from being fooled by the deception and the 

lies of those who are heedless of Him (swt)! 

 

 

 

18. They said “O our father, we went competing and left Yusuf with our belongings, so he 

was eaten by the wolf and you will not believe us even though we have been truthful”. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) had told us about how the brothers of Yusuf (as) had 

returned to their father crying. They had done their evil deed of placing Yusuf (as) in the well and 

now they had returned to their father crying. Through this display of emotion and grief they hoped 

to deceive their father. They hoped that they could still win his love even though they had done an 

action that was most displeasing to him. Even if their father did not know of the evil that they did 

when they placed Yusuf (as) in the well, their father can still see that they had failed in their duty 

to protect Yusuf (as) when they had promised that they would. Despite this they still hoped to win 

his love through their false tears. So in this ayah they try to show their father how what had 

happened was not their fault. They try to show their father that they are not to be blamed for the 

disappearance of Yusuf (as). Once again we see the extent of their deception. The extent of their 

evil. This is how far in evil a soul will go when it has become heedless of Allah (swt). In order to 

save ourselves from becoming like them we have to always strive to remember Allah (swt). We 

have to always remember that Allah (swt) is even more Aware of us with every moment that 

passes than we are of our ourselves. Based on this realization we have to always strive to do the 
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deeds that are pleasing to Him (swt). Then perchance He (swt) may be pleased with us and 

perchance He (swt) may guide us. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how they said “O our father”.  Right here they 

try to establish a close and intimate relationship with their father. They are calling out to him. They 

are seeking to come closer to him. Notice here the extent of their deception and the extent of their 

evil. They had done just an act that they knew was most displeasing to their father. They knew 

how much their father loved Yusuf (as). They knew that what they did would break his heart. But 

still they did this great evil, and now they approach their father seeking nearness to him. They call 

out to him and tell him that they want to be near to him. See how heedless they are of Allah (swt). 

See how arrogant and proud they are. They only care about themselves. If they get the love of 

their father then they are happy. They do not care that they have to hurt their father. They do not 

care about the suffering that they had to put young Yusuf (as) through. They do not care that they 

have violated the Law of their Creator. They only care about themselves. Such is the state of a 

heart that has become distant from Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from ever having a heart 

like that! 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “we went competing and left Yusuf with 

our belongings”.  The word “competing” in this ayah refers to a sport that they played where 

they competed with each other. Some scholars have said that it is racing but in reality it could be 

any sport. However the key point for us to note is that they are saying that when they were off 

playing this game that was when they left Yusuf (as) with their belongings. So they claim that their 

game distracted them from watching over Yusuf (as). They were so busy competing with each 

other, and so caught up in their game that it distracted them from watching Yusuf (as). They had 

left Yusuf (as) alone with their belongings and they were not watching over him (as) as they were 

supposed to. So they are trying to convince their father that their negligence was not their own 

doing. They really wanted to look after Yusuf (as) but they had gotten distracted by their 

competition. This was the claim that they made. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to see how competition over worldly matters 

distracts us from what is important in our lives. Such is nature of competition. You get so caught 
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up in what you are doing and you get so caught up in winning that it distracts you from the more 

important matters in life. Such as your duties and obligations to your Creator. Allah (swt) did not 

put us on this earth to compete with each other. Allah (swt) did not put us on this earth to gain the 

most of this world as possible. Allah (swt) put us on this earth to worship and serve Him (swt). So 

if we are going to compete in anything we should compete in the deeds that are pleasing to Allah 

(swt). We should compete in doing more and more possible to please our Lord and Master. Such 

is the competition that Allah (swt) likes to see from us. May Allah (swt) help us to always 

remember this fact!  

 Then the brothers say, “so he was eaten by the wolf”. Here the brothers link the fact 

that Yusuf (as) was supposedly eaten with the fact that they had left him alone with their 

belongings. They make a connection between their negligence and the tragedy that befell their 

brother. So what we can see from here is that they do not absolve themselves completely of 

blame. They do admit that to some extent they are at fault. They admit that they should have 

known better than to leave a young child alone in a land where the wolves roam. They are 

blaming themselves in this way even though they are so desperately seeking to come close to 

their father. 

So one lesson that we can take from this is to see that the guilt of people will manifest 

itself in one way or another. No matter how much people try to hide the evil that they have done, 

it will always show in one way or another. This is because deep down inside they know that they 

have done wrong. Deep down inside they know that Allah (swt) is Aware of the evil that they have 

done and they know that they cannot escape Him (swt). So we should realize that any path that 

we take where we turn away from Allah (swt) is a path in which we will never reach success and 

never find happiness. Whatever Shaitan may promise us we should know that it is all lies. Any 

path of sin is a path of ruin and a path that we will regret. Deep down inside our own souls know 

that we have done evil and this will eat away at us from the inside. So even in this life we will 

never find true peace. The evil of what we have done will consume us. This is to say nothing of 

what will happen to us when we return to Allah (swt) in the Hereafter. May Allah (swt) save us! 
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May Allah (swt) help us to always remember this fact the next time Shaitan comes to us and 

prompts us to do evil! 

Finally the brothers of Yusuf (as) say, “you will not believe us even though we have 

been truthful”. Deep down inside they know that what they are saying is a lie. So deep down 

inside they know that their father will never believe them. So they themselves even admit the fact 

that Yaqoob (as) is not going to believe them. Before he (as) actually tells them that he (as) is not 

going to believe them, they themselves admit this. This once again goes to show us that the 

deceiver will never be successful. In one way or another his deception will be discovered. It could 

even be that he himself will admit to his deception as the brothers of Yaqoob (as) implicitly did 

here by telling their father that he (as) would never believe them. Thus we are reminded once 

again of how displeasing lying is to Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from it! 

Notice also how they say that they have been truthful instead of saying that they are 

truthful. They are trying to tell their father that not only are they telling the truth now but also that 

they have been telling the truth all along. They claim that they were speaking the truth when they 

said that they were sincere well-wishers for Yusuf (as). They claim that they were speaking the 

truth when they said that they would protect Yusuf (as) and that how no wolf could overcome 

them since they were a strong group. They are claiming that all of this was the truth and that they 

had never lied to their father. When in reality it was all a lie and even this what they are saying 

now is a lie as well. Thus we once again see the evil of these people. We once again see the evil 

of a heart that has forgotten Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from ever having such a heart! 
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19. And they came (standing) on his shirt with false blood, he said “Bal, rather your souls 

have made the matter seem light to you, so beautiful patience, and Allah is the One Sought 

for help against all that you say”. 

 In the previous ayah we saw how the brothers came to Yaqoob (as) and they presented 

to him their excuse as to why they did not return with Yusuf (as). They claimed that the young 

boy was eaten by a wolf while they were negligent of him. They knew that what they were saying 

was a lie. They knew that their father would never believe them. Deep down inside they realized 

the great evil that they had done. So we saw that even when they presented their excuse it could 

be seen that it was a lie. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us of the evidence that they brought to 

support what they were saying and He (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as). 

Notice again the kind of heart that Yaqoob (as) has and the kind of heart that these brothers 

have. One is heart that is attached to Allah (swt) and one is a heart that is distant from Him (swt). 

One is a model for you to strive to emulate and the other is a model for you to strive to avoid. May 

Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And they came (standing) on his shirt with 

false blood”.  This was the evidence that they brought to prove that what they were speaking 

was the truth. They brought Yusuf (as)’s shirt stained with blood. The scholars say that they had 

killed a goat or a similar animal and splashed its blood all over the shirt. They then presented this 

shirt to their father as evidence for what they had claimed in the previous ayah. As Allah (swt) 

tells us in the ayah this was the evidence that they were standing on. Their entire claim rested on 

this shirt. However what they had forgotten to do was tear the shirt before showing it to their 

father. The shirt was perfectly intact with no tears or rips in it. Now of course if the boy had been 

attacked by a wolf then the shirt would have been torn. This shirt however was perfectly intact. It 

just had blood on it. So this clearly showed Yaqoob (as) that their story was a lie. It clearly 
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showed him (as) how everything that they had spoken was a lie. Here we see not only their evil 

but also their foolishness and their haste. 

 Thus one lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see that haste and lack 

of planning are the ways of Shaitan and those whom Allah (swt) is displeased with. These 

brothers brought to their father an evidence that could easily be seen was not credible. Allah (swt) 

describes the blood in the ayah as “false blood”. This not only shows us that the blood was really 

that of Yusuf (as)’s but it also shows us that the blood was not believable. Thus the evidence that 

they brought can clearly be seen as false. The only reason for this was haste and lack of 

preparation. They did not think out their plan. They did not consider all of the possibilities and 

options. They just rushed through their plan and tried to complete it as quickly as possible. 

Because of this they made some critical mistakes and so their guilt was easily discovered. It was 

only Shaitan that made them rush through their plan like this. Not only does Shaitan want them to 

disobey Allah (swt) but he also wants to see them fail. He wants to see them in misery both in this 

life and the next. So he made them act in haste. He made them rush through what they did. In 

order to save ourselves from this we always have to take the proper time in everything that we 

do. We should not rush through anything. We should always remember that just by doing a 

particular action that is pleasing to Allah (swt) we are being rewarded. Every moment in which we 

spend making the effort is a moment for which we will be rewarded if we keep our intention only 

for Allah (swt). So it is not the outcome of our actions that should be so important but rather the 

effort. We should always have a hope that Allah (swt) will reward us if we try our best. Once we 

have the reward from Allah (swt) then this should be all that matters. May Allah (swt) give us the 

enabling grace to always remember this fact! 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to what the brothers had 

said and to the shirt that they had brought “Bal, rather your souls have made the matter seem 

light to you”. First notice the Arabic word “Bal”, this word is used to reject or negate an idea. 

Allah (swt) Knows best as to whether Yaqoob (as) rejected their entire story or whether he (as) 

only rejected their claim of being innocent. In either case we see here that Yaqoob (as) did not 

accept what they were saying. Yaqoob (as) can see the guilt that is manifesting itself from them. 
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Then he (as) tells them that their souls have made the matter seem light to them.  Yaqoob (as) is 

telling them that their souls have made the great evil that they have done seem small to them. 

They had done great evil. They had lied to their father. They had hurt or possibly even killed their 

brother. They had failed in their responsibility to take care of him. They had broken the promise 

that they had made. They had allowed this jealousy to take root within themselves and grow. All 

of these are actions of great evil. All of these are actions that are most displeasing to Allah (swt). 

But their souls had made all of this evil seem like nothing to them. So corrupted had their hearts 

become. So heedless were they of Allah (swt) that they could not even recognize the great evil 

that they had done. 

 This then is one of the dangers of forgetting Allah (swt). When you fail to remember your 

Lord and Master then you become a slave of your lusts and desires. Soon you start behaving 

only upon your instincts. If something feels good to you then you will do it. You will not care about 

how pleasing or displeasing that action may be to Allah (swt).  Since you have allowed yourself to 

become blind to the Reality of Allah (swt), the devil has then taken over your heart. Such is the 

situation of those who have forgotten their Lord. Then their souls prompt them to do all manners 

of evil and they do not see a problem with them doing it. They just go wherever their instincts lead 

them. The evil that they do does not bother them. The fact that they are disobeying the One Who 

brought them into existence and the One Who maintains their existence does not bother them. 

They do evil upon evil and they see it as nothing. They just go wherever their desires lead them, 

and they do not even realize how far their lusts have taken them away from the One Who is the 

Purpose for all existence. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

 Allah (swt) then tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “so beautiful patience”. What else can 

Yaqoob (as) do at this time other than have patience? How great was the calamity that had 

befallen this man? First he (as) had lost Yusuf (as), the son whom he loved and cherished more 

than any other human being on this earth. Not only did he lose Yusuf (as) but he also had to go 

through the realization that his son was suffering at that moment. Yaqoob (as) may not have 

known how his son was suffering but he knew that he was. Wading in the water of a dark and 

deep well. The water is so cold and the air is so silent. Would you love this to happen to your 
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seven-year-old child? Then there was the fact that his own children had betrayed him. They had 

broken their promise to him and they are the ones who had instigated this tragedy. All that had 

happened was their fault. How painful must it have been for a father to see such evil from his own 

children? Especially when this father is a prophet of Allah (swt). How could children who were 

growing up in the home where the light of guidance from Allah (swt) descends onto wind up doing 

such evil? How painful must this have been for Yaqoob (as) to see? So all that Yaqoob (as) could 

do at this moment was to have beautiful patience. 

 The Prophet (saw) has said that beautiful patience is the patience where there is no 

complain whatsoever. It is where you bear the tragedy without complaining at all. Most people do 

have patience when some difficulty or calamity befalls them. But it is the level to which people 

can have patience that varies across individuals. Those whose hearts are attached to Allah (swt) 

can have the most perfect patience even through the most difficult of trials. These are trials that 

would break any normal person. But those whom Allah (swt) is with can bear those trials with the 

utmost of patience and fortitude. It is the most perfect patience with no complaints whatsoever. It 

is the patience that comes from realizing that you live only for your Lord and realizing that this trial 

is from Him (swt) in order to test you and realizing that He (swt) Knows of your suffering even 

more than you do. This is the patience that Yaqoob (as) prayed to Allah (swt) for. So this is the 

patience that he had. 

 Notice also the way that Yaqoob (as) dealt with the brothers at this moment. Yaqoob (as) 

did not shout or yell at his children in any way. He (as) did not throw them out of the house or hurt 

them. He (as) only had this beautiful patience for the sake of his Lord. Everything that Yaqoob 

(as) did was only to seek the Pleasure of Allah (swt) so even this patience that he (as) had was 

only to seek the Pleasure of Allah (swt). If Yaqoob (as) wanted he could have gotten angry with 

the brothers. They had done so much that was deserving of censure and blame. But Yaqoob (as) 

knew that Allah (swt) would have been more pleased if he (as) would have controlled his temper. 

Yaqoob (as) knew that the preservation of the family was what was most pleasing to Allah (swt). 

Allah (swt) does not like to see families broken. Allah (swt) does not like to see family members 

fighting with each other. Allah (swt) does not like to see us get angry and raise our voices. So that 
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is why Yaqoob (as) had this beautiful patience despite all of the evil that his children had done. 

May Allah (swt) allow us to take an example from this noble prophet for our lives and our dealings 

with our families as well! May Allah (swt) give us this beautiful patience! We ourselves do not 

have such patience but it comes only from Allah (swt). 

 In the final part of this ayah Yaqoob (as) says “and Allah is the One Sought for help 

against all that you say”. Here Yaqoob (as) is seeking help from Allah (swt) against what they 

say. Their words are causing great pain for Yaqoob (as). On the one hand because they are lying 

and on the other hand because they are speaking like those who are heedless of Allah (swt). 

Thus these words are painful for Yaqoob (as) to hear. He (as) knows that it is only his Lord who 

can save him from their words. It is only Allah (swt) Who can give him (as) the patience against 

what they say. Only with the Help and the Grace of Allah (swt) can he (as) survive. That is why 

Yaqoob (as) tells the brothers in this ayah that he (as) seeks help from Allah (swt) against what 

they say. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to realize that we also must be seeking the Help 

of Allah (swt) against what the people say. Over the course of our lives we will always hear many 

people say many hurtful words. This is especially true if we are among those who hold fast to 

Allah (swt) and who call others to Him (swt). There are many people who do not like Muslims. 

There are many people who do not like those who call to Allah (swt). Because of this they will 

often hurt us with words that are very painful. Words that attack our character and our person. 

When this happens we must always remember Allah (swt). We must seek the Help of Allah (swt) 

against what they say. We must ask Allah (swt) to give us the strength to bear what they say. 

Even our patience and our fortitude comes from Allah (swt). Our resolve and our consolation 

comes from Allah (swt). So when we hear the people speak hurtful words against us we must 

always seek the Help of Allah (swt) against what they say. 
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20. And a caravan came and then they sent their waridh, so he lowered his bucket, he said 

“O good news here is a young boy”, and they hid him as merchandise, and Allah Knows 

best all that they did. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) returns the narrative to Yusuf (as) in the well. The brothers of 

Yusuf (as) had purposely placed him (as) in a well that was on a known trade route. They did this 

because they had already made up their minds that they did not want to kill Yusuf (as). Rather 

they sought to get rid of him (as) by placing him in this well in the hope that he (as) would be 

picked up by some travelers and taken away to some far away land. They hoped that in this way 

their brother would be away from them and then the love of their father would only be for them. In 

this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how the events transpired exactly as they had planned. But little 

did they realize that this was also how Allah (swt) had decreed matters to be. This was the 

beginning of how Allah (swt) would raise Yusuf (as) to levels that these brothers never even 

dreamed possible. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And a caravan came”. Here Allah (swt) is 

describing how a caravan of travelers came to the well where Yusuf (as) was in. Allah (swt) 

Knows best as to how long young Yusuf was in that well but it seems to us that he was not in 

there for a long time. This is because as soon as Allah (swt) returns the narrative to where Yusuf 

(as) was, He (swt) tells us how the caravan came. So there is nothing in the ayah that points to 

Yusuf (as) being in that well for an extended period of time. No doubt if Yusuf (as) had been in 

that well for a long time he (as) would have perished. But Allah (swt) saved this young child by 

sending this caravan to him (as). Thus does Allah (swt) take care of those whom He (swt) is 

pleased with. Even in the darkest of moments, even in the loneliest of places, Allah (swt) is there. 

He (swt) will take care of you when there is no one else for you because He (swt) is always with 

you. So Yusuf was only in that well for a short time before his salvation came in this caravan. 
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 Allah (swt) then says “and then they sent their waridh”.  The waridh is the one who is 

sent to retrieve something. In this ayah it means the one who is sent to retrieve water. So the 

caravan people send this man to retrieve water for them. Little did they realize at that moment 

that he would return with something much better. Such is how Allah (swt) works. You can plan out 

to do something a certain way and Allah (swt) could create a totally different result. It could be for 

the better or it could be for the worse. Here the caravan people simply sent their waridh to 

retrieve some water. But little did they realize at that moment that he would return with a treasure 

that is worth even more than they could possibly ever fathom. 

 Then Allah (swt) says “so he lowered his bucket, he said “O good news here is a 

young boy””. The Arabic of this part of the ayah is only five small words. But look how much 

meaning Allah (swt) has placed in these five words. Such is the part of the Miracle of the Quran in 

that Allah (swt) can place so much meaning in so few words while still maintaining the beauty of 

the Quran and still adhering to all of the complex rules of the Arabic language. In this part of the 

ayah we can see how the water drawer approached the well, how he sent his bucket down the 

well, how the bucket reached the bottom, how Yusuf (as) saw the bucket, how Yusuf (as) then 

climbed into the bucket, how the bucket was then raised up, how while the water carrier was 

raising the bucket he expected it to be full of water, how surprised he was to then see a young 

boy instead of water, how he delighted he then was to find this young boy who was so beautiful, 

and how he said “O good news here is a young boy” to express his joy at finding this beautiful 

young boy. All of this meaning is captured in only these five small words. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “and they hid him as merchandise”. The 

caravan people were all delighted to find this beautiful young boy. But instead of trying to find the 

parents of this child or bring him to safety, they decided to take him as a slave. They knew that a 

young boy like this would fetch a very good price as a slave. They knew that he was young and 

so he had his whole life ahead of him. They knew that his owner could train him to do whatever 

he wanted. So when they saw Yusuf (as) they saw a fortune for themselves. That is why they 

took him (as) as merchandise, a slave to be sold. They hid him (as) so that no one in that land 

would recognize him (as). They wanted to take him (as) away to Egypt where they knew that they 
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could sell him (as) for a good price. They knew that what they were doing was wrong. They knew 

that this child was really free. But they did it anyway knowing that what they were doing was 

wrong. From this we are reminded once again of the evil that a human being can be capable of 

when he desires the wealth of this world. He does not care what evil he does. He does not care 

how much suffering he causes to others. He only cares about getting the material things of this 

world for himself. He is blinded by his greed. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like 

that! May Allah (swt) always help us to remember that all that matters is worshipping and serving 

Him (swt)! Not all the treasures of this world are worth even a moment of the displeasure of Allah 

(swt)! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “and Allah Knows best all that they did”. 

This part of the ayah refers both to the brothers of Yusuf (as) and to the caravan traders. They 

both did great evil and Allah (swt) lets us know in this part of the ayah that He (swt) Knows well all 

that they did. The brothers thought that they could hide their evil from their father. The caravan 

people thought that they could hide their evil from the inhabitants of Philistine. But both of them 

forgot that they couldn’t hide anything from Allah (swt). Allah (swt), their Creator and their 

Sustainer. Allah (swt), the One to whom they will return to for judgment. Allah (swt), the One Who 

decides if they will spend eternity in pleasure or in pain. They could not hide what they did from 

Him (swt). Allah (swt) Knows very well all that they did. Allah (swt) Knows both the evil that was in 

their hearts and the evil that manifested on their limbs. Their greed and their jealousy. Allah (swt) 

Knows all of it well and He (swt) will take them to task for it. May Allah (swt) save us from ever 

becoming like them! May Allah (swt) Know from us only that which pleases Him (swt)! 
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21. And they sold him for a cheap price, a number of coins, and they were to him of the 

zahideen. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened with Yusuf (as) when the caravan people 

took him (as) away. This young child was now the property of these traders who were traveling 

from Philistine to Egypt. This young child who was the most beloved son of a prophet of Allah 

(swt). This young child who was the grandson of Ibrahim (as) the friend of Allah (swt). This young 

child who would one day become a prophet of Allah (swt) himself. Now he (as) was only a mere 

slave. Why would Allah (swt) place this noble child in such a situation? Those who look only at 

the temporary and the here and now would ask this question. But those whose hearts are 

attached to Allah (swt) know that He (swt) is the Best of Planners. They know that Allah (swt) 

always has a plan for those whom He (swt) is pleased with and in the end He (swt) will give them 

the very best. All that you have to do is trust in Allah (swt) and remember Him (swt). 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And they sold him for a cheap price, a number 

of coins”. The caravan traders did not keep Yusuf (as) for a long time. They wanted to get rid of 

him (as) as soon as possible. This is because they knew that they had taken a free child as a 

slave when they had no right to do so. They feared that they might be discovered for the evil that 

they had done. So they wanted to get rid of Yusuf (as) quickly. They just wanted to make a profit 

for themselves and then wash their hands clean of the evil that they had done. That is why in this 

ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they sold him (as) for a cheap price. Allah (swt) describes this cheap 

price as being a number of coins.  

 The scholars have differed as to whether or not it really was a cheap price that they sold 

Yusuf (as) for. Some scholars have said that it really was a cheap price because that is the literal 

meaning that the ayah gives. The caravan traders wanted to get rid of young Yusuf (as) as soon 

as possible because they did not want it to be discovered that they had stolen him (as). They also 

had no problem selling him for a low price because he had come to them for free. When 
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something comes to you easy it is very easy for you to let it go. That is why when people get 

money through gambling or theft or interest they then lose that money very quickly. It is very easy 

for you to get rid of something that was not hard for you to get in the first place. However when 

you have to strive and work hard to get something then you know it’s true value. Yusuf (as) came 

to these caravan traders for free so they were willing to sell him (as) for a very low price. This is 

the opinion of some scholars regarding the actual price for which Yusuf (as) was sold. 

 Other scholars however are of the opinion that the caravan traders did indeed fetch a 

handsome price for Yusuf (as). Recall from the previous ayah how the waridh was overjoyed 

when he found this beautiful young child in the well. This is because he knew that a young and 

handsome child such as this would indeed bring a high price when sold as a slave. If we take this 

opinion then why does Allah (swt) refer to him as being sold for a “cheap price”? These scholars 

say that the reason for this was because any price for which Yusuf (as) will be sold would be a 

cheap price. Even if he (as) had sold for a million dinars it still would have been a cheap price. 

Such is the value of Yusuf (as). This young child would soon become a prophet of Allah (swt). 

One who has dedicated himself to the worship and servitude of Allah (swt). One who has 

dedicated himself to calling others to the worship and servitude of Allah (swt). Such a soul is the 

most noble of all souls. Such a soul is the kind of soul whom even the angels made prostration to. 

You cannot put a price on such a soul. It is worth much more than this earth and all that it has to 

offer.  So the caravan traders did indeed sell Yusuf (as) for a very high price but it was still a low 

price in the estimation of Allah (swt). This seems to us as the stronger opinion and Allah (swt) 

Knows best! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “and they were to him of the zahideen”. 

The Arabic word zahideen is difficult to translate into English. It gives meanings of indifference 

and not caring. These caravan traders did not care too much for Yusuf (as). They did not realize 

that they had someone who was so special with them.  They did not know that they had a future 

prophet of Allah (swt) with them. They were indifferent to him. They did not care for him. They 

simply treated Yusuf (as) as just a piece of merchandise to be bought and sold. This shows us 

how we should never judge people by their outward appearance. Some people may have great 
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value but you can never tell just by looking at them. When you look at them they could seem to 

be the weakest and lowest of people. But they are great in the estimation of Allah (swt).  When 

these caravan traders saw Yusuf (as) they saw a young and defenseless child. Helpless and 

weak. Left to die at the bottom of a well. So they thought him (as) to be worthless. When in reality 

he would become a man to whom Allah Himself (swt) would speak. He would become a prophet 

of Allah (swt). How much then was the value of this child? How much should they have regarded 

him (as)? But we see from here that they did not. They did not realize what they had with them. 

They just treated him as merchandise. They were to him of the zahideen. 

 The fact that the caravan traders were so indifferent to Yusuf (as) was indeed another 

great trial for him (as). Imagine how difficult it must have been for this young child. First he sees 

his own brothers force him down this well against his will. Then he has to wait in the cold and 

dark water of the well. He does not know why his brothers have done this to him (as) and he does 

not know when he (as) will see his father again. When he finally finds a chance to escape in the 

bucket that was sent down, he sees that he only ends up a slave to these caravan traders. They 

also forcefully take Yusuf (as) against his will. They take him to a far off land,  away from his 

father and away from his family. All the while they treat him (as) as a piece of merchandise. They 

do not even regard his dignity as a human being. They treat him (as) just like an object. Imagine 

how difficult this must have been for a child as young as Yusuf (as). Even as a young child Allah 

(swt) put him (as) through great trials in order to test his patience. This was only because Allah 

(swt) was preparing him (as). Allah (swt) had great matters waiting for this child and these tests 

were only a preparation for that greatness. 

So one lesson that we can take from this ayah is to once again remind ourselves not to 

become distraught or disheartened when trials and calamities befall us. Whatever difficulty that 

you may be going through in your life at this moment, you have to realize that it is nothing 

compared to what this young child went through. If this young child can have patience with the 

Decree of Allah (swt) then so can you. So if you are a sincere believer in Allah (swt) and you try 

your best to please Him (swt) then realize that there is good in every calamity that befalls you. 

Allah (swt) has reserved for you something great and these trials are only the preparation for that.  
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22. And he from Egypt who bought him said to his wife “Make his stay comfortable, 

perhaps he will be of benefit to us or we will take him as a son”. And thus did We establish 

Yusuf in the land and We taught him the interpretation of ahadith. And Allah has full Power 

over his affair but most of mankind do not know”. 

In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us about what happened to Yusuf (as). Recall 

from the previous ayahs how he (as) was discovered in the well by the caravan traders. When 

they saw this beautiful young boy they decided to take him (as) as a slave instead of trying to find 

out his parents or family. They were blinded by their greed from doing justice to Yusuf (as). They 

knew that they could make a handsome profit from this beautiful young boy. So they took him (as) 

away from his home in Philistine to the far away land of Egypt. In Egypt they sold him (as) for 

what Allah (swt) describes as a cheap price but it was indeed a high price. Any price would have 

been a cheap price because of how excellent a human being Yusuf (as) was. The excellence of 

Yusuf (as) came only from his nearness to Allah (swt). From this we were reminded once again 

that the value of a human being is based only on his or her station with Allah (swt). The closer 

that you are to Allah (swt), the more that you think about Him (swt), the more that you strive to 

please Him (swt), the more noble and honored you are here. When you realize Allah (swt) then 

you will realize that this is all that matters.   Now here in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about the 

man who purchased Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) tells us about what happened to Yusuf (as) in this 

man’s house. Allah (swt) tells us about this new chapter in the life of His (swt)’s noble messenger. 

As we learn this chapter Insha Allah we will see that Allah (swt) has only replaced the trial that 

Yusuf (as) faced with his brothers with an even greater trial. Although trials bring difficulty, sorrow 

and fear they are also an opportunity to come closer and closer to Allah (swt). 
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Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And he from Egypt who bought him said to his 

wife “Make his stay comfortable, perhaps he will be of benefit to us or we will take him as 

a son””.  See here now how Allah (swt) has transitioned the narrative to a conversation that this 

man has with his wife. So at this point in the story Yusuf (as) has already arrived in Egypt and he 

(as) has already been purchased by this man. Now the man has brought Yusuf (as) to his home 

and he is speaking with his wife about Yusuf (as). From this we can notice once again how 

beautifully Allah (swt) has transitioned the narrative from one setting to another. In the previous 

ayah Allah (swt) was telling us how the caravan traders sold Yusuf (as) for a low price and in this 

ayah the narrative has changed to the man who purchased him (as) speaking with his wife. So 

both the setting and the characters have changed in this ayah.  This transition is seamless for the 

listener or the reader. They are not confused or lost about where they are in the story. So even 

though Allah (swt) has now completely shifted the setting and the narrative, we are not lost as to 

where in the story we are. This is part of the Miracle of the Quran that Allah (swt) is able to shift 

the narrative so seamlessly and so beautifully. Allah (swt) only relates those facts in the story that 

are significant and He (swt) leaves out all that is superfluous or unnecessary. 

Allah (swt) refers to this man in the Surah as Aziz. From this we can tell that he was a 

man of wealth and power. He tells his wife here to be kind with Yusuf (as) and to make his stay 

comfortable. Then he gives the reason for this. It is so that Yusuf (as) may one day be of benefit 

for them or so that they can adopt him (as) as a son. From this we can see that this man saw 

something special in young Yusuf (as). He saw that this was no ordinary child. He saw that this 

child is destined for greatness. Thus he told his wife to take good care of this young child. This 

means that she has to feed him well and make sure he is comfortable and cared for. This man did 

not want Yusuf (as) to be put through the mistreatment that slaves were often put through at that 

time. We know that slaves in general at that time were not treated well. They were often abused 

and treated merely as objects or cattle. Can you imagine what it must have been like to be 

treated in such a way? But here we see this man telling his wife to treat Yusuf (as) well. He did 

not want Yusuf (as) to be put through this kind of treatment. He had a hope that Yusuf (as) would 

one day be of great benefit for them or they could even take him (as) as their own son. 
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One lesson that we can take from this is to see that there are good people even among 

the non-Muslims. There are good people and bad people everywhere. There are some Muslims 

who are very bad people and there are some non-Muslims who are very good people. So we 

should never think that just because someone is a non-Muslim that automatically makes them 

evil. There are many good people who are not Muslim simply because they have never correctly 

received the Message. The blame for that should only fall on us. So instead of trying to blame 

them or be enemies with them we have to try our best to carry this Message to them and call 

them to Allah (swt). Allah (swt) has placed goodness in their hearts and they are just waiting for 

us to deliver this Message to them so that they can be guided to the Truth. It could be that on the 

Day of Judgment Allah (swt) may pardon them and grant them the Garden for their goodness and 

He (swt) may punish you and place you in the Fire for your negligence. May Allah (swt) save us 

from that fate! May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to carry this Message to the good 

people that we know!  

In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “And thus did We establish Yusuf in the 

land”.  Look where Yusuf (as) is now compared to where he (as) used to be. Only a few days 

before this Yusuf (as) was a slave in chains. A few days before that he (as) was at the bottom of 

a deep well. Now look where he (as) is. Yusuf (as) is now in the wealthy land of Egypt. He (as) is 

in the company of the wealthy and powerful Aziz. Not only is Yusuf (as) with the Aziz, but also 

this man has been extremely kind and generous to Yusuf (as). He treats Yusuf (as) almost as if 

he were his own child. This man likes Yusuf (as). He sees in this child something special and 

something great. This respect and regard that he has for Yusuf (as) is reflected in his behavior 

towards him. He treats Yusuf (as) kindly and justly. How different is this then from how Yusuf (as) 

was looked at and treated by his own brothers and by the caravan people? They hated Yusuf (as) 

and they would not even treat him (as) as a human being. But the Aziz saw what a special child 

Yusuf (as) was and he regarded Yusuf (as) for this.  Then because of this regard that he has for 

Yusuf (as), he tells his wife and his family to take special care of Yusuf (as). So we can see from 

this ayah that young Yusuf (as) must have had a very comfortable life. In terms of material wealth 

and comforts it was probably a much better life than he had back home in Philistine. This was 
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how Allah (swt) established Yusuf (as) in the land. All of the wealth and comforts that Yusuf (as) 

had been given at this point in the story was not because of his own doing or because of the 

generosity of the Aziz, but rather it was all from Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is the One Who gave 

Yusuf (as) all of this. Allah (swt) is the One Who established Yusuf (as) in the land and gave him 

(as) a nice home after he had been in misery and fear.  From this we can take the lesson that 

Allah (swt) does not always touch a person with only misery and sadness. Rather Allah (swt) 

gives people days of good fortune and days of darkness as He (swt) see fit. So you should expect 

that at some moments of your life you will be pleased and other moments may be difficult. This 

life is nothing but being patient through the difficult moments and being thankful for the good 

ones. Patient and thankful only for Allah (swt). 

Then Allah (swt) says “and We taught him the interpretation of ahadith”. As we 

mentioned the word “ahadith” here is used to mean sayings of dreams or events. So Allah (swt) is 

telling us here that He (swt) taught Yusuf (as) the interpretation of these ahadith. Thus whenever 

anyone would tell Yusuf (as) about a dream that they had or an event that happened to them then 

Yusuf (as) would be able to tell them the meaning behind it. This was a special gift that Allah 

(swt) conferred upon Yusuf (as). The reason why Allah (swt) conferred this gift on Yusuf (as) was 

because of his righteousness. Because of his devotion to Him (swt). So from this we can take the 

lesson that Allah (swt) will confer gifts upon us and He (swt) will grant us knowledge if we are 

among those whom He (swt) is pleased with. If you make a sincere effort to please Allah (swt) 

then there is no limit to the gifts and the bounties that He (swt) will confer upon you. 

Finally Allah (swt) ends this ayah by saying “And Allah has full Control over His affair 

but most of mankind do not know”. Now Yusuf (as) was in a comfortable home and he (as) 

had been given this special knowledge on how to interpret dreams and sayings. How did Yusuf 

(as) end up in this situation? The brothers had left Yusuf (as) alone in that well without any 

provisions or protector. They might as well have left him (as) there to die. They did not care for 

his safety or his well being at all. They only wanted to get rid of him (as) so that the love of their 

father can only be for them. How then did Yusuf (as) end up in this situation where he (as) is 

now? Allah (swt) reminds us here that it was only because of Him (swt). Allah (swt) is the One 
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Who has full Control over all affairs and so it was He (swt) who took Yusuf (as) from that dark and 

lonely well and placed him (as) in this comfortable home. The destinies of people are in the 

complete control of Allah (swt) and He (swt) does what He (swt) pleases to whom He (swt) 

pleases. The brothers left Yusuf (as) alone in that well to die. If the Hand of Allah (swt) was not 

present in the affair of Yusuf (as) then he (as) would probably have died in that well. In reality 

what are the chances of a seven-year-old child surviving alone in a deep and dark well? Those 

who look only at the causes of this world would probably say that Yusuf (as) should have been 

dead. But all of the affairs of this world are the affairs of Allah (swt) and He (swt) has complete 

control over His (swt)’s affairs. That was why Allah (swt) took Yusuf (as) out of that dark well and 

into the place of security and comfort where he (as) found himself. The life of Yusuf is among the 

affairs of Allah (swt) and He (swt) has complete control and power over His (swt)’s affairs. 

But does most of mankind realize this fact? Does most of mankind know it? Of course 

not. Rather as Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah most of mankind does not know. Most of mankind 

does not realize that every single thing is in the Power and Control of Allah (swt). Most of 

mankind does not see that everything is an affair of Allah (swt) and that He (swt) has complete 

control over His (swt)’s affairs. That is why most of mankind turn away from Allah (swt). That is 

why most of mankind looks for the causes and means in this world and they do not rely on Allah 

(swt) and they do not pray to Allah (swt). They live in heedlessness of Him (swt) even though He 

(swt) is the Ultimate Reality and the Ultimate Authority in all affairs. We have to save ourselves 

from this happening to us. First of all we have to realize that everything happens only if Allah 

(swt) wills it to happen. So before we work towards any goal we first have to pray to Allah (swt) to 

help us accomplish that goal. We have to realize that success or failure does not lie in our hands. 

We have to realize that all Might and all Power is only with Allah (swt). So our responsibility is 

only to work to the best of our ability and leave the rest to our Lord. This does not mean that we 

should become lazy in our responsibilities. This does not mean that we should not make the best 

effort. Rather this means that we should not attribute the results to our own actions. We only try to 

the best of our ability and we remember that Allah (swt) is the One Who brings about the result. 

Sometimes the result may be as we desired and sometimes the result may be other than what we 
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desired. The decision and the judgment are only for Allah (swt). Whatever He (swt) wills will be 

and whatever He (swt) does not will, will not be.  All affairs belong to Allah (swt) and He (swt) has 

full Control over His (swt)’s affairs! 

 

 

23. And when he reached his maturity We gave him Wisdom and Knowledge. That is how 

we reward the ones who have Ihsan. 

 In the previous ayah we saw how Allah (swt) beautifully transitioned the narrative from 

one setting to another. At one moment we were seeing Yusuf (as) in the company of the caravan 

traders as a slave in chains and the next moment we were seeing him (as) living a comfortable 

life in the house of the Aziz. This was an example of how Allah (swt) can beautifully transition the 

narrative from one setting to another without the listener feeling lost or confused. Now in this ayah 

Allah (swt) brings us many years into the future. At this point in time Yusuf (as) is no longer a 

young child. Now he (as) has reached adulthood and Allah (swt) tells us here what He (swt) gave 

Yusuf (as) when he reached his maturity. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And when he reached his maturity We gave 

him Wisdom and Knowledge”. The scholars differ on exactly which age this was when Yusuf 

(as) reached his maturity. Some scholars say it was as low as eighteen and some say it was as 

high as forty. Allah (swt) Knows best but it was probably somewhere in between these two. For 

our purposes we can say that it was at whatever age he (as) was mature both in body and in 

mind. It was at this time that Allah (swt) gave him (as) both Wisdom and Knowledge. It was at this 

time that Allah (swt) conferred upon him (as) Prophethood. So the Wisdom and the Knowledge 

here refer to Prophethood.  These are the two gifts which Allah (swt) bestowed upon Yusuf (as) 

that made him (as) into a prophet. Why does Allah (swt) refer to Prophethood in this ayah as 
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Wisdom and Knowledge? It is because this is what revelation is. This Message is nothing but a 

guidance to mankind and the essence of this guidance is Wisdom and Knowledge. Through this 

guidance Allah (swt) grants us Knowledge. Allah (swt) tells us about Himself, and about the 

Hereafter, and about everything that lies beyond our perception that we need to know about. We 

also know from this Message why we have been created and where we will go when we die. 

Such is the Knowledge from this Message. But notice that Allah (swt) mentions Wisdom 

before Knowledge in this ayah.  Wisdom here does not simply mean any wisdom but it is the 

Divine Law that Allah (swt) revealed with which we can live our lives. To follow this Law is always 

the wisest course of action and that is why it has been called “Wisdom” here. This is the code of 

life according to which we live. When we follow this code or this Divine Law then we will know 

what is the best action to take at every moment of our life. We will know that action which is the 

most pleasing to Allah (swt). We will know what is the best path to follow. Most people say that 

wisdom comes from experience and from observing the way this world works. While that may be 

so, we have to also realize that there is an even greater wisdom in the Divine Law that Allah (swt) 

has sent for us. This is wisdom because it is from the Most Wise. If we follow this wisdom then we 

will never go wrong. These are the special gifts that Allah (swt) bestowed on Yusuf (as).  

Knowledge of Himself (swt) and the Unseen and Wisdom through this Divine Law. Through the 

bestowal of these Allah (swt) made this noble man into a prophet. 

 Then Allah (swt) says, “That is how we reward the ones who have Ihsan”.  Why was 

Yusuf (as) endowed with Prophethood? What was it that he (as) did that made him (as) worthy of 

this special honor? It was only because he (as) was among those who had Ihsan. The Prophet 

(saw) has said that Ihsan is to worship and serve Allah (swt) as though you see Him (swt). It is a 

state that you reach where you are aware of Allah (swt) for every moment of your existence. It is 

almost as if you can see Allah (swt) and even if you do not see Him (swt) then you are certain 

that He (swt) Sees you. This was how Yusuf (as) was and this is why Allah (swt) chose him (as) 

for Prophethood. Yusuf (as) was not just someone who believed in Allah (swt) and not just 

someone who worshipped Allah (swt) but he (as) was someone who was conscious of Allah (swt) 

for every waking moment of his life.  
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 Imagine for a moment the situation that Yusuf (as) was in before he (as) reached this 

age. Imagine the environment that he (as) was in was still being able to maintain Ihsan. He (as) 

was a teenager in a kufr society. He (as) was surrounded by kufr on all sides. He (as) was 

surrounded by sin and temptation on all sides. He (as) was surrounded by heedlessness to Allah 

(swt) on all sides.  As we will see from the next ayahs for every day of his life Yusuf (as) had a 

beautiful and powerful woman calling him towards temptation and sin. Yet despite all of this, 

despite all of this corruption that was surrounding him (as), not only was Yusuf (as) able to remain 

a believer, not only was he (as) able to abide by the Law of Allah (swt), but he (as) was among 

those who had Ihsan. What kind of a person then was this noble prophet? What kind of a human 

being is able to resist all of this? Only one whose heart is attached to Allah (swt). This was who 

Yusuf (as) was. He (as) was among those who were in constant remembrance of Allah (swt). So 

this shows how powerful the remembrance of Allah (swt) can be. Even a youth who is growing up 

in a world where everyone around him is heedless of Allah (swt) can still remember Him (swt). 

What excuse do we as Muslims then have to be among the heedless? Even those of us who are 

youth. Even those of us who are living in kufr societies. What excuse do we have to be among 

those who do not remember Allah (swt)? We have the Quran. We have our Muslim brothers and 

sisters. We have our families. We have the masajid. We have the scholars. We have the books. 

Yusuf (as) did not have any of these and he (as) was still able to be among those who 

remembered Allah (swt). Not only did he (as) remember Allah (swt) but he (as) was also among 

those who had Ihsan. What excuse do we have? May Allah (swt) forgive us! May Allah (swt) save 

us from being among the heedless! May Allah (swt) help us to remember Him (swt) and to serve 

Him (swt) with every moment of our lives so that we too would be given gifts like Yusuf (as) was! 
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24. And she in whose house he was in rawadat him against his soul, and she bolted the 

doors and said “Haytha”, he said “I seek refuge in Allah, surely He is my Lord, and He has 

made good my home. Surely the Dhalimoon are never successful”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about another trial that Yusuf (as) had to face and this trial 

was even more severe than the previous one. As difficult as the previous trial was where Yusuf 

(as) was separated from his father and put in a deep well by his own brothers, this trial was even 

greater. The reason why Allah (swt) tells us about these trials is to remind once again that this 

earth is a place of testing. So we should expect to face trials and we should expect to face 

difficulty in it. We should never expect to find eternal joy in this world. Rather we should realize 

that this world is only a place of testing and that the true abode is only in the Hereafter. The true 

happiness and joy is only in the Hereafter. So by telling us about these trials that Yusuf (as) had 

to face Allah (swt) is telling us that we also have to expect the same. Such is nature of this world. 

When we see what Yusuf (as) had to go through we also realize how fortunate we are in that 

Allah (swt) did not put us through a trial as great. 

 Another reason for telling us about these trials that the noble prophets faced is so that 

we can take these prophets as examples and turn to Allah (swt) just like they did. It was only 

Allah (swt) that Yusuf (as) turned to through these trials. As the trial became more and more 

severe, Yusuf (as) only turned to his Lord more and more. Yusuf (as) knew that only Allah (swt) 

could save him so he (as) turned to his Lord even more. This is also how we must be. We also 

must be turning to Allah (swt) to save us from all of the trials and hardships that we face. The 

greater the trial becomes the more that we should be turning to Allah (swt). In Allah (swt) there is 

a solace that is unlike anything else. But how many people know this? How many people suffer 

unnecessarily without realizing that their Lord is very close? He (swt) would save them from their 

misery if only they would turn to Him (swt). 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And she in whose house he was in rawadat 

him against his soul”. The pronoun “she” in this ayah refers to the wife of the Aziz whom we had 

learned about in the previous ayah. She was the wife of this powerful and wealthy minister and 

she was also the one who had taken care of Yusuf (as) since he (as) was a youth. Recall from 

the previous ayah how the Aziz had commanded her to take good care of Yusuf (as) and to make 

sure that his stay in their house was comfortable. So she was the one who had cared for him (as) 

and been kind to him (as) since he (as) was a young boy.  

Now several years had passed since Yusuf (as) had come to her house as a young child. 

Now he (as) had grown up into a handsome and intelligent young man. Not only was Yusuf (as) 

handsome but he (as) was the most handsome of all human beings to ever walk on the face of 

this earth. The Prophet (saw) said of Yusuf (as) that he (as) had been given half of all beauty. So 

if you take all of the beauty that has ever existed in this world half of it has been given to this 

noble prophet. Such is the gifts that Allah (swt) gives even in this world to those whom He (swt) is 

pleased with. 

The handsomeness of Yusuf (as) was so great that it was almost impossible for any 

woman to resist him (as). That was why this wife of the Aziz, this woman who was already 

married, this woman who had taken care of Yusuf (as) almost like a mother, was now terribly 

attracted to him (as). It was not only the handsomeness and beauty of Yusuf (as) that attracted 

her but even his character and morals. Recall from the previous ayah how Allah (swt) described 

him (as) as having Ihsan. This means that he (as) was always among those who always 

remembered Allah (swt). Everything that he (as) did was only to seek the Pleasure of Allah (swt). 

So even in the way that Yusuf (as) behaved she must have noted his impeccable character and 

high morals. His nobility shined through even in the way that he (as) acted and dealt with people. 

Thus she saw what a perfect human being he (as) was. Kind and selfless. Respectful and 

obedient. In no way tarnished by all of the despicable character traits that are found in most men. 

All of this was on top of his beauty and handsomeness. So she found him to be too much to 

resist. That was why she not only thought about him (as), and she not only desired him (as), but 

she lusted after Yusuf (as) with the strongest of lust that any woman can possibly have for a man.  
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Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that she “rawadat him against his soul”. The word 

rawadat means to subtly imply the possibility of some indecent action. So she implicitly 

suggested to Yusuf (as) that she had this desire for him (as). She hinted at the idea that they 

should go further with this thought. It was by no means an open invitation but merely a 

suggestion. But from the words “against his soul” we can see that Yusuf (as) was opposing all 

her advances. She was trying to come closer and closer to Yusuf (as) and he (as) was taking 

himself further and further away from her. So from this part of the ayah we can take the meaning 

that for a long time this woman was subtly trying to seduce Yusuf (as) and invite him (as) to sin, 

and for a long time Yusuf (as) was resisting her. We can imply from the ayah that this must have 

been going on for months if not years. 

We should now remind ourselves how difficult it must have been for Yusuf (as) to resist 

this woman. First of all she desired him with such a powerful desire. So she must have been 

relentless in her quest for him. She must have presented her desire to him and her desire to do 

something forbidden not once but on several occasions. So Yusuf (as) had to resist her again and 

again for a sustained period of time. This is what true Sabr is. It does not simply mean that you 

fight your desires on one occasion or another but it means that you constantly and repeatedly 

fight your desires.  Again and again temptation will present itself to you and again and again you 

must fight it. This is what Sabr is and this is what Yusuf (as) had. So she presented herself to him 

subtly many times and many times he turned her down. Then in addition to this was the fact that 

she was both beautiful and noble. Not only was she an extremely beautiful woman but she was 

also of the high-class of the society. What man would not desire a woman of such elegance and 

aristocracy? Then in addition to that was the fact that she was his master. In the ayah Allah (swt) 

describes her as “she in whose house he was”. This shows that he was in her house and he 

was her property. In other words she had complete authority over him (as). Then in addition to 

that was the fact that she had been kind and generous to him (as). She is the one who had cared 

for him (as) since childhood. So Yusuf (as) knew that he (as) was causing her pain and 

humiliating her by his rejection of her. Then in addition to this was the fact that he (as) was in the 

prime of his youth and he (as) did not have any other avenues with which to satisfy his lusts and 
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desires. Yusuf (as) had these feelings just like any other man, but because he (as) was still a 

slave and because he was poor he could not get married. So he (as) did not have any other way 

to satisfy these urges that men have. Thus we see so many factors pushing Yusuf (as) to commit 

this forbidden and fowl act but still he (as) kept away from it for the sake of Allah (swt). This was 

only because his heart was attached to Allah (swt). Yusuf (as)’s Iman in Allah (swt) and his love 

and fear of Allah (swt) gave him (as) this Sabr. Yusuf (as) was able to have Sabr and keep away 

from this sin not for days or weeks or months but for many years. Years. This is what Sabr is. 

May Allah (swt) give us the Sabr of Yusuf (as)! 

One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how pleasing it is to Allah (swt) for 

us to fight away our sexual desires and keep patience for Him (swt). The sexual desire is one of 

the strongest of desires that a human being can have. Although we will never die if this desire is 

not satiated, it still burns within us so strong. But when we know Allah (swt), when we live for 

Allah (swt), when we love and fear Allah (swt) more than anything else in this world then we have 

a feeling within us that is even stronger than this desire. This feeling is our Taqwa of Allah (swt). 

So Allah (swt) loves it when we build our relationship with Him (swt). When we come so close to 

Him (swt) that these desires no longer bother us. When we come so close to Him (swt) that we 

are able to fight away the temptation when it presents itself to us. This was the high level that 

Yusuf (as) was at and Allah (swt) is telling us in this ayah that He (swt) likes for us to strive to 

reach that level as well.  

This is by no means easy. There are so many temptations in today’s society. It is not only 

the fact that women walk in the streets naked while purposely showing off their beauty, it is not 

only the fact that sex is marketed freely on all forms of media, but it is also that this culture of 

Capitalism encourages consumption and instant gratification. The culture teaches you that you 

are the most important person in the world and that your needs and desires need to be satisfied. 

This culture makes you forget about Allah (swt). It makes you forget about the Day of Judgment 

on which you will return to Him (swt) and be accountable for all that you have done. It just 

teaches you to live for today as if tomorrow will never come. So to reach this level of Taqwa and 

Sabr that Yusuf (as) had is by no means easy for the Muslim in today’s society. But we have to 
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always remember that Allah (swt) created us to struggle. We have to always remember that the 

Garden is not cheap. The Pleasure of Allah (swt) is not cheap. How much do you think that you 

have to do to impress a Being like Him (swt) and to make Him (swt) pleased with you? It is 

difficult but the Pleasure of Allah (swt) makes it a worthwhile effort. 

In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “and she bolted the doors and said 

‘Haytha’”. So all of this time the wife of the Aziz was subtly trying to seduce Yusuf (as). She did 

not openly extend an invitation to him (as) but rather she subtly suggested her desire to him and 

she subtly suggested her desire to do that forbidden action. We have to remember that she was a 

woman of nobility and so it was not becoming of her to have this kind of desire for a slave. At that 

time any kind of sexual actions with slaves was looked down upon and considered to be the worst 

of taboos. Slaves were thought of as objects and looked down upon so it was not unacceptable 

for anyone to have relationships with them. It was especially unacceptable for the women in their 

society. But still the wife of the Aziz lusted after Yusuf (as). Perhaps the only circumstance worse 

for her than having sexual intercourse with a slave was for her to present herself openly to him. 

Was for her to be the one initiate  such indecency. So her honor and her pride prevented her from 

presenting herself openly to Yusuf (as). That was why she made these subtle suggestions at him 

in the hope that he would come for her. Then in her mind it would not be so great an evil on her 

part because she would not have been the one who pursued him. But when all of her attempts to 

seduce Yusuf (as) subtly failed, she now had no other choice. Her desire for him burned so 

strong and at this point she no longer cared for her nobility and her status. That is why in this 

ayah Allah (swt) describes for us how she openly presented herself to him (as). 

First Allah (swt) tells us how she bolted the doors. Notice here how she does not simply 

close the doors but she bolts them. She fastens and locks them so that no one can possibly enter 

the room where the two of them were in. Also notice that it is not only one door but there are 

many doors. So she closes and locks securely not one but many doors. The meaning that we get 

here is that Yusuf (as) and this woman are in a place of complete privacy. No other human being 

can enter, no other human being can even hear or see what they are doing. It is a place of 

complete privacy and seclusion. So if Yusuf (as) had fear of any person, even a fear of her 
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husband, he (as) would not have to worry about it at that moment because there was no way 

possible for anyone to enter in on them. It was a setting of complete privacy. 

Another lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how dangerous it is 

for a man and woman to be along together in private. In Islam it is completely forbidden for any 

man to be alone with a woman who is not his wife or close relative. This is because the Prophet 

(saw) has clearly told us that when a man and woman are alone together then Shaitan is the third 

among them. So it is a sin for a man and woman to be alone together for even a moment. For you 

to purposely spend in one moment alone with a woman who is not your wife or close relative is a 

great sin. But in addition to this alone being a sin there is also the possibility of this setting leading 

to even greater sins. There is always a natural desire that is present between any man and 

woman. So when you are alone with a member of the opposite sex then Shaitan will fuel this 

desire and entice you to sin. In an instant he will take control of your limbs and make you do an 

action that is most displeasing to your Lord and Master.  May Allah (swt) save us from that! This 

is why we must make every effort to never be in private with a member of the opposite sex. May 

Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to do that! 

After she bolts the doors the wife of the Aziz says to Yusuf (as) “Haytha”. There are two 

meanings that this word gives. One meaning is “come to me” and the other meaning is “I am 

ready”. So this is the most direct and open of invitations. Now there is no more subtlety and 

games. Now she is directly calling Yusuf (as) to come to her so that the two of them can perform 

this fowl deed. No woman of nobility and aristocracy would do this in her first attempt to court a 

man. With this word she was directly calling Yusuf (as) to her. She was directly calling Yusuf (as) 

to perform this fowl deed with her. This is totally unbecoming of someone of her status. But she 

had such a strong desire for Yusuf (as) and he (as) had resisted her so much that she now had 

no choice. There was nothing else left for her to do.  Now she had to resort to this level. So here 

she openly calls Yusuf (as) to sin. She calls Yusuf (as) away from his Lord. She calls Yusuf (as) 

to that which she knows and he knows is very wrong for them to do.  Look now at the answer of 

this noble prophet of Allah (swt). Look at how he resisted this greatest of temptations. Look at his 

example and take a lesson for your own life. 
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The very first words that Yusuf (as) speaks at that moment of great trial and temptation 

are “I seek refuge in Allah”. Yusuf (as) seeks the protection and help of Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) 

can see that there are many forces that are pulling him (as) to do this act of great evil. These 

forces are too powerful for any man to overcome. So Yusuf (as) knows that only in Allah (swt) can 

he (as) find security and safety. Yusuf (as) knows that only Allah (swt) can save him (as) from this 

sin. He (as) knows that he (as) by himself does not have the power to resist this temptation. So 

he (as) calls out to Allah (swt) and he (as) seeks refuge in Him (swt). 

Such should also be our attitude as well whenever any sin or temptation presents itself to 

us. We should first and foremost remember Allah (swt). We have to realize that we ourselves are 

weak creatures and we do not have the power to save ourselves from sin. If ever we fail to 

remember Allah (swt) or if we ever we think that we can fight our desires by ourselves then we 

have already lost. The desires of the human being are so strong and we ourselves are so weak. 

Only in Allah (swt) do we have any chance of salvation. So we should always be in the habit of 

remembering Allah (swt) and we should always be asking Him (swt) to save us from ourselves. 

Yusuf (as) then says, “surely He is my Lord, and He has made good my home”. Some 

scholars say that Yusuf (as) is referring to the Aziz in this ayah. But Mawdudi clearly shows us 

that Yusuf (as) is actually referring to Allah (swt). This is because the only “Lord” for any prophet 

or messenger is only Allah (swt). Similarly the believers and the righteous only have Allah (swt) 

as their Lord. Allah (swt) is not only the God whom we worship but He (swt) is also the Lord 

whom we serve. Our entire life is nothing but an act of servitude to Allah (swt). We do not live for 

ourselves but rather we live only to serve Him (swt). He (swt) is our Lord and Master just as He 

(swt) is our God. So Yusuf (as) in this ayah is actually referring to Allah (swt) and this is clearly 

the correct interpretation of this part of the ayah. 

Yusuf (as) says of Allah (swt) that He (swt) has “has made good my home”.  Yusuf (as) 

is reminding himself and her of all of the favors and bounties that Allah (swt) has conferred upon 

him (as). Yusuf (as) was left to die at the bottom of that well. He (as) was alone without any friend 

or protector. If the animals had not killed him then the well would have. But Allah (swt) saved 

Yusuf (as) from that well and brought him (as) to this comfortable home in Egypt. Allah (swt) had 
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sent to Yusuf (as) this kind man of the Aziz who recognized him (as) for the special child that he 

(as) was. Now Yusuf (as) was in a place of safety, he (as) had a roof to shelter him (as), and he 

(as) had all of the food and provisions that he (as) needed. This was only from the Mercy and 

Bounty of Allah (swt) and Yusuf (as) reminds himself of this fact in this part of the ayah. So he 

(as) asks her as to how he (as) could commit this fowl deed and thereby betray his Lord when his 

Lord had been so kind to him (as). 

This should also be our attitude whenever we are called to sin. We should remember all 

of the favors and bounties that Allah (swt) has bestowed upon us. If you think about it for only a 

moment you would find innumerable blessings in your life that you should be thankful for. Just the 

fact that you are Muslim is the greatest of blessings. How many people are there today who have 

not been given this guidance? How many people are there today who are completely heedless of 

Allah (swt)? So just the fact that you have been guided to this Din is the greatest of blessings for 

which you should always be grateful to Allah (swt) for. This is only the beginning of the gifts that 

Allah (swt) has bestowed on you. Just the fact that you had a dinner last night is a great blessing. 

How many people are there in the world right now at this very moment who are hungry and have 

nothing to eat? Just the fact that you have clothes to wear and a roof over your head is a great 

blessing. How many people are there right now who have no home?  So you should remember all 

of these gifts and bounties that Allah (swt) has given you whenever Shaitan calls you to betray 

Him (swt). Now Yusuf (as) could easily have thought about all of the trials and suffering that he 

(as) had to go through when then temptation came to him (as). He (as) could easily have thought 

about how he (as) had to suffer at the hands of his brothers and the caravan traders. He (as) 

could have thought to himself that Allah (swt) had been cruel to him (as) and so he (as) could 

have given himself permission to commit this sin.  But he (as) did not, instead he (as) thought 

about all of the blessings and favors that Allah (swt) bestowed on him (as). Such should be our 

attitude as well. Whenever a temptation comes to us we should remember all of the good that 

Allah (swt) has given us. Shaitan will make us think about the bad and make us forget the good. 

But we must fight this thought and remember all of the good that Allah (swt) has bestowed upon 
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us.  Then we should ask ourselves how ungrateful to Allah (swt) we would become if we 

committed this sin and thus earned His (swt)’s displeasure by it. 

Finally Yusuf (as) says “Surely the Dhalimoon are never successful”. Yusuf (as) knew 

that if he (as) went to this sin that she was calling him to then he (as) would be among the 

Dhalimoon. The Dhalimoon are the worst of criminals and oppressors. This shows us how 

adultery is not only a great sin in our Shariah but how it has been a great sin in all of Divine Laws 

that Allah (swt) has ever revealed. Allah (swt) describes those who commit this heinous act as the 

worst of criminals and oppressors. Adultery is one of those crimes that everyone should know is 

wrong. It is a fundamental evil like murder and theft. That is why Allah (swt) refers to it here as 

Dhulm and He (swt) promises that those who practice it will never be successful. 

 How sad it is then that adultery has become so commonplace in our society? Although 

this crime is slowly beginning to appear among the Muslims and becoming more and more 

common in our Ummah, it is especially prevalent in the West. The Muslims are being affected by 

it because we are copying the West. We are adopting their corrupt culture where the women 

openly display their beauty and men and women are allowed to mix freely. This is why adultery is 

so rampant in their culture. Their own studies show that at least a third of married couples have 

had some kind of inappropriate relationship outside of marriage. There is no way for their 

governments to punish this crime because it is so widespread. It is even glorified and encouraged 

in the media. We ourselves have become numb to it and failed to realize how great a sin it is. The 

bond of marriage is the most sacred of all bonds that can exist between human beings. It is the 

basis upon which the family is built and the basis upon which the society is built. Adultery is a 

crime that cuts at the very fiber of this bond. That is why it is so displeasing to Allah (swt) and that 

is why He (swt) has legislated such a great punishment for it. If this crime is so displeasing to 

Allah (swt) then how do you think that He (swt) will look upon a society where it is so common? 

What do you think that He (swt) will do with a people who practice this sin and who allow it to be 

practiced in their midst? We as an Ummah can see where it is that we are copying this sin from. 

Why then do we not make a conscious effort to save ourselves from it by not copying their ways? 
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Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that the Dhalimoon will never be successful. Allah (swt) 

stresses this fact with emphasis and certainty. No success whatsoever will come out of anything 

that they do. All of their actions will come to ruin both in this life and in the Hereafter. This is 

because these people have earned the Wrath of Allah (swt) with the evil that they do. Can these 

people then hope for any success when they have earned the Wrath of Allah (swt)? Allah (swt) 

hates them and He (swt) hates the evil that they have done. So He (swt) will decree it that 

absolutely no success comes out of the evil that they do. 

 Take adultery for example. Does any good come out of it? Is there any success 

whatsoever in it? There is only the temporary pleasure that the man and woman experience. 

Even this pleasure is spoiled by the guilt that they both experience. Their guilt and also their fear 

of being exposed.  What is there for them after the night is over? What is left for them after they 

have committed this sin? It is nothing but suffering. They suffer with the guilt of what they have 

done. They suffer in trying to hide their sin from their marriage partner. And if they are ever 

discovered, which most likely they will be, then they will suffer as their families are torn apart. 

They will suffer with the shame that they have brought upon themselves. They will be known by 

all of their family and friends as the adulterer or the adulterers. They will be the subject of gossip 

everywhere and shame will cover them everywhere that they go. That is only their punishment in 

the life of this world. Think now about what awaits them when they return to Allah (swt). They took 

their partner in marriage under the Name of Allah (swt), what then will be their fate when they 

return to Him (swt)? Such is the fate of those who commit this ugly sin. They have no success 

whatsoever, instead they only have misery and suffering. They are the worst of criminals and they 

will return to their Creator as such. May Allah (swt) save us from that fate! May Allah (swt) keep 

us safe from our desires and from this sinful act! 
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25. And surely she desired (to do evil with) him, and he would have desired (to do evil 

with) her had he not seen the evidence of his Lord. Thus it was that We may turn away evil 

and indecency from him. Surely he was from our chosen and sincere servants. 

In the previous ayah we saw how the wife of the Aziz approached Yusuf (as) with lust 

and desire. For a long time she had desired him and for a long time he had resisted her. Finally 

when she had reached the point when all other ways of approaching him had failed that was 

when she had locked all of the doors and openly called Yusuf (as) to her. She put herself on a 

platter and offered herself completely to him (as). She did this despite the fact that she was a 

noble woman and he was a slave. This was the level of her desperation. Imagine how difficult it 

must have been for Yusuf (as) to resist her at that moment. She was so beautiful. She was so 

powerful. She was so noble. She had been so kind to him in the past. He himself was so 

handsome. He was in the prime of his youth. He had never tasted the touch of a woman. Do you 

think that you would have been able to restrain yourself if you were in that position? Yusuf (as) 

did. Such was his Sabr and Taqwa. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us where such Sabr and such 

Taqwa came from. Contemplate on the meaning of this ayah and perhaps you can build that 

same Sabr and Taqwa within yourself. Then Insha Allah you can save yourself from sin as well 

the next time that it presents itself to you. 

Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And surely she desired (to do evil with) him”. 

Of this fact there was no doubt. She desired Yusuf (as) with the strongest of desire that any 

woman can have for any man. She desired to do that unspeakable act with Yusuf (as). As we 

mentioned before this was not only because Yusuf (as) was so handsome but also because of his 

excellent character. Here we have a child that was sold as a slave. It seems as if the world has 

abandoned this child. So because of this Yusuf (as) should have been someone who is filled with 
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anger and who does not care for the people. One who is always depressed and complaining. But 

Yusuf (as) was not like this. Rather he (as) was still so kind and so gentle and so humble and so 

noble. Always willing to sacrifice. Always thinking of others instead of himself. This perfect 

character came because his heart was attached to Allah (swt). All that Yusuf (as) cared about 

was that Allah (swt) was pleased with him (as). This thinking and this attitude made him into the 

most perfect of human beings. This is the high rank that Allah (swt) created us to reach. This is 

the goal towards which we should be striving. This is the Straight Path that leads to His (swt)’s 

Pleasure. So because Yusuf (as) was this perfect human being who was also so handsome the 

wife of the Aziz loved him (as) more than anything else. She desired him more than anything 

else. 

Then Allah (swt) says “and he would have desired (to do evil with) her had he not 

seen the evidence of his Lord”. In this part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us that Yusuf (as) would 

also have had a strong desire to do evil with her if had not seen the evidence of his Lord. So if 

Yusuf (as) had not seen the evidence of his Lord then he (as) would have approached her to do 

evil. At that moment Yusuf (as) also had a desire for her. But he (as) did not even approach her 

because he had seen the evidence of his Lord. From this we are first and foremost reminded of 

the humanity of Yusuf (as). He (as) was also a human being just like you and me and he also had 

these desires that we have. From this we should realize that the models whom Allah (swt) has 

given us to emulate are not impossible ideals that we can never reach. We cannot think the 

prophets and messengers to be angels or some kind of super natural beings. Rather we have to 

always believe that they were also human beings just like we are. They also had the same 

weaknesses that we have. They also had the same desires that we have. They also had to walk 

by putting one foot in front of the other just like we do, they could not fly or levitate. So we should 

never think that we can never be like Yusuf (as) or the Prophet (saw). They were human beings 

just like us. Of course we will never reach their level. Of course we will fall where they never fell. 

We will sin while they never sinned. But we must always keep them as the goal that we are trying 

to reach and we must always strive to reach that goal, even if we know that we are never going to 

get there. For us to think that we can never be like them because they were some kind of angels 
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or superhuman is wrong thinking and Allah (swt) shows us why in this ayah. Allah (swt) shows us 

in this ayah how Yusuf (as) was human and thus he (as) is a model whom we can strive to 

emulate. 

Unfortunately many Muslims today fail to see this humanity of the prophets. They think 

that they are dirty and weak while the prophets and the righteous were holy and pure. This kind of 

thinking comes from Hinduism and Judaism and other corrupt beliefs that teach that the divine 

can exist within the human. So these Muslims think that the prophets and the righteous had this 

aspect of the divine in them that they do not have. Because they have this thinking these Muslims 

think that they can never be righteous. They think that they will always be sinners. What is truly 

unfortunate is that they never even make the effort to reform themselves. They think that these 

models in the Quran whom Allah (swt) has given them to emulate are too high an ideal for them 

to reach. They think that they can never be like the prophets so they do not even try. They are 

just content being sinners. May Allah (swt) save our Ummah from this thinking! May Allah (swt) 

help us to remember that the prophets also were human and we too can come close to their level 

if we sincerely try! This is the mission that Allah (swt) has given us in the life of this world! 

So we see from the ayah that Yusuf (as) would have desired to do evil with her had he 

(as) not seen the evidence from his Lord. The “evidence” in this ayah refers to the signs and 

proofs that Allah (swt) had shown him (as) to give him (as) the certainty of conviction in his Iman. 

Yusuf (as) believed in Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) believed that he (as) was a prophet of Allah (swt). 

To establish this belief Allah (swt) had given him (as) clear signs and proofs. These signs and 

proofs are what Allah (swt) refers to in this ayah as “the evidence of his Lord”. Through these 

signs Yusuf (as) reached the absolute certainty of conviction in his Iman. He (as) did not have 

any doubts whatsoever that Allah (swt) was with him (as) and that Allah (swt) was his Lord. 

Notice how Allah (swt) says that he (as) “saw” the evidence of his Lord. This means that Yusuf 

(as) perceived and sensed the signs that showed him the Truth of his belief. There are countless 

signs in the universe around us that show us Allah (swt) if only we would care to look for them. 

Yusuf (as) did see these signs and that was how he (as) became the certain in faith. Recall from 

the previous ayah how Allah (swt) described Yusuf (as) as one of those who have Ihsan and 
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remember how the Prophet (saw) has described Ihsan as serving Allah (swt) as though you see 

Him (swt). This was the station that Yusuf (as) was at. He (as) was so certain of Allah (swt) that it 

was almost as if he (as) could see Him (swt). This was how he (as) was able to keep away from 

sin. This was how he (as) was able to restrain himself (as) from this temptation even though his 

desires were pushing him towards it. 

We need to remind ourselves once again that Yusuf (as) did not in any way commit any 

sin. He (as) did not even approach her. He (as) did not even have a resolve to approach her. He 

(as) only had a desire for her that any man would have had if they had been in his situation. But 

unlike the vast majority of men Yusuf (as) did not act on his desires. He (as) controlled himself for 

the sake of Allah (swt) and this was only because he (as) had seen the evidence of his Lord. This 

certainty of belief that Yusuf (as) had was even stronger than the push of his desires.  That was 

why he (as) was able to control his desires and stand his ground even though the flames burned 

within him so strong. 

So another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see that certainty in Iman is the 

best way to keep away from sin. The only way that Yusuf (as) was able to keep away from this 

sin was because he (as) had seen the clear evidence of his Lord.  Through this evidence he (as) 

was certain beyond the shadow of a doubt in the Truth of his Iman. So for us to keep away from 

sin, for us to earn the Pleasure of Allah (swt), we also need to build within ourselves this certainty. 

When you are certain beyond the shadow of a doubt that Allah (swt) Exists and that He (swt) is 

your Lord and Master and that you will one Day soon return to Him (swt), do you then think that 

you will fall into sin all that often? Of course not. In fact one of the reasons that many people fall 

into sin time and time again is because they have serious doubts about their Iman. They are not 

certain that Allah (swt) is there and they are even less certain that the Prophet (saw) is the 

Messenger of Allah (swt). Even though they claim with their tongues to be Muslims they still have 

these doubts in their heart. This is why they are not able to restrain themselves when Shaitan 

comes and prompts them to evil. They have these doubts. Especially at that moment when the 

temptation strikes or especially at that moment when a calamity of some sort befalls, that is when 

these doubts that are deep within their hearts appear. Maybe it is not true they tell themselves. 
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Maybe there is only this one life to live. Maybe the Day of Judgment will never come.  Maybe the 

Quran is from a human being. These are the dark thoughts that come to them.  May Allah (swt) 

save us from such doubts! May Allah (swt) strengthen our Iman and make it unbreakable! 

To save ourselves from becoming like these people we have to work on building our 

Iman. The way that we build our Iman and give ourselves this certainty of faith is first and 

foremost by earnestly praying to Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is the One Who guides whomever He 

(swt) pleases so we have to pray to Him (swt) to increase us in guidance. We have to pray to Him 

(swt) to grant us that certainty in faith. Then we have to strive to do the actions that Allah (swt) is 

pleased with and we have to strive to stay away from the actions that He (swt) is displeased with. 

Allah (swt) will only guide us if He (swt) is pleased with us so we have to strive to please Him 

(swt) in everything that we do. Among the best of actions that we can do to earn the Pleasure of 

Allah (swt) and to gain the guidance from Him (swt) are the five daily prayers. In our Salah we 

have to earnestly ask Allah (swt) to guide us every time we read the Fatihah Surah. Then in 

addition to praying to Allah (swt) and striving to do the actions that He (swt) is pleased with, we 

can also contemplate and reflect on the signs and proofs that testify to the Truth of this Message. 

If we want to know Allah (swt) then everything in the universe is a sign for Him (swt). Everything 

demonstrates the fact that it has been created by being limited and dependent. Everything in this 

universe is limited in some way and in some way everything is dependent on something other 

than itself for its existence. This is true for everything in this universe without exception. If we 

want to know that the Prophet (saw) is indeed the Messenger of Allah (swt) then we do not need 

to look further than this Quran. Allah (swt) challenges all of mankind to produce even one small 

Surah like the Surahs in the Quran if they doubt that this Message is from Him (swt). In over 

fourteen hundred years no one has been able to meet this challenge. Insha Allah when we reflect 

on this fact it will help to build within ourselves the certainty of faith. In addition to this there are 

countless other signs that Allah (swt) has given us with which we can reach certainty concerning 

the Truth of this Message. Everything from the changing of night and day and the perfect system 

that operates our universe to the very life story of our beloved Messenger (saw). If you were to 

study and contemplate on any of these then Insha Allah you will find your Iman become stronger 
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and stronger.  This then is how we can build our Iman and know for sure that what we believe is 

true. So through these signs, and through our prayer, and through our righteous actions we seek 

to build our Iman and we seek that absolute conviction in what we believe. Once we have that 

certainty of faith then Insha Allah we will be able to withstand the greatest of trials and 

temptations. May Allah (swt) guide us to that! 

Then in the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “Thus it was that We may turn away 

evil and indecency from him”. Here Allah (swt) reminds us that it was only He (swt) Who saved 

Yusuf (as) from this trial. Allah (swt) gave Yusuf (as) this certainty of faith and through that He 

(swt) turned away from him (as) all evil and indecency. This reminds us once again that it is Allah 

(swt) Who guides our hearts. It is Allah (swt) Who gives us this certainty of faith. It is Allah (swt) 

Who turns evil and immorality away from us. So if we want to be saved from sin then we should 

always be turning to Allah (swt). Sin and temptations are always chasing us. They are always 

calling us to do evil and immorality. They are always calling us to do the actions that are 

displeasing to Allah (swt). The only way that we can save ourselves from them is by humbly 

turning to Allah (swt) and asking Him (swt) to save us from them. Only Allah (swt) can grant us 

that certainty of faith, that enabling grace, that determination and willpower, with which we can 

resist the temptations. So it is only Allah (swt) Who can turn away all this evil and indecency away 

from us. Even to escape the smallest of sins we need the Help and Support of Allah (swt)! 

Finally Allah (swt) ends this ayah by saying “Surely he was from our chosen and 

sincere servants”. Why did Allah (swt) save Yusuf (as) from this sin? Why did Allah (swt) guide 

Yusuf (as) to this certainty of faith with which he (as) was able to resist the strongest of 

temptations? It was only because Yusuf (as) was one of His (swt)’s sincere and chosen servants. 

Yusuf (as) was sincere. He (as) wanted to serve his Lord and Master. He (as) knew that his 

creation had a purpose. He (as) knew that life was not simply enjoying pleasures without caring 

about anyone else. He (as) knew that the purpose of life was to worship and serve Allah (swt).  

Since a young age, Yusuf (as) realized this fact. That is why even in his youth he (as) was so 

humble and so kind. That is why he (as) was so beloved by his father. So because Yusuf (as) had 

this sincerity to worship and serve Allah (swt) that was why He (swt) chose him. Allah (swt) chose 
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Yusuf (as) to be one of the prophets. And because Allah (swt) had chosen Yusuf (as) to be a 

prophet that is why He (swt) gave him (as) the certainty of Iman and He (swt) turned all evil and 

indecency away from him (as). Thus does Allah (swt) protect all of His (swt)’s prophets and 

messengers from all sin and wrongdoing. 

 

 

 

 

26. And they both raced to the door, and she tore his shirt from behind, and they found her 

lord at that door. She said “What is the recompense for one who desires evil with your 

family except that he be imprisoned or a painful torment”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to us what happened when Yusuf (as) was 

faced with this severe temptation. We saw in the previous ayah how the wife of the Aziz had a 

strong desire for Yusuf (as) and how she locked herself in a room with him (as) and openly called 

him (as) to her. Yusuf (as) would also have had a strong desire for her if he had not seen the 

evidence of his Lord. But since Yusuf (as) was certain in his Iman he (as) was able to control 

himself at that moment when most men would have failed. This enabling grace with which he (as) 

saved himself from sin came only from Allah (swt). In reality it was only Allah (swt) Who turned 

this evil and fowl act away from Yusuf (as). This was because Yusuf (as) was one of His (swt)’s 

chosen and sincere servants. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened next. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And they both raced to the door”. Yusuf (as) 

soon saw that there was no way that he (as) could make her change her mind.  He (as) saw that 

she was determined to have him (as). So he (as) ran away. He (as) ran away from this trial and 

temptation. Yusuf (as) raced for the door with all of the strength that he (as) had, and she raced 

after him (as). One lesson that we can take from this is to realize that when we see that we do not 
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have the strength to overcome a temptation then we must flee from it. We must flee from it like 

we would flee from a terrible monster. We should realize that any sin that we might commit is the 

displeasure of Allah (swt) and we should fear the displeasure more than anything else. Because 

the displeasure of Allah (swt) is distance from Allah (swt) and the displeasure of Allah (swt) is the 

Fire. May Allah (swt) save us from the Fire! This is especially true for sins of a sexual nature. We 

know that we are weak. We know that we may fall at any minute. So just like Yusuf (as) we must 

run. 

Then Allah (swt) says “and she tore his shirt from behind”. As Yusuf (as) was running 

away, the wife of the Aziz tore his shirt. Some scholars like Ibn Kathir say that she tore it so much 

that the entire shirt fell off. Allah (swt) Knows best! The scholars also differ as to whether the shirt 

was torn by accident or on purpose. The stronger opinion seems to be that it was torn on purpose 

since there is nothing in the language of the ayah to indicate that it was only torn by mistake. As 

we will see in the next part of the ayah, she wanted to implicate Yusuf (as) for this crime. Now 

that Yusuf (as) had rejected her, she was furious at him (as). She wanted to make him (as) as the 

guilty party and that is why she tore his shirt from the back as he (as) tried to run away from her. 

Then Allah (swt) says “and they found her lord at that door”. Just when Yusuf (as) and 

this woman reached the door they found her husband there. See how Allah (swt) plays out the 

fates of people. What was the chance that this man would be at the door at the exact moment 

when Yusuf (as) and his wife reached the door? It was not chance but it was the Decree of Allah 

(swt). Allah (swt) decreed for the Aziz to return home at the exact moment when Yusuf (as) and 

his wife were racing for the door. You might think that in this was another great trial for Yusuf (as). 

But in fact this was a means for his exoneration and it was a means for the Truth to be brought 

out. 

Allah (swt) then tells us “She said “What is the recompense for one who desires evil 

with your family except that he be imprisoned or a painful torment””. At the moment when 

the door was opened and the Aziz was standing there, this woman immediately spoke. She knew 

what a great sin she had done. She knew that she had betrayed her husband. So she wanted to 

clear her name as quickly as possible. Before the Aziz even had time to think about what he saw 
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before him she already spoke. She accused Yusuf (as) of trying to commit evil with her. She 

declares to her husband as to what should be the fitting punishment for Yusuf (as)? The one who 

according to her had tried evil with his family. Notice that she does not even say “wife” but she 

says “family”. This is her trying to show the Aziz how Yusuf (as) had not only attacked his wife but 

also his whole family. This shows us that when any kind of inappropriate action happens to break 

a marriage it is not only the husband and wife who suffer but it is the entire family. Everyone in 

the family feels the pain of this evil. So this woman was trying to show the Aziz how Yusuf (as) 

had not only attacked her but that he (as) had attacked his whole family. She was trying to direct 

the anger and the fury of the Aziz towards Yusuf (as) so that she would be safe and blameless. 

To reach this goal she was willing to speak any lie. 

Notice the evil of this woman here. Not only does she not admit the wrong that she did. In 

addition to that she lies and she blames Yusuf (as) for this terrible crime. To her own husband 

she lies and says that Yusuf (as) was the one who tried to do evil with her when in fact it was she 

who tried to do evil with him. Not only this but she even has the audacity to declare the 

punishment that should be administered on Yusuf (as) for what he (as) supposedly did.  She says 

that he (as) should be imprisoned or be given a painful punishment. The scholars say that the 

“painful punishment” in this ayah refers to whipping. She wants Yusuf (as) to be whipped several 

times for a crime that he (as) did not commit. She wants this innocent young man to suffer pain 

and humiliation because of something that she herself did. 

Notice however that she does not propose death as one of the punishments. Death was 

a common punishment for crimes such as these, especially when committed by a slave. But this 

woman does not propose death as a punishment. This is because she still lusted after him (as). 

Even though Yusuf (as) had rejected her and even though she had been discovered by her 

husband trying to do this evil act she still desires him (as) and she still desires to do evil with him 

(as). So strong was her desire that even after all of this she still does not give up on Yusuf (as). 

This serves to remind us once again of how perfect a human being Yusuf (as) was because of his 

nearness to Allah (swt) and it also shows us how she was one who was a slave to her desires. 

One who would do anything only to satisfy herself. 
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However without a doubt the punishment that she proposed for Yusuf (as) was still 

severe. Prison was a place of deprivation and torture and whipping was pain upon pain. So why 

then did she propose this punishment for Yusuf (as) if she still desired him (as)? One reason for 

this of course was because she wanted to save herself. She did not want to face the penalty for 

what she had done. But another reason was her anger and fury at Yusuf (as) for his rejecting her. 

She a noble woman and one of exceeding wealth and beauty had offered herself freely to Yusuf 

(as) and he (as) had turned her down. This created in her a hatred and anger unlike any other. 

There is some truth to the saying that “hell knows no fury like a woman’s scorn”. Because Yusuf 

(as) had rejected her and remained true to Allah (swt), she then hated him (as). She wanted to 

see him suffer and be in pain. Such was the anger and the rage that consumed her. That was 

why she wanted to make Yusuf (as) suffer this terrible punishment of prison or whipping. 

One lesson that we can take from this is to see how terrible the anger of women can be. 

This vile rancor is something that exists in the hearts of those women who are heedless of their 

Creator. Of course this feeling exists in both men and women but women are especially prone to 

it. They are especially prone to this anger and scorn. So our sisters need to be especially careful 

of this. They must learn to control their anger and their bitterness towards others. They must 

attach their hearts to Allah (swt) and realize how nothing else matters except Him (swt). So if you 

are a sister and you ever have this feeling within you then know that it is a feeling from Shaitan. 

Know that the women who have this feeling and who act on this feeling are not those whom Allah 

(swt) is pleased with. Try to the best of your ability to clean your heart of this feeling. May Allah 

(swt) give this enabling grace to all of our sisters! 
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27. He said “She tried to seduce me against my will”. And a witness from her family bore 

witness “If his shirt is torn from the front then she speaks the truth and he is from the 

liars”. 

 

28. “And if his shirt is torn from the front then she has lied and he is one of the truthful”. 

In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to describe for us the trial that Yusuf (as) had to face 

with the wife of the Aziz. Recall from the previous ayahs where Allah (swt) described to us how 

she desired him (as) with the strongest of desires. At first she was very subtle. She merely 

implied her interest in him (as) and she hinted at the idea that they should be together. She 

probably played this game with Yusuf (as) for months if not years. All that time Yusuf (as) was 

resisting her. Every time she would bring herself towards him he would step back. Even though 

she was very beautiful and noble and wealthy, Yusuf (as) knew that to even approach her with 

desire would be displeasing to Allah (swt). So he (as) kept away from her. After all of this she 

became truly desperate. She then locked the doors of her room and openly presented herself to 

Yusuf (as). This was an act that was totally unbecoming of a noblewoman like her. However even 

this advance Yusuf (as) rejected and declared to her how he (as) feared Allah (swt). Then when 

he (as) tried to escape from her, she tore his shirt from behind. The both of them then reached 

the door to find her husband there.  Now as soon as she saw her husband she quickly declared 

to him that it was Yusuf (as) who had done evil against her. She falsely accused this innocent 
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man of such a terrible crime and she even declared what his punishment should be. Now in these 

two ayahs Allah (swt) tells us what happens next. 

 Allah (swt) begins by saying “He said “She tried to seduce me against my will””. Here 

Yusuf (as) finally speaks to defend himself. Yusuf (as) spoke the truth when he (as) said that it 

was she who sought to seduce him against his will. She was the one who had tried to tempt him. 

She was the one who was advancing towards him.  She was the one who desired to do evil with 

him. So it was she who was the guilty party. Here all that Yusuf (as) spoke was the Truth. Unlike 

her Yusuf (as) only spoke a few words but all that he (as) spoke was the Truth. You will notice 

throughout this Surah that Yusuf (as) does not speak much but whenever he (as) does his words 

are powerful. Here Yusuf (as) clearly tells the Aziz that it was she who sought to seduce him (as) 

against his will. 

 One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is that we must speak up to 

defend our rights. We do not need to keep silent when others do wrong to us. Allah (swt) gave us 

a tounge and lips for a reason. It is so that we would use them to speak the words that are 

pleasing to Him (swt). It is so that we would use them to speak the Truth. It is so that we would 

use them to defend our selves and our honor. This is what Yusuf (as) did. He (as) did not want to 

do evil to anyone. He (as) did not want to hurt anyone. But he (as) did not keep silent when she 

accused him of a crime that he (as) did not commit. Yusuf (as) used the tounge that Allah (swt) 

gave him (as) to speak the Truth. To speak to defend his rights as a human being. 

 Allah (swt) then says “And a witness from her family bore witness “If his shirt is torn 

from the front then she speaks the truth and he is from the liars””. It seems that at this point 

the Aziz consulted his close relatives as to what should be done with this situation. He was not 

sure who to believe since both his wife and Yusuf (as) gave contradictory testimonies as to what 

had happened. Notice that he did not simply believe his wife even though she was his wife and 

she was the first to speak and she was more forceful in her testimony. He did not simply believe 

her but he investigated the matter further. There are several reasons for this. One could be 

because the man knew that Yusuf (as) was an honorable person. Remember that he had chosen 

Yusuf (as) as a child when he saw something special in this young boy. Another reason could be 
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because the man had reason to suspect his wife. We will see more about this later Insha Allah. In 

the end however this man gives Yusuf (as) a chance when he decides to investigate the matter 

further. He does not simply believe his wife and side with her only because she is his wife. 

 One of the people whom the Aziz consults gives him a solution to his problem. Allah (swt) 

describes this person as “a witness from her family”. So we know that this person is from the 

family of the wife of the Aziz. That is all that we know about this person because the text does not 

give us anymore information. Some scholars have speculated on who this person is. Some say 

that it was her cousin, and some even say that it was a baby in the cradle. But we cannot accept 

these opinions because they are only based on speculation. If Allah (swt) did not tell us in the 

ayah or the Prophet (saw) did not tell us in an authentic hadith then how can we put an opinion 

down from our minds? We should always remember that we are learning this Surah so that we 

can be guided to Allah (swt). We are not learning about it to satisfy our curiosity or to be 

entertained or to know history. If Allah (swt) wanted us to know the identity of this person then He 

(swt) would have told us through an ayah or a hadith of the Prophet (saw). Since Allah (swt) did 

not tell us then we know that we do not need to know who this person is in order to get the benefit 

of this ayah. It is enough for us to know that it was a relative of the wife of the Aziz. Allah (swt) 

describes this person as a witness because their suggestion allowed the Aziz to find out the 

culprit in the crime. Just like a witness is called upon to establish the guilt of a culprit in court, this 

person helped to establish the guilt of the wife of the Aziz. 

 Allah (swt) decreed for this witness to be from her family to establish the absolute 

innocence of Yusuf (as) in this matter. Allah (swt) is showing us that even when the witness 

comes from the family of the wife of the Aziz it was still established that Yusuf (as) was innocent 

and that she was guilty. This shows us how even when all fates seem to be turned against a 

person that Allah (swt) is still with them. This witness could easily have convinced the Aziz to 

prosecute Yusuf (as) since this witness came from her family. But that did not happen. Allah (swt) 

decreed that there be a person of justice in her family. Against all odds there was a person of 

justice and fairness in her family. One who put forward a fair and just way in which the truth could 

be established. This shows how Allah (swt) was always there for His (swt)’s noble prophet. Even 
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when the Aziz went to the house of his wife’s family looking for a solution to this problem, even at 

that moment, Allah (swt) was there for Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) is the One Who decreed that the 

Aziz would speak to this person through which the innocence of Yusuf (as) could be established. 

So we too have to always believe that Allah (swt) will be there for us. At any time and at any 

place Allah (swt) will always be there for us and He (swt) will look out for us and make sure that 

justice is done for us. May Allah (swt) will it to be so! May Allah (swt) be there for us like He (swt) 

was there for Yusuf (as)! 

 As we see from the ayah the solution that the witness from her family proposes is that if 

Yusuf (as)’s shirt is torn from the front then it indicates that he (as) was guilty. It indicates that the 

wife of the Aziz speaks the truth and that he (as) is from the liars. However if his shirt is torn from 

the back then it clearly shows his innocence. It shows that she is the one who has lied and that 

Yusuf (as) is from the truthful. This is because if his shirt was torn from the front then it shows that 

Yusuf (as) was attacking her and that she tore his shirt in the struggle.  However if his shirt was 

torn from the back then it shows that he (as) was running away from her and that she tore his 

shirt while he (as) was running. This was in fact what happened and this was what was shown for 

all to see. Thus does Allah (swt) make the Truth manifest for His (swt)’s righteous servants! 

 We can also note from these ayahs the special emphasis that Allah (swt) places on the 

shirt of Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) speaks of the shirt of Yusuf (as) in several places of this Surah. 

The shirt of Yusuf (as) is how Yaqoob (as) knew that his son was still alive. The shirt of Yusuf (as) 

is what shows his innocence here. Later on we will also see how the shirt of Yusuf (as) restores 

the vision of Yaqoob (as). All of this shows how special the shirt of Yusuf (as) is. We can take a 

general lesson from this about the excellence of garments and clothing. Allah (swt) gave us our 

clothing for a reason. It is not only to protect us from the cold but it also to preserve our modesty. 

This is the main reason why we have clothes. It is so that we can preserve our chastity and our 

honor. It is so that we can remain pure for the sake of Allah (swt). So we should always be 

thankful to Allah (swt) for this blessing of garments that He (swt) has given us. This thankfulness 

must be manifested in our using our clothes to be modest and humble. We should not show off to 

others by wearing expensive clothes. We should not seek to attract members of the opposite 
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gender through our clothing. Rather our clothing must always be modest and humble. It must be 

a way in which we worship and serve Allah (swt).  Although we should always try to look 

presentable by wearing clean and acceptable clothing, we should not allow that clothing to be a 

means of displaying our wealth or beauty. We must never allow our clothes to make us arrogant. 

We should always remember that the purpose of our clothes is to preserve our modesty. So both 

men and women should try to wear the most modest clothing that covers them well. Insha Allah in 

this way even the clothing that we wear can be part of our servitude to Allah (swt).  

 

 

 

29. So when he saw that his shirt was torn from the back he said, “Surely this is a plot of 

you women, surely your plot is great”.  

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to us the trial that Yusuf (as) had to face with 

the wife of the Aziz. Allah (swt) shows us all that this noble prophet had to go through. Through 

this Allah (swt) reminds us once again that this life is a trial. It is a place of testing where we 

demonstrate our patience and our determination for Allah (swt). For every moment you are faced 

with a choice of if you want to turn towards Allah (swt) and strive to please Him (swt) or if you 

want to turn away from Him (swt). There are many forces that are working to take us away from 

Allah (swt). In this ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention to one of them. 

 Allah (swt) begins by telling us how the Aziz realized the Truth when he saw the shirt of 

Yusuf (as). When he took the advice of the witness from her family and saw that the shirt was 

torn from the back then he knew the Truth. He knew that it was she who had attempted to seduce 

Yusuf (as). He knew that it was she who approached him (as). He knew that Yusuf (as) was 

completely innocent and blameless in this matter. He knew all of this only by looking at the shirt of 

Yusuf (as). Thus does Allah (swt) bring out the Truth and do justice for His (swt)’s sincere 
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servants. Just think about it for a moment. There was no human being present to witness the evil 

that this woman did. There was no one who saw that it was she who did the evil and then it was 

she who tried to blame Yusuf (as). But still Allah (swt) exposed the crime that she did for all to 

see. Allah (swt) did it through her own hands for it she who ripped the shirt. 

 When the Aziz realized what his wife had done he then said, “Surely this is a plot of 

you women, surely your plot is great”. Without a doubt one of the greatest of trials that men 

have to face in the life of this world is the trial of women. On the one hand we have the desire for 

women. Men desire women with a powerful and passionate desire. This desire is so strong that it 

often takes them away from Allah (swt). Only the sincere and only the chosen are saved from this 

trial. We saw in the previous ayahs how Yusuf (as) was one of these. Because of his sincerity 

and his humility Allah (swt) saved this noble prophet from that trial. But this desire that men have 

for women is only part of their trial. Another aspect of the trial of women is their guile and their 

cunning. Their planning and their scheming. Allah (swt) brings our attention in this ayah to this. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that the planning and plotting of women is great. This 

whole affair that just transpired was all from the plotting and planning of the wife of the Aziz. She 

desired Yusuf (as). She thought that since she was so beautiful and so wealthy and so noble that 

she was entitled to him (as). She did not care for her husband. She did not care for their 

marriage. She did not care for her family. And she especially did not care for Allah (swt). All that 

she cared about was satisfying her lusts and desires. So this whole affair was from her plan. We 

also see from here that she did not care for Yusuf (as) as well. She did not love Yusuf (as) with a 

true love. Rather her love was just her lusts, her lusts overflowing with desire. That was why 

everything that happened was part of her plan. She planned from the beginning to tempt Yusuf 

(as) in this way. If he (as) rejected her then from the beginning she had this plan to accuse him of 

this crime. She wanted to make him (as) suffer for his rejection of her. This is why she knew 

immediately to rip his shirt when he tried to flee from her and she knew immediately what to say 

to her husband when they saw him. This was all from her plan, and Allah (swt) reminds us in this 

ayah that the planning of women is great indeed. 
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 Thus the lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see that the planning and scheming 

of women is great indeed. We are by no means saying that all women are evil. There have been 

many righteous and sincere women. Women who were very close to Allah (swt). Women who 

lived their lives only to please Him (swt). Women who were much better than most men including 

you and me. So it is not that all women are evil. Rather what we believe that Allah (swt) is telling 

us is that when women scheme then their scheming and their plots are truly great. Women are 

the greatest of planners and schemers. Women know this power that they have over men. 

Women know that men desire them greatly. So this makes many women arrogant and jealous. 

They think that they are entitled to everything and to get what they want they will plot and plan 

great schemes. There is no end and no limit to their plots and schemes. They will do everything 

and anything. They do not care who they have to hurt or injure in the process. They will even take 

us away from Allah (swt) and such would be the worst of tragedies.. Allah (swt) warns us in this 

ayah. May Allah (swt) allow us to heed this warning! 

 

 

30. “Yusuf turn away from this. (O my wife) seek forgiveness for your sin, Surely you have 

been of the sinners”. 

 Now the Truth has been brought out. Now the Aziz knows what really happened. He 

knows that it was his own wife who tried to seduce Yusuf (as). He knows that Yusuf (as) was 

truthful and that he did not approach her in any way. In this ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention 

to what the Aziz says when he found out this Truth. Pay close attention to what he says, because 

his words show us that even though he was an honest and just man the evil of his society still 

affected him as well. The words of the Aziz show the attitude that the people at that time had 

towards crimes such as this. It shows us how corrupt such societies had become. It shows us 
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how distant they were from Allah (swt). When Allah (swt) shows us such people we then have 

look at ourselves and ask how far we are from such societies. Societies where major sins were 

taken lightly. Societies where the people had become numb to how disgusting such acts are. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how the Aziz said “Yusuf turn away from this”. So here we see that 

the Aziz tells Yusuf (as) to turn away from this incident. In other words he tells Yusuf (as) to forget 

about what happened. To pretend as if it never happened. Not only that but his words also imply 

that he is telling Yusuf (as) not to tell anyone about what happened. So we see that he wants to 

keep this a secret. He does not want the public to find out that his own wife tried to seduce his 

own slave. Of course this is the behavior that we would expect from him. What nobleman would 

want the people to find out that his own wife tried to seduce a slave? It is an insult to his honor in 

so many ways. That is why he tells Yusuf (as) to ignore what happened and to forget about it. 

 Then the man says to his wife “(O my wife) seek forgiveness for your sin, Surely you 

have been of the sinners”. This is all that he says to her. This is all that he does. She just tried 

to sleep with another man. She just tried to have another man touch her. She has shown such 

disregard for him and for their marriage. She has done all of this and all that he can say are these 

few words. This shows us how he does not care for what happened. He does not think it as a big 

deal that his wife just tried to commit adultery. The scholars also ask us to look at his words 

“Surely you have been of the sinners”. Notice that he uses the words “have been” instead of 

the word “are”. This shows us that this woman has been guilty of this kind of crime before. In 

other words she has committed adultery before. She has committed adultery and her husband 

knows about it. 

 This shows us that adultery was an accepted practice in their society. It was normal for 

both the husband and the wife to have relationships outside of marriage. Husbands and wives 

would both have extramarital affairs and no one would care much for it. No one thought of it as a 

big problem. It was a society in which the most displeasing of acts to Allah (swt) were committed 

and no one thought anything about it. No one thought that they would one day have to return to 

Allah (swt) and answer for these actions. They just blindly followed their lusts and desires. This 

reminds us once again how Shaitan cannot only mislead individuals but even entire societies. So 
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here in the words of the Aziz, Allah (swt) is showing us the society of the ignorant. The society of 

those who are heedless of Him (swt). The society where everyone follows their desires and the 

land as a whole does not submit to Allah (swt). Does this remind you of any society that you know 

today? 

When the society as a whole is corrupt in such a way then the society itself needs to be 

reformed. This is because even if there are good people in such societies they will still be affected 

by the evil around them. Just look at the Aziz for example. From what we have seen so far he 

seems to be a good person. He took Yusuf (as) into his home and gave him (as) a comfortable 

residence and he also did not blame Yusuf (as) immediately for what happened without 

investigating the matter further. So he seems to be a good person. But we can also see that he 

has been affected by the evil of the society around him. He has been affected to such a degree 

that his wife just tried to commit adultery and he does not think much of it. He sees it as a normal 

and expected behavior from her. He knows that she has done it in the past and now she has just 

tried to do it one more time. This indifference that this man has to the enormous sin that his wife 

has committed is because the society has taught him that adultery is acceptable. The society has 

taught him that he is just an animal that lives for the satisfaction of his desires and so is she. This 

is why he does not think much of it when his wife tried to commit this terrible crime.  This is how 

heedless he has become of Allah (swt) and the laws of Allah (swt). So he is affected by the evil of 

the society around him. Thus in order to save the people from such societies we first have to 

change the society itself. Only when the society as a whole is purified will the people within that 

society be purified. This is because the people are affected by the evil of the society. Anytime that 

you mix that which is pure with that which is filth it will always be that the filth will consume and 

spoil the pure.  Such is the nature of filth, it spreads and contaminates everything around it.  

Now we know that in order to change the society you first have to change the 

government that rules over that society. The government is what determines what is and what is 

not permitted in the society. The government is what determines what will be allowed to exist in 

the society and what will not be allowed to exist.  So in essence the government is what 

determines how the people in the society think and how the people behave. For example today 
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one reason why adultery and relationships outside of marriage are rampant in our society is 

because the government has not outlawed such actions. It is permissible according to the law of 

the land for such reprehensible crimes to be committed. Not only does the government permit 

such crimes but it even encourages them. The governments of most Muslim countries today do 

nothing to encourage women to dress modestly to say nothing of forcing them to cover their 

entire bodies as Allah (swt) has commanded them to. The governments also permit all sorts of 

illicit and explicit images to be portrayed on all forms of media. When all of this present is it then 

any surprise that the people behave in this way? When all of this is present is it then any surprise 

that adultery is becoming common even among Muslim societies? When adultery is present in 

the society then all of the other evils that accompany it are also present. Evils such as a high 

divorce rate, families that are broken, drug and alcohol use, and the abuse and neglect of 

children. This is to say nothing of the depression and sadness as we all as the anxiety and fear 

that such crimes bring about. When a family is broken or made to go through such trials everyone 

in the family suffers, especially the children. When the family is in shambles then what can you 

say about the society that family is a part of? As we from this ayah even the good people are 

affected by this evil because of the society in which they live. So in order to purify our societies of 

this evil we first have to work to replace the governments that permit such evil to exist. The 

governments that do not rule by the Law of Allah (swt). The governments that are heedless of 

Him (swt) and that allow the human being to legislate. Only when we do so will our society as a 

whole become pure. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to cleanse our societies of all of 

this filth! 

 In his tafsir of this ayah Mawdudi also asks us to note how different this account of what 

happened to Yusuf (as) is from what is in the Bible and the Talmud. In the Talmud it is written that 

Yusuf (as)’s entire shirt just fell of him (as) when the Aziz’s wife touched him. Then after that it is 

written that he (as) was running around naked. Does this even sound reasonable to you? Does a 

shirt just fall down when someone touches it? Furthermore would a prophet of the Creator walk 

around showing his nakedness to everyone? In the Bible it is written that the Aziz himself took 

this crime to the court and that it was the judges of the court who ruled that Yusuf (as) was 
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innocent after they examined his shirt. Does even this sound plausible to you? Would a man like 

the Aziz go and tell everyone that his own wife tried to have an affair with his own slave? Even 

though he knew that his wife was not faithful, he still did not want to tell the whole world about it. 

Especially when the one with whom she tried to have an affair with was a slave from a different 

land. Would any nobleman do this? So we see from here how different the Quran is to the Jewish 

and Christian scriptures. Our Book says one thing and theirs says something else, how then can 

they be from the same source? Rather this clearly shows us that they are not from the same 

source. Their books have been tainted by the hands and the desires of men while ours is purely 

from Allah (swt).  Their Books have been mixed with falsehood while ours is purely the Truth. 

This difference in the account also shows us that the Quran was not copied from their 

books as many Orientalists claim. If it were the case that the Prophet (saw) or anyone else would 

have copied the Quran from the Jewish and Christian scriptures then you would not have seen 

such obvious discrepancies. Rather you will find them both to be the same. They would both be 

the same because one had been copied from the other. But this is not what we find. In fact the 

more that you do a comparison between the Quran and their Books the more differences that you 

would find. Not only would they be different but you would always find that what is in the Quran is 

always more plausible. For example there are many stories in the Bible where the prophets of 

Allah (swt) commit lewd and indecent actions such as drinking wine and even incest with their 

own daughters. Do these actions seem like the actions that messengers sent by the Creator 

would do? How can those sent by the Creator to reform mankind themselves commit such evil? 

What kind of a model are they for the people to emulate if they commit such evil? So anyone who 

does in depth comparison between the Quran and the Bible would find stark differences between 

these. This clearly shows that the Quran was not taken from their books. The Quran is the Truth 

because it is from Allah (swt) and their books are falsehood because they are from the 

imagination of men.   
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31. And the women in the city said “The wife of the Aziz has sought to seduce her slave-

boy against his will. Surely she is passionately in love with him. Surely we see her to be in 

clear error”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention to the consequences of what the wife of the 

Aziz did. There is no evil deed except that there will be consequences for it both in this life and in 

the Hereafter. Such is how Allah (swt) punishes those who do evil.  In this ayah Allah (swt) tells 

us what were the consequences of what she did in this life. Allah (swt) shows us how she was 

made to suffer shame and humiliation because of what she did to Yusuf (as). Not only did this 

woman do evil but she did evil against one of the beloved of Allah (swt). So here Allah (swt) 

shows us how she had to pay the consequences for what she had done. 

 Allah (swt) begins the ayah by saying “And the women in the city said “The wife of the 

Aziz has sought to seduce her slave against his will”. So the women in that city started talking 

about what the wife of the Aziz had done. They said that she had tried to seduce Yusuf (as) into 

doing something forbidden. Through one way or the other they had found out what had happened 

and now they were all talking about it. Even though the Aziz had desired that this incident remain 

secret, they still found out about it and now they were all talking about it.  

 There are several benefits that we can take from this part of the ayah alone. The first is to 

note that Allah (swt) specifically mentions how it was the women who engaged in this gossip. 

Although it must have been everyone who had found out about this incident, it was specifically 

the women who had indulged in this talk. This shows us how women have a propensity to engage 

in gossip. They love to talk about others. They especially like to talk about other women and their 

weaknesses and shortcomings. This shows us that women are just as prone to jealousy, 

competition and arrogance as men are, if not more so. Women know this power that they have 

over men. They know how much men desire them. So this makes many of them arrogant. This 
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makes many of them want to be the best. This is what fuels jealousy and competition between 

them. They like to put themselves up and they like to put other women down. That is why many of 

them would jump at the chance to speak something about another woman. This is especially true 

if that other woman is one of great beauty or wealth or status like it was so for the wife of the Aziz.  

 However we know that in our Din back-biting and tale-bearing are both major sins. If you 

speak anything about anyone else, even if what you say is true or not, and that person does not 

like you speaking about them then it is a terrible sin. So our sisters need to be especially careful. 

Allah (swt) shows us in this ayah how women especially have this propensity to gossip and talk 

about others. So our sisters especially need to be on their guard. If you are a sister and you are in 

a gathering  then you should be careful that you do not talk about other people. If you feel that 

desire to talk about others come then you must fight that feeling for the sake of Allah (swt). If you 

can see that the conversation is going in that direction then you must tell the others around you to 

fear Allah (swt) and stop this talk. Even if they listen to you or not, you should still tell them. At the 

very least you should leave such a gathering so that you do not participate in that sin.  

 Another lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to notice how the women 

refer to Yusuf (as) as “slave-boy”. They emphasize the fact that the wife of the Aziz tried to have 

this affair with her slave. So more than the fact that she tried to have an affair, they focus on the 

fact that she tried to have this affair with her slave. Even if adultery was  commonplace practice in 

their society, it was still a taboo for a noblewoman to have a relationship with her slave. This 

shows us how they had a class structure and how they looked down upon those beneath them. 

So for these women what was unacceptable was not so much that the wife of the Aziz had an 

affair, but what they found disgusting was that she would try to have an affair with a slave. Their 

society looked down upon slaves, and so for these women it was a great matter that a 

noblewoman from their society would try to seduce a slave. Such is the thinking of those who look 

down on others. Such is the thinking of the arrogant. Such is the thinking of those who are 

heedless of Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from such thinking! May Allah (swt) help us to 

remember that one human soul is better than another only in nearness to Allah (swt) and such is 

known only by Him (swt)! 
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 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the women say “Surely she is 

passionately in love with him”. These women loved to talk, and so they talked more and more. 

They tried to explain to themselves how a noblewoman like the wife of the Aziz could try to 

seduce a slave. They told themselves that the only way that this could have been possible is if 

she had been consumed by her love for him. They told themselves that she was madly in love 

with him (as) and that was why she brought herself to commit this foul action. They told 

themselves that this love was so strong that it must have blinded her senses. It must have made 

her fail to realize that she was a noblewoman and that he was a slave. This was how badly she 

must have loved him they told themselves. 

 Now did these women know this for a fact? Did they know for certain that the wife of the 

Aziz was madly in love with Yusuf (as)? How could they know? How could they ascertain what 

was in her heart? So we see that they could not have known this. Rather this was just part of their 

gossip. In their gossip they exaggerated and spiced the story up so that they would have more to 

say against her and also so that they can entertain themselves. They wanted to talk about her 

more and more and that is why they even made up in their minds what they were going to say. 

This shows us that when women gossip they often exaggerate and fabricate. They do not care for 

the Truth. They only want to entertain themselves and bring the other person down. Such were 

their corrupted hearts. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how these women said “Surely we see 

her to be in clear error”. They had this jealousy and competition with the wife of the Aziz. Most 

likely they were jealous of her because she was more beautiful than them and wealthier than 

them and she had a more powerful husband. So they were just looking for an opportunity to bring 

her down, and in this incident they found their chance. They found their chance to exert their 

superiority over her. They found their chance to bring her down and consequently bring 

themselves up. This was how heedless their hearts had become to Allah (swt). This was how 

consumed they were by their own pride and their own self-delusion, thinking that they were the 

best and that they were all that mattered They had forgotten completely that they had a Lord and 

Master. They had forgotten completely that they had a responsibility to serve Him (swt). They had 
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forgotten completely that in reality all Honor and Glory should belong to Him (swt). They wanted 

glory for themselves. They wanted to be better than the wife of the Aziz. So not only did they 

speak against her behind her back and not only did they exaggerate in their account of her 

situation but in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they claimed that she was in clear error. They 

said about her the worst possible statement. They said that she was clearly in error and 

misguidance.  

 So we are reminded in this ayah of the thinking and the behavior of those who are 

heedless of Allah (swt). The thinking and the behavior of the arrogant. They are the ones who 

always focus on the life of this world. They are the ones who always look to the faults and the 

weaknesses of others. They want to bring themselves up and the way that they do this is by 

bringing other people down. So in order to save ourselves from becoming like them we should not 

focus on the faults of others. Shaitan will always make us see the faults of others. This is because 

he wants to make us think that we are better than them. He wants to make us arrogant and 

proud. So he will make us see every possible defect and flaw in others and he will make us 

ignore our own weaknesses and shortcomings. Now that we know this plot of Shaitan and now 

that we have learned this lesson that Allah (swt) has given us in this ayah, then we must be on 

our guard. So the next time that you think that your Muslim brother or sister is in clear error then 

remember this ayah. Remember this plot of Shaitan and what he did to those women. Make 

certain that he does not do the same to you. 
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32. So when she heard of their plot, she sent for them and she prepared for them a 

banquet, and she gave each one of them a knife, and she said “Come out to them”. So  

when they looked upon him they exalted him, and they cut their hands, and they said 

“Allah forbid, this is not a man, this is only a noble angel”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of the wife of the Aziz to what the 

women in the city had spoken in the previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how these 

women had spoken against her. They said that she had tried to seduce her young slave-boy 

against his will.  This is the worst of accusations that they could make against her because they 

said that she was lusting after a foreign born slave. It was not so much that she was having an 

affair that they found a problem with but rather what they found disgusting was that she would 

desire a slave who was not from their people. They prided themselves on their nationality and 

their high status in the society. So they found it unacceptable for this woman to be madly in love 

with a foreign born slave. Thus they talked about her. They made sure that the gossip spreads 

around all the women like wildfire. They said that she was in clear error. They said that she had 

betrayed her people and her class by lusting after this foreign born slave. In this ayah Allah (swt) 

tells us what was her response to what they had said. Allah (swt) teaches us here how the people 

of power and wealth behave when they are heedless of Him (swt). 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when she heard of their plot”. Notice how 

Allah (swt) refers to what these women had spoken as a “plot”. That was indeed what it was. 

They did not speak these words against the wife of the Aziz only for their entertainment, but 

rather this was a deliberate plot to bring her down. They were jealous of her. Even if they claimed 
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to be her friend, deep down inside they hated her. She had more beauty and more power and 

more wealth than them. So they would do anything to bring her down and to bring themselves up 

in the process. That was why they spoke these words against her. It was all a part of their plot to 

bring her down. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to realize that this is how many of the 

people of wealth and power are. They behave like children. Like animals. All that they care about 

is being better than others. All that they care about is being supreme. They are so filled with 

arrogance and pride that they always want to be above everyone else. So there is always this 

competition between them. There is always this drive that each of them has to be above others. 

They do not care about kindness. They do not care about forgiveness. They do not care about 

honor and respect. It is only the most brutal and cutthroat of competition. 

 This also shows us that wealth and power and nobility mean absolutely nothing. These 

women were the aristocracy of Egypt. They were the wives of the rulers and the people of power. 

Yet see their thinking and their behavior. What did their wealth and their status do for them? Did it 

elevate them in any way? Did it in any way make them more honored or noble? Did it in any way 

make them behave like a human being is supposed to behave? Or were they still just like 

animals? We see from the ayah how they behaved. This serves to remind us once again that the 

only way that a human being can elevate from being anything more than an animal is by knowing 

Allah (swt), by remembering Him (swt), and by striving one’s best to worship and serve Him (swt). 

This is where the value of a human being lies. It is not in wealth or power or status. These women 

of Egypt had all of these and we see from this ayah how they behaved. Our problem is that we 

are so focused on the life of this world that this world is all that we see. We judge everything 

based on the material and the superficial. We forget Allah (swt) Who is the True and the Real. We 

forget that the value of everything is only by nearness to Him (swt). May Allah (swt) help us to 

remember! May Allah (swt) rescue us from this world and bring us closer to Him (swt)! 

 Then Allah (swt) says “she sent for them and she prepared for them a banquet”. This 

was part of the plan of the wife of the Aziz. She wanted to lure these women into her trap. So she 

invited them to her house and she prepared a huge banquet for them. This must have been a 
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grand feast with plenty of food and fruits for all of the noble women in the city. We can see from 

the ayah that she went to great pains to prepare this trap for them. She wanted to make them pay 

for the words that they had spoken against her so she made a great effort to plan and prepare her 

revenge. Once again we are reminded of how the heedless to Allah (swt) behave. They will plot 

and plan for evil to the utmost of their efforts. They will go to great lengths only to satisfy their ego 

and their desires. To see to it that what they desire is accomplished. Why is it then that such 

people will make such effort only to satisfy their ego and their desires while we who are supposed 

to be serving the Lord and Master of the universe are so lazy and so complacent in our duties. 

May Allah (swt) forgive us! May Allah (swt) allow us to strive for good like they strive for evil! 

 Then Allah (swt) says “and she gave each one of them a knife”. The scholars have 

noted why Allah (swt) specifically mentions the fact that she gave to each one of the women a 

knife.  Most likely it was not necessary to give each one of them a knife. The food and the fruits 

that were given did not require a knife to be given to each person. But Allah (swt) specifically 

mentions that she gave each one a knife to bring our attention to the fact that she did this even 

though it was not necessary for the food. This shows us that even this was part of her plan. She 

wanted them to see Yusuf (as) and cut themselves. She knew that this was what would happen. 

She knew that they would cut themselves  She wanted them to feel the pain as they cut 

themselves. She wanted them to bleed. They had hurt her and now she wanted to hurt them. 

Once again we are reminded of how those who are heedless to Allah (swt) behave. How empty 

and corrupt their hearts are. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

 Then Allah (swt) says “and she said “Come out to them””. The wife of the Aziz had set 

the trap and now she springs it. Just at that moment when all of the women were cutting their fruit 

with the knives that was when she tells Yusuf (as) to come out. Notice how she tells Yusuf (as) to 

come out to them and she does not tell him (as) to enter onto them. The scholars have even 

commented here on why she said “come out” instead of “enter”. They say that the word “come 

out” gives the meaning of something that has been hidden being brought out. So this suggests 

that in all of this time Yusuf (as) had been kept hidden. Not only had he (as) been hidden from the 

women on that particular evening, but he (as) had been hidden from them throughout his entire 
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life. The scholars say that Yusuf (as) was so handsome that the wife of the Aziz had kept him (as) 

hidden from the rest of the world. So ever since Yusuf (as) had reached the age of puberty this 

woman had kept him (as) hidden and she had not allowed anyone else besides her and her 

husband to look upon him (as). She knew that if other women were to have gazed upon him (as) 

then they would have tried to take him (as) for themselves. That was how great was the beauty 

that Allah (swt) had blessed him (as) with.  That was how much Allah (swt) had favored and 

honored him (as). So for all of these years she had kept him hidden. Then at that moment when 

the women had the knives in their hands she finally tells him (as) to come out.  

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the women said “So when they 

looked upon him they exalted him, and they cut their hands”. This was the moment when all 

of the women first saw Yusuf (as).  Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that when the women saw 

Yusuf (as) they all exalted him (as). They deemed him (as) to be great. They magnified him (as). 

They saw him (as) to be much more than he (as) was. Notice in the ayah that Allah (swt) does not 

say that Yusuf (as) was great but rather He (swt) says that these women deemed Yusuf (as) to 

be great. They thought that Yusuf (as) was great. They thought that he (as) was much more than 

he (as) actually was. They exalted him (as) to such a degree that they cut their own hands while 

they were gazing upon him (as). This was how captivated they were by his beauty and this was 

how enthralled they were by him (as). 

 Now did Yusuf (as) deserve such a reaction from these women? Was he (as) really as 

great as they made him (as) out to be? Now it is true that he (as) had great beauty. Not only was 

he (as) physically handsome but as we mentioned he (as) also had that humbleness and 

innocence that made him appear even more beautiful. So without a doubt Yusuf (as) was of great 

beauty. But did he (as) deserve such a reaction from these women? Did Yusuf (as) deserve to be 

exalted to such a degree that these women even cut their hands? No of course not. No human 

being deserves to be praised and exalted to this level. In the end Yusuf (as) was only a human 

being. He (as) was only a creation. So he (as) did not deserve this praise and exaltation that the 

women gave him (as). Such praise and exaltation should only be for Allah (swt). Only Allah (swt) 
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is the Real and the True. Only Allah (swt) is the Majestic and the Glorious. So only He (swt) 

deserves to be praised like this. 

 However we can take a lesson from this ayah and see that this is how the people of this 

world think and behave. They only focus on the surface of things. They only care about the 

ephemeral and the transient. They are heedless of Allah (swt). They are heedless of the Glory 

and Majesty that is Him (swt). When one has this thinking where one focuses only on the surface 

then one can become easily distracted by the physical. One can easily became enthralled and 

consumed by the physical. Such were how these women were. They were so focused on the life 

of this world that they were controlled and consumed by their lusts and desires. So much so that 

when they saw such a handsome man they cut their own hands. This was how much of a slave to 

their desires they were. This was how much they focused on beauty and handsomeness. May 

Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! May Allah (swt) attach our hearts to Him (swt) 

and not to this material and physical world! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the women said “Allah forbid, this is 

not a man, this is only a noble angel”. They first say “Allah forbid” because when they first 

saw Yusuf (as) they could not believe that so much handsomeness and beauty could be in one 

man. This was how enthralled and captivated they were by him (as). They said “Allah forbid” 

because they did not want Allah (swt) to place so much beauty in one man. It was more than 

what they could handle. They wanted Allah (swt) to forbid so much beauty being in one human 

being. Then they declare that Yusuf (as) cannot be a normal human being but rather he (as) must 

be a noble angel. They cannot believe that a human being can have this much beauty. The only 

explanation that they could think for what they beheld before themselves was that he (as) had to 

be an angel that walks on the earth. Notice how they not only said that he (as) was an angel but 

they said that he (as) is a noble angel. This is to further emphasize the extent to which they 

captivated by him (as). So we are reminded in this part of the ayah as to how much Allah (swt) 

had blessed Yusuf (as) with handsomeness and beauty and we are reminded as to how much 

these women lusted after him (as). 
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33. She said “So this is the one about whom you blamed me. And certainly I sought to 

seduce him against his will but he resisted. And now if he does not do what I command 

then he will surely be of those imprisoned and he will surely become of the disgraced”. 

 We see in this ayah how Allah (swt) puts Yusuf (as) through yet another trial. From this 

we are reminded once again how Allah (swt) tests those whom He (swt) is pleased with. Recall 

from the previous ayahs how the wife of the Aziz sought to seduce Yusuf (as) against his will. For 

months if not years she tried to make him (as) yield to her and he (as) resisted all of her 

temptations. Then she openly presented herself to him (as) and he (as) still had to resist her even 

though it was very difficult for him (as) to. After this even though it was proven that Yusuf (as) was 

innocent she still continued in her efforts to try and seduce him (as). So Yusuf (as) still had to 

continue to resist her day after day and night after night. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us 

about the next trial that Yusuf (as) had to face. In this ayah Yusuf (as) finds himself being 

displayed like an object in front of all of the noble women in the city. The wife of the Aziz 

concocted a devious plot to make these women pay for their slandering her. Yusuf (as) was the 

main tool in her plot. So here Yusuf (as) finds himself being commanded to walk into the room 

where all of these women were enjoying their banquet. Then he (as) sees all of them gazing upon 

him and lusting after him. He (as) sees their hungry eyes looking all over his body. Imagine how 

difficult this must have been for this noble prophet of Allah (swt). He (as) knew that they all 

desired him (as). So consumed were they by their lusts that they cut their own hands and bled. 

But still they could not take eyes away from him (as). They continued to stare at him (as) with 

flowing desire. Just imagine for a moment how difficult this must have been on Yusuf (as). This is 

just the latest of trials that Allah (swt) puts him (as) through. So we see how Allah (swt) tries those 

whom He (swt) is pleased with. In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how this trial gets even worse. 
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Before we explore the ayah we should remind ourselves once again that Allah (swt) will try us in 

such a way as well. But we should also remember that such trials are a means of coming closer 

to our Lord. If only we would remember Him (swt) and be patient for His (swt)’s sake. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how the wife of the Aziz said “So this is the one 

about whom you blamed me”. So we see in this part of the ayah how the wife of the Aziz brings 

the attention of these women to Yusuf (as). Of course their attention was already upon Yusuf (as) 

but now she asks them to consider Yusuf (as) in relation to how they had blamed her before. She 

asks them to remember their blaming her. They blamed her and censured her for trying to have 

an affair with a foreign slave. They said that she was in clear error because of what she had 

done. Here she asks them to reconsider what they had said. She tells them to look at Yusuf (as) 

and then think about what they had said. This is the one about whom they had spoke those 

words. This is the one about whom they had blamed her. They themselves can see their own 

reaction to Yusuf (as). They cut their own hands. By this she is implying that if each of them had 

been in her situation then they would have done exactly the same as she did. 

 Then the wife of the Aziz says “And certainly I sought to seduce him against his will”. 

Here she openly admits what she had done. Notice the emphasis and certainty in her words. It is 

almost as if she is proud of what she has done. She has no inhibitions or shame about what she 

had done or about talking about it in front of others. From this we are reminded once again of the 

perversity and decadence of her society. All that these people cared about was satisfying their 

lusts and their desires. They hade no sense of morality or decency. A married woman would have 

an affair  and then boast about what she had done in front of other women. Does this remind you 

of any society that you know?  

Yes this same kind of behavior can be found in the West and today it is even becoming 

common among the Muslims. It is said in the West that art imitates life and life imitates art, is it 

then any surprise why soap operas and television shows like “Desperate Housewives” are so 

popular? Mawdudi asks us to note in his tafsir of this ayah how this kind of behavior is popular in 

Western society and still they consider themselves “progressed” and “enlightened”. How can this 

be so? Is not marriage the most sacred of all bonds? Is not the honor of a woman the most 
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coveted and protected? Is not shyness and modesty still a virtue in all women? So how then can 

they call themselves progressed? What has all of their material and technological advancements 

brought them if they have lost even this most basic of human values? In this ayah Allah (swt) is 

not simply bringing our attention to the behavior of this woman. Rather He (swt) is showing us the 

behavior of those who are heedless of Him (swt). This is so that we can look and realize that we 

too are in this evil. We too are drowning in such a cesspool of corruption and sin. Only then might 

we make the effort to save ourselves. 

 Then the wife of the Aziz says “but he resisted”. Yusuf (as) resisted. The word that Allah 

(swt) uses in this ayah is beautiful. It is derived from a root word that means to guard and 

preserve and protect. So it is not just that Yusuf (as) resisted her advances but he (as) also made 

the effort to protect himself (as). He (as) saw that what she was calling him (as) to was very 

dangerous and so he (as) protected himself. By resisting her advances and declining her 

invitations Yusuf (as) kept him safe from the sin that she was inviting him (as) to. Of course this 

meant that he (as) kept himself safe from the Wrath of Allah (swt). This was the attitude that 

Yusuf (as) had towards the temptation that the wife of the Aziz was calling him (as) towards. As 

we see from the ayah even she was aware of this. 

 How many young brothers today have this kind of an attitude towards sexual 

temptations? Do we view it as a monster that we must protect ourselves from? Or do we think it 

to be harmless? Or are we arrogant and proud and so sure of our ability to keep away from it that 

we do not even take the means to avoid it? Unfortunately this is the attitude that we see from 

many brothers in the Ummah today. That is why the zina and inappropriate mixing between the 

sexes is spreading even in our Ummah. Our Ummah, the nation of Tawhid, the nation of purity, 

the nation of the Prophet (saw). Zina is spreading even in our Ummah! Is this for any other 

reason besides our lack of connection with the Quran? In the Quran Allah (swt) has given us the 

best of examples that we can emulate. Just look at Yusuf (as). Just look at how much temptation 

he (as) had to overcome. The patience of this noble prophet was not only for one day or one night 

but it was continuously for years upon years. For years upon years he (as) resisted. Is this for any 

other reason besides Allah (swt)? Allah (swt) was in the heart of this noble prophet and all that he 
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(as) cared about was pleasing his Lord and Master. That was why he (as) was able to keep away 

from this sin. That was why he (as) resisted even though he (as) was called to this sin again and 

again. When will our youth become like him (as)? When will our youth return to the Quran? When 

will our youth attach themselves to Allah (swt)? May Allah (swt) make it sooner rather than later 

because the victory for this Din will never come without the youth! 

In the final part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the wife of the Aziz said “And now if 

he does not do what I command then he will surely be of those imprisoned and he will 

surely become of the disgraced”. In his tafsir of this ayah Imam Qurtubi calls this a betrayal. 

This woman had betrayed Yusuf (as). We can note from the previous ayah that Yusuf (as) came 

out when she called him (as). This shows us that they had established some kind of reconciliation 

between each other. Yusuf (as) did as she commanded in the previous ayah because he (as) 

believed that she no longer wanted to hurt him (as). But now we see her betrayal. Look at the evil 

in her words. She threatens Yusuf (as). She tells him (as) that if he (as) does not do as she says 

then he (as) will be imprisoned and become of the disgraced. How great is the evil of this 

woman? First she calls Yusuf (as) to what he knows and she knows is a great sin. Then she does 

it in front of all of the other women. By doing this she is showing everyone that she has no regard 

for Allah (swt) and His (swt)’s Law. As we mentioned adultery is one of those crimes that has 

been forbidden in every Shariah and it is a crime that everyone knows is wrong and everyone 

knows is most displeasing to the Creator. She knows this and she still openly calls Yusuf (as) to 

sin. How great then is the evil of this woman? Then on top of all of that she threatens Yusuf (as). 

She promises him (as) that if he (as) does not do what she says then surely he will be imprisoned 

and become of the disgraced. So not only does she tell Yusuf (as) that he (as) would be put in jail 

but she even tells him (as) of the consequences of this. She tells him (as) how he (as) would be 

of the disgraced. Those who are brought low and humiliated. Those who are made to suffer both 

physical and psychological punishment. This is her promise to Yusuf (as) if he (as) does not 

respond to the evil that she is calling him towards. How evil then is this woman? How dark is her 

heart because she has filled it with this world instead of Allah (swt)? 
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34. He said “My Rabb, the prison is more beloved to me than what they call me to. And if 

you do not turn away their plots from me, I will incline towards them and become of the 

ignorant”. 

This ayah contains the response of Yusuf (as) to the temptation that he (as) faced. Recall 

from the previous ayahs the desperate situation that he (as) was in. Not only was the wife of the 

Aziz still pursuing him (as) with all of her strength and will-power, not only had she doubled and 

re-doubled in her efforts to have him (as), but now she had even openly declared her desire for 

him (as). She had declared in front of all of the noblewomen that she did indeed try to seduce 

Yusuf (as). Then she even threatened him (as). She told Yusuf (as) that if he (as) did not do as 

she commanded then he (as) would be among those who are imprisoned and disgraced. The 

suffering and deprivation of jail as well as the humiliation of being cast into it was what Yusuf (as) 

had to face if he (as) turned away from her. But this seduction and threat from the wife of the Aziz 

was not the only trial that Yusuf (as) had to face. In addition to her there were also all of the other 

noblewomen in the city, all of whom also desired him (as) with a great desire as well. 

How great a trial and temptation must this have been for Yusuf (as)? Would any man be 

able to overcome such a trial? It is usually the man who seeks after the woman because usually it 

is he who has a stronger desire for her. Thus without a doubt such a situation would have 

enflamed the passions of any man. So would any man have been able to resist it? Would any 

man be able to control himself if such a woman openly offered herself to him? Do you think you 

would be able to? What if that woman was extremely beautiful and extremely powerful and had 

complete control over you. Then imagine if she threatened you with pain and suffering. With 

humiliation and shame. Do you think that you would still be able to resist her? Now imagine if it 

was not one woman who was calling you but imagine if it was several women. Each of them 

calling you to sin. Each of them calling you to them. Do you think that you would be able to resist? 
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This was the situation that Yusuf (as) was faced with. Now look at what this noble prophet says.  

Realize that in his example Allah (swt) has given you the best of models to emulate whenever 

you are faced with temptation. 

Allah (swt) tells us how he (as) said “My Rabb, the prison is more beloved to me than 

what they call me to”. First notice how Yusuf (as) calls on Allah (swt) with His (swt)’s title of 

“Rabb”.  There are many meanings given with this title and they include “Lord”, “Master”, 

“Creator”, “Nurturer” and “Sustainer”.  By referring to Allah (swt) with this title Yusuf (as) first 

acknowledges that He (swt) is all of this to him (as). It is as if Yusuf (as) is saying to Allah (swt) 

that “Rabb is who you are to me and it is with this relationship that I have with you that I call on 

you”. By using this title Yusuf (as) acknowledges his complete dependence and helplessness 

before Allah (swt). How he (as) is so weak and unable and how he (as) needs Allah (swt) to 

answer his prayer. 

Then Yusuf (as) tells Allah (swt) that the prison is dearer to him (as) than what these 

women were calling him (as) towards. First of all you should remind yourself that the prison back 

then was nothing like the prison today. The prison of that time was built with only one purpose in 

mind, and that was to cause suffering and pain for all those who enter it. There was no concept of 

human rights or morality. The society did not care at all for the people who were sent to prison. 

As far as society was concerned these people should suffer in every way possible. Now we have 

to note that what we are describing here is not how prisons were during the golden days of the 

Islamic State, rather what we are describing are the prisons in the ancient civilizations. Food was 

given at rare intervals and even then it was the most barely edible of foods. There was very poor 

sanitation. There was nothing to cool with when hot and there was nothing to warm with when 

cold. Rats, insects and other creatures scurried through the ground. It was truly a place of 

suffering and torture. Most of us today would probably give all of our wealth only to save 

ourselves from spending only a few days in such a place. Such is the nature of this awful place. 

But this is where Yusuf (as) chose to be in. He (as) preferred this terrible place to what these 

women were calling him (as) towards. In comparison to this we all know what these women were 

calling him (as) towards. They were calling him (as) towards pleasure. They were calling him (as) 
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to the greatest of physical pleasures that the human being can experience in the life of this world. 

They were literally throwing themselves at him (as). Now hard was this trial for him (as)? 

 So without a doubt the sexual pleasure is the greatest of physical pleasures that a human 

being can experience.  But Yusuf (as) gave this up for the sake of Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) gave 

this up and got in return for it pain and suffering. Humiliation and degradation. Look at the choice 

that this noble prophet made. Now that the Islamic State has been destroyed many of us today 

are also living in similar societies to what Yusuf (as) lived in. Many of us have to face similar trials 

to what Yusuf (as) had to face. These days it is very easy to fulfill our sexual desires and 

passions. Most of the time in ways that are not pleasing to Allah (swt). So do we have this same 

patience and fortitude of Yusuf (as). Do we also have the power to resist sin and temptation like 

this noble prophet did? 

 Imam Qurtubi tells us in his tafsir of this ayah that what Yusuf (as) means when he (as) 

says that “the prison is more beloved to me than what they call me to” is that the prison is 

easier for Yusuf (as) to bear than the sin that they are calling him towards. The prison is easier 

and more bearable for him (as) than the sin. What does this tell you about Yusuf (as)? What is 

the attitude that Yusuf (as) had towards sin? It shows you that the pain of sin is far greater for 

Yusuf (as) than the pain of prison and humiliation. Yusuf (as) would rather be thrown in prison 

and face punishment and torture rather than commit the sin. This was how much his heart was 

attached to Allah (swt). The very last thing that he (as) ever wanted to do was anything that was 

displeasing to his Lord. He (as) would rather face the suffering of prison and the humiliation that 

comes with it than have to spend even moment in disobedience to his Lord. Do we have this 

same attitude towards sin? Does it cause us pain when we commit sin? When we are prompted 

to commit a sin then do we think about Allah (swt)? Are we concerned about how Allah (swt) 

Sees us? How far are we then from what Allah (swt) expects from us? 

 Then in the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “And if you do 

not turn away their plots from me, I will incline towards them and become of the ignorant”. 

So in the previous part of the ayah we saw how Yusuf (as) was able to resist this great temptation 

that presented itself before him (as). These beautiful women were giving themselves to him (as) 
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and he (as) was still able to keep away from sin for the sake of Allah (swt). Now does Yusuf (as) 

attribute this patience and fortitude to himself? Does he think that it was because of his own 

efforts and his own willpower that he was able to keep away from this temptation. No, rather look 

at what he (as) says in this ayah. Yusuf (as) is praying, begging, and pleading Allah (swt) to help 

him (as). He (as) says to his Lord that if He (swt) does not help him (as) then he (as) would 

incline towards them and become of the ignorant. This means that Yusuf (as) realizes that he (as) 

cannot do this without Allah (swt).  Yusuf (as) sees that he himself is only a weak human being. 

He (as) himself is only a man. A man with lusts and desires. A man that is weak. A man that can 

make mistakes. So he (as) realizes that it is only with the Help and Support of Allah (swt) that he 

(as) can keep away from this sin. That is why he (as) prays to Allah (swt) and asks Him (swt) to 

turn this evil away from him (as). 

 Notice how Yusuf (as) refers to this evil as “their plot”. So it was not only the wife of the 

Aziz who was scheming and planning to do evil with Yusuf (as) but it was in fact all of the 

noblewomen who had seen him (as). They all desired him (as) and they all desired to do evil with 

him (as). Also notice how Yusuf (as) refers to their evil as their “plot” and he (as) does not simply 

say their “desire”. So not only did they desire him (as) but they also planned and plotted a 

scheme against him (as). Most likely each of them had a different plot to lure Yusuf (as) to her. 

Some like the wife of the Aziz may have threatened him (as) with punishment while others may 

have promised him (as) a reward such as freedom or wealth. Each of them had a different plot 

but each of their plots was evil because they were calling on him (as) to do what was displeasing 

to Allah (swt). 

 We should remind ourselves once again at this point that it is an important part of our 

Aqeedah to believe that all prophets and messengers are protected from both the major and the 

minor sins.  After they receive the revelation and become the representatives of Allah (swt) then 

He (swt) protects them from sin. So Yusuf (as) was never in danger of falling into the sin. He (as) 

had already been given strength to keep away from sin. But in this ayah he (as) is acknowledging 

once again that this strength comes only from Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) is reminding himself in this 

ayah that it is only because of Allah (swt) that he (as) is able to keep away from sin.  If it had not 
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been for Allah (swt), if Allah (swt) were to leave him (as) be, then he (as) would have fallen into 

this sin. So even though the prophets and messengers are protected from sin, that protection 

comes only from Allah (swt). This is why Yusuf (as) prays to Allah (swt) in this ayah to protect him 

(as). He (as) knows that he (as) would never be able to escape this sin without Allah (swt). This 

was how all of the prophets and messengers were, despite the fact that Allah (swt) protected 

them from sin they were  still the most humble. They never thought that it was through their own 

efforts that they did good or avoided evil. Rather they always knew that all good was only from 

Allah (swt). That was why they always prayed to Allah (swt) to save them from sin even though 

they themselves were already protected from it. 

 Thus the lesson that we can take from this ayah is to once again remind ourselves that 

we should never attribute any of the good that we do to ourselves. Rather we should remember 

that any good that we do is only possible because of Allah (swt).  Allah (swt) is the One Who 

gives us the enabling grace to do every single good deed and He (swt) is the One Who gives us 

the enabling grace to stay away from every single evil deed. Allah (swt) is the Perfect and the 

Pure and all good is only from Him (swt).  Even the good that we do has a place with Him (swt) 

because He (swt) is the Source of all good. So before you praise yourself for any good deed that 

you may have done you first have to remember Allah (swt). Remember that it was Allah (swt) 

Who facilitated for you that good deed. Did not Allah (swt) give you the body and the mind and 

whatever else that you used to do that good deed? Even the willpower and the strength that you 

find within yourself with which you stay away from evil is only from Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is the 

One Who has kept that evil far from you and so it is only because of Him (swt) that you were able 

to keep away from it. Even the Iman that you have in your heart is a creation of Allah (swt) and it 

is among the greatest of His (swt)’s creations. So do not ever praise yourself. Do not ever be 

content with yourself. Realize that self-contentment is the first step in the path to your destruction. 

May Allah (swt) save us from that! May Allah (swt) make us like Yusuf (as) to rely on Him (swt) for 

every single good that we do and for every single evil that we avoid! 
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35. So his Lord responded for him, and turned their plots away from him,  surely He is the 

Hearing, Knowing. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how He (swt) responded to the prayer that Yusuf (as) 

made. Remind yourself once again of the desperate situation that Yusuf (as) was in. It was not 

only the wife of the Aziz who lusted after him (as), but it was all of the noblewomen in the city. 

They all had a different plot with which to ensnare Yusuf (as). To invite him (as) into sin and into 

that which is displeasing to Allah (swt). Although it may seem to most men like they were calling 

him (as) to pleasure and enjoyment, Yusuf (as) knew that they were in fact calling him (as) to the 

Wrath of Allah (swt). That was why he (as) declared that prison was more beloved to him (as) 

than what they called him (as) towards. That was why he (as) called out to his Lord in 

desperation. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how He (swt) responded to this prayer of his noble 

prophet. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So his Lord responded for him”.  Yusuf (as) 

called out to Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) was in desperate need of Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) was 

drowning and Allah (swt) was the only One Who could save him (as). Here Allah (swt) tells us 

that He (swt) responded to this call of His (swt)’s noble prophet. The language of the ayah gives 

the meaning that this was something that Allah (swt) did for Yusuf (as). This was a great bounty 

and favor that Allah (swt) did for him (as). Such is always the case whenever Allah (swt) answers 

the prayer of those who call out to Him (swt). It is always a favor and bounty. This is something 

that we must remember as well whenever Allah (swt) answers our prayer. We must never think 

that Allah (swt) answering our dua is Him (swt) fulfilling a right that we have over Him (swt). 

Rather we must always remember that the answering of prayers is only a gift and bounty that our 

Lord has given us for which we have done absolutely nothing to deserve. Why does Allah (swt) 

need to answer our prayer? What have we ever done for Him (swt)? Why are we so special that 

Allah (swt) should choose to answer our prayers? We are not. Rather Allah (swt) only answers 
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our prayers because of the Love and Mercy that He (swt) has for us. This is something for which 

we should be eternally grateful. So remember all of the calls that you have made and remember 

how your Lord has responded. Then increase in your worship and servitude of Him (swt) because 

of this. 

 Then Allah (swt) says “and turned their plots away from him”. Allah (swt) answered the 

prayer of Yusuf (as) by turning the plots of these women away from him (as). They were planning 

to take Yusuf (as) into sin. They were planning to take Yusuf (as) away from his Lord. Allah (swt) 

saved Yusuf (as) by turning all of their plots away from him (as). Imam Qurtubi tells us in his tafsir 

of this ayah that the way in which Allah (swt) saved Yusuf (as) was that He (swt) gave Yusuf (as) 

the strength to resist their temptations. So it was not simply that Allah (swt) made these women 

stop desiring him (as) and stop planning to get him (as). No, rather they still desired him (as) and 

they still tried to get him (as) to do evil. But Allah (swt) saved Yusuf (as) by giving him (as) the 

determination and the willpower to resist them. This was how Allah (swt) answered his prayer. 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) reminds us that “surely He is the Hearing, 

Knowing”.  Many scholars have noted that the main purpose of the Quran is to teach us about 

our Creator. So whenever we come to ayahs such as these we should pay particularly close 

attention because this is exactly what Allah (swt) is doing here. Allah (swt) is describing Himself 

for us so that we may know Him (swt) even more and so that we may love Him (swt) even more. 

Allah (swt) tells us here that He (swt) is the Hearing and the Knowing. This means that Allah (swt) 

Hears everything and that He (swt) Knows everything. In regards to this ayah Allah (swt) Hears 

the evil words that the women spoke and He (swt) Knows the evil that was in their hearts. He 

(swt) Knows how they falsely accused Yusuf (as) of evil because they secretly desired him (as). 

He (swt) Hears the unfounded accusations that they spoke against him (as) even when they 

knew that he (as) was innocent. Allah (swt) also Hears the good that Yusuf (as) said. How he (as) 

refused their invitation even though they invited him (as) again and again. Allah (swt) Knows how 

difficult this was for Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) Knows the feelings and the desire that he (as) had. At 

the same time Allah (swt) also Knows the sincerity and the love that he (as) had in his heart for 

Him (swt).  
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36. Then it occurred to them after they had seen the signs that they should imprison him 

for a time. 

 Look now at the situation that Yusuf (as) was in. It was not only the wife of the Aziz that 

sought to seduce him (as) against his will but it was all of the noblewomen in the city. They all 

invited him (as) towards sin in one way or another. There was nowhere that he (as) could go to 

run or hide. The only place in which he (as) could find any kind of refuge or safety was in prison. 

Imagine how difficult this must have been for him (as). Yusuf (as) was only a man. He (as) was a 

human being who had desires and wants just like the rest of us. So how difficult must it have 

been for him (as) to keep away from this temptation that was surrounding him (as) on all sides? 

From him (as) we have the best of examples to follow when such temptations present themselves 

to us.  Now in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened next to this noble prophet. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah “Then it occurred to them after they had seen the 

signs that they should imprison him for a time”. The scholars say that the pronoun “them” in 

this ayah refers to the nobles of the city. The Aziz and the other upper class men of the city. The 

ones whose wives were so enthralled with Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) tells us here that a thought 

occurred to them. An idea came to them.  This idea came to them after they had seen the signs. 

The signs are what indicated to them that their wives were madly in love with Yusuf (as).  

Examples of these signs were the torn shirt of Yusuf (as) and the cutting of their wives’ fingers. 

These signs indicated to these men what was going on. These signs showed them that their 

wives were going mad with their love for Yusuf (as). All that these women thought and cared 

about was Yusuf (as) and they would do anything to get him (as). So the men knew that 

something had to be done. They had to somehow remove Yusuf (as) from their wives. Probably 

the first thought that came to them was that Yusuf (as) should be killed. Remember that many of 

these men probably hated Yusuf (as). Not only did they see him (as) as causing all of this trouble 
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but even worse is that they were extremely jealous of him (as). They were jealous of his 

handsomeness and his power over their women. He (as) was a slave and a foreigner and he (as) 

still had this power over their women. So they hated him (as). This is why they resolved to get rid 

of him (as). Now although many of them probably wanted to kill Yusuf (as), their wives would 

never have allowed this. Their wives were so much in love with Yusuf (as) that they would never 

have allowed him (as) to be killed. These women still hoped and dreamed that they would one 

day have him (as). The only other option then was prison and so this was what the men resolved 

to do. After they had seen all of this they decided to imprison Yusuf (as) for a time. 

 See then how cruel and evil these people were. They knew that Yusuf (as) was innocent. 

They knew that it was really their own women who were guilty because they had sought to 

seduce Yusuf (as) against his will. But still they decided to send an innocent man to prison. They 

did this only because of their jealousy and their pride. So that they could preserve their honor. So 

that they could prevent their womenfolk from having an affair with a foreign slave. This reminds 

us once again of how evil the human being can be. The evil that he can be capable of when he 

turns away from Allah (swt). Allah (swt) created us to worship and serve Him (swt). If we turn 

away from that purpose. If we live in heedlessness of Him (swt). Then we become creatures who 

are capable of great evil, who are capable of great injustice. People who only care about 

themselves and their desires. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like such people! 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah which Sayyid Qutb brings our attention to 

is to notice how unfair and unjust a government that does not rule by the Law of Allah (swt) can 

be. In such a government justice is not always what is supreme. People in such societies rarely 

remember Allah (swt). They rarely remember that He (swt) will take them to task if they fail to 

uphold justice. So they rule according to their desires and according to their convenience. This is 

why they would send an innocent man to prison. This is why they would allow the guilty to remain 

unpunished. Just as in the time of Yusuf (as), how many are the examples that we can see of this 

today? You yourself are probably aware of such injustices that we have been done to you or 

someone whom you know. This is what is created when the society and the people live in 

heedlessness to Allah (swt). This is what is created when the desires and greed of men rule. 
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Imam Qurtubi tells us in his tafsir of this ayah that Yusuf (as) was taken to prison in 

chains. Before they put him in the prison they made him (as) ride on a donkey, and he (as) was 

paraded across the streets of the city for all to see. The people all thought him (as) to be a 

criminal even though he (as) was the most innocent and righteous of men in their city. Imagine 

how difficult this must have been for Yusuf (as). To be punished and humiliated in this way. But 

all that he (as) said to himself at this time was that he (as) preferred this punishment to the 

punishment of the Fire. He (as) knew that what the women invited him (as) to was the Wrath of 

Allah (swt) and he (as) knew that the Wrath of Allah (swt) was the Fire. So this was what Yusuf 

(as) feared more than anything else because he (as) knew that there was no pain or suffering in 

this world like the Fire. So Yusuf (as) bore with patience all that was done to him (as) and he (as) 

took comfort in the fact that Allah (swt) was well Aware of all his sufferings. 

Finally we can make a note about the language of this ayah. Notice in this ayah that the 

word “it” which refers to the thought or the idea that the men had is not explicitly mentioned in the 

ayah. In other words this word never appears as one of the words of the ayah. So where then did 

we get this word from? The word has been implied by the scholars after studying the rest of the 

ayah. So there is actually a hidden word in the ayah and this hidden word is a key to 

understanding the ayah. There are many other examples of such hidden words in other ayahs of 

the Quran and also in the hadith of the Prophet (saw). These are words that are not explicitly 

mentioned in the text of the ayah but they are present nonetheless.  Only a scholar with a firm 

grounding in the Arabic language will be able to discover these words. One lesson that we can 

take from this is that we cannot study the explicit text of the Quran by ourselves without a firm 

grounding in the Arabic language and without referring to what the scholars have said. If we do 

then we may miss hidden words such as this and then we might not understand the ayah 

correctly. This Quran is the basis of our Din and this Din is our life. So we cannot treat it as a 

joke. We cannot take it lightly. When we study the Quran we have to have a strong foundation in 

Arabic and we have to look to what the scholars have said. We cannot jump to conclusions about 

the meaning of an ayah only by looking at a translation or only on a weak understanding of 

Arabic. Of course we should still read the Quran and ponder on its meanings. But this must be 
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done according to the rules of the rules of the Arabic language and according to the 

understanding of our scholars. Only then can we be certain that the meaning we get is the 

meaning that Allah (swt) intended. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to do that! May 

Allah (swt) allow us to treat His (swt)’s Book with the respect and the reverence that it deserves! 

 

 

 

 

 

37. And two young men entered the prison with him, one of them said “Surely I see myself 

pressing wine”, and the other said “Surely I see myself carrying bread on top of my head 

from which birds are eating. Inform us of its interpretation. Surely we see you to be among 

those who have Ihsan”. 

 With this ayah Allah (swt) begins a new section of this Surah. Now the trial with the wife 

of the Aziz and the women of the city was over. Yusuf (as) was no longer faced with their 

temptations. Now he (as) was in prison. Now he (as) was safe from them. Now there was no way 

for those women to reach him (as). From this we can take the lesson that any trial or temptation 

will eventually pass. If only we can have patience for Allah (swt) in just one more moment. If we 

only we can wait just one more moment. Then eventually we will find that the temptation has 

passed.  We will find that it is not there anymore calling us to sin. Yusuf (as) had to resist the 

temptation for years upon years. First with the wife of the Aziz and then with all of the young 

noble women of the city. For years they were calling him (as) towards sin and for years he (as) 

was resisting them. As the time passed he (as) could have given up. He (as) could have told 
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himself that this temptation was never going to end so he (as) might as well give in to it. Most 

men would have done that. But he (as) did not. He (as) knew that he was having patience for the 

sake of Allah (swt). He (as) knew that Allah (swt) was Seeing and Hearing him (as) every time 

that he (as) turned away from temptation. So he (as) found the resolve to keep on going. He (as) 

found the resolve to have patience for just one more moment. Now Yusuf (as) was safe from the 

women. But he (as) was now in prison. What then did this noble prophet do in prison? Did he 

become arrogant and proud with himself that he (as) had escaped the clutches of those beautiful 

women? Did he congratulate himself on his patience and his purity? No rather he (as) kept on 

serving Allah (swt). He (as) kept on doing his duty to Allah (swt). In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us 

how Yusuf (as) began his dawah. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And two young men entered the prison with 

him”. Yusuf (as) did not enter the prison alone. As we see from this ayah two youths entered the 

prison with him (as). As we will see later on, it is to these two youths that Yusuf (as) will carry his 

dawah to. It is these two youths that he (as) will invite to Allah (swt). From this we can take the 

lesson that the youths are the best candidates for our dawah. Although our dawah should be 

directed at everyone, we should especially focus on the youth. There are several reasons for this. 

Firstly because the youth are more open to new ideas and they are more willing to listen. Older 

people are usually set in their ways and they do not want to change. If older people are presented 

with a thought that is different from what they have lived their lives believing, then it is difficult to 

convince them to accept this thought. Thus it is much easier to convince the youth that there is a 

political dimension to Islam then it is to convince older Muslims who grew up thinking that Islam 

was only the five pillars. For such older people even if they are convinced that what you are 

presenting them with is the truth they will still stubbornly cling to what they know is false. The 

youth are not like this. The youth are sincere. They are willing to listen. There has not been much 

time for ideas to settle in their mind so they are willing to accept new ideas.  

 Another reason why the youth should be the focus of our dawah is because they have 

their lives in front of them. Now it is true that death can come at any time, and many people die at 

a young age. So all of us, including the youth, should always be prepared for death. We cannot 
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indulge in sin while being certain that death is far away for us. Such thinking is not pleasing to 

Allah (swt) and such thinking contradicts the reality. But in general it is known that young people 

tend to live longer lives than older people.  So if give them an idea about Islam then Insha Allah 

they will hold on to that idea and they will carry it to others for a long time. This is yet another 

reason why we should focus our dawah on the youth. 

 Another reason is because the youth are more enthusiastic and more energetic. So Insha 

Allah they will be more active in carrying these ideas to the people. Allah (swt) has blessed the 

youth with strong bodies, so they are the ones who truly have the ability to strive and sacrifice for 

the sake of the Din. This Din has always been built on the shoulders of the youth. The vast 

majority of the Sahabah in Makkah were under the age of thirty. They are the ones who helped 

the Prophet (saw) to establish the Islamic State. They worked so hard. They sacrificed so much. 

Part of the reason they were able to do this was because they were youth. Their young bodies 

gave them the ability to do the hard work that was necessary to establish this Din. This is why we 

must target our dawah to the youth. We must teach them about our responsibility to live under 

Islam and allow them to carry this idea to the Ummah. May Allah (swt) give us the ability to do 

that! May Allah (swt) make the youth of this Ummah to be active in the dawah once again! 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how these two young men told Yusuf (as) 

about dreams that each of them had. Allah (swt) says “one of them said “Surely I see myself 

pressing wine” and the other said “Surely I see myself carrying bread on top of my head 

from which birds are eating”.  Inform us of its interpretation”. These two young men each tell 

Yusuf (as) about the dream that each of them had and then they ask him (as) for the 

interpretation of these dreams. Notice how they emphasize with certainty that they indeed did 

have these dreams. This is because they want Yusuf (as) to believe them when they say that 

they had these dreams. The first of them says that sees himself pressing wine. This means that in 

his dream he saw himself pressing the grapes to be used to make wine.  The other one says that 

he saw himself carrying some bread on his head and from this bread the birds were eating. 

These were indeed strange dreams. Do you think that you by yourself have the ability to interpret 

these dreams without revelation from Allah (swt? No of course not. So this should once again 
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remind you of the limitation of the human mind and how we do not have the ability to think about 

what we have no knowledge of. Only someone like Yusuf (as) can know the interpretation of 

these dreams because he (as) is a prophet who has revelation from Allah (swt). 

 Then the prisoners say to Yusuf (as) that “Surely we see you to be among those who 

have Ihsan”. We said that these two young men were whom Yusuf (as) would direct his dawah 

to. Now look Yusuf (as) did not even need to go to these men, but rather they came to him (as). 

They came to him (as) and told him about their dreams. What a great opportunity is this for 

dawah? Most people in this world are too busy to listen to what you have to say. They have 

something else on their minds besides the worship and servitude of Allah (swt). They have 

something more important to do than please Allah (swt) as they were created to do. So it is very 

hard to sit people down and make them listen to our dawah. But here these two young men come 

to Yusuf (as). Not only did they come to Yusuf (as) but they were in need of him (as). They need 

him (as) to interpret their dreams for them. What a great opportunity is this then for dawah? How 

did Yusuf (as) create this opportunity? What made them come to him (as)? As Allah (swt) tells us 

in the ayah it was because he (as) was among those who had Ihsan. Yusuf (as) was among 

those who had Ihsan and that is what made these two young men come to him (as). 

 Now what does it mean to be among those who have Ihsan? The scholars have told us 

that there are two kinds of Ihsan. One is the Ihsan that is due to the Creator and the other is the 

Ihsan that is due to the creation. As for the Ihsan that is due to Allah (swt) it is as the Prophet 

(saw) has told us in the famous hadith of Gibreel (as). The Prophet (saw) has told us that it is to 

worship and serve Allah (swt) as though we see Him (swt) and if we cannot do that then to know 

that He (swt) sees us. So there are two levels to this Ihsan. The first and the higher of these 

levels is to actually live every moment of our lives as though we see Allah (swt). No of course 

none of us can literally see Him (swt) but what the Prophet (saw) meant was that we are so 

certain of Allah (swt) that it is almost as if we see Him (swt). If we are not able to attain this level 

of Ihsan then the next level is at least to be certain that Allah (swt) Sees us. So for every moment 

of our lives we have to at least try to build within ourselves the certain knowledge that Allah (swt) 

Sees us. The scholars have said that this second level of Ihsan can be a stepping stone to reach 
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the higher level. So try your best to remind yourself at every moment of your life that passes how 

Allah (swt) can See you. If you can do this then Insha Allah eventually you will reach that state 

where it as though you see Allah (swt). This was the station that Yusuf (as) was at and this is the 

station that we should strive to reach. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 

 Yusuf (as) was also among those who had Ihsan towards the creation. The way that you 

have Ihsan for the creation is that you always wish the best for them. You are always sincere to 

them. You only want for them what you know is best for them. You desire good for them so you 

go out of your way to provide them with good. Yusuf (as) was among those who did this. He (as) 

only wanted the best for others. The prisoners in the jail saw this. It is recorded in the books of 

tafsir that Yusuf (as) would go out of his way to help all of the prisoners. He (as) would visit those 

prisoners who were sick and he (as) would stand by them during their sickness. He (as) would 

help them and provide for them all that they need to get through their sickness. He (as) would 

also console and support those prisoners who were feeling sad and depressed. He (as) would 

remind them of Allah (swt) and remind them how He (swt) knew about their suffering and pains. 

Yusuf (as) would  also give space and relief for those prisoners who felt the narrowness of the 

prison constricting in on them. He (as) would remind them of their relief that is coming soon, 

either with their release from prison or with their deaths and their return to Allah (swt).  So in 

every way Yusuf (as) was always there for these prisoners. Even though they had done nothing 

for him, and even though many of them were criminals, Yusuf (as) still tried to do what was best 

for them. Thus he (as) had Ihsan for the creation just like he (as) had for the Creator. He (as) was 

sincere for them and he (as) did good for them to the best of his ability. 

 This then is the reason why these two young men came to Yusuf (as).  This then is why 

they told him (as) about their dream. This then is what created for Yusuf (as) this great 

opportunity to do dawah. So the lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see that we must 

follow the example of Yusuf (as) in this regard as well.  If we want such opportunities for 

ourselves then we must try to follow the example of this noble prophet. Do not expect anyone to 

come to you to listen to your dawah if you are a sinful person. They will think to themselves as to 

how you could possibly guide them to Allah (swt) when you yourself are so distant from Him 
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(swt). So you must be a practicing Muslim before you can undertake this huge responsibility of 

dawah. You have to perform all of your obligations and you have to stay away from the major 

sins. Then after you have demonstrated that you have Ihsan to Allah (swt) then you must also 

show that you have Ihsan towards the people. You have to be a good person whom the people 

like and whom the people can relate do. A kind person. A respectful person. Do not expect 

anyone to come to you to listen to your dawah if you are a cruel person or even if you are not a 

person who does not have the patience to be kind and respectful to others. You have to be the 

best with the people and only then will the people listen to you. You have to show them the kind 

of a character a human being can have when he has Allah (swt) in his heart. Only then will they 

come to you. Only then will they listen to you.  

 Dawah is an important obligation that each and every one of us has. This is the most 

noblest of missions that anyone can undertake. This was the task that our beloved (saw) 

performed. But it requires a lot of effort. It must be something that you are constantly doing. There 

is never a moment in which you can excuse yourself from this obligation. Look here at the 

example of Yusuf (as). Even though he was in prison, he (as) still did not excuse himself from the 

obligation of dawah. Similarly many of the great scholars of our Ummah continued to do dawah 

even when they were in prison.  So no Muslim can neglect this obligation of dawah. But at the 

same time dawah is by no means easy. Not only do we need to make an effort in the dawah itself 

but we also need to make an effort to prepare ourselves for the dawah. We have to be far and 

above the average Muslim when it comes to our practicing this Din. We can never compare 

ourselves with the common Muslim and be proud of ourselves. Rather we should see their 

shortcomings as our shortcoming since we did not carry this dawah to them. We should realize 

the condition that our Ummah is living in now that we do not have the State. So we should never 

look down on anyone. We should wish nothing but the best for them and we have to behave with 

them in the best way possible. Only then would we have what it takes to be the bearers of this 

Message. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 
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37. “No food will come to you as a provision except that I will inform you of its 

interpretation before it comes to you. That is because of what my Rabb has taught me. 

Surely I have forsaken the religion of a people who do not believe in Allah and who are 

with the Hereafter Kafiroon”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yusuf (as) to the request that 

the two young men had made in the previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how these two 

young men had asked Yusuf (as) to interpret their dreams for them. They saw him (as) to be 

among those who had Ihsan and that is why they chose to come to him (as) with their dreams. 

This created for Yusuf (as) a great opportunity for dawah. This created for Yusuf (as) a great 

opportunity to call them to Allah (swt). But did Yusuf (as) start immediately with the dawah? Or 

did he (as) immediately tell them the meaning of their dreams? No rather look here to what this  

noble prophet does. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how Yusuf (as) said “No food will come to you 

as a provision except that I will inform you of its interpretation before it comes to you”. So 

these two young men came to Yusuf (as) because they had a hope that he (as) would  interpret 

their dream for them. Now Yusuf (as) cannot start immediately with dawah because this is not 

what they are looking for. Nor can Yusuf (as) tell them the meaning of their dreams immediately 

because then they would have what they came for. Then they might leave without listening to the 

dawah. So Yusuf (as) does not start with the dawah or with the dreams. Rather he (as) tells them 

something to engage their attention. He (as) tells them something to bring them even closer to 

him (as). He (as) tells them something to gain their trust in him (as). He (as) shows them a 
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miracle that Allah (swt) had given him (as). Through this Yusuf (as) brings them even closer to 

him and he (as) establishes for them who he (as) is. 

 Yusuf (as) tells them that he (as) is able to tell them the interpretation of their food before 

it comes to them. What he (as) means is that he (as) is able to tell them the type of food that they 

will be provided with before it comes to them. It seems, and Allah (swt) Knows best, that the 

prisoners were being provided with different types of food. Perhaps their families were allowed to 

bring them one meal per day, and this was usually a different meal each day. So Yusuf (as) tells 

them in this ayah that he (as) is able to tell them the type of food that they will receive before it 

comes to them. Thus Yusuf (as) is showing them his knowledge of the unseen in this matter. This 

is done in order to win their trust and confidence in him (as). It is also done in order to make them 

realize that he (as) is a prophet of Allah (swt). Before any prophet can begin his dawah, he needs 

to establish for the people that he is a prophet. He needs to show the people a miracle. This is 

what Yusuf (as) does in this ayah. He (as) shows these prisoners that he (as) is a prophet. Who 

but a prophet of Allah (swt) can have knowledge of the future? Who but a prophet of Allah (swt) 

can tell them exactly how their food will be before it comes to them? So through this Yusuf (as) 

shows them that he (as) has been sent by Allah (swt). Through this he (as) wins their trust and 

confidence. Now they are even more receptive to what he (as) has to say. When the prisoners 

saw what Yusuf (as) can do then they became even more receptive to his dawah. 

Then Yusuf (as) says “That is because of what my Rabb has taught me”. So here 

Yusuf (as) links this ability that he (as) with Allah (swt). He (as) shows them that this ability that 

he (as) has to predict the food that will come to them is not from himself but rather it is what his 

Lord has taught him. Thus he introduces these prisoners to Allah (swt) through this miracle. 

When these young men realize that it was Allah (swt) Who gave Yusuf (as) this ability to predict 

what their food will be then they would want to know more about Him (swt). They realized that 

Yusuf (as) had this connection with the Divine and that he (as) was their key to Him (swt). So they 

became even more receptive to what he (as) has to say. They wanted to know what Yusuf (as) 

had to say about Allah (swt). Thus Yusuf (as) invites them to Allah (swt) by telling them about his 

relationship with Him (swt). 
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In the final part of this ayah Yusuf (as) says to them “Surely I have forsaken the 

religion of a people who do not believe in Allah and who are with the Hereafter Kafiroon”. 

Before Yusuf (as) tells them anymore about Allah (swt) or about Islam, he (as) first clarifies one 

matter for them. He (as) lets them know that this Din that he (as) is calling them towards is 

nothing like the religion of the idol-worshippers. These young men had some idea about religion. 

They may even had some idea about Allah (swt). But what they were following was not the 

correct guidance. Their ancestors had deviated from the correct creed of Tawhid that their 

prophet had once told them. They had deviated to such an extent that there was nothing left of 

the original teachings of their prophet in their religion. It was now a religion of shirk. Where the 

people prayed to idols and followed the laws of men. So firstly Yusuf (as) lets them know that the 

religion that he (as) is calling them towards is different from the religion that they had been taught. 

That was a religion of shirk and this is a Din of pure Tawhid. 

One important lesson that we can take from this for our dawah is that we must never 

make Islam appear to be the same as the other religions. Although there are some universal 

morals that Islam may have common with other religions, at the foundation and as a whole this 

Din is very different from every other religion in the world. All of the other religions of the world 

ascribe divinity to the creation in one way or another. All of the other religions place some 

weakness or limitation on Allah (swt). Even Judaism allows for men to legislate laws, a right that 

should only belong to Allah (swt). They even believe that “god can make mistakes”. How then can 

our religions be the same when they differ on such fundamental tenets? So we are doing a 

disservice to this Din if we try to make it appear the same as the other religions. We are not being 

honest with the people whom we are carrying dawah to. Furthermore if Islam is the same as 

Judaism or Christianity then why would anyone want to change and become Muslim. Why do 

they not stay on their religion if it is all the same? So just like Yusuf (as) did here we also have to 

show the people that this Din is completely different from the other religions. 

Another important point that we can note about this part of the ayah is that Yusuf (as) is 

not saying that he (as) once followed the religion of the idol-worshippers and then turned away 

from it. No, Yusuf (as) never followed their corrupt religion. He (as) was always on the religion of 
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Islam, the religion of Tawhid.  This was the religion that his father taught him (as) and this was the 

religion that he (as) was always on. Even when he (as) was growing up in a house of kufr, he (as) 

still held on to the religion of Tawhid. Now the reason why Allah (swt) uses the Arabic equivalent 

of the word “forsake” in this ayah is to show how Yusuf (as) had completely and totally 

abandoned their religion. Even though Yusuf (as) was surrounded by this corrupt religion. Even 

though everyone around him (as) was practicing this corrupt religion. Yusuf (as) did not allow 

himself to be affected by it any way. He (as) completely forsook and discarded it away. This was 

a corrupt religion and a corrupt way of life and he (as) did not want anything to do with it 

whatsoever. 

Finally in this ayah we can notice how Yusuf (as) describes the religion of the idol 

worshippers. Yusuf (as) calls it the religion of “a people who do not believe in Allah and who 

are with the Hereafter Kafiroon”. These people did believe in Allah (swt) as their Creator. Recall 

how the Aziz told his wife to seek forgiveness of Allah (swt). Recall the reaction of the women 

when they first saw Yusuf (as). So these people did believe in Allah (swt). So why then does 

Yusuf (as) refer to them here as a people who do not believe in Allah (swt)? It is because they did 

not believe in Allah (swt) in the correct way. They believed in Him (swt) as their Creator and their 

Sustainer but they did not believe in Him (swt) as their Lord and Master. They may have believed 

in Him (swt) as the God to be worshipped but they did not believe in Him (swt) as the Sovereign 

to be obeyed. So because they did not believe in Allah (swt) in the correct way it is like they did 

not believe in Him (swt) at all.  Not only did they not believe in Allah (swt) correctly but they also 

did kufr to the Hereafter. This means that they knew about the Hereafter but they acted and 

pretended as if it does not exist. They acted as if they will never be brought back to life and held 

accountable for all their actions. This was why they allowed themselves to be ruled by their own 

desires and they never checked their actions to see if they were pleasing to Allah (swt) or not. 

Does this remind you of any nation that you know today? 
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38. And I follow the religion of my fathers Ibrahim, Ismail, and Yaqoob. It was never for us 

to associate anything with Allah at all. This is from the bounty of Allah upon us and upon 

mankind but most of mankind does not give thanks. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us about the dawah that Yusuf (as) made to 

these two young men. Notice that this is the first time in the entire Surah that we hear Yusuf (as) 

speaking for an extended period of time. Before this Yusuf (as) was mostly silent. Not only was 

he (as) silent but he (as) was also passive. Yusuf (as) did not do much but rather others did 

things to him (as). However now when the time comes for dawah, when the time comes for 

calling the people to Allah (swt), then we see Yusuf (as) speak. We see him (as) become active. 

This shows us that the job of Yusuf (as) was dawah. That was what he (as) did. That was his 

purpose in life. Allah (swt) has given this prophet as the model for you to emulate if you should 

want to please Him (swt). What then should be the purpose of your life? 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how Yusuf said “And I follow the religion of 

my fathers Ibrahim, Ismail, and Yaqoob”. Yusuf (as) established for them in the previous ayah 

that he (as) did not follow the corrupt religion of the idol-worshippers. In this ayah he (as) tells 

them the religion that he does follow. Yusuf (as) describes  Islam here as the religion of his 

fathers and then he even tells them who his fathers are. The reason why Yusuf (as) describes 

Islam in this way is to show these people that this religion is not something that is new. It is not 

something that he (as) has invented. Rather this religion is what his fathers were on for 

generations. It is also very likely that the people of Egypt knew about Ibrahim (as) because we 

know that he (as) traveled there. So Yusuf (as) shows them that this religion that he (as) follows 

is the same religion of this great messenger. It is not a new creed but it was what Ibrahim (as) 
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believed in and what he (as) taught his children. Yusuf (as) knew that the prisoners would be 

more receptive to his dawah if they knew that this was the religion of Ibrahim and his children. 

This is a religion that has been practiced and established for generations. 

 We also need to have this attitude towards Islam. Today many people view Islam as 

something strange and something new. They do not realize that this is way of life has been 

practiced by the people for thousands and thousands of years. In fact this was even the way of 

life that was practiced by the very first human beings who ever lived on this planet. Adam (as). 

Ibrahim (as). Ishaq (as). They all believed in the absolute Oneness of Allah (swt). They all 

believed that the purpose of their life should be to worship and serve Him (swt). They all knew 

that nothing else mattered except pleasing Him (swt). They submitted to Him (swt) in every 

aspect of their lives and they strived to perfect this submission. So what we are calling to is not 

something that is new but it is what has been practiced by the good and righteous people of this 

earth for centuries upon centuries. 

 For those of us who are living in the West and who are living in non-Muslim lands, it is 

especially important that we teach this fact to our children. Our children must be made to realize 

that Islam is the correct way of life to lead. It must not seem to them as something that is strange 

or awkward. Rather they must realize that it is the way of life that they were created to live. We 

ourselves must set the perfect example for them by practicing this Din ourselves. We must also 

put them in Islamic schools so that their Islamic identity is nurtured and promoted. Look in this 

ayah at the example of Ibrahim (as). How excellent a job did he (as) do in nurturing his children 

with the Islamic identity. So much so that Yusuf (as) who is his great-grandchild would grow up in 

a society of kufr and still cling to the religion of Tawhid. Not only would Yusuf (as) cling to this 

religion but he (as) would also call others to it as well. Not only would he (as) call others to it but 

he even remembers it as the religion of his fathers. This shows how Islam for him was a heritage 

that was passed on from one generation to the next. Furthermore Yusuf (as) must not have been 

more than ten years old when his brothers put him in that well. So at what age must his father 

have taught him (as) about this Din? Thus another lesson that we can take from this part of the 

ayah is to realize how important it is to teach our children about this Din. 
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 We can also note the significance of the word that Yusuf (as) uses for “follow” in this 

ayah. This is a word that means to follow with exact precision and determination. It is often used 

to mean following someone along a very straight and narrow path. This was how Yusuf (as) said 

that he (as) followed the religion of his fathers. He followed this religion in every way. In his 

thinking and in his behavior. In his relationship with the Creator and in his relationship with the 

creation. In the affairs of this world and in the affairs of the Hereafter. He (as) did not allow 

himself to deviate at all from this path that his Lord has set out for him (as). This way of life that 

his parents had taught him (as) so this was the way of life that he (as) adhered to in everything 

that he (as) did. This also must be how we follow Islam. We should look to the life that the 

Prophet (saw) lived as a path and we must try to walk on that path in everything that we do. May 

Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace because we cannot do it without Him (swt)! 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said to these two young 

men that “It was never for us to associate anything with Allah at all”. Here Yusuf (as) 

describes the relationship that he (as) and his fathers had with Allah (swt). Allah (swt) was their 

God and Deity whom they worshipped. He (swt) was their Lord and Master whom they served. 

He (swt) was the One Who was the very purpose of their existence. With every moment that 

passed they only thought to themselves as to how they could please Him (swt) in that moment. 

This was their relationship with Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) says here that they did not make anyone 

else or anything else as a partner to Allah (swt) in this relationship. They did not associate 

anyone else or anything else with Allah (swt) in this relationship. This means that they did not 

worship anyone else or anything else besides Allah (swt). They did not call out in their prayers to 

anyone else besides Allah (swt). In times of difficulty and need they did not turn to anyone 

besides Allah (swt). They did not obey or serve anyone besides Allah (swt). They did not follow 

the law or the rule of anyone besides Allah (swt). They did not dedicate even moment of their life 

to anyone besides Allah (swt). Such was their relationship with Allah (swt). Now look at your 

relationship with Allah (swt) and ask yourselves how far you are from this ideal. Even if you never 

reach this ideal, the sincere effort and striving that you make Insha Allah is what your Lord will 

reward you for. 
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 Finally Yusuf (as) says to the two prisoners “This is from the bounty of Allah upon us 

and upon mankind but most of mankind does not give thanks”. So Yusuf (as) and his fathers 

had dedicated everything that they had for Allah (swt). They made Allah (swt) as the only purpose 

of their existence and they sought His (swt)’s Pleasure with everything that they did. This was 

how their thinking and behavior was. But was this something of their own doing? Did they 

themselves choose to be this way? No, rather as Yusuf (as) himself admits in this ayah that this 

was only from the bounty of Allah (swt) upon him and his fathers. It was only from the bounty of 

Allah (swt) that they are able dedicate themselves completely to Him (swt) like this. Were it not for 

Allah (swt) then they would not be able to be like this. Were it not for Allah (swt) then they would 

have made partners with Him (swt). Were it not for Allah (swt) then they would have dedicated 

their actions and their thoughts to other than Him (swt). So Yusuf (as) praises his Lord in this 

ayah. The One because of Whom he (as) is able to live his life completely for Him (swt). 

 So one lesson that we can take from this ayah is to remind ourselves once again that 

Allah (swt) is the reason behind every singe good that we do. The fact that we do not worship 

idols today is a gift from Allah (swt). The fact that we realize that Allah (swt) is the purpose of our 

existence is a gift from Him (swt).  The fact that we are able to make our Salah and fast in 

Ramadan is a gift from Him (swt). The fact that we are able to stay away from the major sins is a 

gift from Him (swt). This is something that we must always be reminding ourselves of. There are 

at least two reasons why. Firstly it is to recognize Allah (swt)’s Love and Kindness for us. Just the 

fact that you are a Muslim now at this moment shows that Allah (swt) loves you. Just the fact that 

you are reading this tafsir now at this moment shows that Allah (swt) loves you. Every Salah that 

you make, every ayah of Quran that you read, every day that you fast in Ramadan shows the 

Love that your Lord has for you. The other reason why you should remind yourself of this fact is 

to prevent yourself from becoming proud and arrogant. Many people stop striving for Allah (swt) 

and they give themselves permission to commit sins because they become content with 

themselves. They see themselves as doing “enough” for Allah (swt). They see themselves as 

better than other Muslims. So they stop striving, they allow themselves to become lax. They even 

give themselves permission to commit more and more sins. This is because they attribute the 
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good that they do to themselves and think that they have done a lot. This makes them arrogant 

and self-content.  This is the thinking that we must save ourselves from. The way that we do that 

is by reminding ourselves once again how every single good that we do is only a gift from our 

Lord. Thus the more good that we do the more that we must feel indebt to Allah (swt). The more 

that we must strive to please Him (swt). May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to do that! 

May Allah (swt) allow us to attribute all of the good that we do to Him (swt) and all of the evil that 

we do ourselves! 

 Finally in this ayah we can note how Yusuf (as) said that this was the bounty of Allah 

(swt) not only on himself and his fathers but also on all mankind. Then Yusuf (as) said that most 

of mankind does not give thanks. What does this mean? How is this a bounty for all mankind and 

how is it that most of mankind does not give thanks? Allah (swt) has given all of mankind the 

opportunity to know Him (swt). There are countless signs in the universe that point to the 

Existence and Oneness of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) has also sent many among mankind a 

message. Through these signs and through these messages mankind can know Him (swt). But 

what is the response of most of mankind to these signs and to the message that reaches them 

from Allah (swt). They turn away. They fail to heed the Message. They pass by the signs. They 

choose to live their lives in utter heedlessness to Allah (swt). By doing this they are being utterly 

ungrateful to Allah (swt) for this great bounty that He (swt) has given them. What could be better 

than knowing Allah (swt)? What could be better than dedicating everything that you have for Him 

(swt)? Allah (swt) has given us this gift but most of us have turned away from it. We have chosen 

instead to serve our desires and worship false gods. We have chosen instead to live for ourselves 

rather than live for our Creator. How often do you remember Allah (swt) in your day? How often 

do you read the Quran and ponder over it? How much do you strive to follow the way of the 

Prophet (saw)? See then how ungrateful you are being for this great gift and bounty that Allah 

(swt) has given you. The only way that you can show thanks is to be like Yusuf (as) and his 

fathers. To dedicate yourself completely to Allah (swt) in everything that you do. To make Allah 

(swt) as the purpose of your existence. To strive to come closer to Him (swt) with every action, 

every thought and every breath.  
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40. O my companions of the prison, are many arguing lords better or Allah, the One, the 

Conqueror. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) continues his dawah to the two prisoners. 

The reality of this dawah is nothing but a call to Allah (swt). In the end all that you are calling the 

people towards is the m’arifa of Allah (swt). The knowledge and the realization of the Lord. This is 

the reality of this dawah. So this is what Yusuf (as) does in this ayah. He (as) calls these two 

young men to Allah (swt).  He (as) describes Allah (swt) for them. He (as) makes them reality of 

their Creator. Once they realize this reality then they will see how nothing else matters except 

complete submission to it.  

 Yusuf (as) begins this ayah by saying “O my companions of the prison”. Notice even 

the way in which Yusuf (as) addresses them. He (as) refers to them as his companions in the 

prison. This is a word that denotes friendship and nearness. This is the relationship that Yusuf 

(as) builds with these two prisoners.  He (as) does not hate them because they are not Muslim. 

He (as) does not have rancor and malice towards them. He (as) knows that they are lost souls 

and that they are in need of the guidance that he (as) brings them from their Lord. He (as) knows 

that the only reason why they have not submitted to Allah (swt) is because their society has made 

them ignorant and blind to Him (swt). That is why he (as) feels that he (as) needs to guide them. 

So he (as) treats them with kindness and respect. He (as) wants to bring them closer to himself 

so that perchance they would be attentive to what he (as) has to say about Allah (swt).  

 This is how we must also be towards the people who we carry dawah to. Be they 

Muslims who we are reminding about Allah (swt) or non-Muslims who we are informing about 

Allah (swt). We want the people to come closer and closer to Allah (swt). We want them to 

worship and serve Him (swt) just like we are doing. We do not want anything to prevent them 

from knowing their Creator. Especially not our own behavior. Imagine how terrible it would be for 
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you if you prevented someone from knowing Allah (swt) just because of your crude behavior. 

Because of your arrogance and your pride. Because of your hatred and your looking down on 

them. This was not the way of the Prophet (saw). He (saw) treated everyone with honor and 

respect, even though he (saw) was much better a creation than them. If there was any human 

being who had the right to look down on others and think of himself as better than others then it 

would have been the Prophet (saw). He (saw) had been informed first hand by Allah (swt) that he 

(saw) was the best of creation and that he (saw) was His (swt)’s most beloved. So the Prophet 

(saw) truly was the best. But this did not cause him (saw) to be arrogant or proud. Rather he 

(saw) was humble and kind even to the slaves and the poor. Such was a heart that truly knew 

Allah (swt). Only if you try to inculcate in yourself such a heart will you be among those who can 

call to the Real and the True. How can you impart to others the m’arifa of Allah (swt) if you 

yourself do not have it? Know that such m’arifa will never enter a heart that is arrogant or proud 

or heart that has hatred for the creation of Allah (swt).  

Of course the non-Muslims can never be our brothers like the Muslims are, but we should 

still treat them with kindness and respect. We should still respect them because they are also the 

children of Adam (as) and they are also the creation of Allah (swt).  We should still try to become 

closer to them so that they will sincerely listen to what we have to say. Only when it becomes 

clear that they have rejected the Message that we are presenting should we then turn away from 

them. Until then we need to have Ihsan towards them and we should continue calling them to 

their Creator. The Real and the True. The Purpose of all existence. 

In the next part of the ayah Yusuf (as) asks these two prisoners a question. He (as) asks 

of them “are many arguing lords better or Allah, the One, the Conqueror”. The Arabic word 

rabb, which we have translated here as “lord” actually gives a far deeper meaning that this. It also 

gives the meaning of “king” and “sovereign”, it also gives the meaning of “sustainer” and 

“provider” and it also gives the meaning of “master” and “owner”. All of these meanings are 

present in this one Arabic word. So Yusuf (as) presents two alternatives for these prisoners. He 

(as) asks them if many different lords arguing with each other are better or Allah (swt), then he 

(as) describes for them two of Allah (swt)’s most Majestic Names.  
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Let us consider these two alternatives for ourselves and see which of them is better. Are 

many arguing lords better or is Allah (swt)? Would you rather have many different masters 

arguing with each other or would you rather have Allah (swt) as your Master? Is it better to have 

many kings fighting with each other or is Allah (swt) better as King? Is it better to have many 

legislators arguing with each other or is Allah (swt) the true Sovereign? Of course the answer to 

this should be obvious, but how many people today are ignorant of this fact. Just like the people 

today are heedless of this fact, the people were also heedless of it at the time of Yusuf (as). This 

is why he (as) poses this question to these two prisoners. 

This ayah is a powerful evidence as to why democracy can never be an acceptable form 

of government in Islam. What is democracy except many lords arguing with each other? The 

people elect representatives to go to congress and parliament. What then are these 

representatives except lords arguing with each other? They will argue and wrangle with each 

other only to pass a single law. Each of them wants to do what is in his agenda. Each of them 

only wants to bring the laws that they want. Each of them only looks to the interests of those that 

helped them get elected. They rarely think about what is best for the people. They rarely think 

about what is just and fair. This is why man can never be the legislator. This is why Allah (swt) 

has forbidden man from legislating in this Din. So how sad is it that there are Muslims today who 

are calling for democracy? They should come back and read this ayah and think about its 

meaning. They should realize that this ayah is yet another evidence as to why the only 

government acceptable to Allah (swt) is the Islamic State. 

Not only does this ayah give the meaning that Allah (swt) should be the Sovereign for the 

Muslims but it also gives the meaning that He (swt) should be the Sovereign for all mankind. 

There should not be any other lords beside Allah (swt) because He (swt) is the One and the 

Conqueror. How beautiful would it be if all mankind lived under the Law of Allah (swt)? This does 

not mean that the people should be forced to become Muslim, rather it means that the 

Sovereignty over the earth should be return to its Creator. This is where Sovereignty belongs. 

This ayah testifies to that fact and this entire universe testifies to that fact. How wonderful would 

that be if this should happen. There would be no more wars. There would be no more petty 
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conflicts between the people. All of the resources of this world would be distributed evenly. 

Everyone would have a fair share of the wealth. But best of all is that all of the people will be 

given the chance to correctly receive the Message that their Creator has sent them. How 

wonderful would that be? How much better would it be than the corrupt system we have today 

where the many arguing lords hoard all of the wealth and resources for themselves and leave 

nothing for the people. The arguing lords are busy fighting with each other and the people are left 

to suffer. The people are suffering and they do not even realize how much they are suffering. May 

Allah (swt) save us all! 

In the final part of this ayah Yusuf (as) describes two of Allah (swt)’s most Majestic 

Names and these Names tell us why He (swt) should be the Lord for all creation. Yusuf (as) 

describes Allah (swt) here as “the One, the Conqueror”. Allah (swt) is the One in that He (swt) is 

the only One like Him (swt). Who else is there who is like Allah (swt)? He (swt) is the One and 

Only.  Is there anyone else who is the Creator? Is there anyone else who is the Sustainer? Is 

there anyone else with all of the Names of Perfection? Is there anyone else who is the source of 

everything?  So how then can anyone else claim to be sovereign besides He (swt)? Allah (swt) is 

also the Conqueror. Allah (swt) is the One Who defeats and overpowers all else. There is no one 

who can defeat Allah (swt). There is no one who can even try and take His (swt)’s Sovereignty 

from Him (swt). There is no might nor power except with Allah (swt), so how then can anyone 

stand a chance against Him (swt)? Once you realize that Allah (swt) is One and that He (swt) 

conquers and subdues all else, how then can you ever desire a lord besides He (swt)? 

So we see in this ayah that Yusuf (as) is not merely telling these prisoners that Allah 

(swt) should be the only God to worship, but he (as) is also telling them that He (swt) should be 

the only Sovereign to obey. This meaning is clear from the ayah. How sad is it then that today 

many so-called Muslims use this Surah to justify a government other than the Islamic State? 

Insha Allah we will come to the ayahs that they use to justify kufr governments and Insha Allah 

we will show how their understating of these ayahs is wrong. Whereas this ayah and several 

other ayahs in the Quran clearly show that the only Allah (swt) can be the Sovereign. 
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41. And you do not serve from below Him except names that you have named, you and 

your forefathers, for which Allah has not sent down any authority, the hukum is only for 

Allah, He has commanded that you serve none but Him, that is the correct Din but most of 

mankind do not know. 

 This is the last ayah in the dawah that Yusuf (as) makes to these two prisoners. See how 

succinct and yet powerful are the words that he (as) speaks to them. In these few ayahs all of the 

tenets of this Din have been summarized. First of all to believe that there is no one worthy of 

worship and servitude except Allah (swt). To make Him (swt) as the purpose of one’s existence. 

To not associate any partners with Him (swt) in this whatsoever. To always show gratitude and 

thanks for Him (swt). To make Him (swt) as the Lord to be served by all of the creation and to 

know that this is a right that He (swt) has over us because He (swt) is the One and the 

Conqueror.  

 This is Who Allah (swt) IS. This is the right that He (swt) has over us. Yet we still worship 

other gods besides Him (swt). We still serve other masters besides Him (swt). Why is this? In this 

ayah Allah (swt) tells us why. Allah (swt) tells us the reality of everything else that occupies our 

hearts besides Him (swt). Remind yourself at this point about the time period in which this Surah 

was revealed. This Surah was revealed at the end of the Prophet (saw)’s dawah in Makkah. This 

was the period in which the Prophet (saw) was actively seeking a tribe or nation that would allow 

him (saw) to establish the Islamic State over them. So just as Allah (swt) reminds the Muslims 

that He (swt) must be the only God Whom they worship He (swt) also tells them that He (swt) 

must be the only Lord whom they must serve. 
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 Allah (swt) begins by telling us how Yusuf (as) said to the two prisoners “And you do not 

serve from below Him except names that you have named”. These people worshipped other 

gods besides Allah (swt) and they served other lords and masters besides Allah (swt). What was 

the reality of these gods and masters that they worshipped and served? Did they truly deserve to 

be a god? Did they truly deserve to be a master? Allah (swt) tells us here of their reality. They are 

nothing but names. Names that these people have named. This is all that there is to the reality of 

such gods and masters that the people have worshipped and served besides Allah (swt). 

 Usually there is a reality behind a name. For example water is a name that has been 

given to that clear liquid which we know very well. That liquid found in the rivers and seas. That 

liquid that can quench our thirst and clean away dirt and impurities. These are some of the 

attributes and properties of water. This is the reality behind the name. But for these false gods 

and masters that these people have taken, there is no reality behind the name. It is just the name 

and nothing else. These people think that these false gods and masters are more than the names 

that they have given them but in reality all that there is to them are these names. They think that 

their gods can answer their prayers. They think that their masters deserve the authority and 

position that they have been given. But in reality this is all an illusion. In reality this is only their 

wishful thinking. The only reality to these gods and masters are names and nothing more. 

 So for example in the time of the Prophet (saw) the Quraysh tribe prayed to the idol that 

they called Al-Uzza. They thought that this idol was real. They thought there was actually a life 

behind the stone statue that they prayed to. They thought that it could actually answer their 

prayers and help them in their difficulty. But in reality all of this was only their imagination. This 

idol was nothing more than stone. All that they thought it to be was nothing more than the name 

that they had given it.  

Similarly today we have kings and dictators whom we obey instead of Allah (swt). We 

allow them to legislate the laws for us. Through these laws they do great injustice to the Muslims. 

They give our resources away to the unbelievers,  they allow interest charging banks in our land, 

they permit the women to walk naked on our streets, they allow wine and liquor to be sold to 

Muslims, they allow all kinds of filth to be beamed down into the Muslim homes through satellites 
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and onto the eyes of Muslim children. They do all of this and we cannot do anything about it. This 

is because they are supposedly the king and the ruler. They have given themselves legislative 

authority. But is there any reality to this power that they have given themselves? Are they really 

the king? Are they really the sovereign? No, there is nothing to them other than the name that 

they have given themselves. They are only king because they say that they are king. In reality 

they are just fools. Fools who dare to usurp the Sovereignty of Allah (swt). Fools who allow on the 

earth of Allah (swt) that which is displeasing Him (swt). So just like the idols do not deserve the 

worship because they are only names, these kings and rulers also do not deserve the obedience 

because they are only names. May Allah (swt) allow the Ummah to realize this fact! May Allah 

(swt) allow us to return the sovereignty to Him (swt)! 

Then Yusuf (as) says to these two prisoners “you and your forefathers”. We said in the 

previous ayah how Yusuf (as) was extremely friendly and courteous with the prisoners. He (as) 

did not treat them as enemies only because they were not Muslim. He (as) did not have hatred for 

them only because they were had not yet been guided to Islam. We learned that this is how we 

must be in our dawah as well. We must treat with kindness and respect everyone whom we carry 

this Message to. Now from this part of the ayah we learn another lesson for our dawah. We learn 

that although we must treat the people with respect and kindness, we still also need to show them 

where they are wrong. This is exactly what Yusuf (as) does here. He (as) tells these prisoners 

that it was they and their forefathers who had taken others gods and masters besides Allah (swt). 

Now of course Yusuf (as) does not blame these two young men specifically, but rather he (as) 

shows them that this is something that their nation had done. Their nation and the forefathers of 

their nation. They are the ones who had decreed that the people should worship others gods 

besides Allah (swt) and that they should serve others masters besides Him (swt). So see here 

how Yusuf (as) not only attacks these two prisoners but their forefathers as well. It was an 

intellectual attack. It was to show them how much wrong and injustice they had done in taking 

another god and another lord besides their Creator and Sustainer. So we learn here for our own 

dawah that although we should be kind and respectful to the people, we also need to point out 

where they are wrong. This is especially true if they have done wrong against Allah (swt). 
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Then Yusuf (as) says to these two prisoners “for which Allah has not sent down any 

authority”. Here Yusuf (as) continued to show them the evil that their nation had done. He (as) 

continued to show them how corrupt their society was. Dawah is not only calling the people to the 

good but it is also taking the people away from the evil. So here Yusuf (as) shows these prisoners 

the evil of their society.  How evil were the people of Egypt at that time? They had bowed down 

before idols instead of their Creator. They had obeyed and followed the laws of men instead of 

their Sustainer. They know that Allah (swt) was their Creator and Sustainer. They know that they 

had a responsibility to worship and serve Him (swt) for all that He (swt) had done for them. Yet 

they still chose to turn away from Him (swt). They still chose to worship false gods and obey false 

lords. Did they have any permission from Allah (swt) for what they did? Allah (swt) tells us clearly 

in this ayah that they did not. This earth belongs completely to Allah (swt). If anything is to be 

done on it, it must be with His (swt)’s permission and through His (swt)’s authority. These people 

did not have any authority from Allah (swt) for what they did. Certainly the most evil of actions that 

a man can do is to worship and serve other than Allah (swt). This is what these people had done, 

and they had no authority from Allah (swt) for this whatsoever. This makes what they have done 

all the more unjust and all the more evil. So Yusuf (as) makes these two young men realize the 

evil of their society and their way of life, in the hope that they might leave it for Islam. 

In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) says “the hukum is only 

for Allah”. Of all of the ayahs that tell us that we need to live by the Islamic State, this is perhaps 

one of the most powerful and most explicit. The word hukum in this ayah means “sovereignty”, 

“command”, and “judgment”. Look in any dictionary and you will find that this is the meaning of 

this word.  Allah (swt) clearly tells us in this ayah that the hukum is only for Him (swt). The right to 

rule and legislate is only for Him (swt). Once you realize the meaning of this, how then can you 

say that there is no such thing as the Islamic State? How can you say that we can live in 

contently under a kufr government? Your Creator and your Sustainer is telling you clearly in this 

ayah that the sovereignty and the lordship should only be for Him (swt)? How can you know this 

ayah and still say that it is acceptable for man to rule? Can we even call someone a believer if 

they say that it is permissible for the human being to legislate? 
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So this ayah clearly gives the meaning that the only government permissible for the 

Muslims is the Islamic State. Sayyid Qutb tells us in his tafsir of this ayah that the right to rule and 

legislate is a Divine right that belongs to Allah (swt). So how can anyone call themselves a 

Muslim and then set up a government where they rule instead of Allah (swt)?  Anyone who does 

that might as well tell the people to make prostration for them because it is no different. How 

many are the fools today in all of the Muslims lands who have usurped this Divine right which 

belongs only to Allah (swt) ? They have taken it for themselves only so that they can serve their 

desires. How can we as an Ummah be silent when they have done this?  

Thus one lesson that we take from this ayah is to remind ourselves once again that we 

need to work for the restoration of the Islamic State. We are not saying that it has to be violence. 

The Prophet (saw) never used material force to establish the Islamic State. But we do have to 

realize that this is where our efforts need to be directed. More than worrying about innovations 

and deviant sects. More than calling the people to the masjid for Salah. More than charity work or 

lobbying for Muslim rights. Our efforts need to be directed towards restoring Sovereignty to the 

one True Sovereign. 

  In the end what needs to be done is that the Muslims of a particular land need to be 

convinced that they must rule with the Law of Allah (swt). This must be a Muslim country and a 

country with a good strategic location.  Insha Allah this is where the Islamic State will be 

established and Insha Allah from here it will spread. The details of how this is to be done are 

beyond the scope of our tafsir. But what you need to do is prepare yourself for this task. You 

need to have a strong grounding in the Arabic language. You need to learn more and more about 

this Din. Islam is what you are seeking to establish so you must know as much about this Din as 

you can.  In addition to your studying you also have to carry what you know to others. Today the 

vast majority of this Ummah are not aware of this obligation that we have to live under Islam. So 

you have to inform them. You have to carry this idea to them. If perchance you do find a group or 

a movement that you believe is correctly working for Islam then you must join and support that 

movement. Insha Allah this is the best that any of us can do. May Allah (swt) accept it from us! 

May Allah (swt) forgive us! 
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Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) says to these two prisoners “He has 

commanded that you serve none but Him”. Here is an even more explicit mention of what we 

have been saying. The word ibadah in this ayah does not merely mean worship. The enemies of 

this Message who want to restrict Islam only to the masjid and who want to remove the political 

component of Islam would make us believe that this is what the word means. But any expert of 

the language will tell you that this word means servitude. Worship is only one part of what this 

word means. It also means that we must submit completely to Allah (swt). It also means that 

everything that we do must only be for Allah (swt). He (swt) must be the God Who we worship, 

the Sovereign Who rules over us, and the Master Who we serve with every action that we do. So 

Allah (swt) commands in this ayah that we serve none but Him (swt). A complete and full 

servitude. 

In the final part of this ayah Yusuf (as) says “that is the correct Din but most of 

mankind do not know”. This is what the word “Din” really means. This is what the word “religion” 

really means. This is what our Creator expects of us. But how many people realize this fact? As 

Allah (swt) tells us in the ayah most of mankind just does not know. Most Muslims today think that 

all there is to Islam is eating halal meat, going to Jummah on Friday, fasting in Ramadan, and 

going on Hajj. This is all that they think our religion is. They think that if they can only do these 

actions then they can live the rest of their lives as they please. How foolish is such thinking? How 

far is this from what our Creator expects from us? Most of mankind today is living in utter and 

complete heedlessness of Allah (swt) and so they do not realize what their correct relationship 

with Him (swt) must be. They do not realize what He (swt) expects of them. That is why we have 

to make our best effort to teach them. We should tell them about their Lord and what He (swt) 

expects of them. We have to teach them what is the correct Din so that they may know. Then 

Insha Allah they can find true peace and tranquility in this life. Then Insha Allah they can be 

saved in the Hereafter. Whoever is pulled far away from the Fire and placed in the Garden is the 

truly successful. 
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42. Oh my two companions of the prison, as for one of you he will pour wine for his lord, 

and as for the other he will be crucified so that the birds will eat from this head. The matter 

about which you asked has been decreed. 

 In this ayah Yusuf (as) finally tells the two prisoners the interpretation of their dreams. 

Notice that only at the very end does Yusuf (as) mention the interpretation of the dreams. For 

most of the time, he (as) was speaking doing dawah, he (as) was calling them to Allah (swt). This 

shows once again how the concern and the worry of Yusuf (as) was dawah. He (as) was among 

those who had attached his heart to Allah (swt), so now he (as) wanted nothing more than to call 

others to Him (swt) as well. That is why it was only at the very end, it was only after he (as) had 

called them to Allah (swt) by reminding them of their Lord, that he (as) finally told them what they 

were asking about. 

 Yusuf (as) begins by once again addressing them as “Oh my two companions of the 

prison”.  There are at least two lessons we can take from the fact that Yusuf (as) addresses them 

in this way. First it is once again remind ourselves that we need to be friendly and courteous to all 

people, be they Muslim or non-Muslim. We cannot have hatred for the people and we cannot look 

down upon them and think that we are better than them. The vast majority of the people today, 

both Muslims and non-Muslims are ignorant. They are unaware of this conflict between Truth and 

falsehood, between the party of Allah (swt) and the party of Shaitan. So we cannot have hatred 

towards them. Rather we should try our best to become close to them so that they may receive 

the Message correctly and that they may be guided to their Lord. Another lesson that we take 

from this part of the ayah is to notice how Yusuf (as) is changing the subject of the dialogue. 

Before Yusuf (as) was speaking to them about dawah, now he (as) is going to tell the meaning of 

their dreams. So before Yusuf (as) changes the subject he addresses them once again. 
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 First Yusuf (as) says “as for one of you he will pour wine for his lord”.  Thus we see 

that one of the prisoners will give wine for the king to drink. The scholars agree that the word 

“lord” in this ayah is referring to the king of Egypt at that time. Imam Qurtubi tells us in his tafsir of 

this ayah that this used to be the job of this young man before he was sent to prison, and so he 

will return to his job when he is released. He will return to the king and he will be the one who 

pours wine for the king to drink. From this we can see that this man has a very favorable and 

bright future. Many people sought to be the one would pour wine for the king because this was a 

job that made one very close to the king. The person who did this job was a favorite of the king 

because like most men this king enjoyed his wine and so he liked the one poured wine for him. 

Because of this the king would give many special favors and privileges to the young man who 

would pour wine for him. Thus we see a very favorable future for this young man. Now what 

about the other? 

 Yusuf (as) then says “and as for the other he will be crucified so that the birds will 

eat from this head”. What could be a more horrible future than this? Not only is this young man 

going to die very soon but he is going to die in a very gruesome and painful way. Crucifixion is 

one of the most painful deaths known to man. The poor soul is nailed to the cross and made to 

bleed. Death only comes after many days. You have to bleed slowly and painfully until death 

comes. Not only is this man going to die but we also see that his body is going to be left on the 

cross. For many days his body will be left on the cross until the vultures and other carrion-eating 

birds come and feast from his head. So the man is going to be killed and shamed. He is going to 

bring shame and dishonor for his family as all the people will be made to see his body rotting and 

decaying on the cross. What a horrible fate then is what awaits this man? 

 Finally Yusuf (as) says to them “The matter about which you asked has been 

decreed”. One of these two men will have the best of lives and the other will have the most 

painful of deaths, such is what has been decreed for them. So Yusuf (as) tells these two men that 

such is the Decree of Allah (swt) and there is nothing that they can do to change it. Allah (swt) 

decrees such for His (swt)’s servants as He (swt) pleases. So one lesson that we can take from 

this ayah is that we must always strive to please Allah (swt) in the hope that He (swt) will decree 
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for us only that which is good. Allah (swt) is beyond time so the past, present and the future are 

all the same to Him (swt). So if we strive to do good today it may be that Allah (swt) will decree for 

us that which is good tomorrow. Unlike these prisoners we do not know what Allah (swt) has 

decreed for us tomorrow, so we can strive to do please Allah (swt) in the hope that He (swt) will 

decree for us good. You can see in this ayah what was the fate of these two men. Which of them 

would you rather be? Would you rather be among those for whom Allah (swt) has decreed good 

or would you rather be among those for whom Allah (swt) has decreed evil. May Allah (swt) make 

us among those for whom He (swt) has decreed much good! 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to note how Yusuf (as) uses the word 

rabb. As we mentioned the word rabb here is used to refer to the king of Egypt, so this fact further 

proves from the Quran itself that among the meanings of this word is “king” and “sovereign”.  

Often in the Quran does Allah (swt) refer to Himself (swt) as the Rabb of all of the nations. Does 

this not then show that Allah (swt) is the One True King and Sovereign for all mankind? Does this 

not show that we need to live and rule only according to the Divine Law that He (swt) revealed? 

Thus this ayah is yet another evidence for the obligation to live under the Islamic State and how 

any government that  in any way gives sovereignty to man is not recognized by Allah (swt). Now 

Allah (swt) may pardon the non-Muslim who is ignorant of this Din for ruling by his own desires, 

but never will He (swt) accept this from the Muslim who knows the Quran. 

 Finally we can note from this ayah that Allah (swt) does not tell us in any way how the 

two prisoners responded to the dawah that Yusuf (as) carried to them. Did at least one of the 

prisoners accept the dawah? Did both of them accept it? Did they both reject it? Allah (swt) does 

not say. This serves to remind us once again that we should not be looking for the results in our 

actions. All that should matter for us is that we make a sincere intention for Allah (swt) and that 

we try our best. We should leave the results up to Allah (swt). Sometimes our efforts may come to 

fruition like we planned, and then we should praise Allah (swt). Other times we will meet with 

failure or unexpected results and then we should be patient for Allah (swt). In the end what 

matters is that Allah (swt) is pleased with us. 
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43. And he said to the one whom he was certain would be freed from them both “Mention 

me in the presence of your lord”, but Shaitan caused him to forget mentioning him to his 

lord, so he remained in the prison for some years. 

 This ayah is the last ayah in the episode with Yusuf (as) in the prison.  After this ayah 

Allah (swt) will begin a new chapter in this story. Here Allah (swt) tells us what were the last 

words of Yusuf (as) to these two prisoners before they left him (as).  In all of this time Yusuf (as) 

had been serving them. He (as) had been looking out for their interests. First he (as) had carried 

them dawah, calling them to their Lord. Reminding them of the purpose of their existence. Trying 

to make them adopt this way of life that will bring them peace and tranquility in this life and 

salvation and joy in the next life. Then Yusuf (as) interpreted their dreams as they had asked him 

to. He (as) told them exactly what would happen to each of them. Now finally after looking after 

their needs and satisfying their requests, in this ayah Yusuf (as) finally asks for something for 

himself. Look at the nobility of this prophet. Even though he had been through so much 

oppression and injustice at the hands of the Egyptian people. Even though these two young men 

had done nothing for him (as) whatsoever. He (as) still cares for them. He (as) still thinks of them 

before he (as) thinks of himself. Only here in the very end does he (as) ask for something for 

himself. Can we inculcate in ourselves such humility? Can we inculcate in ourselves such care for 

the rest of humanity? Can we be so selfless that all that we care about is serving Allah (swt) and 

pleasing Him (swt)? May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace!  

 In the first part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “And he said to the one whom he was 

certain would be freed from them both “Mention me in the presence of your lord””. So 

Yusuf (as) asks of the prisoner whom he knew would be freed to mention him (as) to his lord. As 

we mentioned in the previous ayah, the word “lord” here refers to the King of Egypt. Yusuf (as) 

knew that this prisoner would be freed and that he would be close to the king. He (as) was certain 
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of this fact because of the revelation that he (as) had received from Allah (swt) telling him of the 

fate of this man.  So Yusuf (as) tells this prisoner to mention him (as) to the king. Yusuf (as) 

wants the king to know of the injustice that we done to him (as). He (as) wants the king to know 

that he (as) was an innocent man who was imprisoned for no reason. Without a doubt the men 

who had put Yusuf (as) in prison were very powerful. They were the nobles and the high-class of 

Egypt. But if there was one person in the land who had more power than them, if there was one 

person who was able to undo the wrong that they had done, then this would have been the king. 

This is why Yusuf (as) tells this young man to mention him (as) to the king. Yusuf (as) knows that 

this man would become very close to the king. He would have the king’s ear. So Yusuf (as) hopes 

that he would tell the king of all of the injustice that had happened to him (as). 

 From this we can once again take the lesson that we need to speak up when injustice is 

done to us. Here Yusuf (as) saw a chance for him (as) to be redeemed and that was why he (as) 

spoke in the hope that justice would be done. This is how we need to be as well.  We should not 

keep silent when others do wrong against us and when they oppress us for no reason. Of course 

we should always make ourselves content with the knowledge that Allah (swt) will deal with all of 

those who injustice. But at the same time we should not keep silent when our rights are abused. 

We should demand that justice be done. Allah (swt) gave us a tongue and two lips for a reason, 

He (swt) gave us an intellect and comprehension for a reason. So we should not keep silent when 

we are abused and oppressed. When the opportunity presents itself then we need to speak so 

that justice is done. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “but Shaitan caused him to forget 

mentioning him to his lord”. Yusuf (as) told this young  man to mention him to the king. This 

young man would become very close to the king. This young man would have the ear of the king. 

So it would have been very easy for this man to mention the plight of Yusuf (as) to the king. How 

dire was the need to mention this to the king? How much was Yusuf (as) suffering in prison when 

he (as) was an innocent man? All that this man had to do was simply speak to the king and tell 

him about the situation of Yusuf (as). But did he do it? Did he fulfill this simple request? As Allah 

(swt) tells us he did not. Shaitan caused him to forget.  
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 One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how Shaitan will make us 

forget our obligations and responsibilities. We are on this earth for a great purpose. So we all 

have several duties and responsibilities here. First of all we have our duty to Allah (swt) to 

worship and serve Him (swt). Then we have an obligation to our family to support them and be 

merciful towards them. Then we have several contracts and trusts that we need to fulfill to our 

business partners, our employers and our teachers. If we fail to fulfill any of these obligations then 

it would be a sin on our part. But Shaitan will make us to forget all of these trusts. One of the 

primary ways in which Shaitan attacks us is that he makes us forget. On top of that we by our 

nature are prone to forget. So on the one hand we are forgetful creatures and on the other hand 

Shaitan is working to make us forget. See how important it was for this young man to mention 

Yusuf (as) to the king and see how easily he forgot. This shows us how vulnerable we all are to 

Shaitan. This is why we must always be turning to Allah (swt) and asking Him (swt) to save us 

from this accursed devil. Only with the help and support of Allah (swt) will we ever able to be safe 

from Shaitan. So we should always be seeking refuge in Allah (swt) from this devil. At the same 

time we ourselves must be making a conscious effort to remember all of our trusts and 

responsibilities. So remember the time for prayer, know that this is a duty that you must perform. 

Remember to be kind and merciful towards your family, know that this is a right that they have 

over you. Remember all of the promises that you have made and try your best to fulfill them.  

Realize that this is all a part of your worship and servitude of Allah (swt) and an action for which 

you can hope for a great reward from Him (swt). May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to 

fulfill all of our responsibilities and keep all of our promises! May Allah (swt) save us from Shaitan 

and from forgetfulness! 

 What was the consequence of this man forgetting to mention Yusuf (as) to the king? 

Allah (swt) tells us in the final part of the ayah “so he remained in the prison for some years”.  

Because this man had failed to fulfill this simple request that Yusuf (as) had made, he (as) had to 

remain for more years. The scholars say that it was a time period of between three to ten years. 

Ten more years. Ten more years Yusuf (as) had to remain in prison because this man forgot. See 

then how heedless man can be to his trusts and responsibilities. See then the dire consequences 
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that can come because of such forgetfulness. For ten more years Yusuf (as) had to suffer in 

prison because this man forgot. How great then was the patience of this noble prophet? How 

great was the injustice that was done to him (as) and still he (as) remained true to Allah (swt)? 

Can we find within ourselves the same patience and the same strength to hold on to our Lord? 

 Now some scholars have interpreted this ayah differently to how we have interpreted 

here. These scholars say that the one who “forgot” was not the prisoner but it was Yusuf (as). 

They say that Yusuf (as) forgot to remember Allah (swt) and that was why he (as) remained in jail 

for more years. This is clearly a wrong opinion. How could it be that a prophet of Allah (swt) would 

forget to remember Allah (swt)? Our entire existence on this earth is nothing but an effort to 

remember Allah (swt) and to come closer to Him (swt) with everything that we do. Now the ones 

whom we look up to as role-models, the ones who we seek to emulate, are the prophets and 

messengers. How then can a prophet forget Allah (swt)? The prophet teaches us how to live for 

Allah (swt) so how then can he forget Allah (swt)? Furthermore Allah (swt) tells us in the ayah that 

it was Shaitan who caused to forget. How could it be that Shaitan has power over a prophet? 

Allah (swt) promised Shaitan that he would have no power over His (swt)’s true and sincere 

servants, is not Yusuf (as) one of these servants? How then could it be that Shaitan had so much 

power over Yusuf (as) that he made him (as) forget Allah (swt)? This is just not possible. This is 

why we cannot accept this opinion which says that Yusuf (as) forgot his Lord.  

 Now the reason why these scholars say that is was Yusuf (as) whom Shaitan made to 

forgot was because they claim that it was not right for a prophet to request of the creation. They 

say that Yusuf (as) made a mistake by asking of the king and that his trust and reliance should 

always have been on Allah (swt). This reasoning is not correct. Just because Yusuf (as) asked of 

the king this does not mean that Yusuf (as) did not have reliance on Allah (swt). Allah (swt) 

commands us to always have our reliance on Him (swt). But at the same time He (swt) also 

commands us to use the ways and means to accomplish our tasks. Yusuf (as) needed to get out 

of prison and he (as) knew that the king was a possible means by which this could be 

accomplished. So it was not wrong for him (as) to ask of that king. While he (as) asked of the 

king, he (as) always had his trust in Allah (swt).  
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44, And the king said “Surely I saw seven fat cows which were being eaten by seven lean 

ones and seven green ears of corn and others dry. O you nobles give me the interpretation 

of this vision if you are able to interpret visions”. 

 With this ayah Allah (swt) begins a new chapter in the story of Yusuf (as). All of this time 

Yusuf (as) had to suffer through many trials and hardships. For many years now he (as) had to 

face the hardships of prison. Before that he (as) had to face the temptations from the wife of the 

Aziz and the women in the city. Before that he (as) had to bear the jealousy and hatred of his 

brothers and all that they did to him (as). So life for Yusuf (as) so far had only been one trial after 

another. Only for a brief period did he (as) find some comfort in the house of the Aziz but even 

that was brought to an end with the seductions of that woman. Now however the fortunes were 

going to change for Yusuf (as). Many scholars have told us about the nature of the life of this 

world. It is nothing but being patient through the difficult moments and being thankful for the 

pleasant moments. Sometimes the sorrows and the joys may come at once so you need to be 

patient and thankful at the same time. For Yusuf (as) however Allah (swt) had given him (as) 

many days of sorrow. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how that was going to change. Now 

the darkness was over and the dawn was about to begin. This dawn begins with a dream that the 

king of Egypt had. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us about a dream that the king had. Notice how the 

king never claims this to be a dream, but rather he says that this is what he “saw”. He describes 

as something that he had seen instead of describing it to be a dream.  No of course we know that 

this was a dream. In real life no one sees lean cows eating fat cows. But the king knew that there 

was a meaning behind this dream that he had. As we mentioned before there are three kinds of 
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dreams that a person can have. A dream that has a true vision, a nightmare from the devil, or a 

meaningless dream. The king was certain that what he had was the first of these. He was certain 

that this dream was a true vision. A prediction of an even that was going to occur in the future. 

This is why he does not describe what he saw as a dream but rather he says that this was what 

he “saw”. 

 Look indeed at what a strange dream this was. First the king saw seven fat cows, and 

then he saw that these fat cows were being eaten by seven lean and weak cows. As we will find 

out later in the Surah this image represents seven years of prosperity being followed by seven 

years of hardship that will come to Egypt. The seven years of hardship will eat and consume all of 

the food and resources that were stored up during the seven years of prosperity. Notice the 

accuracy that Allah (swt) places in this vision that He (swt) gave the king. The king first sees the 

seven fats cows. This is because the seven years of prosperity will come first. Then the king sees 

the seven lean cows that will eat the fat cows.  

Also notice the significance of the cow of all animals. There is no animal from which 

mankind has benefitted more from than the cow. The cow provides us with meat to eat, milk to 

drink, hide for leather, it tills the land, and even its excrements are used to fertilize the land. 

Throughout human history mankind has derived several benefits from the cow. This is probably 

why Allah (swt) chooses this animal of all animals to symbolize the sustenance and provisions 

that He (swt) gives to man. The fats cows symbolize the years in which Allah (swt) will give a lot 

and the lean cows symbolize the years in which He (swt) will give a little.  

In addition to cows the king also sees seven green ears of corn and seven others that 

have been withered. Once again notice that the order in which the king sees these matches the 

order in which these events will happen. First there are years of prosperity in which all of the 

crops will be green and then there will be seven years of hardship when all of the crops will be 

withered. The green crops symbolize vegetation, growth and life and the withered crops 

symbolize drought, famine and deprivation. This is the dream that this king saw.  On the surface 

this dream may seem very strange. But we see that there is a deep meaning to it and there is 

much wisdom in it as well.  
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One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see that Allah (swt) 

sometimes does favor the non-Muslims as well.  This shows us that Allah (swt) does not hate all 

non-Muslims. This king was not a Muslim and he did not even rule his land by the Law of Allah 

(swt). So some would think that he was among the most despised of creatures to Allah (swt). But 

it could be that he was just ignorant of this Message. It could very well be that he was brought up 

to believe that he was somehow deserving of the sovereignty. So it could very well be that he was 

a good person but he was among the ignorant. His parents and everyone he knew taught him 

that he should rule so he never came to the realization that sovereignty should only be for Allah 

(swt). This is why Allah (swt) did not hate him and this is why He (swt) gave him this dream 

through which his kingdom and his people could be saved. From this we learn that we should 

never assume that all non-Muslims are evil, not even those who take the sovereignty to rule for 

themselves. There are good people from among the non-Muslims, even from among those who 

claim to be kings. So we should not hate them, rather we should pray to Allah (swt) for their 

guidance and we must carry this Message to them to the best of our ability. 

After the king describes the dream he then asks the nobles of his kingdom to interpret the 

dream for him. The king says “O you nobles give me the interpretation of this vision if you 

are able to interpret visions”. Notice once again how the king refers to what he saw as a vision. 

Even though these images were so strange and bizarre, he was certain that this was indeed a 

true vision. He was certain that what he saw would indeed occur. That is why he asks the nobles, 

the men of power and knowledge in his kingdom, to interpret this dream for him. He thought that if 

anyone was able to interpret this dream then it would be these men. This is why he ends his 

command by saying “if you are able to interpret visions”. This means that if you are skilled in 

interpreting true dreams or visions, if you have that ability, then you would be able to interpret this 

vision for me. Thus he puts an ultimatum on them. He tells them that if they are at all skilled at 

interpreting visions then they would interpret this dream for them. 
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45. They said “Mixed up false dreams, and for the interpretation of such dreams we are not 

of those who know.” 

In this ayah tells us what was the response of the nobles to the request that the king had 

made to them. Recall from the previous ayah how the king had asked these nobles to tell him the 

meaning of a dream that he had. This was a truly strange dream indeed with seven weak and 

lean cows eating seven fat cows and seven green ears of corn and seven withered ones. The 

king demanded of them that they interpret this dream for him. He was certain that this dream was 

a true vision. A harbinger of an event that would befall his kingdom. He told the nobles that if they 

are all skilled at interpreting dreams then they should tell him the meaning of this dream. In this 

ayah Allah (swt) tells us what their response was. 

All that these nobles can say about this dream is that it is a collection of “Mixed up false 

dreams”. So they are saying that it is not a true dream. They are saying that it is a dream without 

meaning. Recall how we said that the third kind of dream was the dream without meaning. The 

dream that is just random and confused images that do not make any sense. They are saying 

that this was the kind of dream that it was. They cannot imagine how such a strange and twisted 

dream can have any meaning at all. So they tell the king that this is a mixed up and confused 

false dream, and they say this to him as if they are certain of this fact. 

The nobles then say “and for the interpretation of such dreams we are not of those 

who know”. They admit that they have no knowledge whatsoever of such a dream. Now they 

here are not revealing their weakness in interpreting dreams or their lack of knowledge but rather 

they are trying to show the foolishness and absurdity of this dream. According to them this was a 

dream without meaning and there is no one who has knowledge of such dreams. In essence they 

are saying that if it was a dream with meaning then they would have been able to tell the king the 

interpretation of it. However because it was a meaningless dream they have no knowledge of it 
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whatsoever. According to them there was absolutely no one who had the knowledge of such a 

dream. So they were telling the king that such a dream should be forgotten and ignored. 

These nobles were so certain of what they said. According to them this dream made no 

sense whatsoever and so should be forgotten. But were they in fact certain of this? Did they know 

for sure that this was not a true vision? Of course not, how could they know? Did they have 

revelation from Allah (swt) telling them of the true nature of this dream? Of course they did not, so 

how could they say for sure that this was not a true vision? They did not know for sure and still 

they spoke as if they were sure. This was only because of their pride. They did not want to admit 

to their lord that they did not know. They did not want to admit their weakness. So they spoke 

where they had no knowledge at all. They said with certainty that this dream had no meaning 

when in fact it did have a great meaning. This dream had in it what could save Egypt from famine 

and save the lives of millions. But they said that it was a meaningless dream that should be 

forgotten. See then the evil of these men and see the damage that they caused because of their 

arrogance.  So we are reminded from this ayah once again of the dangers of pride and the evil 

effect that it can have on the hearts of men. 

Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is that it reminds us once again how only 

someone who has revelation from Allah (swt) can interpret dreams. Dreams are images that we 

see when we sleep, sometimes these images have meaning to them. But if there is such a 

meaning to our dream then how can someone who has no revelation from Allah (swt) tell us that 

meaning? From where do they get such knowledge? Such knowledge is of the unseen. Such 

knowledge of the unseen is only with Allah (swt) and He (swt) does not reveal such knowledge to 

anyone except those of His (swt)’s servants as He (swt) pleases. These are the prophets and 

messengers like Yusuf (as) and our beloved Prophet (saw). Only they have the knowledge from 

Allah (swt) telling them of the meaning of such images. The rest of us are like these nobles in the 

king’s court. We think we have knowledge when in reality we do not have any knowledge at all. 

May Allah (swt) help us to always realize the limitations of our knowledge! 
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46. And he of the two, the one who was released, and who now remembered after a time, 

said “I will inform you of its interpretation so send me”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) links the dream that the king had to Yusuf (as).  This link is the 

cup-bearer of the king. The cup-bearer overhears the king when he tells the nobles about his 

dream. He also hears how the nobles are unable to interpret the dream for the king. He hears 

how the nobles call it a dream that has no meaning. From this ayah we can also infer that the 

king did not believe the nobles when they said that the dream had no meaning. As far as the king 

was concerned the dream did have a meaning and he was determined to find out what that 

meaning was. This was when the cup-bearer remembered Yusuf (as). 

 Allah (swt) describes him in this ayah “And he of the two, the one who was released”. 

Notice the beautiful way in which Allah (swt) describes this person. Allah (swt) does not tell us his 

name or even refer to him as the cup-bearer. Instead Allah (swt) calls him “he of the two, the 

one who was released”. This is how we know this person. We know him as Yusuf (as)’s prison 

mate. We know him as the one who was released. But there is an even greater wisdom in Allah 

(swt) referring to this person in this way. It is to remind us of the favor and blessing that Allah 

(swt) had bestowed on this man. He was a prisoner in jail. He was suffering in the prison like all of 

the other prisoners were. He was suffering from the deprivation and the constriction  of prison. 

But then Allah (swt) granted him his freedom. Allah (swt) took him out of the prison. Not only that 

but Allah (swt) also saved him from the horrible fate that befall his companion. In addition to that 

Allah (swt) also gave him a place very close to the king. A place where he can have the ear of the 

king and know of all that happens in the kingdom. A place where all of his wants and needs can 

be taken of.  All of this blessings and gifts did Allah (swt) bestow on this man. How then could he 

commit a crime as great as forgetting about Yusuf (as)? He knew of this innocent man that was 

suffering in the prison. He knew of the wrong and the injustice that had been done to Yusuf (as). 
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But still he forgot. Still he got caught up in the life of this world and enjoying himself that he forgot 

this trust that he had to Yusuf (as). He forgot the words of Yusuf (as) when he requested of him to 

mention him to the king. Despite all of the good that Allah (swt) had done for him he still did evil 

by allowing himself to forget.  So by Allah (swt) referring to this man in this way we are reminded 

of his ungratefulness despite all of the favors and blessings that Allah (swt) had bestowed on him. 

We should strive to prevent ourselves from becoming like this person. The more that Allah (swt) 

has favored us and honored us the more that we have to strive to worship Him (swt) and the 

more that we have to strive to do good to others. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 

 Allah (swt) then tells us about this person “and who now remembered after a time”. 

Now he remembers. When he hears the king in need of someone to interpret dreams then he 

remembers. He only remembered when he saw some benefit in it for himself.  Several years had 

passed since he had left Yusuf (as) in that prison and only now did he remember. Even now he 

did not remember to mention to the king of the injustice that had been done to Yusuf (as), but he 

only remembers the fact that Yusuf (as) is able to interpret dreams. Once again we can see his 

self serving nature. We can see how he is among those who only cares for himself. This is how 

many people in this world are. They only care for themselves. They never think about others. The 

only time in which they would remember others is when others can serve a need that they have. 

They certainly do not remember Allah (swt). Their hearts are empty of anything except 

themselves. Such is the low state that a heart can sink into when it forgets Allah (swt). Such is the 

darkness and the corruption that it is capable of. May Allah (swt) save us from ever having a 

heart like that! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how this person said “I will inform you of 

its interpretation so send me”, Notice how he does not say that he know someone who knows 

of the interpretation but he says that he himself know of the interpretation. He attributes the 

interpretation to himself. He says that he will inform them if only he is sent. So once again we see 

the pride and arrogance of this man.  He wants all good to come to himself and not to others. 

Such is a heart that has forgotten Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from ever having a heart 

like that! 
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47, “Yusuf, o truthful one, give us the interpretation of seven fat cows being eaten by 

seven lean ones and seven green ears of corn and others dry in order that I may return to 

the people and that they may know”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how this man returned to Yusuf (as). Now after all this 

time he finally remembered Yusuf (as). He remembered this noble prophet who had been his 

companion in prison. The one who had been so kind and respectful to him. The one who had 

predicted how he would find for himself a noble position with the king. The one to whom he had 

made a promise that he had failed to fulfill. Now after all this time he remembered and he goes 

back to Yusuf (as). He does not go back to Yusuf (as) to fulfill his duty to him (as) but he only 

goes back because of a need that he himself had. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened 

when this man came back to Yusuf (as). Look here at the behavior of this noble prophet, even to 

the people who had betrayed him (as). 

 Allah (swt) begins by telling us how this man said “Yusuf, o truthful one”. Before he tells 

Yusuf (as) about the dream he addresses him (as) as the “truthful one”. There are several 

reasons for this. Firstly because this is how he had known Yusuf (as). He had known Yusuf (as) 

to always be truthful. In all of the time that he had known Yusuf (as) in the prison he had never 

known Yusuf (as) to speak a lie or even to withhold the truth. He had never tasted from this noble 

prophet anything but the truth. So he acknowledges this excellent character trait of Yusuf (as) by 

addressing him (as) as “the truthful one”. The one from whom he had always known the truth. 

The one from whom he had known nothing but good. Yusuf (as) lived only to please Allah (swt) 

so that is why all that he (as) spoke was the truth. Every word that Yusuf (as) spoke was only to 

please his Lord so every word that he (as) spoke was the truth. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see that truthfulness and honesty is a 

characteristic of the believer that is beloved to Allah (swt). From this we can see that we must 

always try to be honest and truthful. When you live only to please Allah (swt) then do you not 

want even the words that you speak to only be those that He (swt) is pleased with? How can you 

expect Allah (swt) to be pleased with you if you speak falsehood and lies? The Prophet (saw) has 

told us that the one part of the human body that takes the most people to the Fire is not the hand 

or the private parts but rather it is the tongue. More people are thrown into the Fire because of 

what their tongues reap than for any other limb or organ in their body. Should this not then be 

enough of an incentive for you to always speak the truth? To always speak that which is pleasing 

to your Lord? 

 Now there is a certain group who claims to be part of the Muslim Ummah but they permit 

their members to speak falsehood freely and they even encourage it. They claim that lying and 

falsehood is an integral part of the Din. So in essence they are claiming that Allah (swt) is pleased 

with us when we lie. How can this be so? How can Allah (swt) be pleased with those who speak 

falsehood? Right here in this ayah Allah (swt) is describing His (swt)’s prophet as the “truthful 

one”. Were not the prophets sent to be role models for all mankind? So how can Allah (swt) be 

pleased with those who speak falsehood? Thus we can see that the members of this group are 

clear deviants. How can any people who encourage lying and falsehood be considered sincere 

and true believers? 

 Another reason for this man addressing Yusuf (as) as “the truthful one” is that he hopes 

that Yusuf (as) will be truthful with him now when he (as) tells him the interpretation of this dream. 

This man is hoping that Yusuf (as) will give him an honest interpretation of the dream. On the 

other hand Yusuf (as) has no reason to be honest with this man at this point. This man who had 

betrayed him (as). This man on whose account Yusuf (as) had to suffer in prison for years. This 

man who had failed to do a simple request that Yusuf (as) had asked him of.  So why should 

Yusuf (as) be honest with this man now? Why should Yusuf (as) even tell him the meaning of the 

dream now? Furthermore even if Yusuf (as) were to tell him the meaning why should he (as) be 

truthful in what he (as) says?  If Yusuf (as) were to lie and give this man a false interpretation how 
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would he ever know? This man has no access to the unseen realm to know which is and which is 

not a correct interpretation of the dream. If Yusuf (as) were to give the wrong interpretation then 

he would lose his good position with the king. This is why he needs Yusuf (as) to truthful when he 

(as) tells him the meaning of this dream. This is yet another reason why he addresses Yusuf (as) 

as “the truthful one”. He knows that the truthful one would lie. 

In addition to meaning “the truthful one” another meaning of this word is “close friend”. It 

means the kind of friend with whom you can share all of your close secrets with. So in addition to 

reminding Yusuf (as) of how truthful he (as) is this man also reminds him (as) how he is his close 

friend. He realized now the mistake that he had made in forgetting Yusuf (as). So a part of him 

expects that Yusuf (as) might not give him the interpretation of the dream now. This is why he 

reminds Yusuf (as) about how they were once close friends. Allah (swt) Knows best if they were 

truly close friends or not but this is how this man wants Yusuf (as) to remember him. He wants 

Yusuf (as) to remember him as his close and true companion. Then perhaps Yusuf (as) will still 

give him the meaning of the dream even though this man had betrayed him (as). See here the 

meaning that Allah (swt) has placed only in this word and how much relevance it has in the story. 

Then the man relates the dream of the king exactly as he had heard it. He does not tell 

Yusuf (as) that this is the dream of the king but he does tell it exactly as he had heard it. Notice in 

the ayah how every word in his description of the dream matches what the king had spoken in the 

previous ayah. The reason why he does this is because he knows that every word in the dream is 

important to understanding its meaning. Every detail could have relevance. For example the fact 

that the ears of corn were green is important, as is the fact that the seven fat cows were seen 

before the seven lean ones. All of this has a relevance in understanding the meaning of the 

dream.  This man realizes this fact and that is why he relates this dream to Yusuf (as) exactly as 

he had heard it. 

In the final part of this ayah the man says to Yusuf (as) that the reason why he needs the 

interpretation of this dream is so that he may return to the people in order that they may know. So 

he is saying that he has been sent on behalf of the people, he does not say that he has been sent 

on behalf of the king. He is telling Yusuf (as) that the people need to know the interpretation of 
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this dream. Here also we see his cunning and his deceptiveness. He wants to keep his position 

with the king. So he does not want Yusuf (as) to take the credit for this interpretation. He wants 

the king to believe that this interpretation was somehow from him. This way he would be the one 

who was able to tell the king the meaning of the dream even when all of the ministers and nobles 

were not able. Then he would be brought even closer to the king and be given even more gifts 

and comforts.  This is why in the previous ayah he said that he would inform the king of the 

interpretation, and this is why here he does not tell Yusuf (as) that this dream is from the king. He 

wants all the good for himself and not for others. Such is the heart that has forgotten Allah (swt). 

May Allah (swt) save us from ever having a heart like that! 

Yusuf (as) had carried dawah to this man and had told him about Allah (swt), but as we 

see from these ayahs he did not respond to the dawah. This is because he was one whose heart 

was completely controlled by the devil. He only thought about himself. He saw himself as the 

most important person in the world. Everything that he does must have a benefit in it for him. This 

was why even though he was reminded about Allah (swt), this dawah still did not have any effect 

on him. He thought that if he worshipped and served Allah (swt) as he had been created to do 

then he could live the life that he wanted. That was why he turned away from his Lord. That was 

why he forgot about Yusuf (as) in the prison. That was why he only went to Yusuf (as) when he 

saw a benefit for himself. That was why he wanted to take the credit for the interpretation for 

himself. So this should remind us that there are people like this in this world. People who are so 

selfish, people whose hearts are devoid of any good. When we bear this fact in mind we should 

realize that not everyone will respond to our dawah. Look at this man, he had dawah carried to 

him by a prophet, but still look at how arrogant and selfish he was. This should remind us that the 

guidance of hearts is only with Allah (swt). There are some people who no matter how hard we try 

to carry dawah to them they will not reform. So we should not become sad because of such 

people. We should leave their case to Allah (swt) and know that He (swt) is the Best of Judges. 
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48. He said “You shall sow for seven years, dh’aban, then leave what you reap in its ear, 

except a little of which you eat”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yusuf (as) to the request that 

the man had made of him (as). Recall from the previous ayah how this man had requested Yusuf 

(as) to tell him the interpretation of a dream. The man did not tell Yusuf (as) that this was the 

dream of the king. He wanted to take the interpretation of the dream to the king himself and take 

credit for it. Now look at the response of Yusuf (as). 

 Yusuf (as) tells him the interpretation of the dream as he had asked. He (as) does not ask 

why he had forgotten to mention him (as) to the king as he (as) had once requested so many 

years ago. He (as) does not censure him for his forgetting. He (as) does not lament or complain 

of the suffering that he (as) had to endure in prison because this man forgot. He (as) does not 

even put the interpretation of the dream conditional upon him telling the king now. For most of us 

the best that we would do is forgive the man but then we would tell him that we would only give 

him the interpretation of the dream if he first told the king about our situation. But Yusuf (as) did 

not even do this. Rather he (as) immediately told the man the meaning of the dream as he had 

requested.  

 Yusuf (as) interprets the first part of the dream by saying “You shall sow for seven 

years, dh’aban”. The seven fat cows and the seven green ears of corn represent seven years of 

prosperity and growth in the land. During these years there will be plenty of food and wealth for 

the people. Not only does Yusuf (as) tell him this fact but he (as) even tells him what should be 

done during this period. You would think that the years of prosperity would be a time of relaxation 

and enjoyment. No rather Yusuf (as) tells him that the people need work hard during this time. 

They need to sow the land and collect the grain for these years. He (as) describes the way in 

which they must work as dh’aban. This word means consecutively and it also means diligently. 
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 So for seven straight years the people of Egypt must work hard. They must sow the land 

and reap the grain day in and day out. They must not let up. They must work diligently and 

consecutively. Even though it is difficult they must still do it. Even though they will feel like 

relaxing and enjoying themselves during the years of prosperity they must not. They must work 

hard and continue to work hard. They must not allow themselves any rest. They have to keep on 

working. This is the only way that they can save themselves and their land from the great famine 

that is about to befall them.  

 Then Yusuf (as) says to them “then leave what you reap in its ear”. The people will be 

working hard sowing the land. They will be taking more and more grain from grain the land. Now 

will they be able to take this grain for themselves? Will they be able to feed themselves from it for 

all of their hard work? No, Yusuf (as) says that what they reap should be left in the ear. They 

should store it away and not eat it. By leaving it in the ear they can be sure that it will be 

preserved. Allah (swt) has placed a natural preservative in the ear of the grain. It can be stored 

away for years without spoiling. So Yusuf (as) advices this man that his people should store away 

all that they sow.  

 In the final part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “except a little of 

which you eat”. Now of course they need food to survive. So Yusuf (as) tells them that they can 

eat a little of this grain. A small portion of this they can have in order to sustain themselves. Thus 

we see that the vast majority of the grain will be stored away. Only the bare minimum that is 

required to sustain the people will need to be eaten. In other words they should eat only as much 

as is needed to sustain themselves but no more.  

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see the noble character of Yusuf (as). 

How much was he (as) willing to forgive those who had done wrong to him (as)? Remember that 

it was not only the cup-bearer who had wronged Yusuf (as), but in fact the entire Egyptian society 

had wronged him (as) in one way or another. Their traders had taken him (as) away from his 

homeland as a slave when they knew that he (as) was born free. Their women had tried to 

seduce him (as) against his will and threatened him (as) with torture and prison if he (as) did not 

comply with their demands. Their nobles had imprisoned him (as) for no justifiable reason 
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whatsoever. They had left him (as) to suffer in prison for years only because of their pride and 

their desires. So everyone in Egypt had done wrong to Yusuf (as) in one way or another. Yet 

despite all of this wrong that these people had done to him (as), he (as) still forgives them. Not 

only does he (as) forgive them but he (as) also tells them how they can save themselves from the 

great famine. He (as) tells them exactly what they need to do. Such is the heart that has attached 

itself to Allah (swt). Such is the heart that does not care about its self but rather only cares for its 

Creator and pleasing Him (swt). May Allah (swt) grant us a heart like that! 

The reason why Yusuf (as) forgave these people is because of Allah (swt), because of 

the dawah to Him (swt). Yusuf (as) knows that Allah (swt) would be pleased with him (as) 

forgiving these people. Such would be what is best for the dawah. Such would be what is best for 

calling them to this Message. If any among the Egyptians had any good in them then they would 

notice this act of nobility and charity on the part of Yusuf (as). They would realize how righteous 

of a person he (as) was in that he (as) was willing to pardon and forgive over and over again. As 

we mentioned he (as) had feelings just like any other person. He (as) also could have been angry 

at them for what they did to him (as). They know this fact. They can see that he (as) is only a 

human. But for him (as) to forgive them despite all that they had done to him (as), now that would 

be something special. They would see how special he (as) was. They would see that this was 

only possible for someone who had attached themselves to Allah (swt). Someone who lived only 

for Allah (swt). This then might bring some of them closer to his dawah.  So we see from this 

ayah that Yusuf (as) forgave these people for the sake of Allah (swt). If we want Allah (swt) to be 

pleased with us then we must learn to do the same.  Strive then to the best of your ability to 

pardon those who do wrong to you. Know that your Lord will be well pleased with your effort. 

Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is that we sometimes need to save up the 

fruits of our labor. We all work hard in the life of this world. This world is such that most people 

have to work hard for the money that they earn. Most of the wealth is concentrated in the hands 

of a few and everyone else has to struggle to get what is left over. So if you want to earn an 

honest living then you have to work hard. But sometimes you should learn to save what you earn. 

Do not spend the money that you earn but rather save it. Spend only as much as you really need 
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and save the rest. Look at your budget and ask yourself what it is that you truly and really need. 

What is it that you cannot do without. Then spend your money on only those things. You can save 

a lot more than you believe if only you would learn to have a little patience and if only you would 

learn to do without. The scholars of tafsir say that the people of Egypt during this time would eat 

only one meal per day. They learned to do without three meals per day. Can you do the same? 

Can you give up whatever it is that you are wasting your money on that you do not need? 

Every true and sincere believer should realize that the dawah is in need of his money. 

The effort to call the people to Allah (swt) is a huge effort and it needs to be supported financially. 

So support this dawah with your wealth in the best way that you can. After you have fulfilled your 

responsibility to your family and given your Zakat then you should know that this dawah has the 

right to your wealth. You can give your money to Islamic schools, to masajid, to the people and 

organizations who are involved in the dawah, and to the students of knowledge who are learning 

this Din. You can even set aside some money for yourself if you believe that you yourself are able 

to help this dawah. Imagine if you can save up enough for yourself that Insha Allah you can 

dedicate your full time to the dawah without having to work. Imagine how wonderful that would 

be. Realize that we are not in this world to enjoy ourselves. We as an Ummah have a mission on 

this earth. We exist to call the people to Allah (swt). This is what we should look to do with our 

lives. So we can take an important lesson from this ayah and realize that we need to save our 

money. We should not waste our money on trivialities and frivolities. We should only spend our 

money on what we and our family truly need. On the basic necessities and not more than that. 

We should leave the rest for Allah (swt) and His (swt)’s cause on this earth. That would be what is 

most pleasing to Allah (swt). That was the way of the Prophet (saw) and the Sahabah. They gave 

everything that they had for the sake of this dawah. They knew what was their purpose in life. 

May Allah (swt) help this Ummah to realize once again! Only there does our salvation lie! 
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49. “Then will come after that seven hard (years) that will eat what you had stored for 

them, except a little which you will have preserved”. 

 In this ayah Yusuf (as) continues to interpret the king’s dream. In the previous ayah we 

saw that this dream was in fact a harbinger of a great famine that would befall Egypt. However 

not only did the dream contain the prediction of the famine but it also contained within it how the 

land could be saved from that famine. Yusuf (as) was the one who extracted all of this from such 

a strange dream. Of course he (as) was only able to do it because of the knowledge that had 

been given to him (as) by his Lord. In this ayah Yusuf (as) continues to interpret the dream. 

 Yusuf (as) says “Then will come after that seven hard (years) that will eat what you 

had stored for them”. So first there were seven years of prosperity which were represented by 

the seven fat cows and the seven green ears of corn. Now Yusuf (as) says that there will come to 

them after the period of prosperity seven hard years. These seven difficult years are what were 

represented by the seven lean and weak cows, and the seven withered ears of corn. These will 

be seven difficult years because in this time the land will not yield any grain. So there will be no 

food for the people or the animals. The only food that the people will have are the grains that they 

had stored from the seven prosperous years. From this store of grain they will take a little bit each 

day to support themselves and their animals. This is how they will get through the seven hard 

years. By eating from what they had saved during the years of prosperity. Thus the seven lean 

and weak cows are eating the seven fat cows. 

 Then Yusuf (as) says “except a little which you will have preserved”.  Here Yusuf (as) 

tells them that the famine will not deplete their entire store. The seven hard years will consume 

what they had saved but not all of it. There will still be a little remaining. What is the wisdom of 

Yusuf (as) mentioning this fact? Why did Yusuf (as) need to mention that there will still be a little 

grain left over? It is so that the people do not lose hope. During the famine the people will see 
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their store of grain becoming smaller and smaller with each passing day. Now during this time 

some people may fear that the store of grain would finish before the famine ends. Yusuf (as) 

ensures them in this ayah that such will not happen. There will still be a little left over. They will 

survive the famine with grains left over. This news will prevent the people from becoming 

apprehensive and scared during the famine. In the end they know that they will be all right. It will 

be difficult but in the end they know that they will make it. See here how merciful is Yusuf (as) 

with these people. He (as) not only tells them everything that they should expect and everything 

that they should do, but he (as) also consoles them and tells them what will prevent them from 

becoming afraid and apprehensive. How merciful was this noble prophet? 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how bad news should be given to 

people. Here Yusuf (as) was giving to the people of Egypt the prediction that a great famine 

would befall their land. But look at how he (as) conveys this news to them. Even the way in which 

he (as) conveys this news to them he (as) shows mercy and compassion. On the one hand he 

(as) is honest with them. He (as) tells them of the difficulties that they are going to have to face. 

He (as) tells them of the seven difficult years that will come upon them. From this they know that 

these will be years of suffering and deprivation. But at the same time Yusuf (as) also gives them 

hope. He (as) lets them know that they will grain at this time. He (as) also lets them know that 

their grain stores will not be depleted. In other words they will have enough food to make it 

through the famine. So this is how we should deal with people as well. We have to honest and 

truthful with them. We cannot hide the truth from them even if the truth may be difficult for them to 

hear. At the same time we must also tell them something that will give them hope. We must tell 

them something that will lift their spirits. As Allah (swt) has told us in other ayahs of the Quran 

that with every difficulty comes ease. This means that in the life of this world there is a relief for 

every hardship. Allah (swt) may give us some hardship or trial but at the same time He (swt) will 

also give us some ease or relief. Just look at your life now. You are probably going through 

several trials but at the same time you also have much in your life that you can be thankful for. 

Such is the nature of life. People need to be reminded of this fact, and this is what Yusuf (as) 

does in this ayah. May Allah (swt) allow us to follow in the example of this noble prophet! 
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50. “Then after that will come a year, in which the people will have abundant rain, and in 

which they will press”. 

 This ayah is the final part of the interpretation that Yusuf (as) makes of the king’s dream. 

We saw in the previous ayah that the king’s dream was in fact a prediction of a great famine that 

would befall Egypt. But not only did this dream contain the prediction of the famine but it also 

contained the solution of how Egypt could be saved from it. Yusuf (as) had told all of this to the 

man when he visited him (as). Now in this ayah Yusuf (as) tells him one more piece of news. This 

news is not actually part of the dream but Yusuf (as) tells it to the man nonetheless. This further 

goes to show us how Yusuf (as) indeed gave these people much more than they had asked for. 

This further goes to show the mercy and compassion that he (as) had for them. This further goes 

to show how much he (as) was striving in order to guide them to Allah (swt). 

 In this ayah Yusuf (as) describes the year that will come after the seven years of 

hardship. He (as) describes it as a year in which the people will have an abundant rain. This 

means that the people will be relieved from their difficultly. The rains will bring the crops to the 

land once again. Then there will be plenty of food for everyone. They will no longer have to ration 

their food. They will no longer have to eat only one meal per day. They can eat all that they want. 

They can have festivities and celebrations. In every way they will have relief from their suffering 

during those seven years of hardship. 

 Yusuf (as) also describes this as a year “in which they will press”. What exactly they 

will press has not been specified so we can assume the most general meaning. Usually when 

many foods are prepared they need to be pressed. For example fruits are pressed so that the 

juices can be extracted from them. So the general meaning that we can take from this part of the 

ayah is not to delve on what exactly they will press but to see that this will be a time of prosperity 

for them in which they will press all kinds of foods and fruits. 
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 Notice that this year of prosperity is not directly mentioned in the kings dream. There is 

nothing in the dream that speaks of this year of prosperity. The seven fats cows were the sevens 

years of prosperity that would come first and the seven lean cows were the seven years of 

hardship that would come next. But there is nothing in the dream that represents this year of 

prosperity that would follow the seven hard years. Why then did Yusuf (as) mention this year? 

The news of this year is not part of the interpretation of the dream, so why does Yusuf (as) 

mention it? Once again it is to show the mercy and compassion that Yusuf (as) had for these 

people. Remind yourself at this point that these people were not Muslims. They were not Muslims 

and still Yusuf (as) had such compassion for them. Even though they had done him (as) so much 

wrong he (as) had such compassion for them. He (as) wanted them to know that there will be a 

year of relief after the seven difficult years. He (as) wanted to save them from anxiety and 

distress, from worry and apprehension. Such was the character of this noble prophet and the 

compassion that he (as) had for the people. Such was the amount that he (as) was willing to 

sacrifice for the dawah. Insha Allah this is what we need to do as well. 

 Now does this mean that we should such mercy and compassion for every single person 

on this planet? Should we even love them as we love our Muslim brothers and sisters? For the 

first question we should have mercy and compassion for all people as long as we are certain that 

they have not openly rejected this Message. All non-Muslims can be divided into two groups. 

Those who have received the Message and have turned away from it, and those who have not 

received the Message yet. The first of these groups is not deserving of mercy from us because 

they have chosen to turn away from Allah (swt). How then can we have any compassion for such 

wicked people? On the contrary they are the people who are deserving of our anger and they are 

the ones who deserved to be fought against. But the second of these groups do deserve our 

mercy and compassion. We cannot say for sure that they are evil because they have never been 

correctly presented with the Message. The reason why they are so heedless of Allah (swt) is 

because they have not been reminded about Him (swt) and in the meantime this world is always 

presenting itself to them. Thus they are lost in the life of this world and in their fruitless quests for 

the material pleasures therein. So how can we hate them? On the contrary we should love them 
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as our brethren in humanity and we should wish for them to be guided to the Truth of this 

Message. Now of course we can never love them as much as we love our Muslim brothers and 

sisters, but we should still love them as our brethren in humanity. The brotherhood in Islam is the 

greatest of brotherhoods and there is nothing that can compare to this brotherhood.  This bond is 

even thicker than blood. However for the reminder of humanity we should still love them and we 

should want the best for them just like Yusuf (as) did.  Not only should we love them and wish the 

best for them but we also have to behave with them in the best way possible. We should 

remember that even our behavior with them is part of our dawah to them. Perhaps our kindness 

to them will help to guide them back to Allah (swt). Perhaps one act of kindness and mercy on our 

part will make them think about their Creator. Such was the thinking of Yusuf (as). This was why 

he (as) had such mercy and compassion for these people even though they had done such 

wrong to him (as). 

 Now in our opinion, and Allah (swt) Knows best, the vast majority of people in the world 

today fall into the second of these groups. They may have heard about Islam but they have never 

been correctly been presented with the Message.  This is because the vehicle for dawah which is 

the Islamic State is missing from the world today. Thus the people never receive this Message 

correctly. All that they know about it is the propaganda and the lies that the enemies of this 

Message have fed to them. So until the State is restored and the true dawah is resumed we have 

to behave with the people in the best of ways. We have to be merciful and kind to them even if 

they do wrong to us. We have to always be fair in our dealings with them. We have to always 

speak to them in the best of ways. Most of all we have to go out of way to help them and do what 

is best for them. Such was the way of Yusuf (as). Such is the shining example that Allah (swt) has 

given us to follow if we want to walk on the path that leads to His (swt)’s Pleasure. Remember 

that Allah (swt) is all that matters in your life. Not yourself and not these people. So do all that you 

can to please Him (swt) and pray that He (swt) accepts it from you! 
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51. The king said “Bring him to me”. So when the messenger came to him he said “Return 

to your lord and ask him what happened to the women who cut their hands. Surely my 

Lord Knows of their plot well”. 

There is much that happens between this ayah and the previous ayah that is not explicitly 

mentioned. But all of it can easily be implied from what is in this ayah and in the previous ayahs. 

In the stories of the Quran Allah (swt) only gives us the most important and relevant parts of the 

story. He (swt) leaves all that is superfluous and all that can be implied from what He (swt) has 

already said. So there are many events that happen in between what Allah (swt) had told us 

about in the previous ayah and what He (swt) tells us about in this ayah that we can infer. Such is 

part of the Miracle of the Quran in that Allah (swt) can give us such a rich story filled with so much 

meaning and lessons using only a few words. The actual story of Yusuf (as) in this Surah is less 

than a hundred ayahs, but it contains within it so much meaning that books and books can be 

written about it and still all of its meaning could not be explained. 

Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how “The king said “Bring him to me””. Recall 

how Allah (swt) ended the previous ayah with Yusuf (as) interpreting the dream of the king and 

also with Yusuf (as) telling the people even more than what was in the dream. Now Allah (swt) 

changes the scene to the court of the king. The king is commanding that Yusuf (as) be brought to 

him. What has happened in between these two scenes? Allah (swt) does not tell us explicitly but 

we can infer from what is in this ayah and from the previous ayahs. First of all we learn that the 

king found the interpretation of his dream. He saw that it was indeed a true dream and not a 

meaningless dream like the nobles had claimed. We also learn that the king found out that it was 

Yusuf (as) who had interpreted the dream. Recall from the previous ayahs how the cup-bearer 
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wanted to take credit for the interpretation himself. He said that he would inform the king of its 

interpretation if only he is sent. But the king found out that this man went to Yusuf (as) and that it 

was Yusuf (as) who had actually interpreted the dream. This was why the king wanted to see 

Yusuf (as). This was why the king ordered him (as) to be brought to him. He wanted to reward 

and honor this man who had interpreted his dream for him. This man who had saved his 

kingdom. But does Yusuf (as) come when the king summons him (as)? 

Allah (swt) tells us in the next part of the ayah “So when the messenger came to him 

he said “Return to your lord and ask him what happened to the women who cut their 

hands”.  Now the messenger from the king comes to Yusuf (as) specifically to bring him to the 

king. If you want to know what is patience then imagine yourself in the shoes of Yusuf (as) at this 

moment. You are in prison. You have been oppressed and you have been wronged. You have 

been suffering in the prison for years and years. Your very freedom has been taken away from 

you. All not because of something that you have done but rather because of the crimes and 

transgressions of others. Now a messenger from the king comes to you. The king has sent this 

messenger specifically for you. This messenger tells you that the king specifically wants to see 

you. Do you think that you will be able to hold yourself back from going with the messenger? 

Would you resist the opportunity to be face to face with the king? You could clear all of the false 

accusations that have been made against you. You could see to it that justice is done for the 

wrong that has been done to you. You could live a comfortable and pleasurable life having all of 

your needs take care of. Despite all of this if you know that remaining in prison was the right 

course of action to follow, if you knew that this was what was most pleasing to Allah (swt) then 

would you still do it? Would you still choose to remain in prison?  This is what Yusuf (as) did.  

Yusuf (as) told the messenger to go back to his lord and ask him to inquire about the women who 

had cut their hands.  He (as) does not say anything more than this. He (as) leaves it up to the 

king to investigate and find out about these women. On the one hand Yusuf (as) does not want to 

backbite against these women by mentioning their names in reference to foul deed that they 

committed. On the other hand their evil was so great and their deed was so foul that Yusuf (as) 

does not even want to speak about it. He (as) leaves it to the king and his investigators to find out 
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what happened. However the benefit that we can take from this ayah is to see that Yusuf (as) 

chose to remain in prison. He (as) chose to remain in prison even though he (as) had an excellent 

opportunity to leave. The question to ask ourselves now is why. Why did Yusuf (as) choose to 

remain in this place of confinement and torture? 

The simple answer is because Allah (swt) had told him (as) to. Through revelation Allah 

(swt) had told Yusuf (as) to remain in the prison.  Allah (swt) wanted all of the people to know that 

Yusuf (as) was innocent of the charges that were made against him (as). Allah (swt) wanted all of 

the people to know of the great wrong that was done against him (as). Allah (swt) wanted all of 

the people to know of the great evil that the women had done against him (as). Yusuf (as) should 

not even leave the prison until this justice was done. So great was the need for this justice to be 

done. How great was the evil that these people had done and had kept hidden? The women had 

sought to seduce Yusuf (as) against his will. They had tried to make Yusuf (as) to touch them 

when they were not even married to him (as). Then the men had tried to cover up this crime. 

They put the blame on Yusuf (as) instead of on their women. They had put an innocent man in 

prison for years only because of their own their own pride and their own jealousy. This was the 

greatest of injustices and Allah (swt) wanted that this injustice should be known to the people 

before Yusuf (as) should step one foot outside of the prison. This is why Yusuf (as) does not say 

anything to this messenger except that he (as) requests that this women are inquired about. 

The only other statement that Yusuf (as) makes to this messenger is “Surely my Lord 

Knows of their plot well”. Here Yusuf (as) is only implying that these women did wrong. Instead 

of naming them and accusing them directly, he (as) only implies that they did wrong. He (as) says 

that they planned a great plot, but he (as) also says that Allah (swt) Knows their plot very well. 

Allah (swt) encompasses all that they do. So Yusuf (as) does not need for the king to punish 

these women. He (as) already knows that his Lord knows very well what they have done. Thus 

the justice that needs to be done here is not so much the punishing of these women, but it is the 

clearing of Yusuf (as)’s name. Yusuf (as) was a dawah carrier. One who called the people to 

Allah (swt). Because of this the people must know only good from him (as).  
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One lesson that we can take from this is to see that we as dawah carriers must also think 

of the image that we portray to the people. How can we call the people to Allah (swt) if we 

ourselves are so distant from Him (swt)? How can we tell others to do good if we ourselves are 

immersed in sin? Look here at the example of Yusuf (as). He (as) had done nothing wrong. But 

still he (as) chose to remain in prison only so that his name can be cleared. Only so that the 

people may know that he (as) is not a sinner and a foul person. This was not because of his 

arrogance and pride but rather it was for the dawah. The people need to know that the dawah 

carrier is not one who is immersed in sin. The people need to know that if they respond to our call 

then it will make them into a better person, it will make them into one who is closer to Allah (swt). 

Now this does not mean that we should be free of sin if we are to carry the dawah. Everyone 

outside of the prophets commits sins, such is the nature of the children of Adam. But if we are 

involved in the dawah then we must make a conscious effort to try and avoid sin. We have to 

realize that when we are calling to Allah (swt) then the eyes of all of the people will be upon us. 

Then if they see us is immersed in sin then this might turn them away from our call. So if you are 

involved in the dawah then try your best to avoid the major sins like fornication, alcohol and 

dealing with interest. These are the worst of sins and they will drive the people away from you if 

you were to call to Allah (swt) while still indulging them. Dawah is an obligation for all of us, and 

so giving up on these sins becomes even more of an onus upon us. 

In his tafsir of this ayah Mawdudi asks us to once again note how different is this account 

of Yusuf (as) to what is in the Jewish and Christian scriptures. Their books have Yusuf (as) 

responding immediately when summoned by the king. According to them when Yusuf (as) arrives 

in the court of the king he (as) is enthralled and bedazzled by the grandeur of the king’s palace. 

His eyes are fixated on the gems in the king’s throne. Then when Yusuf (as) sees the king he 

bows down before him in respect. The king then addresses Yusuf (as) as he would a commoner. 

Does this sound to you like a prophet of Allah (swt)? Would a prophet have such love for the 

things of this world? Would a prophet humiliate himself before a human being like this? From this 

we are reminded once again which Book has the true story and which Book the false one. 
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52. He said “What was your affair when you sought to seduce Yusuf against his will”. They 

said “Allah forbid! We did not from him any evil”. The wife of the Aziz said “Now the Truth 

has come out. I did seek to seduce him against his will but he was of the truthful”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) brings our attention back to the court of the king. The king had 

requested to see Yusuf (as). The man who had interpreted his dream when no one else could 

not. But when the messenger came to Yusuf (as), he (as) had declared that he (as) would not 

leave the prison until his name was cleared. Until everyone knew what the women who cut their 

hands had done to him (as). Now the king begins to investigate the matter. The evil secrets that 

have been kept are now disclosed. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah what happens next. 

  Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how the king said “What was your affair when 

you sought to seduce Yusuf against his will”. This is the question that the king poses for all of 

these noblewomen. In essence he is asking them for the reason why they did what they did. They 

had done to Yusuf (as) a great injustice. They had invited him (as) towards sin even though they 

knew that he (as) wanted to remain pure. Notice that the king does not criticize them for being 

unfaithful to their husbands or even for trying to having relations with a man whom they were not 

married to. As we said this was because they were a loose and promiscuous people. It was not a 

huge matter for them for a woman to have relations outside of marriage. But what the king had a 

problem with here was that they sought to seduce Yusuf (as) against his will. Yusuf (as) did not 

want to be with them and they still forced him to come. They even threatened him (as) with torture 

and punishment if he (as) did not yield himself to them. This was what the king found to be 

unacceptable. So he asks them here as to what made them to do this. What was their justification 

for this? What reason could they bring for this great injustice on their part. 
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 Notice also in this ayah how a large portion of the story has been left out.  Allah (swt) 

ended the previous ayah with Yusuf (as) speaking to the king’s messenger, and He (swt) begins 

this ayah with the king speaking to these women. All that transpired between these two events 

has been left out of the Surah. Even though these events have been left out we can still easily 

derive their meaning from what Allah (swt) has already told us. As we learned this also is part of 

the Miracle of the Quran in that Allah (swt) can give us such a rich story filled with so much 

meaning from only a limited number of words. What has been left out in this instance is that the 

messenger returned to the king with the request of Yusuf (as). The king then began the 

investigation to find out what happened with these women who had cut their hands. The king then 

discovers what they did to Yusuf (as). How they sought to seduce him (as) against his will. How 

he (as) resisted them even though they called him (as) again and again. How the husbands and 

guardians of these women became jealous and enraged at Yusuf (as). How they falsely accused 

him (as) of intending evil with their women and put him (as) in prison for that. How he (as) had 

remained in prison for years and years without any chance of parole or pardon. The king found 

out about all of this through his investigation. We have to remember that this was the king and no 

one could keep secrets from the king. His authority in the land was absolute. So he found out 

about everything that these evil people had done to Yusuf (as). The king also realized that the 

root cause of all of this injustice was the fact that these women had sought to seduce Yusuf (as) 

against his will. They had called him (as) to them even though they knew that he (as) did not want 

to come. This was the reason why all of these problems had started. These women could not 

control their lusts and desires. They had forced Yusuf (as) to do something that he (as) did not 

want to do. All of the other problems such as Yusuf (as)’s unjust imprisonment and the cutting of 

their hands was because they could not control themselves. They king realized this and that was 

why he summoned all of these women to his court and he asked them as to what made them do 

this. Thus Allah (swt) begins this ayah with the king speaking to these women. Allah (swt) does 

not mention all of these extra details in the Surah but we can easily derive it from the context. 

Such is the ocean of meaning that is in this Book, do you not see now how it could only be from 

your Creator? 
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The women respond to the question of the king by first saying “Allah forbid!”.  Now they 

have been caught. Now they have been discovered. So they are asking Allah (swt) to forbid the 

reality that they find themselves in. They are asking Allah (swt) to remove them from the reality 

that they are in. Of course they know that this request will never be granted but they say it 

anyway because this was how desperate their situation was. They know that there is no way for 

them to answer the king’s question. They know that they had no justifiable reason for doing what 

they did. They only did what they did because of their arrogance and their lusts. They saw 

themselves to be better than Yusuf (as). They were Egyptians and he was a foreigner. They were 

noblewomen and he was a slave. So they thought that he (as) must yield to them and do their 

bidding. They also could not control their lusts and their desires for him (as). They were drowning 

in their desire for him (as). This was what made them do what they did. Of course they knew that 

the king would never accept such an excuse. So all that they could say was “Allah forbid!”. They 

want Allah (swt) to forbid them from being in that situation. Of course this did not happen. This 

was the bed that they made for themselves. Now they had to face the consequences of their 

actions. 

These noblewomen then say “We did not from him any evil”. At this point they knew 

that Yusuf (as) had earned the favor of the king. The king was very impressed with Yusuf (as) 

because he (as) had been able to interpret the dream when no one else could. The king was also 

impressed with Yusuf (as) because he (as) had chose to remain in prison until justice was done. 

No one except the most honored and noble of people would do this. So these women knew that 

they could no longer say anything negative about Yusuf (as). The king would not hear it. Nothing 

at this point could make the king think negatively about Yusuf (as). So these women realized that 

all that they could do now was to speak the truth. There was nothing else left to say but the truth. 

So they finally admit that they knew from Yusuf (as) no evil. Not only do they say that he (as) had 

done no evil but they even say that they know from him (as) no evil. Thus they are admitting that 

he (as) had done no evil to them nor to anyone else. They are admitting that they had never seen 

or heard from him (as) the slightest of evil. 
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In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “The wife of the Aziz said “Now the Truth 

has come out. I did seek to seduce him against his will but he was of the truthful””. Finally 

the wife of the Aziz speaks. Notice that up until this point in this part of the Surah there was no 

direct mention of her. This was because Yusuf (as) did not mention her explicitly. Even though 

she was the one who had started this whole affair. Even though she was the one who had been 

charged with taking care of Yusuf (as).  Even though she was the one who was the most 

vehement and the most vocal in insisting that Yusuf (as) be placed in prison. Despite all of this 

Yusuf (as) still does not speak of her by name. He (as) only asked the king to enquire about the 

women but he (as) did not mention her name explicitly. This was only because his intention was 

clearing his name and not on extracting vengeance from these women. He (as) did not have any 

hatred in his heart for these women and for what they did to him (as). He (as) did not even have 

any hatred for the wife of the Aziz despite all that she had done to him (as). This was because his 

heart was attached to his Lord. All that Yusuf (as) cared about was Allah (swt) and pleasing Him 

(swt). Nothing else in this world mattered for him (as). This is why he (as) does not even mention 

the name of this woman who had done him (as) such injustice. 

The wife of the Aziz finally says “Now the Truth has come out”. The language of the 

ayah gives the meaning that this is a truth which she had been suppressing and hiding for a long 

time now. This truth was her secret and she had been trying her best to keep it concealed. But it 

was eating away from inside of her. And now she finally has to let it out. She had now reached a 

point where she could no longer keep it bottled up inside of her. This truth has finally come out. 

But what truth is this? Is it the fact that she tried to seduce Yusuf (as) against his will? Was this 

the secret that she was trying all of this time to keep hidden within her? No this was not her 

secret. Remember how she herself had admitted this fact to the women who she had invited to 

her house. Even her husband knew about this fact. So what was the secret? What was the truth 

that had come out now? What was it that she could not keep hidden within herself? It was when 

she said of Yusuf (as) that “he was of the truthful”.  Yusuf (as) was the truthful. That was the 

truth that she could no longer keep hidden. All of this time she had spoken nothing but evil about 

Yusuf (as). Now the truth had come out.  
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53. “That is so that he may know that I did not betray him in secret, and surely Allah does 

not guide the plot of the betrayers”.          

 The scholars have differed about whose speech this ayah is conveying to us. Some 

scholars have said that is of Yusuf (as)’s and others have said that it is of the wife of the Aziz. 

Allah (swt) Knows best, the latter of these opinions seem correct to us. The strongest evidence 

for that point is the fact that the previous ayah ended with her speaking. Since there is nothing in 

this ayah to indicate the person speaking has changed we can assume that this is still her 

speech. Recall from the previous ayah how she admitted her guilt and she also admitted that 

Yusuf (as) was of the truthful. In this ayah she tells us what changed her. She tells us why she 

has now come forward with the truth. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how she said “That is so that he may know that I did not betray 

him in secret”. The pronoun “he” here refers to Yusuf (as). She came forward with the truth only 

so that Yusuf (as) may know that she did not betray him in secret. This was the reason why she 

spoke the truth. It was not because of fear of the king or because she had been forced to speak 

the truth. It was only because she did not want to betray Yusuf (as).  Notice how her whole 

attitude towards Yusuf (as) had changed. Before she had hated this man because he would not 

yield himself to her. She wanted to see him imprisoned and beaten. Now she did not even want to 

say anything evil about him in his absence. She was worried and concerned about betraying his 

honor. She wanted everyone to know that she did not betray Yusuf (as) in any way. 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how she said “and surely Allah does not guide the plot of the 

betrayers”. Look at how much this woman had changed from the woman that she used to be. 

Not only had her attitude towards Yusuf (as) changed but she was not even among those who 

remembered Allah (swt). She mentioned the Name of her Creator in her speech. This woman 

who was once so distant from Allah (swt) now spoke His (swt)’s Name in her speech to the king. 
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Such was unheard of in her society. The people rarely mentioned the Name of Allah (swt) in their 

conversations, and even less when they spoke in public. She came from a people who were 

heedless of Allah (swt). They never remembered Allah (swt) or spoke about Him (swt) unless 

they were in some danger.  However at this point this woman had reached a station where she 

even spoke the Name of Allah (swt) in her confession before the king. So the whole kingdom 

heard her speech and heard her mention the Name of Allah (swt). But she did not care. In fact 

she wanted the people to know that she was now close to her Lord. She wanted the people to 

know that she was now among those who remembered Allah (swt). 

 She says in this ayah that Allah (swt) does not guide the plot of the betrayers. She 

should know this fact first hand. In her past she had betrayed Yusuf (as) time and time again. But 

did any of her plots that came from such betrayal ever reach fruition? She had wanted Yusuf (as) 

to come to her or else to suffer forever in prison, disgraced and humiliated. But all of these plots 

had failed. Yusuf (as) never touched her and now he (as) was about to be freed from the prison. 

He (as) was also going to be honored by the king and be given a noble position in the kingdom. 

See then what happened to her plots? See then what happens to all of the plots of the 

treacherous and evil people? This woman now realized this fact and she admits it in front of 

everyone. Allah (swt) does not guide the plots of the betrayers, in other words such plots will 

never come to fruition. 

 Now the question to be asked is what made her change in this way. What made her go 

from a woman who was so distant from Allah (swt) to one who was so close to Him (swt)? She 

used to be a woman who was so evil that she was willing to put Yusuf (as) through pain and 

torture only so that she could fulfill her desires. She had kept pursuing Yusuf (as) relentlessly 

even after it was clear that he (as) wanted to remain pure. She knew that her seductions caused 

him (as) pain and she knew that he (as) did not want to be with her, yet she still pursued him (as). 

When she was discovered by her husband she had blamed Yusuf (as) even though she knew 

that he (as) was innocent.  Then she had invited all of the noblewomen to her house and she had 

made them to cut their own hands only so that she can revenge on them for what they had said 

about her. She had even admitted in front of all of them the evil and foul deed that she had 
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intended with Yusuf (as). Then she threatened Yusuf (as) with prison if he (as) did not yield to her 

demands. So how evil of a woman was she? Yet now she had changed. Now not only did she 

become righteous but she became of those who remembered Allah (swt). She spoke the Name of 

Allah (swt) for all to hear. She was careful only to do the actions that Allah (swt) would be pleased 

with. Notice how she herself admits the blame on herself. She admits in front of the king and in 

front of the entire kingdom. While the other women acknowledged that Yusuf (as) was innocent 

they never blamed themselves. They never blamed themselves even though they too were guilty 

of trying to seduce Yusuf (as). But the wife of the Aziz was not like them. She admits the wrong 

that she had done. She no longer cared for herself and for her desires. Now she only cared for 

the Truth and for clearing Yusuf (as)’ name. Now she only cared for Allah (swt).  What was the 

reason for this? What made her change? How did she change from being so evil to being so 

righteous? The answer is Yusuf (as). Through Yusuf (as) Allah (swt) guided her to Him (swt). 

 Many are the ways in which Allah (swt) guides the people. Sometimes Allah (swt) guides 

the people through the Quran. Sometimes Allah (swt) guides the people through the calling of the 

messengers and the dawah carriers. Sometimes Allah (swt) guides the people through the signs 

in the universe. Sometimes Allah (swt) guides the people through calamites and trials that they 

face in their lives. And sometimes Allah (swt) guides the people through the behavior and the 

conduct of His (swt)’s righteous servants. This was the case with the wife of the Aziz. It was what 

she saw in Yusuf (as) that brought her closer to her Lord. Notice that Yusuf (as) never carried 

dawah to her like he (as) did to the prisoners in the jail. So it was only through his behavior and 

conduct that she became closer to Allah (swt). Remember that several years had passed since 

she had tried to seduce Yusuf (as). In that time she had thought and reflected on the kind of 

person that he (as) was. Now she realized what a perfect human being he (as) was. In the past 

she had been blinded by his physical beauty but now she realized his spiritual beauty. She 

realized his noble character and high morals. She realized that the reason why he (as) was this 

way was because he (as) was close to Allah (swt). Then she realized that this was how she 

wanted to be as well. She saw that this was the kind of life that she should live. A life of those 

who are dedicated to Allah (swt). The life that all people were created to live. 
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 So one lesson that we can take from this ayah is to remind ourselves that our actions is 

every much a part of our dawah as our words are. Often times our actions speak louder than our 

words. So we must always behave with the people in the best way.  The people need to see the 

kind of person that this Din can create. The effect that it can have on a person. So if you truly 

believe in Allah (swt), if you truly know Him (swt), then you have to act like it. Your belief has to 

show in your actions and in your emotions. So have to be patient, you have to be forgiving, you 

have to be kind, you have to be humble, you have to be truthful, you have to fulfill your oaths,  all 

of this is also part of your dawah. If you do not have this then how can you be near to Allah (swt), 

and if you are not near Him (swt) then how can you all others to Him (swt)? 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how much people can change. 

This ayah serves to remind us how not all people are pure evil or pure good. There are people 

like the Prophet (saw) who are pure good and there are people like Firaun who are pure evil. But 

the majority of mankind is in between these two extremes. They have some good in them and 

some evil in them. Allah (swt) shows us in this ayah how the good in some people can overcome 

the evil in them. Look at how evil the wife of the Aziz was and look here at how much she had 

changed. If she can undergo such a transformation then why can’t you? Why can’t you journey to 

your Lord the distance that she went? So no matter how great are the sins that you have 

committed do not ever give up on Allah (swt). You can change yourself for the better. You can 

draw more closer to your Lord then you ever imagined before. All that you have to do is believe in 

yourself and pray to Allah (swt) to take you there.  Similarly we can also never give up on others. 

So today you may know a brother or a sister who is not practicing the Din correctly. Do not give 

up on them. Do not say that they will never change. As we can see from this ayah people can 

change. They can change more than we could possibly imagine. Once Allah (swt) puts the Light 

of Guidance in their hearts then they could be as different as night and day. 
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54. “And I do not free myself, surely the soul commands to do evil, except on whom my 

Lord has had mercy on. Surely My Lord is Forgiving Merciful”. 

 In this ayah as well the scholars have differed as to whether it is Yusuf (as) or the wife of 

the Aziz who is speaking. However if we study the ayah we can see that the meaning in fact fits 

for both of them. So it could very well be possible that they both said this and Allah (swt) Knows 

best. In fact the meaning of this ayah is not only applicable to Yusuf (as) and the wife of the Aziz 

but it is in fact true for all human beings. All of us should speak the words of this ayah and realize 

how true it is for us. This ayah describes for us the nature of the human being. 

 First in this ayah Allah (swt) teaches us to say “And I do not free myself”. This means 

that do not say that you are free from blame.  Do not declare yourself to be free from the blame 

that all people have. We all commit sins and so we are all worthy of blame. We all do not worship 

and serve Allah (swt) enough so we are all worthy of blame. Do not for one second think that you 

are free from this. Do not for one second be content with yourself and think that you have done 

enough to worship and serve your Creator. The moment that you are content with yourself. The 

moment that you stop striving to improve yourself. The moment that you fail to realize your 

shortcomings. That is the moment when you have sealed your fate in the Fire. May Allah (swt) 

save us from that! We said how this part of the ayah was even true for Yusuf (as).  This noble 

prophet who did not commit any sins. This noble prophet who spent every moment in worship 

and servitude to Allah (swt).  Even he (as) did not declare himself to be free of blame. Yusuf (as) 

knew that he (as) had a desire to be with the wife of the Aziz and he (as) knew that he (as) would 

have fallen if Allah (swt) had not saved him (as). So even he (as) spoke these words and 

declared that he (as) was not free from blame. Life is nothing but the constant struggle to come 

closer to Allah (swt). It is realizing how we are nothing and how Allah (swt) is everything. How can 

you come to this realization unless you see your weaknesses? 
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 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us to say “surely the soul commands to do 

evil”. This also is something that we must always realize. We as human beings are prone to evil. 

We are human beings are prone to do that which is displeasing to our Lord and Master. We can 

see that the human being has certain instincts and needs. These include the desire for power and 

domination, the lusts for sexual gratification, the greed for wealth and material things and other 

wants that the human self has.  Now if this human does not have guidance from Allah (swt) then it 

will always follow these needs. It will not care about the consequences of satisfying these needs. 

Often times it will also not care if it has to hurt others in order to get these needs. So all people 

have within them this desire for evil. This push of the instincts to do that which is displeasing to 

Allah (swt) is what He (swt) refers to here as the soul that commands to do evil. Evil is all that 

displeases the Creator.  

 Then Allah (swt) tells us to say “except on whom my Lord has had mercy on”.  So the 

only ones who are free from their souls commanding them to do evil are those whom Allah (swt) 

has had mercy on. Now this mercy of Allah (swt) can be in several different ways. One form of 

this mercy is the guidance that Allah (swt) sends down in the form of divine revelation. So those 

who receive the guidance from Allah (swt), those who are blessed to be born as Muslims or who 

revert to Islam later on in their lives, these are the ones who have this form of mercy. For us 

today this mercy is the Quran and Sunnah. Here Allah (swt) tells us what is pleasing to Him (swt) 

and what is not. Allah (swt) shows us what is good and what is evil. So if we stick to the Quran 

and Sunnah, if we make a resolve in our lives that we will try our best to follow this guidance, then 

Insha Allah we can be safe from the evil inclinations of our soul. Insha Allah we will realize that 

the right course of action is not always what our souls incline us to do but rather it is what Allah 

(swt) has legislated for us in the Quran and Sunnah. So whenever your instincts push you 

towards a certain action you must first ask yourself if Allah (swt) would be pleased with you doing 

that action. Only if you are certain that He (swt) will be can you then do that action. Thus this 

guidance becomes a way of controlling and regulating the instincts of the human being. When the 

human has this guidance then he no longer behaves purely on his instincts. Rather he can refer 

to this guidance as a criterion with which to judge his actions. Thus he is elevated to a higher 
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degree than someone who only follows theirs desires like animals do. He thus becomes a better 

human being. One who will be source of good to everyone and everything that is around him. So 

we see that one form of mercy which Allah (swt) gives to save ourselves from the evil of our souls 

is the guidance that He (swt) sends down in the Quran and Sunnah. The guidance is the mercy. 

 Another form of the mercy of Allah (swt) that saves people from the evil of their souls is a 

desire that He (swt) places in their hearts to do good. We can see that there are people who are 

prone to do good and there are people who are prone to do evil.  It seems as if this how people 

are. It seems as if this is a part of their nature. In reality however this also is part of the Mercy of 

Allah (swt). Our Lord has mercy on some people by placing in their hearts a desire to do good. 

This desire to do good saves these people from the evil that their souls command them to do. 

Now the question to be asked is how does one receive this mercy from Allah (swt)? How can we 

be among those for whom doing good has been made easy and doing evil has been made 

difficult? As we can see from the ayah this mercy is also from Allah (swt) so we have to ask Him 

(swt) to grant this mercy to us. We have to be among those that Allah (swt) is pleased with. If 

Allah (swt) is pleased with us, if Allah (swt) likes what He (swt) Sees from us, then He (swt) will 

place in us this desire to do good. This then should be an even further incentive for you to strive 

to worship Allah (swt). If you do then you know that you will be among those for whom the good 

has been made easy and the evil has been made difficult. You will be among the kind and the 

merciful, the forbearing and the forgiving, the patient and the steadfast, the honest and the 

trustworthy. Are these not qualities that you want for yourself? So strive to please Allah (swt) and 

perhaps you will find these traits in you. 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) teaches us to say “Surely My Lord is Forgiving 

Merciful”.  So we learned from this ayah that the propensity to do good as well as the knowledge 

of what is good is a mercy that comes only from Allah (swt). If a people do not have this mercy 

then they are left to their souls which command them to do evil. So is this mercy from Allah (swt) 

difficult to receive? Will Allah (swt) give us this mercy if we are among those who desire it? How 

about for those of us who have committed sins in the past? For those of us who have obeyed our 

souls when they commanded us to evil? Can we still also hope for this mercy from Allah (swt)?  
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What kind of a Lord do we have? Allah (swt) answers these questions in this part of the ayah. 

ffHere Allah (swt) reminds us that surely and definitely He (swt) is Forgiving Merciful. Notice that 

even the word “and” is missing in between these two Names of our Lord. This is to show us how 

the Mercy and Forgiveness of Allah (swt) are linked closely together. Allah (swt) is Forgiving 

because He (swt) is Merciful and He (swt) is Merciful because He (swt) is Forgiving. This is what 

you must always remember about your Lord. Both His (swt)’s Forgiveness and Mercy know no 

limits.  How then can you ever give up on Him (swt)? So if you want to be saved from the soul 

which commands evil then you know to Whom you must turn? Only those on whom Allah (swt) 

has had this mercy are saved. If you have this mercy from Allah (swt) in the life of this world then 

you know that you will have it in the Hereafter. You should know by now what it means to have 

the Mercy of Allah (swt) in the Hereafter and what it means to be deprived of it. 

            

 

 

55. The king said “Bring him to me. I will choose him for myself”. Then when he had 

spoken with him he said “Surely you are with us on this day established and trusted”. 

 This ayah and the one that follows it are two ayahs that we need to study very closely in 

today’s world. Today there is no Islamic State and the entire Muslim world rules with kufr. In other 

words they rule with governments that are not based on Shariah or that are not complete Shariah. 

These two ayahs are the “evidences” that many “scholars” in these lands use to justify their not 

ruling with Islam. They say that these two ayahs give the evidence that it is permissible for 

Muslim to have a government that is not the Islamic State. They say that these two ayahs even 

give the evidence that it is permissible for Muslims to participate in a non-Islamic government 

such as a democracy. They say that these ayahs allow them to take the divine right to legislate 

for themselves. Insha Allah let us study these ayahs and see if they give such a meaning. 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “The king said “Bring him to me. I will choose 

him for myself””. Here Allah (swt) shows us how the king was now even more impressed with 

Yusuf (as). Now the king found out about everything that happened to Yusuf (as) since he (as) 

arrived in Egypt.  The king had now not only seen the intelligence and wisdom of Yusuf (as) but 

he had also seen the patience and forbearance of this noble prophet. His chastity and his purity. 

His honesty and his trustworthiness. His courage and determination. So the king once again calls 

for Yusuf (as). 

 This time however not only does the king call for Yusuf (as), but he also says that he will 

choose him (as) for himself. This means that the king will take responsibility for Yusuf (as). He is 

not going to send Yusuf (as) back to prison or return him (as) to the Aziz. Rather the king will take 

Yusuf (as) for himself. Remember that Yusuf (as) used to be slave. So king is saying here that no 

one else can lay claim to Yusuf (as) now. The king has chosen this noble prophet for himself. 

Now we know that this means that the king grants Yusuf (as) his freedom. By choosing Yusuf (as) 

the king takes him (as) and grants him (as) his freedom. 

 Now does this ayah give the meaning that the king made Yusuf (as) his successor or that 

he made him (as) into a king himself? Of course not. Does it even give the meaning that the king 

gave to Yusuf (as) a position of power? Of course not. As we will see the king has still not even 

spoken with Yusuf (as) and the position of Yusuf (as) has yet to be determined. So we see that 

this part of the ayah does not in any way give the meaning that Yusuf (as) was in any position of 

power. The meaning that it gives is that the king calls for Yusuf (as), having been very impressed 

with him (as) and the king promises to grant Yusuf (as) his freedom.  

 In the second part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “Then when he had spoken with him he 

said “Surely you are with us on this day established and trusted””. There is also a portion of 

the story that has been left out here but we can derive it from the context. The messenger returns 

to Yusuf (as). The messenger tells Yusuf (as) how the king inquired about the women who had 

cut their hands. He then tells Yusuf (as) how all of the women had declared his innocence. He 

then tells Yusuf (as) how the king now knows that he (as) had been falsely imprisoned. He also 

tells Yusuf (as) how impressed the king was with him and how he truly desired to see him (as). 
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Now finally Yusuf (as) accepts the invitation of the king. We are reminded here once again how 

Yusuf (as) does not care for the king like he (as) cares for Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is Who matters 

for Yusuf (as). Who was this king except a creation like himself (as)? So only when he (as) was 

ready does he (as) accept the invitation of the king. 

 After the king had spoken with Yusuf (as) Allah (swt) tells us how he said “Surely you 

are with us on this day established and trusted”. Does this part of the ayah give the meaning 

that Yusuf (as) was given a position of power? No because it will only be in the next ayah that 

Yusuf (as)’s role in the kingdom will be determined. In this ayah the king says to Yusuf (as) that 

he (as) has been established and that he (as) will be trusted. The word “established” gives the 

meaning that the situation of Yusuf (as) will now not change anymore. Now Yusuf (as) was free 

and he (as) will remain free. Now Yusuf (as) was favored and liked by the king and he (as) will 

remain so. Now Yusuf (as) was trusted by the king and he (as) will remain so. When the king 

uses this word it is to assure Yusuf (as) that he (as) will not find himself in prison tomorrow. From 

this day forwards Yusuf (as)’s condition has changed for the better and it will remain so. This is 

the meaning that the word “established” gives in this ayah. It does not in any way mean that 

Yusuf (as) was given any position of power and authority. Allah (swt) Knows best! 

 Similarly the word “trusted” here simply means that the king now trusts Yusuf (as). Since 

the king now trusts Yusuf (as) everyone else in the kingdom will have to trust him (as) as well. 

This is why the king says “with us” instead of saying “with me”. Recall from before how no one 

had trusted Yusuf (as) when he (as) spoke. When he (as) said that he (as) was free and not a 

slave they did not believe him (as). When he (as) said that he (as) was innocent and not guilty of 

those lewd crimes they did not believe him (as). No one believed him (as) when he (as) spoke. 

The king lets Yusuf (as) know here that now things have changed. Now when he (as) speaks he 

(as) will be believed. Not only will he (as) be believed but he (as) will be given trusts on behalf of 

others to hold and look after. Yusuf (as) has now proven to the whole kingdom that he (as) is 

truthful and worthy to given trusts. 
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56. He said “Appoint me over the storehouses of the land. Surely I am a good keeper, 

knowledgeable”. 

 This ayah contains the response of Yusuf (as) to what the king had told him (as) in the 

previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how the king had told Yusuf (as) that he (as) was 

now with them established and trusted. The king had chosen Yusuf (as) for himself. This means 

that the king had taken him (as) away from the people and given him (as) his freedom. Not only 

was Yusuf (as) now free but he (as) was now trusted and established. The king now respected 

and regarded Yusuf (as) and he was now ready to appoint him (as) to any position that he 

wanted. Perhaps at this point Yusuf (as) could have asked for a position of power. Perhaps at this 

point he (as) could even have asked to be made into a prince and be the next in line to inherit the 

kingdom. That was how much the king regarded Yusuf (as). But look here at what this noble 

prophet asked for. This shows how he (as) was one who realized that sovereignty must only be 

for Allah (swt). 

 Yusuf (as) said “Appoint me over the storehouses of the land”.  The storehouses of 

the land are where the grain is stored. Yusuf (as) asked to be put in charge of them. This means 

that he (as) was the one who would be responsible for storing the grain during the years of 

prosperity and he (as) would be responsible for distributing it during the years of hardship. This is 

what Yusuf (as) asked for. Just to be the person in charge of the grain. Now does this sound to 

you like a position of power? Is this the position of someone who legislates laws? No, in fact we 

will even see later on that Yusuf (as) had to abide by the laws of that land. The laws of the king. 

So all that Yusuf (as) asked for was to become an employee in the king’s government. Someone 

who looks after the grain. He (as) did not in any way participate in the political processes of that 

land. He (as) did not legislate laws or in any other way involve himself in the process in which 

laws are legislated. All that he (as) did was look after the storehouses so that he (as) could 

ensure that the grain was properly stored during the years of good harvest, and that it was 

properly distributed to the people during the years of famine. 
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 As we mentioned Yusuf (as) could easily have asked for a position of power if he (as) 

was after power. But Yusuf (as) knows that the true believer does not seek power. More 

importantly he (as) also knows that it is not permissible for us to participate in a government that 

does not rule by the Law of Allah (swt). This is why all that he (as) asked for was simply to be a 

worker. The worker does not participate in the political process of the government; he does not 

bring any laws or is in any involved in the process that will bring laws. He only does the job that is 

assigned to him. Yusuf (as) could easily have asked for a position of power but he (as) did not 

because he (as) knew that sovereignty was only for Allah (swt). So this ayah which the hypocrites 

use to say that it is permissible for Muslims to legislate is actually an evidence to the contrary. 

This ayah clearly shows that any government that is not the Islamic State is not permissible for 

Muslims to have and it also not permissible for Muslims to participate in such governments in any 

way. Sovereignty belongs only to Allah (swt) and any Muslim who participates in the legislation of 

laws in any way has usurped this divine right. Yusuf (as) realized this fact and that is why he (as) 

stayed as far away as he (as) could from positions of power. 

 In the final part of this ayah Yusuf (as) says “Surely I am a good keeper, 

knowledgeable”. Here Yusuf (as) lets the king know that he (as) is capable to do this job. He (as) 

lets the king know that he (as) is qualified for this task. When Yusuf (as) says that he is a “good 

keeper” this means that he (as) will ensure that the grain is properly collected during the years of 

prosperity, and he (as) will ensure that it is guarded and kept safe until the years of famine arrive. 

When Yusuf (as) says that he (as) is “knowledgeable” this means that he (as) knows how to 

properly collect and store the grain. He also knows how to properly distribute it amongst the 

people. He (as) knows which people are the most deserving of it and how much each person 

should get.  Thus we see that Yusuf (as) not only tells the king that he (as) wants this position but 

he also tells him why he is deserving of that position. This is not arrogance or ostentation on the 

part of Yusuf (as), but rather he (as) is merely showing the king that he (as) is qualified for this 

position.  
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57. And thus did we establish Yusuf in the land, he could live therein wherever he pleased, 

We give a portion of our Mercy to whom We please, and We will never allow the reward of 

those who have Ihsan to go to waste. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what became of Yusuf (as) in Egypt. Now he (as) was 

freed from prison. Now he (as) was given his freedom. Now he (as) was made into the guardian 

and the keeper of the storehouses. What now was the fate of Yusuf (as) after this? Allah (swt) 

tells us in this ayah. Similar to the previous ayahs, this ayah is also one that the enemies of this 

Din used to justify ruling by other than Shariah. Insha Allah let us study this ayah and see if it 

gives such a meaning.  

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And thus did we establish Yusuf in the land”. 

The words “and thus” with which Allah (swt) begins this ayah connects the meaning of this ayah 

with the previous ayahs. So in order to understand how exactly Allah (swt) established Yusuf (as) 

in the land we have to look at the previous ayahs. In the previous ayahs the king had told Yusuf 

(as) that he (as) was now with them trusted and respected.  The king also chose Yusuf (as) for 

himself and granted him (as) his freedom. Yusuf (as) then asked the king to be placed in charge 

of the storehouses of the land. Of course the king granted Yusuf (as) this request. This then is 

how Allah (swt) established Yusuf (as) in the land. Allah (swt) established Yusuf (as) in the land 

by giving him (as) his freedom, by allowing him (as) to be close to the king, and by letting him (as) 

to be the guardian of the storehouses. This is how Allah (swt) established him (as) in the land. 

 Some people claim that this part of the ayah gives the meaning that Yusuf (as) was given 

power and authority in the land. But there is nothing in the language of the ayah that gives this 

meaning. Recall that Allah (swt) even used these same words “to establish in the land” in ayah 22 

when He (swt) told us how Yusuf (as) was given a good place in the house of the Aziz. Was 

Yusuf (as) given any power or authority in the house of the Aziz? Of course not because he (as) 
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was a slave at that time. So these words do not mean to be granted power and authority. They 

only mean that Yusuf (as) was given a good place. Allah (swt) once gave Yusuf (as) a good place 

with the Aziz and now He (swt) gave him (as) a good place with the king. A good home. A place 

of safety and security. A place where he can find sustenance and a place where he can rest. This 

is all that this ayah means. Allah (swt) Knows best! 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “he could live therein wherever he 

pleased”. Here Allah (swt) tells us that Yusuf (as) could live in any part of Egypt that he (as) 

pleased. Now he (as) was no longer a slave. Now he (as) was no longer a prisoner. He (as) could 

go wherever he pleased and he (as) could live wherever he pleased. For the first time in his life 

Yusuf (as) had this freedom. There was nothing that restricted the movement of Yusuf (as). He 

could go wherever in the earth that he (as) pleased. The fools who say that Yusuf (as) ruled with 

the laws of man also say that this part of the ayah gives the meaning that he (as) was given 

power in the land. But there is nothing in the language of the ayah that gives this meaning. The 

ayah only gives the meaning that Yusuf (as) could go and settle wherever in the land that he (as) 

pleased. This is the only meaning that the language of the ayah gives.  Allah (swt) Knows best! 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see what a wonderful gift it is to go 

wherever in the earth that one pleases. To simply go to whatever land that one wanted to go to. 

What a great gift and blessing is that? You would think that such would be very easy in today’s 

world because of all the advanced forms of transportation that we have like air travel. However 

the way that the world is set up today it has actually been made very difficult. Today the earth has 

been broken up into dozens of nation states. Each state has artificial borders. Often times these 

borders restrict the movement of people. Many people are not able to go where they please 

because of these borders. Some people are not even able to go and see their families because of 

these artificial borders that the “powers be” have created. They have carved up this earth into 

several small countries and they keep the people confined to these lands just like prisoners. Only 

the wealthy and the affluent can travel in the earth wherever they please. Everyone else is a 

prisoner of their land. How wonderful would it be if the Islamic State returns and this earth could 

be one nation? All the borders could be torn down and everyone could go where they pleased. 
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 That dream will only come true when we can convince the Muslims that they cannot live 

under kufr. The majority of Muslims are still not aware of the fact that we need to live in a country 

that rules only by the Shariah. A country that does not have a president, or a parliament, or an 

ayatollah, or a king or any other innovations that they have replaced the Khalifah with. In order to 

do that Insha Allah we have to break the arguments of the government “scholars” who say that it 

is permissible to live under such kufr governments. The ones who say that there is no such thing 

as the Islamic State or that there is no need for us to work for the State today. They use ayahs 

such as these in order to fool the people. In order to justify their taking the sovereignty that 

belongs to Allah (swt).  

 As we can see these ayahs in no way give the meaning that the human being can 

legislate. There is no mention in these ayahs that Yusuf (as) was ever given power in the land. In 

fact only in the books of the Jews and Christians is there ever any mention of that, and we all 

know how accurate their books are. So how can we believe these so called “scholars” when they 

say that Yusuf (as) had power in the land and who then use that as an excuse for us to live under 

kufr governments or for us to participate in kufr governments? Furthermore why do these fools 

focus only on these ayahs? Why do they ignore the countless other ayahs in the Quran and the 

hadith of the Prophet (saw) which clearly tell us that sovereignty must only be for Allah (swt)? It is 

clear that their interpretation of these ayahs is not sincere. They came to these ayahs with the 

intention that they have to twist their meaning in some way to give themselves an excuse to do 

what they wanted. All that we can say is that Allah (swt) Knows very well what they have done. 

How they used His (swt)’s own Book to prevent His (swt)’s Law from returning. One Day soon 

they will return to Him (swt). Then He (swt) will deal with them as He (swt) pleases.  

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “We give a portion of our Mercy to whom 

We please”. All of this that Allah (swt) has bestowed on Yusuf (as) was from His (swt)’s Mercy.  

Allah (swt) was pleased with Yusuf (as) and so He (swt) bestowed upon him (as) from His (swt)’s 

Mercy. Notice how Allah (swt) calls it a portion of the His (swt)’s Mercy. This is because what 

Allah (swt) grants His (swt)’s righteous servants in this world is only a small portion of the Mercy 

that He (swt) has for them. The much larger portion of His (swt)’s Mercy for them has been kept 
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for the Hereafter. Look at all that Yusuf (as) was given in the life of this world. Can you then 

imagine what awaits him (as) in the Hereafter? 

 In the final part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “and We will never allow the reward of 

those who have Ihsan to go to waste”.  As we mentioned Yusuf (as) was one of those who had 

Ihsan. This means that he (as) worshipped and served Allah (swt) as though he saw Him (swt). 

This means that he (as) was aware of the Presence of Allah (swt) for every moment of his 

existence. We can see from the Surah that this was how Yusuf (as) was. When he (as) saw the 

dream he thought about Allah (swt) and that was why he (as) told his father about the dream. 

When his brothers put him in the well he remembered Allah (swt) and that was how he (as) found 

solace and peace at that moment of trial and fear.  When the wife of the Aziz tried to seduce him, 

he (as) sought refuge in Allah (swt) and that was how he (as) escaped that temptation.  When all 

of the young and beautiful noblewomen in the city were calling him towards sin he (as) prayed to 

Allah (swt) to save him (as) from that temptation and that was how he (as) found safety.  Then 

when he (as) was in the prison he (as) called the prisoners in the jail to Allah (swt). When you are 

among those who think of Allah (swt) at every moment would you not then call to Him (swt)? 

 So to have Ihsan is to remember Allah (swt) at every moment. What kind of a person is 

that? Would such a person ever do any action that is displeasing to Allah (swt)? Would he even 

allow a moment in his life to pass by without striving to attain the Pleasure of Allah (swt)? No of 

course not. Can you then imagine how pleased Allah (swt) would be with such a person? Can 

you imagine the kind of reward that Allah (swt) would have for such a person? A reward both in 

this life and in the Hereafter. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that He (swt) will never allow the 

reward of such people to go to waste. In other words such people have a reward that is due to 

them for their striving to be in a state of Ihsan. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that He (swt) will 

never allow that reward to go to waste. He (swt) will make sure that such people get their full 

reward both in this life and in the Hereafter. Why then would you not ever want to be among such 

people? You can, all that you have to do is strive to remember Allah (swt) at every moment. May 

Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to be among those who have Ihsan! 
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58. And surely the reward of the Hereafter is better for those who believe and who have 

Taqwa. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us about the great reward that Yusuf (as) had in the 

life of this world. He (as) was freed from prison and from slavery. He (as) had earned the trust 

and the respect of the king of the land. He (as) had been cleared of all of the false accusations 

that the people had made against him (as). He (as) had been appointed for the important task of 

collecting and distributing the grain. He (as) could live and settle wherever in the land that he (as) 

pleased. But much better than all of this was that Allah (swt) blessed Yusuf (as) by making him 

(as) among those who had Ihsan and by making him (as) into a prophet. How great then was this 

mercy that Allah (swt) conferred upon him (as).  However as Allah (swt) told us this was only a 

portion of the mercy that He (swt) had for this noble prophet. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about 

the greater portion of this Mercy. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that the reward in the Hereafter is better for those who 

believe and those who have Taqwa. Yusuf (as) was most surely one of these. This means that 

the reward that Allah (swt) has for him (as) in the Hereafter is much better than his reward in this 

life. As we mentioned how great was the reward that Yusuf (as) received in the life of this world? 

How much greater then must be his reward in the Hereafter? How can you even compare this life 

with the Hereafter? How can anyone even compare this life with the Hereafter? This life that is so 

limited with the Hereafter that is eternal. This life that is filled with deprivation and toil to the 

Hereafter where all of your wants are satisfied and you never have to work. This life that is filled 

with disease and pain to the Hereafter where there is not even the slightest discomfort. This life 

where there is ugliness and filth to the Hereafter where there is only beauty and purity. This is 

why the believer must always have his heart in the Hereafter. Of course there are good things in 

this world and we should pray to Allah (swt) for them, but the true reward that we should always 

be seeking is reward that we will Insha Allah receive when we meet our Lord. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that this great reward has been promised for those who 

believe and for those who have Taqwa. These then are the two conditions that you must fulfill in 

order to be eligible for this reward. First and foremost you must believe. You must believe that 

there is no god that is worthy to be worshipped and no master that is worthy to be served and no 

sovereign that is worthy to be obeyed except Allah (swt). If you do not have this belief then none 

of your actions will count for anything. The only good deeds that Allah (swt) will accept from you 

are those that you did sincerely for Him (swt). If your intention was not for Allah (swt) then your 

deed will not be accepted. After you believe in Allah (swt) you must then believe in the Message 

that He (swt) has sent to you. You must believe in everything that He (swt) tells you in this 

Message as being from Him (swt). So the way that you worship and serve Allah (swt) must be the 

way that He (swt) defined in this Message.  

 After your belief you must then have Taqwa. You must be conscious of Allah (swt) for 

every moment of your life. You have to remind yourself that right at this moment Allah (swt) is 

Seeing you and He (swt) Knows all the actions that your limbs make, and all the words that your 

tongue speaks and all the thoughts that go through your heart. When you realize the Majesty and 

Tremendousness of Allah (swt), When you realize the Power that He (swt) has over you. When 

you realize that you will one Day soon return to Him (swt). When you realize what He (swt) can 

then do to you. Would you then ever do any of the actions that are displeasing to Him (swt)? This 

is what it means to have Taqwa. This was what Yusuf (as) had and this is what made him (as) 

worthy of this reward. Can you find it within yourself to have this as well? Can you find it within 

yourself to live for Allah (swt)? 
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59. And Yusuf’s brothers came, and they entered in on him, and he recognized them well 

but they were to him totally unaware. 

 With this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about a new chapter in the life of Yusuf (as). Now 

everything had changed for this noble prophet. Now he (as) was no longer a slave. Now he (as) 

was no longer a prisoner. Now he (as) was no longer a defenseless child at the mercy of his 

brothers. Now Yusuf (as) was free. He (as) could go and live wherever he wanted.  He (as) had 

the regard and the respect of the king and the entire kingdom of Egypt. They all knew what a 

righteous and honored man he (as) was. They knew that he (as) was the one who had saved 

their kingdom from the horrible famine. Allah (swt) begins this ayah during the period of the 

famine. The seven years of prosperity had ended and now the years of famine had begun. This 

famine was so great that it was not confined only to Egypt but it had spread to all of the 

neighboring lands as well.  Now everyone from all the lands came to Egypt to get their food. 

Because Allah (swt) had Mercy on this land through Yusuf (as), Egypt was the only land in which 

there was food. As Yusuf (as) had instructed they had stored their grain during the years of 

prosperity. So people from all of the neighboring lands came to Egypt to get their food. Not only 

did they come to Egypt but they came to Yusuf (as) because he (as) was the one in charge of the 

storehouses of the land. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how such reunited Yusuf (as) with his 

brothers. With this reunion began this new chapter in his story. We had seen the trials and 

sufferings of this noble prophet. Now we are going to see his rise. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And Yusuf’s brothers came, and they entered 

in on him”. The brothers of Yusuf (as) came to Egypt all the way from Philistine. As we 

mentioned the reason for their journey was to get food. Their land also suffered from the famine 

and so they came to Egypt in search of food. Because Yusuf (as) was the one in charge of the 

storehouses they entered into where he (as) was. 
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 Allah (swt) then says “and he recognized them well but they were to him totally 

unaware”. When Yusuf (as) saw his brothers he knew exactly who they were. He (as) recognized 

them very well as the ones who had put him (as) into that well all those years ago. But they did 

not recognize him (as) at all. They did not in any realize that this man whom they saw before 

them at that moment was their young brother who they had put in a well. As far as they were 

concerned their brother had been dead for many years. If by some chance he were alive then he 

would have been a slave or in poverty. They never expected that their brother could have some 

way found himself out of that well and into the shoes of the man whom they saw before 

themselves at that moment. They were completely ignorant as to the true reality of the situation. 

 Contrast now the difference in situation between Yusuf (as) and his brothers. Look at how 

much Allah (swt) has raised him (as) above from where he (as) used to be. It is said that 

knowledge is the greatest of power that one can have over a person. Yusuf (as) had full 

knowledge over his brothers, he (as) knew exactly who they were and he (as) even knew why 

they had come. They on other hand were completely ignorant of him (as). They had no 

knowledge whatsoever that this man was Yusuf (as). So see here how much power Allah (swt) 

had given Yusuf (as) over his brothers. He (as) knew them fully while they were completely 

ignorant of him (as). Such is how Allah (swt) raises those whom He (swt) is pleased with in 

degrees over others. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is that if we strive to please Allah (swt) then 

He (swt) will give us insight into the true reality of situations. Allah (swt) will give us the knowledge 

with which we can perceive the reality for what it truly is. How many are the people today who are 

just like Yusuf (as)’s brothers? They are completely heedless and ignorant as to the true reality of 

the world. They are engrossed in their worldly life. All that they know about is their money, or their 

work, or their games and amusement. They are completely ignorant as to how this world really is. 

They are ignorant of this conflict that is taking place between those who call to Allah (swt) and 

those who oppose Him (swt). Many of the people are even heedless of Allah (swt) while He (swt) 

is the Real and the True. In order to save ourselves from becoming like them we have to please 

Allah (swt) so that perhaps He (swt) will give us the insight like He (swt) gave to Yusuf (as). 
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 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how the land of Egypt fed all of 

the neighboring lands during the famine. This land that is around the Nile River is among the 

most fertile and arable lands in all of the world. For centuries many civilizations have flourished 

from the wealth of this land, even the mighty Egyptian empire was built because of the richness of 

this land. This land produced so much food that it even once fed the entire Islamic State. The 

entire Islamic State which spread from the shores of North Africa in the West to the Himalayan 

Mountains in the East. All the people were fed from the food in this land. Why is it then that today 

in that region there are so many people in poverty and there are so many people who do not have 

enough to eat? Is it for any other reason other than the fact that the Law of Allah (swt) does not 

rule that land anymore? 

 

 

 

60. And when he had provided them with their provisions, he said “Bring to me a brother 

of yours from your father. Do you not see that I give full measure and that I am the best of 

hosts?”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us about what happened when Yusuf (as) was 

reunited with his brothers. Now Yusuf (as) was the one who had all of the power, now he (as) was 

the one in control. Yusuf (as) recognized them completely but they were ignorant of him (as). 

Now Allah (swt) sets in play a plan that He (swt) had for Yusuf (as), his brothers, their family, and 

their entire nation. From the family of Yaqoob (as) would come the children of Israil. They would 

be the first nation of dawah and jihad.  They would be the first nation that would carry the 

Message of Allah (swt) to all mankind. Allah (swt) decreed that their journey on this mission start 

in Egypt. In this ayah and the ones that follow Allah (swt) shows us how He (swt) brought them to 

Egypt. 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And when he had provided them with their 

provisions”. Here Allah (swt) tells us the treatment that Yusuf (as) gave for his brothers. He (as) 

provided them with everything that they needed. The Arabic word that Allah (swt) uses gives the 

meaning that the brothers were provided with everything that they could need. Not only did they 

get the food and provisions that they came for but they also got everything that they needed for 

their journey home. They were provided with everything that they needed. Once again this 

reminds us of the generosity and nobility of Yusuf (as). Who were these brothers to Yusuf (as)? 

Why should he (as) have provided them with anything? Even if they were strangers Yusuf (as) 

was under no obligation to give them anything. But the fact that these were the very same 

brothers who used to torture him (as) and who tried to kill him (as) would have made most people 

have much hatred and resentment to them. But Yusuf (as) was not like most people. He (as) 

gave them everything that they needed even though they were so cruel to him (as). Could this 

have come from anyone except one whose heart was attached to Allah (swt)? Could this have 

come from anyone but the sincere? 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “Bring to me a brother of yours from 

your father”. When Yusuf (as) was distributing the grain to the brothers he (as) had inquired 

about how many people there were in their family. The grain was distributed based on how many 

people there were in one’s family. The more people that there were in one’s family the more grain 

that they would receive. So the brothers told Yusuf (as) about all of the people in their family. 

They mentioned Binyamin as well, and when Yusuf (as) asked them as to why they did not bring 

him they said that their father was very attached to him and so he would not let him go. Now it 

seems and Allah (swt) Knows best, that the rule is that all able bodied men must present 

themselves before Yusuf (as) before he (as) can give them grain. Only the women, the extremely 

young, and the extremely old were excused from having to come to Yusuf (as). So rightfully the 

brothers should have brought Binyamin with them. That is why in this part of the ayah Yusuf (as) 

tells them to bring this brother with them the next time they come. If they want to get the full 

measure of grain next time, if they want to take the grain that should be for Binyamin, then they 

must bring him with them next time. 
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 However in reality there was an even greater reason in Yusuf (as) requesting them to 

bring Binyamin with them. It was more than simply to ensure the fair distribution of grain, although 

this also was important. The believer should always strive to ensure equity and fairness in all 

matters. But here there was actually another reason why Yusuf (as) had made this request of 

them. A far greater reason. It was to put in motion the plan that Allah (swt) had for the children of 

Israil, the plan for this dawah. Now the first part of this plan that Allah (swt) had was to bring 

Yusuf (as)’s younger brother Binyamin to Egypt. That was why Yusuf (as) tells his brothers here 

to bring their brother from their father’s side. This means that Binyamin is their half-brother from 

their father’s side. These two were the two purest of Yaqoob (as)’s children and Allah (swt) 

wanted them both to be in Egypt at that time. So Yusuf (as) requests of his brothers to bring him. 

Yusuf (as) then asks of them “Do you not see that I give full measure and that I am 

the best of hosts?”.  Here Yusuf (as) gives them an incentive to bring Binyamin the next time 

that they come. Yusuf (as) is reminding them of how he (as) has given them full measure of grain 

and how he (as) has been an excellent host to them. Yusuf (as) gave his brothers the full 

measure of grain that they were entitled to receive. The scholars say that he (as) even gave them 

Binyamin’s share, although in reality he should not have because they did not bring him with 

them. So although according to the rules they should not have received Binyamin’s share since 

they did not bring him (as) with them, Yusuf (as) still gave them this share. Yusuf (as) gave them 

the full measure that they were entitled to. In addition he (as) was also an excellent host. The 

Arabic word for the one who entertains guests has the same root letters as the word for the 

sending something down from upon high. This is in fact what the host does. This guest is at the 

mercy of the host. The guest is below the host. So everything that the host gives the guest is 

what he sends down upon him. But despite this fact that the guest is below the host, it was Arab 

culture that the guest be treated in the best of ways. It was Arab culture that the guest’s every 

need was taken care of. Now remember that this Quran was first revealed unto the Arabs, so to 

understand it we have to see how they understood these words. So then imagine what kind of a 

host Yusuf (as) was to his brothers if Allah (swt) describes him (as) here as “the best of hosts”. 

When the brothers saw this why then should they not fulfill Yusuf (as) request? 
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61. “But if you do not bring him to me, then you will have no measure from me, and you 

will not come near me”. 

 Remember that the plan of Yusuf (as) was really the plan of Allah (swt) and that plan was 

to bring the family of Yaqoob (as) to Egypt. With this event will begin a new phase in the dawah, a 

new phase in the call to Allah (swt). Now for the first time an entire nation would be responsible 

for carrying the Message of Allah (swt) to the people. Before this time individual prophets had 

been sent to individual nations. But with the children of Israil, an entire nation would be the dawah 

carriers. In order to prepare them for this task Allah (swt) willed that the children of Israil be 

brought to Egypt. It was in Egypt that they would go through severe trials at the hands of Firaun. 

It was in Egypt that Allah (swt) would send Musa (as) to them and then He (swt) would give them 

deliverance through him (as). In all of this then there would be lessons and guidance for the 

nation that would take up this dawah after them. Thus there is a great purpose and wisdom 

behind all that happens, and that purpose is the dawah. 

 That is why if you only read these ayahs on the surface it may sometime seem to you 

that the behavior of Yusuf (as) in these ayahs is sometimes not becoming of that of a prophet. 

For example you might ask as to why he (as) is not being honest with them and revealing his 

identity to them at this point. You might ask as to why he (as) keeps insisting that they bring 

Binyamin to him. But there is a reason for his behavior and that reason is the dawah. This dawah 

sometimes requires sacrifices. This dawah requires that we sometimes deal with people in a way 

that is not always honest and forthcoming, and not always courteous and pleasant. Even though 

the norm of a Muslim’s behavior is that he is always honest and that he is always kind. 

Sometimes however he needs to behave differently if it serves the purpose of the dawah. If it 

serves the purpose of dawah he sometimes needs to be forceful with people. If it serves the 

purpose of dawah he sometimes needs to keep secrets from the people. But again this is not the 

norm and whenever it is done it needs to be justified. Allah (swt) Knows best. 
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That is why Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how Yusuf (as) said “But if you do 

not bring him to me, then you will have no measure from me, and you will not come near 

me”.  This is a threat from Yusuf (as) to his brothers. He (as) tells them that if they do not bring 

their brother the next time that they come then they will receive no measure of grain from him (as) 

whatsoever and they will not even be allowed to approach him (as). This means that not only will 

they not get any measure of grain but they will not even be allowed to come near Yusuf (as) in 

order to explain as to why they never brought Binyamin. So this was indeed a powerful threat.  If 

they failed to bring their brother the next time that they came then not only would they be denied 

of food but their entire family as well. These words may have seemed harsh coming from a noble 

and kind prophet like Yusuf (as) but it was necessary in order for Allah (swt)’s plan to be fulfilled. 

It was necessary for the dawah. Sometimes Allah (swt) hurts us a bit, but in the end it is for our 

own good. 

 

 

62. They said “We will strive to make his father yield and surely we will do it.” 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of the brothers when Yusuf (as) 

requested that they bring Binyamin with them the next time that they came. Recall from the 

previous ayah how they had already given their reason for not bringing him the first time. They 

had said that their father was very attached to him and that he was not willing to let him go. This 

was the excuse that they gave. Yusuf (as) should have known that there was more to it than that. 

This is because Binyamin at that time must have been at least in his early teens. At that time this 

was quiet a mature age for children. At this age they were considered old enough to leave their 

parents and go on long journeys. So there had to be a very good reason as to why their father did 

not send Binyamin with them. A reason better than simply that he was very attached to the boy. 

Especially since they must have known that they needed to bring Binyamin in order to get his 

share of the grain.  So Yusuf (as) knew that these brothers must have been jealous of Binyamin 
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just like they had been jealous of him. Not only were they jealous of Binyamin but they may even 

have intended to harm him just like they had intended to harm Yusuf (as). This was the reason 

why their father was extremely reluctant to send the boy with them. But the brothers now were in 

a dilemma. Their father was not willing to send Binyamin with them, and yet they needed to bring 

him the next time that they came in order to get their full measure of grain. Furthermore if they fail 

to bring him then they would be denied grain altogether. Then their whole family would starve 

from the famine. What then do they say to Yusuf (as) in response to his request? Allah (swt) tells 

us in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how they said “We will strive to make his father yield and surely 

we will do it”. They knew that this was going to be a challenge. Their father simply was not 

willing to send Binyamin with them. Even before the brothers left for Egypt Yaqoob (as) knew that 

they might be denied grain because of their not bringing Binyamin with them. Yet despite this 

knowledge Yaqoob (as) was not willing to send him with them. On the one hand he remembered 

what they had done to Yusuf (as). How they had failed in their duty to look after him and keep him 

safe. On the other hand he knew that they had this jealousy for Binyamin just like they had had 

for Yusuf (as). So Yaqoob (as) was totally unwilling to send this boy with the brothers. The 

brothers knew this as well. But look at their words in this ayah. They say that they are going to 

strive to make Yaqoob (as) yield to them. In other words they are going to try their best to 

convince him (as). They are going to pester him and bother him until he agrees to what they 

want. They are going to argue with him for hours and hours and days and days if needed. They 

are going to keep bothering him until he agrees. This is what they are promising to do in this 

ayah. Notice once again where their thinking is. They do not care for their father and what he 

likes. They do not care for Allah (swt) and pleasing Him (swt). They only want to accomplish their 

goal. They only want to fulfill their needs. So they promise that they are going to keep pestering 

their father until he yields to them. Also notice how the brothers say “surely we will do it”. They 

are certain that they will be able to convince their father to send Binyamin with them. They are so 

sure of themselves. In their minds there is no possibility of failure for them. They said that they 
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are going to do it and so they are sure that they are going to do it. Even at this time when they 

have come to ask for food they are still proud and arrogant. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to remind ourselves once again of the 

thinking and behavior of those who are distant from Allah (swt). There are two salient features of 

the brothers that Allah (swt) told us about in this ayah and we can see that both are not pleasing 

to Him (swt). The first is how these brothers are selfish and self-centered. They only care about 

themselves. They do not care about their father. They do not care that it will hurt his heart to send 

Binyamin with them. They need the boy to get the grain so they resolve to take him from their 

father no matter what he may think of it. Another closely related attribute of theirs that we see 

here is their arrogance and their certainty of themselves. They are so sure that they will be able to 

convince their father. They never see themselves are making a mistake. They never see 

themselves as failing. This is how sure they are of themselves. This is how arrogant they are. 

They forgot that everything happens only with the permission of Allah (swt). They will not even 

live to see the next moment of their lives unless it be by the will of Allah (swt).  

So to save ourselves from becoming like these brothers we have to always strive to think 

about others. We have to think about what will be the ramifications of our actions on others. What 

will our actions do to other people? What will our words to do them? Will it hurt them in any way? 

These are the questions that we need to be asking ourselves. Now of course as we learned from 

the previous ayah that if it be for purposes of dawah then we may need to be somewhat stern and 

forceful with some people. But this is only when there is a justifiable reason in the dawah. If it is 

only for our own selves then we must strive never to upset the people in any way. We strive to 

serve Allah (swt) and even our pleasing others is part of this servitude.  

 In addition we also need to remind ourselves that we ourselves have no power at all. All 

might and all power is only with Allah (swt). So only what He (swt) wills will be so. This is why we 

must never say that we will do anything in the future unless we also say “Insha Allah”. Only if it be 

the will of Allah (swt) would we be able to accomplish what we want.  We by ourselves have no 

might and no power whatsoever. This is something that we must always strive to remember and 

this is something that we must strive to inculcate within ourselves 
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62. And he said to his young men “Place their merchandise in their luggage so that they 

may recognize it when they returned to their family, so that they may return”. 

Recall that the context of these ayahs is the plan that Allah (swt) had to bring the children 

of Israil to Egypt. Recall that even the purpose for the revelation of this Surah was in response to 

the questioning of the Quraysh and the Jews when they had asked the Prophet (saw) as to how 

the children of Israil had come to Egypt. In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us that story. 

Recall that the first part of this plan was to bring Yusuf (as) younger brother Binyamin to Egypt. 

To set this plan in motion Yusuf (as) had requested his brothers to bring Binyamin the next time 

they came to Egypt for grain. Yusuf (as) had even reminded them how he (as) had been a 

generous host to them and how he (as) had given them the full measure of what they had asked 

for. In order to further convince them to bring Binyamin, Yusuf (as) had even told them that they 

would not receive any grain at all if they failed to bring him. All of this was done in order to 

convince them to bring the boy. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) gave them one 

more incentive.  

In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about how Yusuf (as) spoke to his young men. The fact 

that Yusuf (as) has young men working for him does not mean that they were his servants nor 

does it mean that he (as) was in a position of power. Yusuf (as) was the one who was in charge 

of the storehouses of grain. These were most likely huge storehouses that had tone and tons of 

grain in them. Now of course Yusuf (as) would not be able to manage all of this on his own. He 

needed help to carry the grain in and out of these storehouses. So most likely these young men 

were his employees who helped him to do that. They helped him (as) take care of the 

storehouses. So this ayah does not in any way give the meaning that Yusuf (as) was a king or 

that he (as) was one in power. It only shows that he (as) had employees working for him (as). 

Allah (swt) Knows best. 
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Yusuf (as) tells his young men in this ayah to place the merchandise that his brothers had 

brought back into their luggage. This was the merchandise that the brothers had brought to trade 

for grain. They had brought this merchandise from Philistine in the hope that they could give it 

away for grain. Yusuf (as) tells his young men in this ayah to return it to them, to put it back into 

their luggage. Now of course this must be done without their knowledge. Yusuf (as) did not want 

to them to know that their merchandise had been returned to them.  

Yusuf (as) gives the reason for this in the next part of the ayah when he (as) says “so 

that they may recognize it when they returned to their family, so that they may return”.  

Yusuf (as) wants his brothers to recognize the merchandise that has been returned to them when 

they return to their family in Philistine. Not only should they recognize the merchandise as theirs 

but they should also recognize that it was Yusuf (as) who returned it to them. They should 

recognize it as an act of charity and benevolence on the part of Yusuf (as). Not on the part of their 

brother but on the part of a kind man and a friend that they had in Egypt. Yusuf (as) wanted the 

brothers to return with Binyamin as early as possible. The scholars say that this was the reason 

why he (as) had returned their merchandise to them. He (as) wanted them to go home and see 

their merchandise returned to them when they got home. This will make them return to Egypt as 

soon as they can. They do not need to gather any merchandise for trading, they already have it. 

So they could return to Egypt as soon as possible and bring back even more food for their family. 

Then they could bring Binyamin with them and the Allah (swt)’s could be set in motion. 

Another reason that the scholars have cited for Yusuf (as) returning the merchandise was 

because he (as) did not want to take anything from his family. Yusuf (as) knew that these were 

his own brothers. He (as) knew that it was his beloved father who had sent them. So Yusuf (as) 

did not want to take anything from his family. He (as) knew that he had a responsibility to look 

after and support his family. He (as) felt bad that he was not back home with his family and his 

father so that he could properly take care of them. He (as) knew that Allah (swt) had greater plans 

for him (as) and for their family. But at the very least Yusuf (as) felt that he (as) should not have 

taken this merchandise. This is how much Yusuf (as) wanted to take care of his family. This is 

how much he felt that he had a responsibility to look after them. 
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There are several lessons that we can take from what Yusuf (as) did in this ayah. The 

first is to see the determination that he (as) had in order to reach his goal. Yusuf (as) had a goal 

and that was to bring his brother Binyamin to Egypt. Now look at how many steps that he (as) 

took in order to reach this goal. First he furnished his brothers will all of the provisions that they 

could need, thus showing them how generous he (as) was with them. He (as) gave them full 

measure and he (as) did not even withhold the share of Binyamin which they were not entitled to 

since they did not bring him. This was all to show them how honest and charitable an 

administrator he (as) was. Then he (as) was an excellent host for them and he (as) made sure 

that their stay in Egypt was comfortable. Once again to show them how kind and friendly he was 

and to make them come closer to him. Then Yusuf (as) even told them that if they did not bring 

Binyamin then they would be denied of grain altogether. Then after that he (as) even placed their 

original merchandise back in their luggage. All of this was done in order to make the brothers 

bring Binyamin to Egypt. So Allah (swt) is teaching us in this ayah that when we have a goal then 

we have to be persistent in trying to attain it. We should take every measure possible in order to 

attain it. How hard are the enemies of this Din working to destroy it? We have to work harder still 

to establish it and to propagate it. So do the best that you can, take every step and preserve in it, 

know that Allah (swt) is well Aware of all that you do. 

Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to remind ourselves how important it is 

to take care of our families. Yusuf (as) had such a desire to look after his family. He (as) returned 

the merchandise that they brought even though he (as) had no reason to. He (as) did not even 

want to see his family be deprived of this. Do we today have the same concern for our family? Do 

we take the time to ask them how they are doing? Do we try to help them and see to their needs 

in whatever way that we can? Yusuf (as) was living a comfortable life in an advanced country but 

he (as) did not forget about his family back home. He (as) still wanted to do everything that he 

could for them. Even in his effort to bring them to Egypt he (as) was trying to do what was best for 

them. He (as) wanted to bring them to a land of prosperity from a land of poverty and difficulty.    

See then the behavior of this noble prophet. In it Allah (swt) is once again giving us a model that 

we can emulate. Insha Allah if we would make the effort. 
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Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see the level of detail that Allah (swt) 

has placed in this Surah. Recall that this Surah was revealed in response to the Quraysh and the 

Jews asking the Prophet (saw) about the story of how the children of Israil had come to Egypt. 

Allah (swt) could have told this story in five ayahs or less if He (swt) pleased. Allah (swt) could 

have simply said that Yusuf (as) was placed in a well by his brothers, then he (as) made his way 

to Egypt, then he (as) found a good position in Egypt, then he (as) brought his family there. This 

is a basic outline of the story and this would have answered the question of the questioners. But 

Allah (swt) did not do this, instead He (swt) revealed an extremely detailed story. In this story 

every important detail that happened to Yusuf (as) is narrated. Look at the detail in this ayah, 

Allah (swt) even tells us how the merchandise that the brothers brought was returned in their 

luggage. This detail may not seem necessary to tell the story of how the children of Israil came to 

Egypt but as we see from the ayah it does have many important lessons in it. It tells us what is 

pleasing to Allah (swt), so it helps us to better serve Him (swt). So for example in this ayah we 

learned that Allah (swt) is pleased with us when we strive to complete a task, taking every step 

that is needed. We also learned that Allah (swt) is pleased with us when we try to take care of our 

families, making sure that all of their needs are taken care of. Perhaps you are saying to yourself 

that Allah (swt) has already mentioned these in other ayahs. But you have to remember that we 

as human being always forget. So we need to be reminded, and as the Prophet (saw) told us that 

reminder benefits the believer. In addition to containing several reminders for the believer, this 

ayah also serves to remind us how this Quran could not have been produced by a human being. 

Why would a human being include such details? How would any human being even know of such 

details? Could the Prophet (saw) ever have known about them? The Jews and the Quraysh 

chiefs only asked the Prophet (saw) for the story of how the children of Israil came to Egypt. They 

were never expecting anything like this. They were never expecting a story so detailed. Could it 

then be from any but Allah (swt)? 
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64. So when they returned to their father, they said “O our father, the measure has been 

denied to us. So send with us our brother that we may get the measure, and we will surely 

be to him guardians”. 

 From this ayah once again we get another taste of the Miracle of the Quran. As we 

mentioned part of the Miracle of the Quran is how Allah (swt) only relates to us the most 

important details in a story. Allah (swt) leaves out all that is superfluous or unnecessary. All that 

would not aid us in our worship and servitude of Him (swt). Allah (swt) does such in this ayah as 

well. Recall how Allah (swt) ended the previous ayah with the speech of Yusuf (as) to his 

employees. He (as) was telling them to place the merchandise of his brothers back into their 

luggage so that they might recognize it when they return to their family. This was done in order 

that they would return with Binyamin. Now Allah (swt) begins this ayah with the brothers speaking 

to their father. Look here at all that was left out. Allah (swt) does not tell us how the young men 

actually placed the merchandise back in their luggage. Allah (swt) does not tell us this how this 

merchandise was then concealed so that the brothers would not discover it before they reached 

home. Their journey home also is not mentioned. All of this has been left out but we can easily 

understand from the context of the ayahs. Even though it has not been mentioned we still know it. 

Such is part of the Miracle of the Quran in that Allah (swt) can tell us such a detailed story using 

only a limited number of words. Even though the words themselves are limited the meaning 

behind them is unlimited. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when they returned to their father”. From 

this we see that the brothers were sent by Yaqoob (as). We know this because Allah (swt) 

describes them here as “returning” to him (as). Thus he (as) was the one who send them to Egypt 

to get the grain. From this we learn that Yaqoob (as) is still the leader of their family. Even though 

old age has now reached him (as), he (as) is still the leader of the family. Even in the weakness 
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of old age he (as) still does his duty of caring for the family. We also learn from this part of the 

ayah that Yaqoob (as) still maintained a relationship with the brothers. He (as) did not cast them 

away or stop speaking to them because of the evil that they did to Yusuf (as). He (as) forgave 

them and he (as) even gave them responsibilities such as bringing the grain from Egypt. This is 

how it has to be with family. No matter what they do you have to learn to forgive them and you 

have to learn to live with them. They are test that Allah (swt) has given you and you are stuck with 

them. So like Yaqoob (as) you have to learn to live with them. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “O our father, the 

measure has been denied to us”. They are telling their father here that they did not receive any 

grain. Of course this is a lie. They did receive grain and they received a full measure of grain. 

They hid the grain from their father and told him (as) that they did not receive any. Most likely 

Yaqoob (as) was extremely old at this time. So these clever brothers could easily have hid the 

grain from him without him discovering it. They may even have told others in their family not to 

reveal this secret to their father. 

 So why did they lie? They lied so that their father would agree to send Binyamin with 

them.  This is obvious by how they then say “So send with us our brother that we may get the 

measure”.  Thus they are telling their father that only if he (as) sends Binyamin with them would 

they be able to get any grain. They are telling Yaqoob (as) that their entire journey to Egypt was a 

waste. They are saying that they have no grain whatsoever. They are saying that the only way in 

which they can get any grain, the only way in which their family can have any food is only if 

Yaqoob (as) agrees to send Binyamin with them. 

Finally Allah (swt) tells us how they said “and we will surely be to him guardians”. Here 

they are promising Yaqoob (as) that they will protect and look after Binyamin. Notice that these 

are the exact same words that they used when they promised their father that they would look 

after Yusuf (as). With emphasis and certainty they stress the fact that they will be guardians. 

They promise that they would not let any harm come to the boy. They ensure their father that they 

would protect him from every kind of harm that could come to him.  They are vowing that they will 

bring the boy back just as how he was when his father had sent him. Of course this also is a lie. 
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Allah (swt) is showing us in this ayah how easy it was for these brothers to lie. They told 

lie upon lie and it was very easy for them to lie. They knew that they had reached such a low 

state that they could not accomplish anything without lying. Thus we once again see those who 

are distant from Allah (swt). We see their thinking and their behavior. We see how easy it is for 

their tongues to speak falsehood. This is what we have to save ourselves from becoming. So look 

at yourself. Look at the words that you speak. Do you see falsehood in your words? Do you see 

frivolity and wastefulness in your words? Know that any speech that is not somehow connected to 

the worship and servitude of Allah (swt) is cursed. So always try to speak the words of truth, 

always try to speak the words that will be pleasing to your Lord. Know that every movement of 

your tongue is also a part of your worship and know that you will be questioned about it. May 

Allah (swt) save us from speaking words of falsehood! May Allah (swt) save us from speaking 

words that earn His (swt)’s displeasure!  

 

 

 

65. He said “How can I trust you with him except as I trusted you with his brother before? 

But Allah is the best of guardians and the most merciful of those who show mercy.” 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to the request of 

the brothers to send Binyamin with them. Remind yourself of the difficult position that this noble 

prophet was in. On the one hand he did not want to break the relationship with his children. Even 

though they had done great evil in the past, and he knew well of this evil, he still did not want to 

drive them away from him. He (as) did not want to create rifts and divisions in the family. On the 

other hand there was also the famine that had gripped his land. His family was in desperate need 

of food and his children had just told him that they would not get any unless he sends Binyamin 

with them.  So it was not so easy for him to turn down their request even though he wanted to. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how Yaqoob (as) asked of the brothers “How can I trust 

you with him except as I trusted you with his brother before?”. Even though it was very 

difficult for him (as) to turn them down he (as) still does by asking them as to how he (as) could 

possibly trust them except as he had trusted them with Yusuf (as) before. In the past Yaqoob (as) 

had given these brothers a trust. He (as) had trusted them to look after his beloved son, but they 

had failed in that trust. They had broken the trust that they had been given to look after and 

protect. Now they wanted this trust again. How could Yaqoob (as) give it to them? He (as) even 

asks them as to how he (as) could give them this trust again. 

 Notice here that Yaqoob (as) does not blame the brothers for failing to look after young 

Yusuf (as) but rather he (as) blames himself for trusting him with them. He (as) blames himself for 

what happened to Yusuf (as). He (as) does this even though the blame should really have gone 

towards them. What wrong did Yaqoob (as) do? How was he in any responsible for what 

happened with Yusuf (as)? The blame should only go to the brothers for their failing to look after 

him and for what they did indeed to do him. But still Yaqoob (as) had such a generous heart and 

he (as) so much wanted to maintain the ties of family that he (as) does not blame the brothers for 

what happened. Rather he (as) only blames himself. Can we as Muslims ever reach to that level 

again? Can we forgive those who wrong us, especially when they are family? 

  Notice also that even at this point Yaqoob (as) does not flatly refuse to send Binyamin 

with them. He (as) does not say “I will never send him with you”. This is because he (as) realized 

the desperate situation that he (as) was in. He (as) knew that his family needed the grain from 

Egypt. He (as) also knew that his refusal to send Binyamin with the brothers might drive them 

away from him. As we mentioned Yaqoob (as) knew how important it was that the family be 

preserved. This is why he (as) did not completely refuse to send Binyamin with them. Rather at 

this point he (as) reminded the brothers of what happened in the past. He reminded them of how 

he had given them a trust in the past and how they had broken that trust. He (as) was scared that 

what happened before might happen again. This is why he (as) asks this question of the brothers. 

How can I trust him with you just like I trusted you with his brother before? How can we be sure 

that the same will not happen again? What can be different this time? 
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 Yaqoob (as) wants the affair to turn out differently this time. This is why he (as) says in 

the next part of the ayah “But Allah is the best of guardians and the most merciful of those 

who show mercy”. Yaqoob (as) knew that it was not correct for him (as) to trust Yusuf (as) with 

these brothers. That is why here he (as) tells them that he (as) is not relying on them to protect 

Binyamin at all. Rather he (as) tells them how he (as) has put his trust in Allah (swt).   Allah (swt) 

is the One to trust. Allah (swt) is the One Who will look after young Binyamin.  Allah (swt) is the 

One Who will have Mercy on both Binyamin by keeping him safe and on Yaqoob (as) by 

preventing his heart from being broken by any further calamities. So last time when Yaqoob (as) 

sent Yusuf (as) with the brothers he did not mention Allah (swt), but this time he (as) does. He 

tells the brothers that Allah (swt) is better for him (as) to put his trust in and He (swt) is a much 

better Guardian than the brothers were. Now this does mean that Yaqoob (as) did not have trust 

in Allah (swt) before. It is just that before he (as) did not specifically call on Allah (swt) to look 

after his son and keep his son safe. This time he (as) does and he (as) hopes that because of 

that Binyamin will be safe. As we will see later on in the Surah this prayer of Yaqoob (as) was 

answered. Binyamin was completely safe and no harm whatsoever came to him. In fact he went 

to a much better place. He went to his brother Yusuf (as). 

 We ourselves can take an important lesson from this. If we want protection. If we want 

mercy. Then we should remember that Allah (swt) is the Best of Guardians and He (swt) is the 

Most Merciful of those who have mercy. People can have mercy. People can give protection. But 

what is their mercy and their protection when compared to Allah (swt)? How can the creation 

compare to the Creator? How can the weak compare to the All-Powerful? Allah (swt) can do 

whatsoever that He (swt) pleases. Just imagine then the kind of protection that He (swt) give you. 

Just imagine the Mercy that He (swt) can show you. So we should not seek protection or mercy 

from anyone except Allah (swt).  We should always remember that if Allah (swt) chooses to 

protect us then there is no one who can harm us after that. If Allah (swt) chooses to have Mercy 

on us then we will not feel any pain after that. The Mercy of Allah (swt) is the real Mercy. The 

protection from Allah (swt) is the real safety. How could we not seek it? How can we not hope for 

it? How could we live without it? 
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61. And then when they opened their baggage they discovered their merchandise returned 

to them. They said “O our father, what more could we ask? This is our merchandise 

returned to us. We will get provision for our family, we will protect our brother, and we will 

be increased an extra camel-load of measure. That is an easy measure”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to relate to us the conversation that the 

brothers had with their father when they returned to Phillistine. Think now about the desperate 

situation that these brothers were in. The famine had taken over their land. Their families were 

starving. They needed food. Although Yusuf (as) had given them some food for this trip he (as) 

had promised them that they would not get any more food unless they brought Binyamin with 

them the next that they came. But their father was unwilling to send Binyamin with them. This was 

because they had failed in their trust to look after Yusuf (as). Now because of their jealousy and 

their pride they had broken their father’s faith in them. Now when they truly needed him to trust 

them he did not. This was the desperate situation that they were in. In the previous ayah they had 

asked their father to send the boy with them and he had turned them down. Now their situation 

was becoming hopeless. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah what they did next. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And then when they opened their baggage 

they discovered their merchandise returned to them”. Now the brothers find a ray of hope. 

They find it because of the mercy and compassion that Yusuf (as) had for them. They discover 

the merchandise that Yusuf (as) had hid in their luggage. Recall from the previous ayah how they 

had told their father that they had been denied the grain completely.  They had told their father 

that they did not receive any measure at all when in reality Yusuf (as) had given them a full 

measure. So the situation as these brothers had described it to Yaqoob (as) was that the family 
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now had no food whatsoever.  They had been denied grain completely in their trip to Egypt. Of 

course this was a lie and Yaqoob (as) may even have suspected that it was lie. Now however 

with this discovery that they made they find some “evidence” to show their father to verify their 

story. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in the next part of the ayah how they said “O our father, what more 

could we ask? This is our merchandise returned to us”.  They are showing their father here 

that they were speaking the truth when they had said that the measure was denied for them. How 

else could they have their merchandise returned to them? Of course this was an utter lie. They do 

not tell their father of the generosity of Yusuf (as) in that he (as) had returned their merchandise 

despite the fact that they had taken a full measure of grain. Instead they tell their father that they 

had been denied the grain and the bring the merchandise to “prove” that they are telling the truth. 

They are saying that the merchandise has been returned to us and that proves that they were 

denied the grain. They ask their father what more they could show him to prove to him that they 

were speaking the truth. 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us of their final attack upon their father in their 

efforts to convince him. They say, “We will get provision for our family, we will protect our 

brother, and we will be increased an extra camel-load of measure. That is an easy 

measure”. They remind Yaqoob (as) first and foremost of the provisions that their family needs. If 

he (as) would only send Binyamin with them then they would get provisions for their family. If he 

does not then their family would starve. Then if Yaqoob (as) still had any reservations about 

sending Binyamin they once again emphasize the fact that they will protect the boy. At that time 

words carried weight, even from liars. So when the brothers said that they would protect Binyamin 

Yaqoob (as) still had to consider it. Finally they say that they would increase an extra camel load 

and that it would be an easy increase. Recall last time that they did not take Binyamin. They are 

telling their father here that if he allows them to take Binyamin with them then they would be able 

to get an extra camel load for the boy. Perhaps Yusuf (as) had promised them that they would get 

an extra camel-load of grain only for bringing Binyamin. Even though Binyamin was only a child 

Yusuf (as) still desired so much that Binyamin be brought that he (as) promised an extra camel-
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load for him. The brothers remind their father that this would be an easy camel-load to get. This is 

much more food than they boy is worth. They could feed their family for months and months only 

from this extra camel-load of grain that they would get if only they took Binyamin with them. They 

remind their father of all of this in their petition to convince their father to send their young brother 

with them. 

 Notice once again that the brothers could have taken Binyamin without their father’s 

knowledge or they could have taken the boy by force. An elderly Yaqoob (as) was probably no 

match for ten powerful men. But the brothers did not go this far. Even though they were in 

desperate need for food. Even though their families were in desperate need for food. These 

brothers still knew what were the limits. They still had regard and respect for their father. They 

knew that the only way that they would be able to take Binyamin with them is if Yaqoob (as) 

permitted them to. This is why they beg and petition in so many different ways to convince him. 

They would never even dream of taking the boy without their father’s consent. They still had this 

regard for their father. Do the youth in our Ummah have this same respect for parents? 

 Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how persistent and persuasive 

the brothers were in their efforts to convince their father. They had a goal and they used every 

means possible to arrive at that goal. In this Allah (swt) is showing us that we also need to be 

determined and focused when we are trying to reach our goal. Of course our goal is not evil or 

worldly like it was for these brothers. Our goal is the Pleasure of Allah (swt). What could be a 

greater goal than that? So we should set our sights on that goal and be constant and determined 

in our efforts to reach that goal. Just like those brothers were persuasive in trying to convince 

their father we have to be persuasive in trying to convince our own souls that this goal is what is 

best for us. The Pleasure of Allah is what is best for us. Similarly just as the brothers of Yusuf 

were persistent we also must be persistent in trying to attain this goal. We have to keep going 

and never give up. We have to try every avenue and way. We must exert our utmost. When you 

truly know Allah (swt) then you will realize that He (swt) does not deserve anything less. 
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67. He said “I will never send him with you until you give me a firm covenant from Allah 

that you will bring him back to me unless you are completely surrounded”. Then when 

they had given him the covenant he said “Allah is the Guardian over what we say”.  

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to the final plea 

that the brothers had made. Recall from the previous ayah how they had tried every way to 

convince their father to send their brother with them. They tried every means to persuade him. 

They showed him how their merchandise had been returned to them. They showed this to him to 

prove to him that they were not lying when they said that the grain had been denied to them. 

They promised that if only he would send Binyamin with them then they would provide for their 

family, they would protect their brother and they will get an extra camel-load of grain.  

Now imagine the difficult situation that Yaqoob (as) was in. On the one hand he knew of 

the jealousy that these brothers had towards Binyamin. He knew that they might even try to harm 

him just like they had harmed Yusuf (as). But on the other hand his entire family was starving. 

Their land was gripped by the famine and there was no food left at all. Imagine what a difficult 

position this is for a father to be in. He has only two options to choose from and in both of these 

he is causing harm to his children. Now you know why the Prophet (saw) said that it was the 

prophets who were the most severely tested by Allah (swt). How then can you complain at 

whatever test or trial Allah (swt) has given you?  
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Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how Yaqoob (as) said to the brothers “I will never send 

him with you until you give me a firm covenant from Allah that you will bring him back to 

me unless you are completely surrounded”. First notice how Yaqoob (as) says that he (as) 

would never send Binyamin with them until they first give him (as) this covenant. So unless the 

brothers give Yaqoob (as) this promise he (as) will never, ever send Binyamin with them. They 

need to give him the promise first. If they do not then there is no hope for them. Now look at how 

Yaqoob (as) describes this promise.  He (as) calls it “a firm covenant from Allah”. This means 

that Allah (swt) is the Witness over this contract. In fact the language gives the meaning that the 

brothers have to take this covenant from Allah (swt). It is like something that they have borrowed 

from Allah (swt). This means that they have to take care of it.  If they in any break this covenant 

or even if they think about breaking it then they are answerable before Allah (swt). Finally note 

how Yaqoob (as) says that the only excuse they have for not bringing the boy back is “unless 

you are completely surrounded”. If they are completely surrounded by an enemy. If they are 

completely enveloped from all sides and there is nothing else that they could do, this then is the 

only excuse that they have for not bringing the boy back. Notice how Yaqoob (as) accounts for 

every possibility. He (as) says that if their condition is such that the matter becomes completely 

out of their hands, only then are they permitted to return without Binyamin. This means that they 

can no longer use the same excuse that they used with Yusuf (as). Even if a wolf attacks these 

brothers are able to overpower the wolf. Only if they are completely surrounded and there is 

nothing else that they can do can they come back without the boy. Otherwise they have to return 

with Binyamin. They have to give Yaqoob (as) a solemn covenant that they take from Allah (swt) 

Himself that it will be so. 

Then Allah (swt) says “Then when they had given him the covenant he said “Allah is 

the Guardian over what we say””. The brothers gave to their father the covenant that he (as) 

had requested. They knew the desperateness of their situation. They knew that if their family did 

not get the grain from Egypt for the reminder of the famine then they would definitely starve.  So 

they give their father this promise from Allah (swt) as he (as) had requested. Then when they do, 

he (as) reminds them that Allah (swt) is the Guardian over what they say. This means that Allah 
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(swt) Himself is the Witness over their giving their father this covenant. Not only is Allah (swt) a 

Witness but He (swt) is also the Guardian over what they said. This means that He (swt) will 

protect and preserve them giving their father this promise. They cannot come back later and say 

that they had never given their father this promise. Yaqoob (as) is telling them that Allah (swt) 

Himself will protect the words that were spoken here.  Allah (swt) will protect their giving their 

father this pledge. Now they know that this is a covenant that they cannot escape. 

One lesson that we can take from here is to realize once again the Tremendousness of 

Allah (swt). Yaqoob (as) loved Binyamin. He (as) also suspected that these brothers might do 

something to the boy. They might try to hurt him in some way if they are left alone with him.  But 

Yaqoob (as) was willing to put his son in that situation if only the brothers would mention the 

Name of Allah (swt). This shows us the Tremendousness of the Name of our Lord. Both the 

brothers and Yaqoob (as) realized it. We also need to remind ourselves of this Tremendousness 

of our Lord. Realize that when you swear by Allah (swt) it is no joke. You are putting the Exalted 

Name of the Creator and Sustainer of this entire universe behind what you say. Can you even 

begin to realize the Tremendousness of the One Whom you are swearing by? So do not make 

vain promises by His (swt)’s Name. Remember Him (swt). Realize Him (swt). Know what it 

means for Him (swt) to be your Master and for you to be His (swt)’s slave. 

Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to notice how Yaqoob (as) said “unless 

you are completely surrounded”. This is the only condition in which the brothers are permitted 

to return without Binyamin (as). However the fact that Yaqoob (as) put this condition shows us 

two important character traits about him (as). First is that he (as) still had love for these brothers. 

Even though they had done great evil he (as) still had love for them. If Yaqoob (as) wanted to 

make matters difficult for the brothers then he (as) did not have to put this condition. Then the 

brothers would truly have been in a difficult situation because they would have an oath from Allah 

(swt) on their necks and they would not be able to do anything if they had become completely 

surrounded and unable to return with Binyamin. So the fact that Yaqoob (as) gave them this way 

out in case that situation should arise shows the love that he (as) had for them. It also goes to 

further show the reverence that he (as) had for the Name of Allah (swt). A covenant from Allah 
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(swt) was no joke. It was something that was never to be broken. To break such a covenant 

would be among the greatest of sins. So Yaqoob (as) did not want his children to break this 

covenant if in some way they were forced by an outside power not to return with Binyamin. He 

(as) had love for his children and he (as) had reverence for the Name of Allah (swt). Do we as an 

Ummah today have this love for our children even when they are disobedient, and do we have 

the correct reverence for our Lord? 

 

 

 

 

68. He said “O my sons. Do not enter through one gate but enter through different gates. I 

cannot avail you against Allah at all. Surely the command is only with Allah.  I have put my 

trust in Him, and on Him let those who trust put their trust”.  

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us about a piece of advice that Yaqoob (as) gave to the 

brothers before he (as) sent them with Binyamin. Recall from the previous ayah the desperate 

situation that he (as) was in. His land was gripped by famine and his family was on the brink on 

starvation. The only way that he (as) could save his family from this desperate situation was to 

send his young son along with his older brothers knowing that these brothers have jealousy for 

the boy and they might even try to harm him. But despite this knowledge Yaqoob (as) still decides 

to send young Binyamin with them. He (as) know that this was the only way that he (as) could 

save his family from the famine. This was how desperate the situation was. But before he (as) 

sends his sons away he (as) gives them some advice from this ayah. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “O my sons. Do not enter through one gate 

but enter through different gates”. Here Yaqoob (as) tells his children that each of them should 

enter the city in Egypt from different gates rather than from the same gate.  The scholars say that 

the reason why Yaqoob (as) gave his children this advice was to keep them safe from the people 

of Egypt. Imagine how it would be if the people in that city saw eleven foreigners all entering their 

city from one gate at the same time. Not only this but it would be for the second time in a very 

short period that they saw these men entering,  Obviously some people might become 

suspicious. They might wonder as to who these men were. Why were they entering their city 

again and again? If they were only coming for grain then why they were coming back again and 

again? The people may not have known about how Yusuf (as) had sent them back to bring 

Binyamin. They would not have known about how he (as) had returned their merchandise to 

make them return so quickly. For them all that they would have known was that this large band of 

foreigners was entering their city again and again. Obviously it would have made them 

suspicious. It may even have made them report these brothers to the authorities and have them 

arrested.  So to prevent this from happening Yaqoob (as) commands his children to enter the city 

from different gates. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to see the love and care that Yaqoob (as) had 

for his children despite the great evil that they had done. Remind yourself once again of the great 

injustice that these brothers had done to Yaqoob (as). They had taken his most beloved son 

away from him. They had taken away from him the one thing that he treasured more than 

anything else in this world. Still not only did he (as) not become furious at them and not only did 

he (as) not break relations with them but he (as) still loved them and cared for them to give them 

this precious advice. Do we today have the same relationship with members in our family? Are 

we also so willing to forgive them the wrong that they have done? Can we also care more for 

pleasing Allah (swt) than our own egos? 

 Then however Yaqoob (as) tells his children “I cannot avail you against Allah at all”.  

Yaqoob (as) did his best to advice his children. He (as) told them of every precaution that they 

could take. He (as) gave them the best advice that a father can give his children for the situation 
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that they were going to face. But here he (as) reminds them that he (as) cannot do anything for 

them against Allah (swt).  If Allah (swt) were to allow some misfortune to befall them then he (as) 

is completely unable to stop that. He (as) reminds them of this fact here.  He (as) reminds them 

that he (as) cannot do anything at all for them against Allah (swt). 

 Then Yaqoob (as) explains the reason why he (as) cannot do anything for his children 

when he (as) says “Surely the command is only with Allah”. Here Yaqoob (as) reminds his 

children of the truth that no one can deny. In the end everything is up to Allah (swt). The 

command. The judgment. The rule. The sovereignty. It all belongs completely to Allah (swt). 

Whatever He (swt) decides is what will be. If Allah (swt) wills for these brothers to be safe then 

they will be safe. If He (swt) wills otherwise then their father, as noble and pious as he (as) was, 

cannot do anything for them. 

 Allah (swt) then tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “I have put my trust in Him”. In the 

previous part of the ayah Yaqoob (as) told his children how he (as) had no power to avail them 

against Allah (swt) at all. If Allah (swt) allowed some evil to reach them then he (as) could not 

stop it at all. But does this mean that Yaqoob (as) had given up hope? Why should we have a 

hope if Allah (swt) could do with us as He (swt) pleases? Allah (swt) has complete Power over us 

and He (swt) could destroy at this very moment if He (swt) so pleased. Allah (swt) can make all 

manner of calamites to befall us. So why should we have any hope at all? Yaqoob (as) had this 

hope.  Despite this realization that Yaqoob (as) had of the Power of Allah (swt). Despite the 

desperation of his situation. He (as) still had hope. He (as) still had trust in Allah (swt). He (as) 

had a trust in his Lord that even though He (swt) had complete Power over him and his family that 

He (swt) would not allow any evil to befall them. He (as) had a trust in Allah (swt) that He (swt) 

would look after them.  

 This is what we need to inculcate within ourselves as well. For Yaqoob (as) then says 

“and on Him let those who trust put their trust”. If you want to put your trust in someone or 

something then put your trust on the One with Whom the command lies. The One with Whom the 

decision of every single matter lies. In the end everything is decided by Allah (swt). He (swt) will 

be the One to decide if you will for the Fire or the Garden. He (swt) will be the One to decide if 
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you will die with Iman or kufr. He (swt) will be the One to decide when and where and how you 

will die. Even the next morsel of food that you eat, the next drop of water that you drink, the next 

breath of air that you take is decided by Him (swt). Whether you will be happy or whether you will 

be sad will be decided by Him (swt). The final outcome of all things will be decided by Him (swt). 

So put your trust in Him (swt) and have the greatest of hopes in Him (swt). Realize the Majesty 

and Sublimity of Him (swt). Once you realize this how then will you ever be disappointed? So take 

every precaution. Do your best. But in the end put your trust in Allah (swt) and know that He (swt) 

is the One for all those who would trust to trust in. 

 

 

69. And when they had entered in the way that their father had commanded them it did not 

avail them at all against Allah except a desire in the soul of Yaqoob that He made it so. 

And surely he was of great knowledge because of what We had taught him but most 

people do not know. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened when the brothers entered Egypt. Yaqoob 

(as) had sent them to Egypt to get the grain for their family. He (as) had also sent Binyamin with 

them even though he knew that they had some jealousy for the boy. He (as) allowed them to 

return to Egypt so soon after their departure knowing all to well that this might draw attention to 

them. Yaqoob (as) knew that it was dangerous for them to return to Egypt so soon. People in 

those days were very suspicious of strangers and foreigners. So Yaqoob (as) feared that the 

people of Egypt might arrest his children if they saw them returning back so soon. They might 

think that the brothers had some ill intention for returning so soon. So he (as) feared. Yet despite 

this fear he (as) still sent them. He (as) prepared them to the best of his ability but he sent them. 
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 Now it is important to note that the fear that Yaqoob (as) had was not a fear of the 

people. Yaqoob (as) was not scared of the people of Egypt or of their king. Rather Yaqoob (as) 

feared the plan of Allah (swt). He (as) did not know if Allah (swt) intended for his family good or 

evil. As he (as) said in the previous ayah the command is only with Allah (swt). If He (swt) wants 

He (swt) can give someone good and if He (swt) wants He (swt) can allow some evil to befall 

someone. It is all completely up to Allah (swt). He (swt) does what He (swt) wills. So we have to 

remember here that Yaqoob (as) did not fear the people, but rather he (as) feared the plan of 

Allah (swt).  None of us can ever feel safe from the plan of Allah (swt). 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how “And when they had entered in the way 

that their father had commanded them it did not avail them at all against Allah”. Yaqoob 

(as) gave his children the best advice that he (as) could give for their situation. He (as) 

commanded each of them to enter the city from different gates. However Allah (swt) tells us here 

that such advice did not do anything for them. Such advice did not profit the brothers at all. If 

Allah (swt) wanted to allow evil to befall them then this advice did not help them at all. If Allah 

(swt) were to allow the people of Egypt to capture these brothers then this precaution that they 

took would have helped them at all. Their precautions and their efforts did not avail them against 

Allah (swt) at all. Such is the Power and Majesty of Allah (swt) and the utter weakness of the 

human. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to realize once again the complete 

worthlessness of our efforts. Do not think that things happen because of the efforts that you put 

into them. Rather know that everything happens because Allah (swt) wills is to happen. There is 

neither might nor power except with Allah (swt). The Prophet (saw) said that this was one of the 

treasures of the Garden. The reason why he (saw) said this is because the Garden is not just 

about the physical pleasures therein, but in fact the greatest pleasure of the Garden is knowing 

Allah (swt). The Garden is where you will truly know your Lord. You will actually behold Him (swt). 

So part of knowing Allah (swt) is realizing that there is no might nor power except in Him (swt). 

This realization is one of the benefits that we can take from this ayah. No matter how much we 

plan. No matter how much we try. Only that which Allah (swt) wills will be so. 
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 If this is so then why should we try? Why should we make the effort? Why should we not 

simply leave everything to Allah (swt)? We should make the effort because Allah (swt) has 

commanded us to make the effort. Allah (swt) has told us to worship and serve Him (swt). This is 

the purpose for which we were created. So even though we realize our weakness. Even though 

we realize that we ourselves have no power whatsoever, we still have to strive to please our 

Creator. This life is nothing but the quest for the Pleasure of Allah (swt). 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “except a desire in the soul of Yaqoob that 

He made it so”. This was the reason why the brothers remained safe. This was the reason why 

they were not captured by the people of the Egypt. It was not because of the precautions that 

they took, rather it was because of a desire that Yaqoob (as) had within himself for his children to 

be safe. A desire that Allah (swt) made into reality. So Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah that all of 

their planning and all of their precautions did not protect them from Him (swt) at all. The only 

reason why they were safe was because of a desire that Yaqoob (as) had. A wish that Yaqoob 

(as) had. A wish that Allah (swt) made into reality. 

 Finally Allah (swt) says “And surely he was of great knowledge”.  Allah (swt) had 

conferred this great favor upon Yaqoob (as). Allah (swt) had kept his children safe for him (as). 

But why did Allah (swt) do this? What made Yaqoob (as) so special that Allah (swt) gave him (as) 

this blessing? Allah (swt) tells us here that it was because of the knowledge that he (as) 

possessed. Yaqoob (as) was one of great knowledge. There was much that he (as) knew. But 

exactly what kind of knowledge was this? Was it simply knowledge of this world? No, it was a far 

deeper and greater knowledge than simply the knowledge of this world. It was the knowledge of 

Allah (swt). Yaqoob (as) was among those who truly knew his Lord. He (as) knew all of the 

Perfect Names of Allah (swt). He (as) knew that which was pleasing to Allah (swt) and that which 

was displeasing to Him (swt). He (as) knew how Allah (swt) wanted him (as) to be. For example 

he (as) knew that Allah (swt) wanted him (as) to take every precaution but at the same time keep 

his complete trust in Him (swt). He (as) knew that Allah (swt) wanted him (as) to strive to the best 

of his ability while at the same time realizing that there was no might nor power except with Allah 
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(swt). So Yaqoob (as) knew Allah (swt). He (as) knew that he (as) was nothing but a complete 

servant of Allah (swt). How many people live their entire lives and never come to this realization? 

 Then Allah (swt) says “because of what We had taught him”.  Here Allah (swt) reminds 

us where Yaqoob (as) got this knowledge from. It was not something that he (as) learned on his 

own. It was not something of his own doing. Rather it was Allah (swt) Himself Who had taught 

him (as). Allah (swt) was pleased with Yaqoob (as) as His (swt)’s servant and so He (swt) 

deemed it fit to confer upon him (as) this knowledge. The greatest of knowledge. The knowledge 

of the Divine. Allah (swt) gave Yaqoob (as) this special knowledge. 

 Finally Allah (swt) says “but most people do not know”. Most of the people do not have 

this knowledge. Most of the people only know the life of this world. They do not know anything 

else except this world. They only know what they can touch and feel. What they can hear and 

see. They do not know anything more than this. They are completely heedless to the Real and 

the True. They have eyes but they cannot see Him (swt). They have ears but they cannot hear 

Him (swt). They have hearts but they cannot know Him (swt). They are ignorant. They are 

heedless to the Real and the True. 

 So from this ayah we should realize that Yaqoob (as) is the one whom we should want to 

be like. We should desire to also have this knowledge of our Lord. What is greater knowledge 

than the knowledge of Allah (swt)? What is there in the creation that can compare to Him (swt)? 

If we have this knowledge then Allah (swt) will fulfill our desires. He (as) will make into reality that 

which we want to be reality. But we cannot get this knowledge by ourselves. This knowledge is 

something greater than the knowledge that is found in books. Of course books and scholars will 

tell us about Allah (swt). They will tell us His (swt)’s Perfect Names. But what will it take for us to 

truly comprehend these Names? There is a difference between knowing that Allah (swt) is the All-

Powerful and fully realizing it. Books and scholars can tell us what is pleasing to Allah (swt) but 

they cannot give us the enabling grace to do that. Such comes only from Allah (swt). So only 

Allan (swt) can grant us this knowledge. Only He (swt) can teach us. So if we want Allah (swt) to 

teach us then we have to please Him (swt). 
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70. And when they entered upon Yusuf, he took his brother onto him, he said “Verily I am 

your brother, so do not be sad because of what they used to do”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened when the brothers returned to Yusuf (as) 

with Binyamin. These brothers had returned so soon because Yusuf (as) had made them to. 

Remember that both Yusuf (as) and his brothers were only instruments in the plan of Allah (swt). 

Allah (swt) had a plan to bring the family of Yaqoob (as) to Egypt. So all that occurred now was 

but another phase in that plan. We mentioned in a previous ayah how a part of this plan would be 

to bring Binyamin to Egypt. That was what Yusuf (as) arranged for in the previous ayah. He (as) 

told his brothers that they would not receive any more grain unless they brought their brother with 

them. He (as) then even returned their merchandise to them in order to induce them to return as 

soon as possible. Now they had returned and they had Binyamin with them. Allah (swt) tells us in 

this ayah what happened next. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And when they entered upon Yusuf, he took 

his brother onto him”.  Once again there is much of the story that has been left out, but it can 

easily be derived from the context. First we learn that the brothers did indeed enter the city safely. 

But it was not their planning or their entering through different gates that kept them safe rather it 

was Allah (swt) Who kept them safe. Allah (swt) fulfilled a desire that Yaqoob (as) had in his heart 

that his children be safe. It was only because of this that the brothers were safe. Then the 

brothers entered into the place where Yusuf (as) was. He (as) spoke with them and gave them 

the grain as he (as) had promised he (as) would do. So the brothers got the grain that they came 

for. They then must have been very pleased. It seemed to them at that time that there journey 

was a success. Then Yusuf (as) took Binyamin to himself. This means that Yusuf (as) took 

Binyamin away from the brothers so that he (as) could speak with him privately. Most likely he 

(as) took Binyamin to a private chamber where the brothers would not hear their conversation.  
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 So in private Yusuf (as) said to Binyamin “Verily I am your brother, so do not be sad 

because of what they used to do”. Look at the beauty of these words. First Yusuf (as) reminds 

Binyamin that he (as) is indeed his brother. Most likely Binyamin knew that he had a brother 

called Yusuf but he never met him. Binyamin was probably only an infant when the brothers had 

taken Yusuf (as) away. So Yusuf (as) tells him here that he (as) is indeed that brother. That long 

lost brother. The one about whom his father always speaks of. The one whom his father still 

grieves for. The one whom his father yearns to be reunited with. The one who disappearance was 

a tragedy for the entire family. This was none other than Yusuf (as). The one with whom Binyamin 

was speaking to at this moment. Yusuf (as) reminds his brother of this fact here. 

 Then Yusuf (as) tells his brother not to be grieved at what they had been doing. The 

pronoun “they” here of course refers to the brothers. We see from here that they had been doing 

much to cause grief to young Binyamin. Recall how the brothers had been jealous of Binyamin 

just as they had been jealous of Yusuf (as). Yusuf (as) and Binyamin had been born of one 

mother. Since she was very beautiful and very pious, the brothers thought that Yaqoob (as) loved 

her children more than he loved them. They thought that he favored them more than he favored 

them. Of course this was not true. This was only what Shaitan whispered in their ears. But the 

brothers still believed him, and so they had this great jealousy for both Yusuf (as) and his brother. 

Because of this jealousy they must have oppressed and tortured Binyamin. They must have 

always treated him as an outcast. They never let him be a part of their group. They never called 

him to come and play with them. Probably they never even spoke with him. This was the extent of 

the hatred they had for the boy. 

 Now imagine how hard this must have been for young Binyamin. To be ostracized by his 

own brothers for something that he did not even do. It was not his fault that his mother was so 

righteous and so beautiful. It was not even his fault if his father may have shown him more 

affection than he showed the brothers. All of this was not his fault. Yet the brothers made him 

suffer because of this. So imagine how painful it must have been for Binyamin. This is why in this 

part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said to him not to grieve at what they had 

been doing. Binyamin did not need to be sad anymore. Now he had a brother who loved him. 
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Now he had a brother who would not treat him like those brothers had treated him before. Now he 

had left the brothers who were trying to hurt him and come to the brother who loved him. Now he 

was safe. Allah (swt) had saved him. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how young children should be dealt 

with. Binyamin was still a young child when this incident took place and in the actions of Yusuf 

(as) towards him Allah (swt) is giving us an example of how we must be with our children. There 

are two things that Yusuf (as) does with Binyamin in which there is a guidance for us. The first is 

that Yusuf (as) chooses Binyamin out of the group of brothers and brings him close to him (as). 

He (as) specifically takes Binyamin to the private chamber in order to speak with him. So from the 

entire group of brothers Yusuf (as) must have called Binyamin out, he (as) singled out and chose 

Binyamin. Imagine how special the child must have felt after this. A child that has known nothing 

but rejection and hatred from his other brothers. This is how we need to be with young children. 

We need to bring them close to us. We need to show them that they are special. We need to 

show them that they have worth as a human being.  

The second thing that Yusuf (as) does is that he (as) tells his brother not to be sad. This 

also is something that we must do with our children. Depression is becoming more and more 

common among the youth these days. Many children are forgetting Allah (swt). They are 

forgetting the purpose of their existence. They do not see the purpose of life. They look at the life 

of this world and all that they see is misery and sadness. So we need to remind them not to be 

sad. No matter what others may do to them. No matter what pain and suffering they may have to 

go through. They should not be sad. Because in the end there is always Allah (swt). Children 

should be reminded that Allah (swt) is the reason why they exist. He (swt) is very close to them 

and He (swt) is always with them. They do not breathe a single breath of air except that it was 

because of Allah (swt) that they breathed it.  They do not move their finger a single move except 

that it was Allah (swt) Who moved it. This is how close their Lord is to them. Not only is He (swt) 

very close to them but He (swt) cares for them and He (swt) is always there to see them through 

every difficulty. So they should not be sad. Allah (swt) is always there and He (swt) is all that 

matters. May Allah (swt) help all of our children to realize this! 
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71. So when he had furnished them with their provisions he put the drinking cup in his 

brother’s luggage,  then a caller called out “O people of the caravan,  surely you are 

thieves”.                       

 Now Yusuf (as) was finally reunited with his brother. After many years Allah (swt) had 

returned his beloved brother Binyamin to him (as).  Not only did Allah (swt) reunite Yusuf (as) with 

his brother but He (swt) also decreed that Binyamin would remain with him (as).This was part of 

His (swt)’s plan to bring the children of Israil to Egypt. But how could Binyamin remain with Yusuf 

(as) when the brothers expected him (as) to return with them to Egypt. Not only were they 

expecting him to return with them but they had even given their father a promise from Allah (swt) 

that they would return with him. This means that they would not under any circumstances agree 

to let Binyamin stay with Yusuf (as). So how was it that Yusuf (as) was able to keep his brother 

with him? Allah (swt) explains to us in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when he had furnished them with their 

provisions he put the drinking cup in his brother’s luggage”.  Here Allah (swt) tells us how 

Yusuf (as) placed a special drinking cup in Binyamin’s bag.  Allah (swt) Knows best but this was 

probably a very expensive and important cup. Some scholars have said that it was the king’s 

personal drinking cup and others have said that it was the cup with which the grain was 

measured. Allah (swt) Knows best. For us what is important to know is that it was a very special 

and very valuable cup. Yusuf (as) had this cup placed in Binyamin’s personal bag. This was done 

as part of Allah (swt)’s plan. Allah (swt) had a plan to keep Binyamin in Egypt. This was part of 

His (swt)’s greater plan to bring the children of Israil to Egypt. The scholars tell us that Binyamin 

already knew about this plan. Recall from the previous ayah how Yusuf (as) had consulted with 

his brother in private. Most likely he (as) disclosed the details of this plan to his brother at that 

time. 
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 We also see from this ayah that Yusuf (as) had furnished his brothers with all of their 

provisions. Once again we see the generosity of this noble prophet. He (as) gave his brothers 

everything that they had asked for. Everything that they had come to Egypt for. Even though at 

this point he (as) had a plan to keep Binyamin in Egypt. Even though at this point he (as) had 

gotten what he (as) wanted from them. Even though he (as) did not even need them anymore. 

Still Yusuf (as) gives them the provisions that they came for. He (as) still does his best to please 

these brothers who had done so much wrong to him (as). Even the placing of the drinking cup in 

Binyamin’s bag was not of his own doing but rather it was the plan of Allah (swt).  Yusuf (as) 

himself had no desire to see these brothers suffer in any way. What kind of a heart did this noble 

prophet have? How could he (as) be so generous? How could he (as) do such an excellent job of 

controlling the natural human feeling of anger? Ask yourself if you were in Yusuf (as)’s position if 

you could be so generous and so kind to the people who had done you so much wrong. This was 

only because he (as) had a heart that was attached to Allah (swt). A heart that was beating only 

to please Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) grant us hearts like this! 

 Then Allah (swt) says “then a caller called out “O people of the caravan, surely you 

are thieves””. The brothers having all of their provisions now set off for home with Binyamin. 

They were not aware of the plan that Yusuf (as) had. They were not aware of how Yusuf (as) had 

placed the drinking cup in Binyamin’s bag. Then when they were more than half way into their 

journey home they hear a caller calling out to them. The fact that Allah (swt) mentions how a 

caller called out to them shows that they were some distance from Egypt. They had already 

traveled some distance when they heard this call. The caller refers to them as the people of the 

caravan and he accuses them of being thieves. As we know this was all part of the plan to keep 

Binyamin in Egypt. 

 One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how deception is 

sometimes needed in the dawah. This whole scenario of hiding the drinking cup in Binyamin’s 

bag and then accusing him of theft was deception. But as we see from the ayah it was needed in 

order to keep Binyamin in Egypt. It was needed in order to achieve the good of taking Binyamin 

away from the brothers who were oppressing him, and also for the greater good of bringing the 
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children of Israil to Egypt. Remember that all of this was eventually a part of Allah (swt)’s plan for 

the dawah. From the children of Yaqoob (as) Allah (swt) would build a nation to carry His (swt)’s 

Message to mankind. But first He (swt) wanted to bring them to Egypt. So this deception was 

needed for the dawah. If we study the dawah of the Prophet (saw) we would also see several 

instances when he (saw) had to use deception. Even he (saw) said that war was deception. 

Furthermore given the climate that the dawah has to operate in today deception is sometimes 

needed. But we must always remember that the intention behind the deception must always be to 

please Allah (swt). It must always be to achieve the goals of the dawah. If the goals can 

somehow be achieved without deception then it must never be used. It must only be used as a 

last resort when there are no other means possible. As always Allah (swt) Knows best and we 

ask Him (swt) to guide us! 

 

72. They said, turning towards them, “What have you lost?”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of the brothers to what the caller 

called them to. Recall from the previous ayah that as they were leaving Egypt they heard a caller 

calling out to them. The caller told them that they were indeed thieves. In this ayah Allah (swt) 

tells us what was their response when they heard this. Try to imagine how much of a shock the 

words of the caller must have been for the brothers. They were leaving Egypt thinking that they 

were successful in their journey. They had got all of the grain that they had come for. They had 

kept Binyamin safe from all harm. Even the fear of their father that something might happened to 

them as they entered the city did not come true. So these brothers must have been elated as they 

were leaving Egypt. They must have been congratulating themselves on the success of their 

journey. But just then they heard the caller calling out to them. The caller calling out to them and 

telling them that they were thieves. They knew the severe punishment that any land had for 

thieves. So how much of a shock must it have been for these brothers. How much fear must have 

gripped their hearts at that moment. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this is that we must never feel safe from the plan of 

Allah (swt). Just because everything may be going well for us at a particular point in our lives 

does not mean that Allah (swt) might not afflict us with some calamity. Look at the case of these 

brothers. They had gotten all of their grain. They were about to leave the land of Egypt. Just when 

they were the most happy, just when they least expected any calamity to befall them, they heard 

this caller calling out to them and telling them that they were thieves. How much of a shock must 

it have been them? Insha Allah the way that we can save ourselves from becoming like them is 

that we must never feel safe from Allah (swt). We must always strive to please Allah (swt) so that 

He (swt) does not afflict us with such calamites. Even if He (swt) were to give us such calamities 

so that He (swt) would also give us the strength to make it through them. Thus we must always 

strive to please our Lord so that He (swt) does not surprise us like He (swt) surprised these 

brothers that day in Egypt. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in the ayah “They said, turning towards them, “What have you 

lost?””. These brothers were so certain that they were not thieves. They were certain that the 

caller was mistaken. So immediately after hearing this call they turn around and go towards the 

ones who called them. We see from this ayah that the caller had other people with him because 

Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers turned towards them. Some scholars say that the entire army 

of Egypt came to meet these brothers at the border. Such was how important the cup that was 

stolen was. But these brothers do not fear the army. In their mind they know that they are 

innocent so they go marching towards this army. They demand of the caller that he tell them what 

is missing. Notice also how the brothers do not ask what was stolen but rather they ask what is 

missing. This goes to further show how confident they were in their innocence. In their mind 

nothing was stolen. In their mind there was only a misunderstanding. So they asked for a further 

investigation to determine what exactly was missing. They were certain that this investigation will 

reveal that the item was not missing at all. How wrong were they in their confident assumption? 

How beautifully does Allah (swt) surprise people when they least expect Him (swt) to? 
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73. They said “We have lost the king’s cup And the one who comes forth with it shall have 

a camel load, and I am responsible for that”. 

 Now the brothers of Yusuf (as) were confronted with the king’s army. They were 

confronted with this army as they were leaving Egypt. They had thought that their trip was a 

success. They were relieved that they had gotten everything they needed from Egypt and that 

their brother Binyamin was safe. But then just when they were about to cross the border and 

enter into Philistine they heard the caller calling out to them. Telling them that they were thieves. 

They were completely shocked when they heard this announcement.  They were also 

apprehensive with fear because they knew the punishment that thieves received in Egypt. But 

deep down inside they were certain that they were not thieves. So they were determined to prove 

their innocence. That is why in the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us how they turned around and 

walked towards their accusers. They demanded as to what was missing. In this ayah Allah (swt) 

tells us what was the response that they received. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “They said “We have lost the king’s cup”. 

Although Allah (swt) says “They said” it is most likely only one person who was speaking. It is 

even more likely that this person is Yusuf (as). But the reason why Allah (swt) says “”They said” is 

to show that here Yusuf (as) is speaking on behalf of the people of Egypt. Remember that the cup 

that was missing belonged to the people of Egypt, and most likely Yusuf (as) was the one in 

charge of looking after that cup. So he (as) was the one who was leading the investigation to 

recover the cup. Here he (as) speaks in that capacity. He (as) tells the brothers here that they are 

missing the king’s cup. This is to show the brothers that what they were missing was something 

of great value. It was not just any cup but it was the cup that belonged to the king. So it is 

imperative that it be found and the ones who took it be brought to justice. 
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 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “And the one who 

comes forth with it shall have a camel load, and I am responsible for that”. Here Yusuf (as) 

wants to show the brothers that he (as) is indeed serious about retrieving the cup. So he (as) 

offers a reward of an entire camel load of grain for the one who will come up with it. Look at the 

extent that Yusuf (as) goes through in his planning. He (as) does not want the brothers to suspect 

in any way that all of this was being planned orchestrated. That is why he (as) offers this 

enormous reward of a camel load full of grain. Not only does he (as) offer this reward but he (as) 

says that he himself is responsible for coming up with this reward. Recall that Yusuf (as) was the 

one in charge of the storehouses of grain. So he (as) could grant the brothers this reward if they 

came up with the cup. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see the extent of planning that Yusuf 

(as) had in this scheme to keep Binyamin in Egypt. Do we as Muslims today take the time to 

make such plans? We can see from this ayah that even our planning is part of our worship and 

servitude of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) has given us Yusuf (as) as a model that we can emulate, and 

one way in which we can emulate him (as) is also by planning all of our endeavors well. We 

cannot simply play everything by ear and then hope for all things to turn out for the best.  Our 

Lord gave us minds for a reason. It is so that we would have excellence in everything. It is so that 

we would do everything that we do in the best way possible. The success of any endeavor comes 

from good planning. Why would Allah (swt) allow any endeavor to succeed if the ones who 

carried it out were too lazy to plan it properly? Especially if they were Muslims for whom He (swt) 

had specifically commanded to plan out and execute in the best way possible. So in your dawah, 

in your studies, in your work, and in your life, plan out everything properly. Realize that even the 

effort that you put into such planning is part of your striving to please your Lord. Of course we 

always have trust in Allah (swt), but at the same time we also plan to the best of our ability as 

Allah (swt) had commanded to. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace to execute all of our 

works in the best way possible! 
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74. They said “By Allah, certainly you know that we did not come to cause corruption in 

the land and we have never been thieves”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how the brothers responded to the accusation that was 

brought against them. First they swear by Allah (swt). This shows us that as evil as these 

brothers were, they were still aware of their Lord. They knew Allah (swt) and in times of distress 

they remembered Him (swt). Here they swear by His (swt)’s Name. How distant then are we from 

our Lord? How often is it today that you are in a gathering of people and the Name of our Lord is 

never mentioned? We have become so immersed in the life of this world that we can go for days 

without thinking of our Lord and without mentioning His (swt)’s Name. May Allah (swt) save us! 

May Allah (swt) forgive us! 

 The brothers swear by the Name of their Lord and say “certainly you know that we did 

not come to cause corruption in the land”. They tell Yusuf (as) and the people of Egypt that 

this was not the reason why they came. They did not come to cause corruption in the land. They 

did not come to steal. They only came to get grain. The people of Egypt knew this and the 

brothers remind them that they knew this. The brothers remind the people of Egypt to look at their 

intentions. Their intention was never to steal. They only intention was to get grain. That was the 

intention for their journey. So how then can they be accused of theft? 

 In this there is a lesson for us as well. We should always try to know why people do what 

they do. We should try and figure out the intentions behind their actions. Often times this will help 

us to understand their behavior. Now of course we cannot read their hearts and so we cannot 

know for sure what their intentions are. But from the information that is available to us we can 

make postulations. For example here in the case of the brothers, it was clear that the reason why 

they came was to get grain. They had brought merchandise for trading. They had even brought 

Binyamin to get another camel load. So it is clear that their intention is trading, that is why they 
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came. Based on this, as they claimed, the people of Egypt should have thought twice before they 

accused them of stealing. After all why would they steal when they came for grain and they got 

the grain that they came for? So in our dawah and even in our life we should try and understand 

why people do what they do. Insha Allah this will help us to deal with them in the right way. In a 

way that Allah (swt) is pleased with. 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they said “and we have never been 

thieves”. While there was a great wisdom in the previous portion of the brothers speech in this 

portion there is actually falsehood. They tell Yusuf (as) and the people of Egypt here that they 

have never been thieves. We know that this is not true. These brothers did steal. They took what 

was most beloved to their father away from him. So they claim that they are not thieves. But we 

know that they are, Yusuf (as) knew and most importantly Allah (swt) Knows it. 

 

 

75. They said “So what would be the recompense for it if you are liars?” 

 

76. They said “The recompense of it is he in whose bag it was found, so he shall be the 

recompense of it, thus do we recompense the Dhalimoon”. 

 In these two ayahs Allah (swt) shows us how Yusuf (as) executes the plan to keep 

Binyamin in Egypt. Recall how we said that the brothers would never have allowed Binyamin to 

remain if Yusuf (as) had merely asked them to. They had given their father a promise from Allah 

(swt) Himself that they would return with the boy. So Yusuf (as) needed to find some other way to 

keep Binyamin in Egypt.  In these ayahs Allah (swt) shows us how he (as) did that. Not only did 

Yusuf (as) keep Binyamin with him but he (as) even makes the brothers give the boy to him (as). 
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 First Yusuf (as) asks the brothers as to what should be the recompense for what they 

have done if it turns out that they really did steal the cup. In others words Yusuf (as) poses to 

them a hypothetical scenario. He (as) says to them that if indeed they are thieves then what 

should be done with them. They reply by saying that the one who stole the cup should be the 

recompense for it. In other words the one who stole the cup should be taken as a slave by the 

one whom he stole from. They tell Yusuf (as) that this is how they punish the Dhalimoon. This 

means that in their law this was the punishment for the one who committed theft. 

 Let us remind ourselves at this point that the Dhalimoon are those who commit injustice 

and oppression, and let us also remind ourselves that the law that the brothers speak of is the law 

of their father Yaqoob (as), which of course is the Law of Allah (swt). So from this we can take the 

lesson that stealing is one of the worst of injustices in the Law of Allah (swt). In the Sacred Law 

that Allah (swt) gave to Yaqoob (as) we see that the penalty for stealing was that the thief had to 

become a slave of the one whom he stole from for his entire life. He had to become a slave for 

his entire life. In the Sacred Law that Allah (swt) gave to us we know that the penalty for stealing 

is even more severe.  The thief has to have his hand amputated. This should show us how 

serious an offence stealing is. How displeasing it is to Allah (swt).  So to the best of your ability try 

to avoid stealing of any kind. Even if the Islamic State is not present today and the Law of Allah 

(swt) is not being implemented, know that you will never be able to escape Allah (swt) in the 

Hereafter.  Stealing is one of the major sins in our Din so you do not want to meet Allah (swt) with 

it on the Last Day. Realize that the things of this world belong to owners and each owner has a 

right to his property. If Allah (swt) did not give you ownership of something then do not take it 

without right. Know that if you do then such would be most displeasing to your Lord. He (swt) then 

might consider you to be from among the Dhalimoon. Do you realize what it means for Allah (swt) 

to consider you to be from among such? Do you know the punishment that He (swt) can inflict 

upon you? Do you know how displeased He (swt) can be with you? May Allah (swt) save us from 

that fate! 
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77. So he began with their bags before the bag of his brother, then he brought it out of his 

brother’s bag. Thus did We plan for Yusuf.  He was not able to take his brother in the Din 

of the king except as Allah willed. We raise in degrees whom We please. And above every 

one possessed of knowledge there is One Knowing. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us the final step in His (swt)’s plan to bring Binyamin to 

Egypt and to keep him there with Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) had brought Yusuf (as) to this strange 

land far away from home. Allah (swt) had brought him here as a slave in chains, but then He (swt) 

had raised him (as) high to the highest of positions. Now Yusuf (as) was established in the land, 

he could do whatever he wanted and he could go wherever he wanted. He (as) had the favor of 

the king, and the love and admiration of all of the people. In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how 

He (swt) reunited Yusuf (as) with his family. The first step in this reunion was reuniting him (as) 

with his brother Binyamin. Not only did Allah (swt) bring Binyamin to Yusuf (as) but He (swt) also 

decreed that the boy remain with him (as). In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how He (swt) did so. 

How He (swt) always plans the best of plans for His (swt)’s sincere servants. 

 Allah (swt) began this ayah by saying “So he began with their bags before the bag of 

his brother”.   Here Allah (swt) tells us that Yusuf (as) began searching with the brothers’ bags 

first before he (as) searched Binyamin’s bag. We can see from here that the brothers needed to 

have their bags searched for the missing cup before they were allowed to return to Philistine. It 

was most likely an order of the king that all travelers needed to have their bags examined in order 

to see if they had taken the cup. We also see from here the wisdom of Yusuf (as). He (as) starts 

with the bags of the brothers so as not to draw suspicion. He (as) does not want them to discover 

what is going on. He (as) wants to appear as innocent as possible. It was all part of the plan. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how Allah (swt) is 

teaching us to have common sense.  It was common sense that made Yusuf (as) search the bags 

of the brothers before the bag on Binyamin. If he (as) had searched the bag of Binyamin first then 

they may have suspected that he (as) had placed the cup there himself. To draw their attention 

away from this thought he (as) starts with their bags even though he (as) knew well which bag the 

cup was in. We also need to have this common sense in our dawah. We know that we have a 

goal that we are trying to accomplish. So before we take any action we have to check and see if 

that action will help to accomplish our goal or not. Even when we perform that action we have to 

perform it in the best way possible. We know the situation that we are in. We know that the 

enemies of this Message are all around us and that they are working to destroy this dawah. So 

we have to exercise caution. We have to think matters through. We have to execute every affair 

in the best was possible. Such was the way of Yusuf (as). Such was the way of the Prophet 

(saw). Such is the way Allah (swt) is teaching to us. 

 Then Allah (swt) says “then he brought it out of his brother’s bag”. Now Yusuf (as) 

produced the cup out of Binyamin’s bag. Imagine what a shock this must have been for the 

brothers. They were swearing vehemently that they were not thieves. They were so certain that 

they did not have the cup. Imagine the look that was on their faces when they saw Yusuf (as) pull 

this cup out of a bag in their own caravan. This reminds us once again that we must never feel 

safe from the plan of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) can plan in so many ways. Allah (swt) can plan for us 

good and He (swt) can place for us evil. When we are in the best of situations Allah (swt) can 

shock us with evil and when we are in the worst of situations He (swt) can surprise us with good. 

Such is the way in which our Lord works. So the trick is to never forget Allah (swt). We have to 

always remember Him (swt) and remember the way in which He (swt) works. If ever we feel safe 

from His (swt)’s planning that is when He (swt) may shock us just like He (swt) shocked the 

brothers of Yusuf (as). The brothers were so certain that they did not have the cup. They were so 

certain that Yusuf (as) would not find it in their caravan. But see what happened here. Just 

imagine how they were when Yusuf (as) was pulling out the cup from Binyamin’s bag. Thus does 

Allah (swt) plan. May He (swt) plan for us all that which is good! 
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 Then Allah (swt) says “Thus did We plan for Yusuf”. Now Allah (swt) had reunited 

Yusuf (as) with his brother. Not only did Allah (swt) bring Yusuf (as)’s beloved brother to him (as) 

but He (swt) even allowed him to stay with him (as).  Now Binyamin would remain with Yusuf (as) 

for as long as he pleased. The brothers would not have given up Binyamin for all of the treasure 

in the world because of the tremendous oath that they had given to their father. But now they got 

themselves into a situation where they themselves had to give up the boy. They themselves 

specified this punishment for stealing. So they themselves had to give up the boy as they said 

they would. All of this was from the plan of Allah (swt) for Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) plans for His 

(swt)’s dedicated servants that which will please them. Even though He (swt) sometimes puts 

them through difficulties, in the end He (swt) gives to them only that which pleases them. May 

Allah (swt) plan for us good as well! 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “He was not able to take his brother in the 

Din of the king except as Allah willed”. Now Yusuf (as) had taken Binyamin with him (as). 

However he (as) would have been able to do so in the law of Egypt, in other words in the Din of 

the king. In the law of Egypt there was a different punishment for the one who commits theft, it 

was not being take a slave. The only reason why Yusuf (as) was able to take Binyamin was 

because he (as) had asked the brothers as to what punishment they implemented in their law. 

Then they told him that their punishment for this crime was slavery. Only because of that was 

Yusuf (as) able to take his brother with him (as). If not for this, if he (as) had to follow the law of 

Egypt, then he (as) would have been able to take Binyamin. This was part of the plan of Allah 

(swt) for Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) wanted this noble prophet to be reunited with his brother. Allah 

(swt) wanted Binyamin to be taken away from the brothers who were oppressing him. All of this 

would not have been possible in the law of Egypt. It was only because the plan of Allah (swt) was 

that these two brothers be reunited. It was only because Allah (swt) willed them to be reunited. So 

we see once again that no good can happen in the heavens or in the earth unless it be by the will 

of Allah (swt). Do you expect some good to happen to you in this world without it being through 

the will of Allah (swt)? Know that such will never happen. If you want good to happen to you then 

know that good will only happen by the will of Allah (swt). Who then should you live to please? 
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 We can also note from this ayah how Allah (swt) uses the word “Din”. Unfortunately many 

Muslims today have come to think of this word to mean only rituals and beliefs. They think that 

this word Din encompasses only what we know as “the five pillars”. Testification of faith. Prayer. 

Charity. Fasting. Pilgrimage. Many Muslims think that this is all that there is to the Din. What 

Muslims fail to understand are that these are the pillars of the Din. They support and hold the Din. 

But there is in fact far more to the Din than these five pillars. As we can see from the ayah when 

Allah (swt) says Din He (swt) means an entire way of life. Everything from thinking and emotions, 

to behavior and morals, to law and government. All of this is encompassed in this word Din. This 

is clear from this ayah. The way Allah (swt) uses the word Din here it is clearly referring to the 

government of the king of Egypt. If this is what Allah (swt) means by the word “Din” then how can 

Muslims think that there is Islam in the world today? How can we think that when clearly so much 

of it is missing? How can we answer to Allah (swt) on the Last Day unless we made some kind of 

an effort to bring back Islam as a complete Din? As Allah (swt) wants it to be. May Allah (swt) 

give us the enabling grace because we cannot do it without Him (swt)! 

 This part of the ayah is also a clear evidence that Yusuf (as) did not become the king of 

Egypt or have a position of political authority. If that was the case then he (as) would have been 

able to take Binyamin no matter what. He (as) would not have had to ask his brothers as to how 

they punish thieves. But the fact that Allah (swt) states clearly how Yusuf (as) was not able to 

take Binyamin according to the law of the king shows clearly that he (as) was not the king. The 

king is the one who legislates. The king is the one who brings whatever law that he pleases. Most 

likely the king had a law which stated that travelers and foreigners would be judged according to 

their law. That was why Yusuf (as) first asked the brothers as to how they punish criminals and 

then Binyamin was sentenced according to what they said. According to their law. This clearly 

shows that Yusuf (as) did not have the power to brings laws by himself. This clearly shows that 

he (as) was not a king. So we see once again how wrong are the fools and the pretenders who 

said that Yusuf (as) ruled by kufr laws or that he (as) was a legislator in a kufr government. 

Sovereignty belongs only to Allah (swt) and never would Yusuf (as) take that right of his Lord.  
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 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “We raise in degrees whom We please”.  In 

several ways had Allah (swt) raised Yusuf (as). First He (swt) had taken him (as) from being a 

slave and raised him (as) to where he (as) was favored with the king and he (as) could go 

wherever he wanted in the land and do whatever he pleased. So Allah (swt) had raised Yusuf 

(as) from being a slave in chains to a free man with a good life. Allah (swt) had also raised Yusuf 

(as) in knowledge. Allah (swt) gave Yusuf (as) the knowledge of the revelation. The knowledge of 

Himself (swt) and what was pleasing to Him (swt).The knowledge of the interpretation of dreams. 

The knowledge of how to properly administer the storehouses of grain. Even the knowledge of 

how he (as) could take Binyamin with him (as). All of this knowledge did Allah (swt) confer on 

Yusuf (as) and through this knowledge He (swt) raised this noble prophet in degrees above 

others. But what made Allah (swt) raise Yusuf (as) in such a way? It was only because He (swt) 

was pleased with him (as). Now if you want Allah (swt) to raise you to Him (swt) then you know 

what you have to do. 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “And above every one possessed of 

knowledge there is One Knowing”. Allah (swt) raised Yusuf (as) in knowledge. Because of this 

he (as) was more knowledgeable than his brothers, and even more knowledgeable than the 

people of Egypt. He (as) was able to keep Binyamin with him and the brothers could not do 

anything about it. He (as) saved the people of Egypt from famine when they could never have 

saved themselves. This was all because of the knowledge that Allah (swt) had conferred upon 

this noble prophet. However in this part of the ayah Allah (swt) reminds us that there is a limit 

even to the knowledge of Yusuf (as). There is One Who Knows even more than Yusuf (as) did. Of 

course that is Allah (swt) Himself. Every human being in this world has knowledge, some more 

than others. But here Allah (swt) reminds us that there is One Who has more knowledge than 

every possessor of knowledge and that is He (swt). Allah (swt) possesses more knowledge than 

all creation combined and His (swt)’s Knowledge is the Perfect Knowledge. There is no 

knowledge that is outside His (swt)’s Knowledge. Can you then realize how Tremendous and 

Sublime is He (swt)? How then can you turn away from serving Him (swt)? 
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78. They said “If he stole then surely a brother of his stole before”. But Yusuf kept it a 

secret in his heart and he did not disclose it to them. He said “You are in the worst of 

situations, and Allah Knows best all that you allege”. 

 Now the brothers can see the predicament that they are in. Their situation had gone from 

one that was very good to one that was very bad in only a moment. One minute they were 

heading home with camel loads full of grain and they had even managed to keep their brother 

safe from harm. They would have been able to show their father how they can get much food for 

the family and how they can keep their brother safe. They would have been able to fulfill the 

promise that they made under the Name of Allah (swt). So their situation was very good. Then 

suddenly as they were about to cross the border and enter into Philistine they heard the call of 

caller accusing them of theft. At first they had vehemently denied this charge but then they saw 

the missing cup being taken out from their bag. They saw it right in front of their eyes. Now look 

how their situation changed. Such is Allah (swt). He (swt) can change your situation from one that 

is very bad to one that is very good and He (swt) can change your situation from one that is very 

good to one that is very bad. He (swt) can do it in only a moment. Such is your Lord. Why then 

would you ever want to upset Him (swt)? In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what the brothers did 

after they found themselves in this terrible situation. 

 Allah (swt) begins by saying “They said “If he stole then surely a brother of his stole 

before””. This was what the brothers said when they found themselves in this situation. Instead 

of apologizing. Instead of insisting that this was a mistake and that there was some explanation. 

Instead of defending Binyamin in some way. This was what they said. They said that if Binyamin 

stole then a brother of his stole before. Of course by this they mean Yusuf (as).So not only do 

they acknowledge that Binyamin stole but they accuse Yusuf (as) of theft also. They accuse both 

of their own blood brothers of being thieves. See then how wicked their hearts still were. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how evil always clings to 

you unless you make an effort to rid yourself of it. The two great evil that these brothers had was 

their jealousy for Yusuf (as) and their propensity to lie. We see here that even after many years 

they still had these despicable traits. They still had this evil within themselves. Time did not do 

anything to wash it away. They still accused Yusuf (as) of great evil even though they had not 

seen him for years. They still had this darkness in their hearts.  So if you have some evil within 

yourself you have to realize that you need to make the effort to rid yourself of it now. Do not think 

that such evil will leave after some time if you do not make the effort to remove it now. On the 

contrary it will only linger and it may even get worse. So if you find some jealousy in your heart or 

some other character trait that you know is not pleasing to Allah (swt), then try your best to clean 

yourself of it today. Do not wait until tomorrow. Tomorrow may very well be the day that you 

return to your Lord. 

 Then Allah (swt) says “But Yusuf kept it a secret in his heart and he did not disclose 

it to them”. Yusuf (as) knew very well of the falsehood of what these brothers asserted. He (as) 

knew that what they said about him and his brother was a lie. But did Yusuf (as) reveal to them 

the truth at this moment? No, rather he (as) was patient for the sake of Allah (swt).  He (as) kept 

silent for the sake of Allah (swt). Even though Yusuf (as) wanted to speak. Even though he (as) 

wanted to defend himself and his brother from these baseless accusations, he (as) kept silent for 

the sake of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) had commanded Yusuf (as) not to disclose the truth at this 

moment. But just imagine how difficult this must have been. Imagine yourself to be in his shoes at 

that moment. Would you be able to have patience? If these brothers had just insulted you and 

your brother, would you be able to keep silent? In reality not only did these brothers speak evil of 

Yusuf (as) and Binyamin but they also spoke evil of their mother. These were the two children of 

Yaqoob (as) from this blessed woman, and so when they insulted the two of them they also 

insulted her. Any normal person would not have been able to keep silent at this moment. Any 

normal person would have exploded with anger and rage because of what they said. But Yusuf 

(as) was patient. He (as) was greatly troubled in his heart because of what they said, but he (as) 

kept it to himself. He (as) did not disclose to them the truth that he (as) knew. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this is that it is beloved to Allah (swt) for us to hold our 

tongues even when we have the ability to speak. Yusuf (as) could have spoken at this moment 

and destroyed all that the brothers had said. But he (as) chose to remain silent because he (as) 

knew that such was what was pleasing to his Lord. Do we always do that? Do we always check 

ourselves before we speak?  Or do we always let loose our tongue whenever we find some 

advantage over our opponent? We need to follow the example of Yusuf (as) here. Before we say 

anything we have to always ask ourselves if what we are going to say will be pleasing to our Lord 

or not? If we think that what we are going to speak might not be so pleasing to Allah (swt) then 

we must keep silent. We must keep silent no matter how strong is the urge within us to speak. 

The Prophet (saw) has told us that the believer should speak good or keep silent. Good is what is 

pleasing to Allah (swt). So unless you are certain that what you are going to say is pleasing to 

Allah (swt) then you must be like Yusuf (as) here and keep silent. 

 So Yusuf (as) did keep silent when they spoke those horrible words about him, his 

brothers and their mother. All that he (as) said was “You are in the worst of situations, and 

Allah Knows best all that you allege”.  These were words that Yusuf (as) spoke to himself. He 

(as) could not tell his brothers what was truly in his heart at that moment because Allah (swt) had 

commanded him (as) not to disclose his true identity to them at that time.  So Yusuf (as) spoke 

these words to himself.  First he (as) says of his brothers that they are in the worst of situations. 

These brothers were in the worst of situations. They were now standing guilty of committing theft. 

They would be denied the grain that they came for. They would have to return home empty-

handed, and their families would have no food for the famine. Their entire journey would have 

been a waste. This was their terrible situation in the life of this world. However their situation with 

Allah (swt) is far worse. Allah (swt) Knows well the vicious lies that they spoke. Allah (swt) Knows 

better than anyone else. He (swt) Knows these lies just like He (swt) Knows all of the evil that 

they have done. Can you then imagine how distant they are from Allah (swt)? Is not the worst of 

situations that anyone can be in? May Allah (swt) save us from that! 
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79. They said “O Aziz, Surely he has an elderly father, So take one of us in his place, 

Surely we see you to be among those who have Ihsan”. 

 Allah (swt) ended the previous ayah by telling us about the terrible situation that the 

brothers had found themselves in. They had been found guilty of theft. Now they would have to 

give back all of the grain that they had received. They had become enemies of the state of Egypt, 

and they would probably be never able to conduct trade there. Now their family would have no 

food for the famine. But even worse is that they would have to give up Binyamin. They would 

have to give up the boy to the Egyptians to be their slave forever. This meant that they would 

have to break the promise that they made to their father. A promise that they would return with 

Binyamin.  A promise from Allah (swt) Himself. They would have to break a promise that they 

took from Allah (swt) Himself. This was the terrible situation that they put themselves in. In this 

ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they tied to escape it. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how they said “O Aziz, Surely he has an 

elderly father, So take one of us in his place”. This was what they said. Notice how their tone 

had changed from the previous ayah. In the previous ayah they only tried to distance themselves 

from Binyamin. They said that he and his brother were the thieves in their family and that they 

themselves were completely innocent. Now their entire tone had shifted. Now they were actually 

requesting that one of them be taken as a slave instead of Binyamin. Of course the reason for 

this was the promise that they had given to their father. At this moment they remembered that 

promise. Before they had spoken purely on instinct. Purely on the jealousy that they had. But now 

they remembered this tremendous oath. They had given their father a promise from Allah (swt) 

Himself and they knew that was not a promise to break. So this is why they beg of Yusuf (as) and 

ask him (as) if one of them could be taken in place of Binyamin. They would rather become a 

slave for the entirety of their lives than break a promise that they had taken from Allah (swt). 
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Notice that there are two statements that they say in order to induce Yusuf (as) to make 

this exchange. First they refer to him (as) as “The Aziz”, and second they tell him (as) that 

Binyamin has an elderly father. With the first statement they are playing to his pride and with the 

second they are playing to his sympathies. Of course the both of these will not work with Yusuf 

(as). He (as) does not have an ego to beef up and he (as) knew very well the situation of his 

father. He (as) knows that all of this is part of the plan of Allah (swt) and that in the end He (swt) 

will make his father well pleased. 

Now some people have used the fact that the brothers refer to Yusuf (as) as “The Aziz” to 

say that he (as) was the king. Of course this is not true. First of all because the word “Aziz” does 

not mean “king”. Linguistically the word does not mean “king”.  Now if Yusuf (as) truly was the 

king as these people claim then why would the brothers not refer to him (as) as “king”. Why would 

they refer to him (as) as “Aziz”? This word also does not give the meaning of one who is vested 

with political authority. It simply means the “the great one” or the “the noble one”. The brothers 

only used this title as a way of respecting and regarding Yusuf (as). They wanted to convince him 

to make this exchange where one of them is taken in place of Binyamin. That is why they refer to 

him (as) in this way.  It does not in any way mean that he (as) was a king or one who had political 

authority in the land. Allah (swt) Knows best! 

One lesson that we can take from this is to see the regard that even the brothers of Yusuf 

(as) had for a promise that they had taken from Allah (swt). Even the Arabs at the time of 

Ignorance before Islam came knew the value of an oath. They also would never break a promise. 

How much more so should the promise then have weight when it is taken from Allah (swt). Do 

Muslims today still have the same regard for promises and oaths? Do we try our best to fulfill all 

of the oaths that we make? Does the fact that we have mentioned the Name of Allah (swt) over 

our oaths mean anything to us? If not then we should remind ourselves of Who our Lord IS., Who 

He (swt) IS and what He (swt) demands of us.  We have to realize what an act of blasphemy and 

insolence it is to our Lord for us to break a promise that we have taken over His (swt)’s Name. 

Once we realize Him (swt) and what He (swt) can do to us then we should be terrified of this. The 

brothers of Yusuf (as) were and that was they would do anything to avoid it. 
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In the final part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “Surely we see you 

to be among those who have Ihsan”. The brothers did not recognize this man in Egypt as their 

brother Yusuf (as). But they still recognized him (as) as one of those who had Ihsan. This was the 

level to which the Ihsan of Yusuf (as) showed on his character. As we mentioned to have Ihsan is 

to wish the best for the creation and to serve the Creator as though you behold Him (swt). This 

was how Yusuf (as) was and the brothers could see it from him. So they ask of him (as) to do the 

best for them. To allow them to make the exchange where one of them is taken in place of 

Binyamin. 

 

 

80. He said “Allah forbid that we should take anyone except the one whom we found our 

provision with, if we do then surely we would be among the Dhalimoon”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yusuf (as) when the brothers 

asked him (as) to make the exchange where one of them is taken in place of Binyamin. Notice 

here the complete power that Yusuf (as) had over these brothers at this point. He (as) completely 

controlled their fortune. He (as) could honor their request and grant them immeasurable 

happiness or he (as) could turn them down and give them great despair. This same boy who they 

had once thrown in a well now held their lives in his hand. He (as) could have done to them 

whatever he (as) pleased. This was only because of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) gives power to whom 

He (swt) pleases over whom He (swt) pleases. So if you want power, if you want you wish to be 

so, then you must strive to please your Lord and Master. Allah (swt) will raise in rank those who 

glorify Him (swt) and those who seek forgiveness of Him (swt) and those who make themselves 

humble before Him (swt). At the same time He (swt) will debase and bring low those who turn 

away from Him (swt) and who think much of themselves. May Allah (swt) make us among the 

former of these groups and not the latter! 
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 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how Yusuf (as) said to his brothers “Allah forbid that we 

should take anyone except the one whom we found our provision with”. The phrase “Allah 

forbid” means that Allah (swt) should never allow this scenario to be so. So Yusuf (as) is saying 

that Allah (swt) should forbid any but the one who stole the cup to be taken as a slave. In other 

words Allah (swt) should never allow it to happen that anyone else besides the one who 

committed the theft to be taken. He (as) explains the reason for this when he (as) says “if we do 

then surely we would be among the Dhalimoon”. To take anyone else except the one who is 

guilty would be the worst of injustices and if Yusuf (as) should do that then he (as) would 

definitely be among the Dhalimoon. When a certain crime occurs then should not the one who is 

punished be the one who is guilty of that crime? How great an injustice would it be if an innocent 

man is punished for a crime that someone else committed? That is why Yusuf (as) says to the 

brothers here that he (as) would never do such. He (as) would never punish except the one who 

is guilty. He (as) would not take any except Binyamin because it was in his bag that the cup was 

found. Allah (swt) should forbid anything else but this from happening. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how important justice is to Allah 

(swt). The upholding of justice is an integral part of our Din just like prayers and fasting are. Here 

Yusuf (as) says that if any but the one who stole the cup was taken as a slave then that would be 

the worst of injustices. This shows how important justice is to Allah (swt). It shows how important 

it is that only the guilty are punished. Now ask yourself where is the justice in the world today? 

Now that the people have become so heedless of Allah (swt) they seem only to care for 

themselves. They do not care if an innocent person is punished just as long they escape the 

punishment. They are not affected by all of the injustice that happens all around them. They 

forget that their Lord Sees all that they do and that He (swt) will take them to task for their failure 

to uphold justice. Now that we know that justice is so important to our Lord then how can we live 

contently in a world that lacks it? How can we return to Him (swt) if we did not even make an 

effort to change the situation? 
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81. So when they despaired of him, they met together in secret, the biggest of them said 

“Do you not know that surely your father took from each of you an oath from Allah and 

before this how you had failed in your duty to Yusuf. So I will not leave the land until my 

father gives me permission or Allah judges for me. And He is the Best of Judges”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what happened next with the brothers of Yusuf (as). Allah 

(swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when they despaired of him”. The Arabic word fa which we 

have translated here as “so” shows that the brothers only gave up on trying to convince Yusuf 

(as) after a long and desperate struggle.. Recall from the previous ayah how they had made this 

request of Yusuf (as) that one of them be taken instead of Binyamin, and recall how he (as) had 

said that if he (as) were to take any but the thief then he (as) would be among the unjust. So we 

see from this part of the ayah that they had pleaded and pleaded with Yusuf (as) to make this 

exchange. They were desperate to make this trade. They were begging him and begging him. 

After all this they finally had to give up. Now see once again what is the end of those who turn 

away from Allah (swt) and what is the end of those who serve Him (swt).  See how these brothers 

had to completely abase themselves before Yusuf (as) and see how he (as) controlled their fate 

completely.  

 Then Allah (swt) says “they met together in secret”. When the brothers had finally 

despaired of convincing Yusuf (as) they held a secret meeting. They all conferred together in 

private. Now they had given up hope on Yusuf (as). They realized that they could not convince 

him otherwise. They could not bribe him (as) and they could not say anything to make him (as) 

change his mind. His resolve was firm not to make the exchange for Binyamin. His resolve was 

firm that justice be done. His resolve was firm that what was pleasing to his Lord was what would 
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be. So they gathered together in private to discuss what they should do next. They asked for a 

meeting in private so that Yusuf (as) and the other Egyptian officials would not hear what they 

spoke. 

 Allah (swt) then brings our attention to the speech of the one whom He (swt) refers to as 

“the biggest of them”. Now most likely this does not mean that this brother was the biggest of 

them in terms of size. Rather the scholars have given several reasons as to why Allah (swt) refers 

to him as “the biggest of them”. One reason could be that he was the oldest of them. Another 

reason could be that he was the most intelligent of them. Another reason could be that he was 

the closest of them to Allah (swt). Allah (swt) Knows best but most likely all of these opinions are 

correct. This brother was big in terms of his age, in terms of his intelligence, and most importantly 

in terms of his closeness to his Lord. Because this brother remembered Allah (swt), He (swt) 

considered him to be bigger than the others. Allah (swt) considered the others to be small and 

insignificant because they did not remember Him (swt) much. This shows us once again that our 

Lord’s estimation of us is based on how much we think of Him (swt) and how much we strive to 

please Him (swt). This was also most likely the brother who did not want to kill Yusuf (as) but who 

suggested instead that he (as) be placed in the bottom of a well. Once again Allah (swt) Knows 

best! 

 Allah (swt) then tells us how this brother said to the others. “Do you not know that 

surely your father took from each of you an oath from Allah and before this how you had 

failed in your duty to Yusuf”.  Here this brother reminds the others of their situation. They had 

given their father a solemn oath from Allah (swt) Himself. In this oath they had promised him that 

they would not return except with Binyamin.  As evil as they were these brothers still realized 

what it meant to take an oath from Allah (swt). They knew that such an oath was not meant to be 

broken. They knew that they would be bringing upon themselves pain in both this life and the next 

if they were to break such an oath. So this is what this brother reminded them of first. Then he 

also reminds them of how they had failed in their duty to Yusuf (as). They also had a duty to look 

after and care for Yusuf (as). They had promised their father that they would be his protectors 

and they had failed in that promise. How then could they return to their father having failed time 
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and time again? How then could they return to their father having broken so tremendous an oath? 

This brother reminds them of these facts. He reminds them that they best think twice about 

leaving Egypt without Binyamin. 

 Notice in this ayah the change that has happened in this brother. Here he is actually 

blaming himself and the others for their failure to look after Yusuf (as). Let us not forget that at the 

beginning of the Surah he was the one who had suggested that Yusuf (as) be placed in the well. 

Now look at how his behavior and his outlook had changed. He felt regret because of what had 

happened in the past. He blamed himself and his fellow brothers for their failure to look after 

Yusuf (as). Now he actually cared for Allah (swt). He actually cared for his father. Why was this? 

Why did this brother undergo such a radical change and transformation? One reason could be 

because of the trials that he had to face here. The trials that he had to endure brought about a 

radical transformation in this brother. Now he realized the difficulty and hardship of this world, he 

truly tasted the bitterness of it. His family back home was starving from the famine. Now the only 

one chance that they had of getting food was gone. This made this brother to realize what a 

painful place this world can be. How there can be no chance of true happiness and contentment 

in this world? How empty and wretched this world can be when you choose to live in it in 

heedlessness to your Lord. So these trials changed the outlook of this brother towards the world.  

Now he was finally beginning his journey back to Allah (swt). 

 So one lesson that we can take from this is to realize that there is a hidden blessing in 

every trial or difficulty that we have to endure in this world.  Every trial or difficulty is a chance for 

us to realize the wretchedness of this world. A chance for us to realize that this world is not worth 

sacrificing our relationship with Allah (swt) for. It is not worth trading our Hereafter for. It is a 

chance for us to come back to Allah (swt) if we have become distant from Him (swt). If we have a 

“perfect life”, if we never have any trials then why would ever remember Allah (swt)? Why would 

we ever turn to Him (swt) with a need that we have? When we go through trials it reminds us how 

dependent we are on Allah (swt) and how much we need Him (swt), It reminds us to turn to Him 

(swt) and ask of Him (swt) to remove our difficulty from us. It makes us to look at ourselves and 

ask ourselves if there was something within us that brought about this calamity. 
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 Then Allah (swt) tells us how this brother said “So I will not leave the land until my 

father gives me permission or Allah judges for me”. Now this brother tells the others what he 

plans to do. He says that because of the promise that he gave, because he failed in his duty to 

look after Yusuf (as), now he has resolved not to leave the land until his father gives him 

permission or Allah (swt) judges for him. This brother now finally remembered Allah (swt). He 

remembered his responsibility to Allah (swt). He realized that he had earned the Wrath of Allah 

(swt) by betraying his father. Now all that he desired was to be in the Pleasure of Allah (swt), all 

that he desired was to be away from the Wrath of Allah (swt). He realized now that the way to his 

Lord was by winning the approval of this father. That is why he says that he will not leave the land 

his father gives him permission or until Allah (swt) judges for him. He knows that he has a 

promise on his neck not to return to his father unless he has Binyamin with him. So he vows not 

to leave Egypt unless he is allowed to take Binyamin or unless his father gives him permission. 

 Finally in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how this brother said “And He is the Best of 

Judges”. Now this brother has put his fate completely in Allah (swt). He will only leave the land 

when Allah (swt) makes a way for him to leave. Otherwise he vows not to lave the land. He 

leaves the matter completely to Allah (swt). If Allah (swt) pleases, He (swt) can return Binyamin to 

him and then he would leave. Or if Allah (swt) pleases, He (swt) can make Yaqoob (as) give him 

permission and then he would leave. Or if Allah (swt) pleases, He (swt) can make no avenue of 

escape come for this brother and then he will die in this foreign land. The matter is completely up 

to Allah (swt). This brother leaves the matter entirely to his Lord. The reason why this brother has 

left the matter entirely to Allah (swt) is because He (swt) is the Best of Judges. This brother 

knows that he has done wrong.  Now he does not want anyone to judge him for his crime except 

Allah (swt). He knows that Allah (swt) is the best of judges. If he is truly deserving of punishment 

then Allah (swt) will punish him and He (swt) will punish him with the most fitting of punishments. 

On the other hand if he is deserving of mercy then Allah (swt) will pardon him his crimes and 

allow for him a way to leave the land. This brother leaves his fate completely with Allah (swt) for 

Him (swt) to do with him as he pleases. He does this out of a realization that Allah (swt) is indeed 

the Best of Judges. 
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 Thus yet another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to realize that Allah (swt) is 

indeed the Best of Judges. This brother puts his hope in Allah (swt) based on the realization that 

He (swt) is indeed the Best of Judges. Similarly for whatever befalls us in this world we have to 

realize that such is the Judgment of Allah (swt) and He (swt) is indeed the Most Just of judges. 

We can never complain because of anything that happens to us or on the account of anything 

that we have been given or not given. We should realize that everything happens with the Decree 

of Allah (swt). But Allah (swt) has chosen to give us this Decree based on His Perfect Knowledge 

and Perfect Wisdom. So we must never complain for this Decree. We have to realize that this 

Decree is the Judgment of the Best of Judges. 

 

 

82. “Return to your father, and say ‘O our father, surely your son has stolen, and we do not 

witness except to that which we know, and we are not guardians for the unseen’”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to us the speech of the oldest brother. Recall 

from the previous ayah how he made a vow not to leave Egypt until his father gives him 

permission or until Allah (swt) judges for him in some way. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what 

he said to his brothers. In this ayah as well we find pearls of wisdom come from the tongue of this 

brother. This shows us how much he has changed. He has changed from a selfish and jealous 

boy who only cared for himself to a man who now realized the purpose of his existence. See here 

how Allah (swt) can guide even the darkest of hearts? 

 Allah (swt) first tells us in this ayah how this brother said to the others “Return to your 

father”. There is much wisdom and benefit even in this small part of the ayah. First notice that the 

brother reminds his siblings to return to their father. Here he reminds them how they came from 

their father and so they must go back him. He is not telling them to go somewhere where they 

would not want to go, but he is telling them to return to where they came from. They came on this 
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journey because of their father, they came on this journey from their father, so they must return to 

him. They were now in a very desperate situation. What other option do they have at a time of 

such desperation other than to return to where they came from? We can take a lesson from this 

for our lives as well. We too should return home in times of difficulty and trial. When matters 

become difficult we should always go back to where we came from. At home there is solace. At 

home there is peace. At home there is the support of the family. At home there is a chance to 

regroup and rejuvenate. 

 Also notice in this part of the ayah how this brother says to the others to return to “their 

father” instead of saying “our father”.  He refers to Yaqoob (as) in this way to remind the others 

that this man is indeed their father. It seems that he has found the love and the regard that he 

must have for Yaqoob (as), but the other brothers have not. So he reminds them here that this 

man is indeed their father as well. Like him they also should be worried about the disappointment 

and the pain that they have caused him. They also should be grieved at how they had broken the 

trust that he had given them. He is their father, and that means something. 

Then the older brother tells the others to say “surely your son has stolen”. These 

brothers must return to Yaqoob (as) and tell him that his son has surely committed theft. Notice 

first the word “surely” for emphasis and certainty.  Of course Yaqoob (as) would find it hard to 

believe that his son is a thief. All parents always think the best of their children. They find it hard 

to believe that their children would ever do anything evil. As parents such thinking can sometimes 

be an exaggeration on our part. Of course we should always think the best of our children and we 

should always pray that they be righteous, but at the same time we should remember that they 

are human and it is the nature of the human to sin. So for example if someone comes and tells us 

that our child has done some evil, we must not be quick to dismiss them. We must keep in mind 

that our children are human and humans can sin. Insha Allah we must investigate the matter with 

our child further. This brother realized as well that Yaqoob (as) might behave in this way. Just like 

any parent he (as) would find it hard to believe that his son is a thief, so the brother presses with 

emphasis this fact by saying “surely”. 
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Also notice that there is still a tinge of jealousy remaining in this brother. This is because 

he does not refer to Binyamin as “my brother” but he refers to him as “your son”. This shows that 

he still has jealousy for Binyamin. He still wants to distance himself from the boy. Even though his 

reformation has begun, even though he now remembered Allah (swt), that jealousy for Yusuf (as) 

and Binyamin that had haunted him his whole life still remained. Thus Allah (swt) once again 

shows us the complex nature of human beings. How most people are not pure evil or pure  good. 

They are in between, but the sincere are always trying to flee from evil towards Allah (swt). 

 Then the brother tells the others to say “and we do not witness except to that which 

we know”. Here he is telling his father that Binyamin being a thief is the truth as far as he knows 

it. He is not telling his father anything except that which he has witnessed. He witnessed with his 

own eyes the cup being pulled out of Binyamin’s bag. So the evidence that he had witnessed 

clearly indicate that Binyamin was a thief. He tells his father here that he does not know anything 

more than that.  Allah (swt) Knows best if Binyamin is truly a thief or not. He only knows what he 

has seen with his eyes. It is as if he is saying “o my father, I know that you find it hard to believe 

that Binyamin is a thief. All that I am telling you is what I saw. Allah (swt) Knows best”. 

 Even in these words of the brother there is much wisdom and benefit for us. One lesson 

is that our knowledge must be based on what we have sensed. We have to realize that the way in 

which we gain knowledge is by studying the world around us. So any thought or any idea that we 

adopt has to be based on what we sense. If have not sensed something, if something is not 

based on a tangible evidence that we can perceive,  then we cannot believe in it. If we have not 

sensed something then it just imagination. Even when we believe something that someone else 

tells us we have to believe it on how likely it is that such a person is speaking the truth and how 

much we trust that person. Based on the kind of person who they are and whether or not they are 

known for speaking the truth. Even our belief in Allah (swt) and our belief in the Message that He 

(swt) sends us is based on what we sense. We can see that this universe must have a Creator 

and Sustainer. We can see that no one has been able to reproduce even a small portion of the 

Quran in the last fifteen hundred years. Does this not show us that what we believe is true? Is this 

not a conclusion that we reached based on what we sense? So another lesson that we take from 
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this ayah is to realize how everything that we believe in, everything that we know, must be based 

on what we have witnessed. Such is the truest of knowledge. Such is the knowledge that we can 

have conviction in. 

 Finally this brother tells the others to say “and we are not guardians for the unseen”. 

There is much that is in the unseen, and here this brother tells his siblings to remind their father 

that they are not the guardians of such. The truth about whether or not Binyamin is truly a thief is 

in the unseen. These brothers do not know that. The future is in the unseen. These brothers do 

not know that either. When they had left their father, when they had given him that promise, they 

do not know that events would turn out this way. Who could have predicted this? Could any of the 

brothers have seen this coming? No of course not, at that time this event was in the future and so 

there was no way for them to have known about it. It was a matter of the unseen and they are not 

keepers of the unseen. 

 So another lesson that we can take from this ayah is to realize that we as human beings 

do not have knowledge of the unseen. We are not keepers of the unseen. Only Allah (swt) has 

this knowledge. Sometimes He (swt) may disclose this knowledge to some of His (swt)’s prophets 

or angels. But certainly not us. Allah (swt) has never given a human being who is not a prophet 

definitive knowledge of the unseen. Allah (swt) has never spoken to any but the prophets. Now 

we know that the Prophet (saw) is the seal of the prophets. So from now on we know that there is 

no human being who can ever come and claim to know the unseen. There is no human who can 

know the future, there is no human who can see the angels or the jinn, there is no human who 

can claim to have knowledge that is not arrived at through the senses or through revelation. So all 

soothsayers, false prophets, “divine” imams, and mystical saints who make such claims are all 

false. This ayah clearly shows them to be. Allah (swt) reminds us in this ayah that we as humans 

have no access to unseen. Such is a realm that we cannot even approach. The only two doors 

that we have to this hidden world are the Quran and authentic hadith of the Prophet (saw). How 

then can we ever turn away from these? 
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83. “And ask the town where we were, and the caravan the one in which we returned, and 

surely we are of the truthful”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) radically shifts to a totally new scene. Now the setting is different 

and the characters are different as well. Recall how Allah (swt) ended the previous ayah with the 

eldest brother speaking to his younger siblings. He told them that he would not leave the land 

until his father gives him permission or Allah (swt) judges for him. He then tells them to return to 

their father and to tell him what had happened. To tell him how Binyamin had stole the cup and 

how that was all that they know about the matter. They know only what they saw and they have 

no knowledge of the unseen. That was the scene in the previous ayah. The older brother 

speaking to the younger brothers and giving them this advice. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) shows 

us the scene of these brothers speaking to their father. He (swt) has seamlessly changed the 

setting from Egypt to Philistine. In just one ayah Allah (swt) has changed the context of the elder 

brother speaking to the younger siblings to the context of the younger brothers speaking to 

Yaqoob (as). Everything that happened in between these two scenes has been left out. 

Everything that happened in between is unnecessary for us to gain the lessons and the guidance 

in the story. Allah (swt) has told us only that which we need to know. In this also we can get a 

small taste of the Miracle of the Quran. Only Allah (swt) can relate to us a story where only that 

which is relevant and only that in which there is guidance has been related. Everything else has 

been left out. But even though much has been left out we as the readers and listeners never 

become lost or confused. There is never a moment in the story where we do not know what is 

going on. Allah (swt) has told us a story that has everything we need to know about the prophet 

Yusuf (as) and nothing superfluous or unnecessary. In addition to telling us the life story of this 

noble prophet and his family this Surah is also a guidance to our Lord. Every ayah has lessons 

and benefits in it. Every ayah can bring us closer to our Lord. Who but Allah (swt) could have 

composed a Book such as this? If you still do not realize the Miracle it is only because you have 
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not contemplated on it enough. Use your mind that your Lord gave you and you will come to the 

realization that this Book cannot be except from Him (swt). 

 Another aspect of the Miracle of the Quran here is that part of the speech of these 

brothers to their father is not explicitly mentioned here. The first thing that these brothers do upon 

their return to Philistine is tell Yaqoob (as) exactly what their older brother told them to say. In this 

ayah Allah (swt) does not explicitly tell us that they said this to their father. But we can easily see 

from the context of the ayah that they did. This is because Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling 

us how they said “And ask the town where we were”. Here they are telling their father to inquire 

about something from the town they were just in. But what is it that they are telling their father to 

inquire about? It is obvious that they are telling their father to inquire about the matter of Binyamin 

stealing. This is what their brother had told them to say to their father of in the previous ayah. We 

know that they said the words of their older brother to their father even though Allah (swt) does 

not explicitly tells us that they did. So in essence it is almost as if Allah (swt) had combined the 

speech of the older brother to the younger brothers and then the speech of the younger brothers 

to their father in one ayah. Such is also part of the beauty of the Quran. There is so much 

meaning in these ayahs and they transition one to another so seamlessly. Could they be from any 

but Allah (swt)? 

 So these brothers ask their father to inquire of the town as to what happened. To find out 

from the town the truth of what they were saying. In other words if Yaqoob (as) went to the town 

in Egypt where Binyamin was taken then he would find out the truth of what they are saying. Also 

notice in this ayah how Allah (swt) says “ask the town”. Now of course this cannot be taken 

literally. You cannot ask anything of a town because it is not alive and cannot speak. Of course 

what Allah (swt) meant was to ask the people of the town. That is the correct understanding of 

this ayah. So this is yet another example of where the literal meaning of the ayah cannot be 

taken. There are many ayahs in the Quran where the literal meaning cannot be taken, but rather 

only the understood or the metaphorical meaning can be taken. This ayah is one such example. It 

shows us once again how wrong are those people who say that we must always take the literal 

meaning of ayahs of Quran or hadith of the Prophet (saw).  
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 The brothers also tell their father to inquire of the caravan with whom they returned. Just 

like the people of the town, the people of the caravan also knew what happened. They could also 

verify the truth of what the brothers were saying. In fact to check with the caravan would probably 

have been even easier for Yaqoob (as) than to check with the people of the town. The caravan 

was probably still in Philistine, so all that he had to do was just go and ask them what happened. 

 Notice also that time was different from last time. This time the brothers actually were 

telling the truth. To prove to their father that what they are bringing is the truth this time they come 

with much stronger evidences than last time. Last time all that they brought was the blood-stained 

shirt. This time however they bring the testimony of both the people of the town and the people of 

the caravan. All that Yaqoob (as) had to do was to go and ask either of these people and they 

would all verify all that the brothers had said. They all knew how Binyamin was taken as a slave 

by the people of Egypt. They all saw the cup being pulled out of Binyamin’s bag. If Yaqoob (as) 

were to study the reality closely then he would discover the truth of what these brothers were 

saying.  

 So in this Allah (swt) is once again teaching us that we need to study the reality of 

matters closely before we reach a conclusion. Allah (swt) is showing us how the brothers 

presented all of these evidences to prove what they were saying. This was actually a 

praiseworthy act on their part because they were presenting these evidences to establish the 

truth. The truth as far as they knew was that Binyamin did steal. So through their example Allah 

(swt) is showing us that we also need to establish any idea or thought that we adopt based on its 

evidence. Allah (swt) has also told us in other ayahs of the Quran that when someone brings us 

some news then we should verify it. Thus our Lord is once again teaching us to use the senses 

that He (swt) has given us. For any situation, for any scenario, we have to use our senses to 

study the reality of that situation deeply before we draw a conclusion on it. One problem with the 

Ummah today is that we look at things superficially and then we draw conclusions and come to 

judgments based on this superficial observation. This is wrong. This has often lead to mistakes 

and wrong judgments. For example in the recent terrorist attacks some Muslims were quick to 

blame the Jews. They said that the Jews did it since they are so evil and so powerful. Other 
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Muslims just believed what the media told them and assumed it was just some radicals acting by 

themselves. Both of these groups came to their conclusions without studying or analyzing the 

situation deeply. They only looked at what was on the surface or they made assumptions based 

on their prejudices. This is not correct. If both of these groups of Muslims would have studied the 

reality deeply they would have seen that there is much more to it than just the Jews or some 

radical Muslims acting alone.  Allah (swt) has given us eyes, ears and a mind for a reason. We 

have to use them to their utmost when studying the world around us. This haste and this laziness 

when it comes to studying and analyzing the reality is only from Shaitan. We have to fight this 

feeling and this sloth within us and strive to our utmost in everything that we do. The Prophet 

(saw) has told us that Allah (swt) has obligated excellence in all matters. So is not excellence 

required when we learn about the world around us? When we seek to find the truth? 

 Finally these brothers say to their father “and surely we are of the truthful”. This time 

they were indeed telling the truth in what they said and so they press and emphasize this fact to 

their father. They cry out with utmost certainty and assurance that they are of the truthful. They 

want their father to consider them among that select group of people who are of the truthful. But 

do you think that their father believed them? Do you think that their father considered them to be 

among the truthful? Truthfulness in our Din is a trust that has to be earned. It is something that 

can never be broken. When your Muslim brother tells you something then you must believe him 

because he is your Muslim brother. All believers are of the truthful because they have chosen to 

believe in the True. But if a Muslim ever tells you even one lie then this trust that you have with 

him is broken. Then he has taken himself out of this select group of people who are the truthful. 

These brothers of Yusuf (as) had already lied to their father. So how could he ever consider them 

to be among the truthful now? This is what we have to save ourselves from becoming. We have 

to realize the trust that we have been given when we say that we are Muslims.  So always speak 

the truth. This is a trust that you have as a believer. The truthful are a select group of people to be 

in. This is a group that Allah (swt) is pleased with. May Allah (swt) always make us among the 

truthful! 
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84. He said “Bal, rather your souls have made the matter seem light to you, so beautiful 

patience, perhaps Allah will bring them all to me, surely He is the Knowing and the Wise”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to what the 

brothers had told him in the previous ayah. Try to imagine once again the desperate situation that 

this noble prophet was in. He (as) was a prophet of Allah (swt) and look at the great trials that 

Allah (swt) put him through. How then can you complain at the trials that your Lord gives you? 

How can you say that you do not have the strength to bear them? What are your difficulties 

compared to what this noble prophet had to go through? Yaqoob (as) had already lost Yusuf (as) 

and only with pain and reservation did he (as) agree to send Binyamin with the brothers. His 

family was in the midst of a great famine. They did not have enough food to eat or water to drink. 

Now his own sons are coming to him and telling him that his own son is a thief. They are telling 

him that his son is a thief and that as a consequence of that he has been taken as a slave by the 

Egyptians. Not only that but they are also telling him that one of children has chosen not to return 

home. So Yaqoob (as) has lost not two but three children. In the midst of a famine, he (as) finds 

that he (as) has lost of his three of his sons. This was the great trial that his Lord chose to gave 

him (as). Pray to Allah (swt) that you do not get such trials. You know that you do not have the 

strength to bear them. 

 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) first said “Bal, rather your souls have made the 

matter seem light to you”. Notice that these were the same words that Yaqoob (as) spoke to the 

brothers the last time when they came and told him (as) that Yusuf (as) had been eaten by the 

wolf. He (as) speaks the same words to them here. He (as) tells them that their souls have made 

a great matter seem small to them. But what is this great matter? Is the situation here the same 

as was with Yusuf (as)?  Is Yaqoob (as) certain that these brothers were lying this time? Does he 

(as) think that they had done something to Binyamin like they had done to Yusuf (as)? It seems to 
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us, and of course Allah (swt) Knows best, that Yaqoob (as) knew that the brothers were speaking 

the truth this time. He (as) knew that they were not lying in what they said. The reason why we 

say this is because of the testimony that they brought.  Remember that this time they came with 

the testimony of both the people of the town, and the people of the caravan. So if Yaqoob (as) 

doubted them then he (as) could have checked with these people. They could have easily verified 

the truth of what these brothers were saying. So most likely Yaqoob (as) knew that the brothers 

were speaking the truth this time. Why then does he (as) once again say to them that their souls 

had made a great matter seem small to them? What is this great matter of evil that their souls 

have made seem small? We believe that it is their treatment of their brothers and their disregard 

for the oath that they had given their father.  

The first evil that these brothers had done was the injustice that they did against 

Binyamin with their tongues. The cruel words that they spoke against him. Binyamin was their 

own brother and their brother in Islam, but still they spoke against him and told their father that he 

was a thief. This was not right. They should have known better than to speak such evil about their 

Muslim brother. If anything they should have said that the Egyptians had accused Binyamin of 

theft instead of saying that he was a thief. They should have avoided saying anything evil about 

their brother at all costs. But they did not. They spoke evil about him and called him a thief 

because they still had jealousy and hatred for him. Even if it seemed to them that their brother 

had done this evil they still should have spoken only good about him. They should have always 

thought the best of their brother and spoke of him even better. But they did not. They called him a 

thief and they did not think much of what they said. This was the first matter of great evil that their 

souls made seem small to them. 

The second matter of great evil that these brothers had done was the lack of regard that 

they had for the oath which they had taken from Allah (swt) Himself. The elder brother realized 

the weightiness of this oath. That was why he refused to leave Egypt until Allah (swt) judges for 

him or his father gives him permission. That brother was terrified to go back to Philistine without 

Binyamin. He was terrified to break the oath that he had taken from Allah (swt). These brothers 

however did not share the same reverence for the oath that they had taken from Allah (swt). They 
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broke the oath by returning home without the boy and they did not think much of it. Thus did their 

souls make this great matter of breaking an oath from Allah (swt) seem light to them. They were 

still so heedless of Allah (swt) that they could break this oath without it terrifying them. 

So now look at the situation of Yaqoob (as). Not only had he (as) lost three of his 

children, but his other sons had committed such great evil and they still did not even realize the 

magnitude of the evil that they had done. Back-biting and the breaking of oaths. These are 

among the greatest of sins but these brothers did not even realize it. They committed these sins 

without them thinking much of it. Without them realizing how displeasing it was to Allah (swt). 

How painful must it have been for a father to see his sons this way? A father who is a prophet of 

Allah (swt). What else then could Yaqoob (as) say at a moment like this other than “so beautiful 

patience”? Beautiful patience was all that Yaqoob (as) could have. The grief was overflowing and 

all that Yaqoob (as) could do was try to the best of his ability to contain it and suppress it for the 

sake of Allah (swt). The Arabic word sabr means much more than patience. It means restraint 

and control, like you would restrain and control a wild animal. This is what Yaqoob (as) had to do. 

The only reason why Yaqoob (as) was able to do this was because his heart was attached to 

Allah (swt). He (as) lived for Allah (swt).  He (as) thought of Allah (swt) at every moment of his 

day. Because of this relationship that he (as) had with his Creator and Sustainer, he (as) was 

able to weather this storm that came upon him (as) in torrents and torrents. Because of this 

relationship he (as) was able to have beautiful patience. 

The lesson that we can take from this is to realize that the key to making it though this life 

is patience and the key to patience is our relationship with Allah (swt).  Islam is nothing but our 

relationship with Allah (swt). This Din is nothing but our quest to know our Lord and our quest to 

come closer to Him (swt) in everything that we do.  Allah (swt) is Who we should be thinking of at 

every moment of our day that passes. We should realize that every breath we take is only 

because of Him (swt).This remembrance, these thoughts, are what will help us to make it through 

this life and all of the trials that this life contains. Without a doubt there will be trials in this life, 

such is the nature of this life, but what will help us to make it through these trials is our 

remembrance of Allah (swt). Only Allah (swt) can save us if only we would think of Him (swt). 
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So we said that Yaqoob (as) was able to make it through these trials by his remembrance 

of Allah (swt). His beautiful patience came from his thoughts of his Lord.  The proof for that can 

be seen in the very next part of the ayah when he (as) says “perhaps Allah will bring them all 

to me”. Just like last time, this time as well Yaqoob (as) speaks of Allah (swt) right after he (as) 

says “beautiful patience”. This shows us that his patience comes from his remembrance of his 

Lord. Here Yaqoob (as) speaks of a wish that he (as) has. A hope that he (as) has. Yaqoob (as) 

says that he (as) hopes that Allah (swt) will return all of them to him (as). “All of them” here refers 

to Yusuf (as), Binyamin and the oldest brother. Yaqoob (as) says that perhaps, perchance, his 

Lord will bring them all back to him (as). Not only is this a declaration of a great hope that he (as) 

has in his heart, but this is also a prayer that he (as) is making to Allah (swt). Yaqoob (as) is 

calling out to Allah (swt) to return all of his sons to him (as). 

From this we not only see the patience of this noble prophet but we also see the great 

hope that he (as) had in his Lord. Even after all of these years, even after all of this time, he (as) 

still has a hope that Allah (swt) will return Yusuf (as) to him (as). How many years now must it 

have been since Yusuf (as) was taken away from him (as)? It must have been years upon years. 

But he (as) still has this hope that Allah (swt) will bring the boy back to him (as). This was 

because Yaqoob (as)’s heart first saw Allah (swt) before he (as) saw this world. When he (as) 

saw Allah (swt) he (as) knew that anything was possible for Him (swt). Even though everything 

that he (as) saw of the world was telling him (as) that his son was gone, he (as) still knew that 

Allah (swt) was there. When Allah (swt) is there then there is always hope. This hope was what 

Yaqoob (as) had. That is why he (as) always believed that one day Yusuf (as) would return. 

So the lesson that we can take from this is that we must never give up on our dua. When 

we are making a prayer to Allah (swt) then we can never give up on it. We can never stop our 

prayer if a response does not come immediately nor can we question as to why the response is 

not coming. We have to keep praying to Allah (swt) and know that He (swt) hears our prayer. We 

have to realize that He (swt) loves us and that He (swt) has a Wisdom in not responding 

immediately. The moment that we give up on our prayer, the moment that we question as to why 

a response is not coming, that is when we may have destroyed our prayer.  
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Also note that this time Yaqoob (as) did not say that he (as) seeks refuge in Allah (swt) 

from what they say like he (as) did last time. Last time when the brothers came and told him (as) 

that Yusuf (as) had been eaten by the wolf, he (as) sought refuge in Allah (swt) against what they 

were saying. This time however he did not, and that shows us that this time he (as) knew that 

they were speaking the truth. He (as) knew that they were speaking the truth when they said that 

Binyamin was taken as a slave by the Egyptians on the charge of stealing. This also shows us 

that the matter of great evil which their souls had made to seem light was not their lying or their 

hurting their brother physically like it was the last time, but this time their evil was the oath that 

they broke and the words of evil that they spoke against their brother. This shows us that back-

biting and the breaking of promises are as great sins in the Sight of Allah (swt) as lying and 

physical assault are. So even if your Muslim brother had done some evil, to speak about his evil 

to other people for no reason is as great a sin as attacking him with a knife. May Allah (swt) help 

us to realize this! May Allah (swt) save us from such sins! 

Yaqoob (as) ends his prayer to bring back his children by saying “surely He is the 

Knowing and the Wise”. Here he (as) reminds himself of these two Names of his Lord. Allah 

(swt) Knows every single thing with the most perfect and complete of Knowledge, and He (swt) 

has the most perfect Wisdom. These are two Names that we can never forget as well whenever 

we make a prayer to Allah (swt). Allah (swt) Knows how desperate we are in need of what we are 

asking for. Allah (swt) Knows our need more than we ourselves know it. He (swt) is also Wise in 

that He (swt) Knows when is the best time for Him (swt) to give us what we are asking for. So 

whenever you make a dua to your Lord then remember these two Names of the One Whom you 

are praying to. Remember that in justice and in fairness, if you were in any way deserving of what 

you are asking for, and if what you are asking for is truly what is best for you then Insha Allah you 

will get it.  But you will get it when Allah (swt) Sees it fit for you to have it. Allah (swt) Knows and 

we do not know, Allah (swt) is Wise and we are not. May Allah (swt) help us to realize this! May 

Allah (swt) help us to always remember these Names of His (swt) whenever we call out to Him 

(swt)! 
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85. And he turned away from them, and said “O my sorrow for Yusuf”, and his eyes turned 

white from sadness and he was suppressing. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to us the words of Yaqoob (as) when his 

children brought him (as) the terrible news. They had told him that his beloved son Binyamin was 

a thief and that he had been taken as a slave by the Egyptians. His eldest son had remained 

behind in Egypt and he had vowed not to leave until his father forgives or Allah (swt) judges for 

him. His family was in the grip of a terrible famine and now their only source of food had been cut 

off. So wave upon wave were the trials that Yaqoob (as) had to face. Trials that would have 

broken most other men. So reflect once again on the trials that Allah (swt) gave for this man. This 

man who had done nothing but worship and sever Allah (swt) for his whole life. How then can you 

complain at the trials and difficulties that you have to face? Why can you not realize that such 

trials are the nature of this world? 

 Allah (swt) begins by saying “And he turned from away them”.  Yaqoob (as) could see 

now that these brothers had not reformed. They still had this jealousy for Yusuf (as) and 

Binyamin. They still failed to remember Allah (swt). Their hearts were still attached to the life of 

this world. They still cared more about themselves than they did for their Creator. So Yaqoob (as) 

turned away from them. He (as) did not want to be close to them. How could he (as) be close to a 

people who were heedless of the Real and the True? Even though they were his own children, 

Yaqoob (as) still turned away from them. Now of course he (as) still loved them and he (as) still 

treated them fairly and justly because they were still Muslims and they were his children. But at 

the same time he (as) did not want to be close to them. He (as) did not feel this connection with 

them because of the fact that they were so distant from Allah (swt). So after they had done this 

great evil of breaking a promise from Allah (swt) and slandering Binyamin by calling him a thief, 

Yaqoob (as) turned away from these brothers. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this is that we must also turn away from those who are 

heedless of Allah (swt). Those who indulge in vice and sin. As the Prophet (saw) has warned us, 

the thinking and behavior of those who are around us will affect us. If they are close to Allah (swt) 

then it will also bring us closer to Him (swt). But if they are distant from Him (swt) then it will only 

take us away from Him (swt). When we live for Allah (swt) why then would we ever do anything 

that will take us away from our reason for being? No of course sometimes we may be forced to 

be with the heedless. Sometimes we need to interact with them for trade or business, or even 

more importantly when we want to carry dawah to them and bring them closer to Allah (swt). 

These are the only times when we should be close to such people. And even when we are with 

them we must make certain that we do not forget Allah (swt). We must make sure that the 

moments we spend with them do not take us away from our Lord. But the best is to avoid such 

people as much as possible. Yaqoob (as) knew that he (as) could not find his Lord in these 

brothers who continue to persist in sin, so he (as) turned away from them. So too must we leave 

those who are heedless of Him (swt) and those who continue live in disobedience to His (swt)’s 

Law. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 

 After Yaqoob (as) turns away from the brothers he (as) says to himself “O my sorrow for 

Yusuf”. There was much that caused despair for Yaqoob (as), but nothing caused him (as) as 

much sorrow as the loss of Yusuf (as). Even after all of these years he (as) still grieved for his lost 

boy. So much was his grief for the loss of Yusuf (as) that this grief consumed all other grieves. It 

weighed the heaviest on his heart. As we mentioned Yaqoob (as) tried to treat all of his children 

equally, but he (as) had this special love for Yusuf (as) that he (as) did not have for the others. 

This was not under his control, it was the love that came in his heart because of who Yusuf (as) 

was. There was no one else like Yusuf. So righteous. So pious. So humble. And so absolutely 

dedicated to Allah (swt) was he (as). Yaqoob (as) loved the boy unlike he (as) loved anyone else 

in this world. Even after all of these years the pain of that wound had not eased. Every day that 

he (as) did not see the boy was like a dagger in his heart. That is why in this ayah he (as) cries 

out for his sorrow for Yusuf (as). He (as) calls out to this sorrow for it consumes him. He (as) asks 

of it to leave him (as) for a moment. To show him (as) a moment of mercy. 
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 Then Allah (swt) tells us “and his eyes turned white from sadness”. Yaqoob (as) was 

crying. So much was his sadness that he (as) was crying. Not only was he (as) crying, but he (as) 

was crying so much that his eyes turned white from crying. The scholars say that he (as) was 

crying so much that his eyes turned so that the pupils were no longer at the center of his eyes. 

This made his eyes to become white and it caused him to go blind. Can you then even begin to 

imagine how much he (as) must have been crying? How much was the sadness that must have 

consumed him (as)? How much he (as) must have loved Yusuf (as)? 

 This serves to remind us once again that is those who are close to Allah (swt) who are 

the most severely tried by him (as). So if you are facing any trial in your life then take glad tidings 

at the fact that this very well could mean that Allah (swt) is pleased with you.  Allah (swt) wants to 

bring you close to Him (swt) through that trial. Do not necessarily think that it is because you are 

evil or because of a sin that you did that this trial has befell you. Look at Yaqoob (as). He (as) 

was a prophet of Allah (swt). That means that he (as) did not commit any sins. Still a calamity this 

great befell him (as). So do not ever think that your difficulties and your pain are because of your 

sins. It may well be that Allah (swt) wants to raise you in rank and bring you closer to Him (swt). 

Just as you console yourself by reminding yourself of how others like you have gone through 

such trials, you must also be grateful to Allah (swt) that He (swt) has not given you a trial so 

severe like He (swt) gave to Yaqoob (as). Men are supposed to be emotionally stronger than 

women and children. Yaqoob (as) was not only a man but he (as) was also a prophet and the 

head of his family. So without a doubt he (as) was strong emotionally. How great then must have 

been his sorrow for him (as) to cry like this? Of all of the trials and difficulties that Allah (swt) has 

given you, has He (swt) ever given you a calamity that has made you cry? Even when you have 

cried, have you cried like this? It is only us in our arrogance who think that the trials that we go 

through are severe. But if we compare the difficulties that we are facing to what Yaqoob (as) had 

to face then we will see that what we are going through is nothing,  So you should be thankful to 

Allah (swt) that He (swt) did not give you a trial as great as this. Your gratitude to Allah (swt) 

should translate into you doing more of the actions that are pleasing to Him (swt) and staying 

away from what is displeasing to Him (swt). 
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Finally in this ayah Allah (swt) says “for he was suppressing”.  In this part of the ayah 

Allah (swt) tells us the reason why Yaqoob (as) eyes turned white. It was because he (as) was 

suppressing all of the grief that he (as) had. So much grief did Yaqoob (as) have. Still he (as) did 

not shout it out to the world. He (as) did not wail or moan or grieve to others. Rather He (as) kept 

it to himself. This was the reason why this grief consumed him so, it was because he (as) kept it 

to himself. How great then was his sorrow? Even more importantly how much was his patience? 

It was like an ocean was swelling up inside of him (as) but he (as) kept it all contained within 

himself. This was how great his grief was. So realize once again all that those before you had to 

go through. See how they were tested. Be thankful to Allah (swt) that you have not received trials 

as great as this. Then meet with resilience and fortitude all of the difficulties and misfortunes that 

happen to you. If Yaqoob (as) was able to suppress this ocean of grief then can you not contain 

whatever difficulty befalls you? 

 

86. They said “By Allah, you will not stop remembering Yusuf until you become haradan, 

or you become of those destroyed”. 

 Although this ayah seems to take place soon after what had happened in the previous 

ayah, in most likelihood it does not. Most likely it takes place quiet some time after the events in 

the previous ayah. In the previous ayahs Allah (swt) told us how nine out of the ten brothers had 

returned from Egypt. They told Yaqoob (as) how Binyamin had been accused of theft and how 

because of this he had been take as a slave by the Egyptians. They also told him (as) how his 

oldest son had vowed to remain in Egypt until he is forgiven or Allah (swt) makes a way for him. 

These events brought sadness and grief to the heart of Yaqoob (as). However the greatest of his 

sadness was still the loss of his beloved son Yusuf (as). He (as) cried so much because of this 

loss that his eyes became white and he (as) went blind. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what 

happened to him (as) next. 
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 Thus it must have been weeks if not months that had passed since the brothers returned 

with the terrible news.  In this time period the grief of Yaqoob (as) only continued to grow and 

grow. His family could see his situation deteriorating. They could see him (as) becoming weaker 

and weaker. Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how they then said to him (as) “By Allah, you will 

not stop remembering Yusuf until you become haradan, or you become of those 

destroyed”. Even his family can see that the main source of his grief is Yusuf (as). They can see 

how he (as) still continues to lament about Yusuf (as) and they can see how this grief is killing 

him (as). That is why they say to him (as) that he (as) will not stop remembering Yusuf (as) until 

either he (as) becomes haradan or he (as) is destroyed. They swear by Allah (swt) Himself that 

this is what will happen to him (as). The word haradan means to become extremely weak and 

emancipated. It is the kind of weakness that comes from grief and sorrow. It is the kind of 

weakness that leaves one especially vulnerable to disease and illness. The diseases and 

illnesses that can be fatal. This is what the family of Yaqoob (as) is promising for him (as) if he 

(as) does not cease remembering Yusuf (as). Either he (as) will become haradan or he (as) will 

be completely destroyed. In other words he (as) will be dead. 

 So from this ayah we see the extent of the suffering that Yaqoob (as) had to go through. 

Not only was he (as) struck with grief at the loss of Yusuf (as) but this grief consumed him (as) so 

much that it even made him (as) physically ill as well. Thus this physical illness was yet another 

trial that befell him (as). Imagine then the suffering that he (as) had to go through because of this 

illness. He (as) had to feel pain from his heart and he (as) had to feel pain from his body as well.  

Once you realize how much Allah (swt) tested this noble prophet how then can you complain at 

the trials that befall you? What does the pain that you feel compare to the pain that he (as) had to 

feel? So always be thankful to Allah (swt) that He (swt) did not give you trials as severe. At the 

same time when trials do befall you then take solace in the fact that something similar or 

something much heavier did befall those before you. They were able to make it through these 

trials because they had Allah (swt) with them, and so should you. All that you need is your Lord. 
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87. He said “I only complain of my sorrow and my grief to Allah, and I know from Allah 

what you do not know”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to what his family 

had told him (as) in the previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how they were complaining 

to him (as) because of his lamenting over the loss of Yusuf (as). They were telling him (as) that 

he (as) was grieving so much that he (as) would become terminally ill and that he (as) would be 

destroyed. They saw in front of their own eyes how weakness and disease were consuming 

Yaqoob (as) because of his sorrow. Allah (swt) Knows best but he (as) must have been grieving 

like this for years, ever since Yusuf (as) was missing. We cannot assume that this grief only 

began when Binyamin and the oldest brother were lost. Rather the loss of these two sons only 

added to the existing grief that Yaqoob (as) already had because of the loss of Yusuf (as). So for 

many years Yaqoob (as) must have been crying for his lost child. In all that time not only had he 

(as) had to bear the pain of his loss and the pain of his illness, but he (as) also had to bear the 

pain of his family pestering him (as) and complaining to him (as). In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us 

what his response was to them.  

 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said to them “I only complain of my sorrow and 

my grief to Allah”. Allah (swt) uses a tool of extreme exclusiveness to show that Yaqoob (as) 

only complained of his sorrow to Him (swt). The language gives the meaning that Yaqoob (as) did 

not complain to anyone else, even a little bit, of all of his pain and sorrow. Rather he (as) 

complained and cried only and exclusively to Allah (swt). This is what Yaqoob (as) says to his 

family in this ayah. He (as) tells them that he (as) is not complaining of his pain and sorrow to 

them. He (as) is not hurting them with his grief. Rather he (as) is only complaining to his Lord. So 

why then could they not let him (as) be? They could not understand his pain. They could not 

understand his loss. But most of all they could not understand the special relationship that he (as) 

had with Allah (swt). 
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 Why was the loss of Yusuf (as) so especially difficult for Yaqoob (as) to bear and what 

did it have to do with his relationship with Allah (swt)? Remember that this was a man who lived 

only to please Allah (swt). Why then was he (as) consumed by the loss of Yusuf (as)? Should not 

the Pleasure of Allah (swt) have been of paramount concern for him (as)? To answer this 

question we have to remind ourselves once again of the reason why we get married and the 

reason why we have children. It is only so that we can worship and serve Allah (swt). It is only so 

that we can have righteous children who will continue to worship and serve Allah (swt) when we 

have left this world. Children who will continue the dawah after us. This then was then was the 

hope that Yaqoob (as) had for Yusuf (as). Yaqoob (as) was a prophet. He (as) called the people 

to Allah (swt). He (as) had always hoped that when he (as) left this world then that responsibility 

would fall to Yusuf (as). Of all of his children Yusuf (as) was by far the most righteous and the 

closest to Allah (swt). Now that Yusuf (as) was missing Yaqoob (as) worried about who would 

carry the dawah after him (as). Who would call the people to Allah (swt) after him (as)? So what 

made Yaqoob (as) despair was not only the loss of his beloved son, but it was also his sadness 

at the possibility that no one would carry the dawah after him (as). No one would call the people 

to Allah (swt) after him (as).  

Do we as Muslims have this kind of concern for the dawah today? Does it bother us that 

the people today are not guided to their Creator? Does it make us sad to know that there are so 

many people in the world today who are heedless of their Lord? Yaqoob (as) was so concerned 

for calling the people to Allah (swt) that he (as) cried until his eyes became white. Just the 

thought that no one would be there to carry the dawah after him (as) brought him (as) to tears. 

That was how much he (as) loved Allah (swt). That was how much he (as) cared for the people. 

How are we then? Have we even shed one tear on the count that so many souls have passed 

away without knowing their Lord because we have been lazy in carrying this dawah? 

 Finally in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “and I know from Allah 

what you do not know”. From this part of the ayah we see that Yaqoob (as) knew something 

that the others did not know. What was it that he (as) knew? He (as) knew that Yusuf (as) was 

still alive. How did he (as) know? It was from the dream that Yusuf (as) had told him about. 
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Through this dream he (as) knew that his son was still alive. If Yaqoob (as) knew for certain that 

Yusuf (as) had passed away, like the others in his family believed, then he (as) would not have 

been so sad because then he (as) would know that his son is with Allah (swt). But rather he (as) 

knew that Yusuf (as) was still alive. He (as) knew that Yusuf (as) was still alive but he (as) did not 

know where he (as) was. He (as) wondered if he (as) would ever see him (as) again. That was 

what made him (as) sad. It was this longing. It was this not knowing where Yusuf (as) was and 

not knowing when and if they would be reunited. So the family of Yaqoob (as) was telling him (as) 

to let Yusuf (as) go. To forget the past and move on. But Yaqoob (as) knew what they did not 

know. He (as) knew that Yusuf (as) was still alive. So he (as) still had hope. In his sadness and in 

his grief, he (as) still had hope. 

 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is that we must only complain of our sorrows 

and our difficulties to Allah (swt). We should always remind ourselves that we live only for our 

Lord. We live only to please Him (swt). So even in moments of sadness and sorrow we cannot 

forget about Him (swt). On the contrary we should strive to remember Him (swt) more and more 

during such times of pain and hardship. We have to remind ourselves that He (swt) Knows us 

more than we know ourselves. So He (swt) Knows our pain and our suffering more than we 

ourselves know it. So you feel some pain right now. You should know that your Lord Knows more 

about this pain than even you do. Why then do you not turn to Him (swt)? We know that Allah 

(swt) is the only One Who can remove our pain from us. So we should we turn to any but He 

(swt)? Why should we cry out to any but He (swt)? Do we have some hope in the creation? What 

can they do to us? Furthermore what do they mean to us compared to what Allah (swt) means to 

us? So we should be like Yaqoob (as) in this ayah. When sorrows and difficulties come we should 

complain of our pain only to our Lord. We should always remember that He (swt) loves to hear us 

call out to Him (swt) in times of desperation and need. When we call out to Him (swt) we know 

that He (swt) is listening. When we call out to Him (swt) then we can always keep a hope that His 

Mercy is near. May Allah (swt) allow us to always turn to Him (swt) in times of pain and sorrow! 
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88. “O my sons, go and search diligently for Yusuf and his brother, and do not give up on 

the Mercy of Allah. Surely no one gives up on the Mercy of Allah except the people who do 

kufr”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to relate to us the speech of Yaqoob (as).Recall from 

the previous ayah how he (as) had said that he (as) complains of his sorrow and pain only to 

Allah (swt) and no one else. That was what he (as) had said to himself. That was what he (as) 

had said to his Lord. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what he (as) said to his family. Notice 

that when he (as) spoke to Allah (swt), he (as) was filled with humility. He (as) poured out all of 

his grief to his Lord. But now when he (as) spoke to his family he (as) was different. Now he (as) 

had strength. Now he (as) was confident. This is how we must be as well. When we with our Lord 

we must be humble. We can cry out to Him (swt) of all of our difficulties and worries. But when we 

are with our family, especially when we are with our children, then we must try our best to hide 

our weakness and our sorrow. We must show them strength. We must show them confidence. 

This was how Yaqoob (as) was.  

 Allah (swt) tells us how he (as) said “O my sons, go and search diligently for Yusuf 

and his brother”. First notice even the way in which Yaqoob (as) addresses the brothers. Even 

though they had done so much evil. Even though they had caused him (as) so much pain. 

Yaqoob (as) still calls out to them by saying “O my sons”. See the love that he (as) continues to 

have for them even though they had done so much wrong to him (as). Can we have the same 

kind of love for those in our family who may do something wrong to us? We get angry with our 

family members for the most trivial of reasons.  How can we expect Allah (swt) to forgive us if we 

are not even willing to forgive those close to us? What we are asking of Him (swt) is much more 

than what He (swt) is asking of us. So the first lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see 

how Yaqoob (as) still loved his children even though they had done so much wrong to him (as). 
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 Also notice in this ayah how Yaqoob (as) tells his children to go and search diligently for 

Yusuf (as) and his brother. So it was not a trivial search that he (as) was asking of them. Rather 

he (as) was telling them to exhaust all of their efforts in their search. They should search 

everywhere. They should inquire of everyone. They should leave no stone unturned. They should 

do everything in their power to find Yusuf (as) and Binyamin, and to bring them back. This was 

the kind of search that Yaqoob (as) was requesting of the brothers. Now Yaqoob (as) knew that 

Binyamin was in Egypt, so he (as) suggests to his children to start the search there. Not only that 

but we can also see from here that he (as) knew that Yusuf (as) was in Egypt as well. He (as) 

knew that Yusuf (as) and Binyamin were close together. This is because as he (as) tells them to 

search diligently for Yusuf (as) and his brother, and since his brother was in Egypt this was a 

command to search in Egypt. Allah (swt) must have given Yaqoob (as) some kind of message to 

let him (as) know that Yusuf (as) was in Egypt. That is why he (as) tells his children to search 

there, and to search diligently. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is that when we seek something then we must 

seek it to the best of our ability. We cannot be lazy or slothful. On the contrary we must exert all 

of our efforts to find what we are seeking.  This was how Yaqoob (as) commanded his children to 

search for their brothers. They had to carry out the search to the best of their ability. We too 

search for many things in the life of this world. We search for what is the best way to solve the 

problems that we have in life. We search for what is the correct way to bring back the Islamic 

State. We search for what is the most pleasing of actions to Allah (swt) at this moment of our 

lives. In all of these searches we have to search to the best of our ability. If we have to read more 

books, if we have to ask other people, then this is what we need to do. We have to keep trying 

our best until we find what we are looking for. If we keep the Pleasure of Allah (swt) as the 

intention behind our search then we can have a great hope that our Lord will help us find what we 

are looking for. Not only that but even the effort that we make is an action for which we will be 

rewarded. So in the end it will not even matter if we find what we are looking for or not. What 

matters is that we please Allah (swt) while we do. All that we need is sincerity. All that we need is 

to try our best. May Allah (swt) help us all to find what we seek!  
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 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said to his children “and 

do not give up on the Mercy of Allah”. When these brothers heard their father telling them to 

look for Yusuf (as), what do you think came to their minds. They probably thought that their father 

was senile. How could Yusuf (as) still be alive after all of these years they asked themselves? 

They knew what they did to Yusuf (as). They knew that there was only a small chance that the 

boy survived the ordeal at the well. Even if he had somehow survived the well they knew that 

then he (as) must have been taken as a slave. They knew that his chances of surviving slavery 

were even slimmer when one considers how slaves were treated in those days. So these 

brothers thought that there was no way possible for Yusuf (as) to still be alive. Yaqoob (as) knew 

that they would think in this way. He (as) knew them better than they knew themselves. That is 

why he (as) tells them here not to give up on the Mercy of Allah (swt). They have to believe that 

somehow through the Mercy of Allah (swt) that their brother is still alive. 

 In his tafsir of this ayah, Sayyid Qutb tells us that the word for “Mercy” that Allah (swt) 

uses here gives the meaning of something constricted being relieved. It gives the meaning of a 

pain that is being lifted. So it is not just any kind of mercy, but it is a mercy that relieves a pain. 

How great was the pain that Yaqoob (as) was feeling because of the loss of his son? For how 

long did he (as) had to bear this pain? Yet despite the severity of this pain and despite the length 

of time for which he (as) had to endure it, Yaqoob (as) did not give up on the Mercy of his Lord. 

He still had a hope that the Mercy of his Lord would come and relieve him (as) of this pain.  

 So the lesson that we can take from this ayah is that we must never give up on the Mercy 

of Allah (swt). In fact the scholars say that it is among the greatest of sins to ever give up on the 

Mercy of Allah (swt). No matter how many sins you may have done, to give up on the Mercy of 

Allah (swt), to think that Allah (swt) will never forgive you is in fact a greater sin than any sin you 

may have done. Similarly  we must also hope for His Mercy to relieve us of any difficulty that we 

may be suffering from. As we mentioned this word gives the meaning of a constriction that is 

eased or a wound that is healed. So no matter what pain we may be feeling, no matter what 

difficulty we may be going through, we must keep a hope that the Mercy of Allah (swt) will come 

and relieve us. All that we have to do is keep asking Him (swt) without ever giving up.   
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In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “Surely no one gives up on the Mercy of Allah 

except the people who do kufr”. Here Allah (swt) reminds us that only the people who do kufr 

give up on His (swt)’s Mercy. Only the people who reject Allah (swt) give up on His (swt)’s Mercy. 

But as for the people who know Allah (swt), the ones who submit to Him (swt), how can they ever 

give up on His (swt)’s Mercy? If you know that there is this Being, Who is Mercy by His very 

Essence, how then can you ever give up on that Mercy coming to you? No, rather you are living 

His Mercy for every moment of your existence. Every breath that you take is only from Him (swt). 

So encompassing and far reaching is this Mercy that you are never separated from it. As long as 

you call upon Him (swt), as long as your turn to Him (swt), then you are enveloped in His Mercy. 

The only people who would abandon this Mercy are the people who do kufr, The ones who 

choose to live in heedlessness of Allah (swt). The ones who care more about their own desires 

than they do about their Creator. These are the people who are far from the Mercy of Allah (swt) 

both in this life and the Hereafter. But for those who turn to Allah (swt), those who love Him (swt) 

and who strive to please Him (swt), they are forever in His (swt)’s Mercy.  

 So we see from this ayah that it is only the people who do kufr who are denied the Mercy 

of Allah (swt). If you are a believer then you have to always believe that the Mercy of Allah (swt) 

is very near. It is closer than you can possibly imagine. All that you have to do is hope for it. All 

that you have to do is save yourself from ever giving up on it. So do not ever say that the Islamic 

State will never return. Do not ever say that this Ummah will never be victorious. The Mercy of 

Allah (swt) is very near. Our only job is never to give up on it. Our only job is to keep striving to 

the best of our ability until it comes. So do whatever you can and work to the best of your ability. 

Know that it is not by your efforts that the victory for this Ummah will come, but it is only by the 

Mercy of Allah (swt). To give up on the Mercy of Allah (swt) has been forbidden for every Muslim. 

So to give up on the victory has also been forbidden. We have to believe that one day, sooner or 

later, the flag of the Prophet (saw) will fly again. So do not compromise. Do not integrate and join 

the enemy. Keep trying your best and remember this promise of your Lord. 
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89. So when they entered upon him, they said “O Aziz, we and our family have been 

touched by hardship, and we have brought worthless merchandise, so give us the full 

measure and be charitable to us, surely Allah loves those who charitable”. 

 With this ayah Allah (swt) begins the final chapter in this beautiful story. This ayah begins 

the scene where Yusuf (as) is finally reunited with his brothers. In this scene compare now the 

situation of Yusuf (as) with the situation of his brothers. Then compare and contrast this to the 

time when the brothers had put Yusuf (as) in the well. Look at how their situations had changed. 

These brothers now were the ones who were weak. They were the ones who needed Yusuf (as) 

to look after them. This is how Allah (swt) works. This is how He (swt) changes the fortunes of 

those whom He (swt) is pleased with. So if you always strive to please Allah (swt), then you have 

to believe that He (swt) will change your condition for the better as well. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when they entered upon him, they said “O 

Aziz”. So at the request of their father these nine brothers travel to Egypt. They return to where 

Yusuf (as) was and they enter in upon him (as). They address him as “O Aziz”. Once again this 

does not mean that Yusuf (as) had a position of power, it is only the brothers showing regard and 

respect for him (as). They know that he (as) has the power to help them now by giving them grain 

so they refer to him (as) as the “powerful one”. They think that they can play to his ego in the 

hope that he (as) will be kind to them. They still did not realize at all who they were dealing with. 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how they said to him “we and our family have been touched 

by hardship”. Their father sent them to Egypt to in quire about Yusuf (as) and Binyamin, but we 

can see from this ayah where their mind was. They were only concerned with getting grain for 

their family. They were only concerned with the material provisions of this world. They knew the 

order that their father had given them. They knew that according to the Law of Allah (swt) they 

should have listened to him. But they did not, they still focused on this world and the provisions of 
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it. So we can see how love of this world still lingered in these brothers.  Their focus was still on 

this world. Their focus was still on filling their bellies. As you travel this path to Allah (swt), you 

should realize from this how dangerous the life of this world can be. How it can draw you to it 

again and again. So turn away from it. Do not let it occupy your mind. Rather try to spend every 

moment you have thinking about Allah (swt). All that matters is He (swt). 

 So these brothers tell Yusuf (as) that they and their family have been touched by 

hardship. This of course refers to the famine. The famine was just as bad in Philistine as it was in 

Egypt. Only in Philistine they did not store any food, so now the people had almost nothing. They 

were literally starving. The language of the ayah truly brings to life the desperation of their 

situation. They were deprived of everything. Even the most basic needs of food and water. Such 

was the extent of the hardship that afflicted them. Of this do they complain to Yusuf (as). 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “and we have brought worthless 

merchandise”. Now the brothers have no more merchandise which they can trade with. They 

had used up all of their merchandise the last time they came for grain. Now they had nothing left. 

So all they brought was worthless merchandise. Things that have no value whatsoever. They did 

not want to come empty-handed so they came with these. But in reality it was junk. This was all 

that they could offer Yusuf (as). These brothers whose only concern was the life of this world. 

See now how much of this world they had. 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how they said “so give us the full measure”. We see from here 

that their concern was this world. What they wanted was the full measure of grain. They did not 

ask about Yusuf (as) and Binyamin like their father had requested. Now you might argue that their 

situation was desperate. You might say that they were in desperate need for food, and so it was 

justifiable that they not listened to their father. But this is not true. There are no excuses to 

disobey Allah (swt). Even if you are starving. Even if you are dying. Your first and primary 

concern should still be your Lord. Remember that you exist for Him (swt) and not for yourself. It is 

true that this is a high ideal to reach, but nonetheless we should still be striving to reach it. Even if 

we never make it to this level, we have to keep trying. This was the station that the Prophet (saw) 

and the Sahabah (ra) were at. This was the station where Allah (swt) expects us to be in. 
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 Finally Allah (swt) tells us how they said “and be charitable to us, surely Allah loves 

those who charitable”. These brothers knew that they do not have anything.  They knew that 

Yusuf (as) is under no obligation to give them anything. Their people had to came his land as 

thieves even when he had been so kind and generous to them. They had broken the trust that he 

(as) had given them. So why then should Yusuf (as) have done anything for them now? They say 

that it is because of Allah (swt). They ask Yusuf (as) to be charitable towards them because 

surely Allah (swt) rewards those who give in charity. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to see once again the desperate situation that 

these brothers were in. Here they are literally begging Yusuf (as) to give them some food. Look 

here at how low Allah (swt) had reduced them to be. These same brothers who used to be so 

proud and arrogant. These brothers who once thought that they were invulnerable and that 

nothing could harm them. These brothers who thought that they were deserving of everything. 

Now they realized their wretchedness. Now they realized how weak they were. They felt their 

stomachs pang with hunger. They saw their families starving. They had to go to a foreign land 

and beg of a foreigner to give them food. Now they realized the consequences of their turning 

away from Allah (swt). Now they realized how much they were in need of Him (swt). 

 Therein lies the other lesson for us in this ayah and that is to see how their desperation 

made them finally remember Allah (swt). They ask Yusuf (as) to be charitable towards them and 

the reason they give is that Allah (swt) will reward the charitable. This is the first time in the story 

that these nine brothers mention the Name of their Lord. Now when they were in such 

desperation that was when they finally remembered Him (swt). This serves to remind us once 

again of the hidden blessing inside every trial and difficulty. That is that it makes us remember our 

Lord. It turns us away from this world and towards Allah (swt). How great then is this blessing? Is 

not what we strive for to remember Allah (swt) at every moment? Is not the purpose of our 

existence to worship Him (swt)? So do not despair then at any trial that comes to you. Remember 

this blessing in it. Remember your Lord and then call out to Him (swt) to relieve you of your 

difficulty. 
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90. He said “Do you know what you did with Yusuf and his brother when you were among 

the ignorant”. 

 In this ayah Yusuf (as) finally reveals his identity to his brothers. Some say that he (as) 

only revealed himself after he (as) saw the desperate situation that his brothers were in. Recall 

that they were literally at his feet begging him (as) for food. So some people have said that when 

he (as) saw them in this desperate situation that was when he (as) revealed himself to them. 

However we believe that he (as) only disclosed his identity to them when Allah (swt) told him (as) 

to. Remember that all of this was part of the plan of Allah (swt), so we have to believe that 

everything that Yusuf (as) did was under the command of his Lord. He (as) only disclosed himself 

to his brothers when Allah (swt) gave him (as) permission to.   

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how Yusuf (as) said “Do you know what you did with 

Yusuf and his brother when you were among the ignorant”. He (as) is asking them a 

question. A question which they never expected an official in Egypt to be asking of them. Imagine 

their utter shock and dismay when they were asked this question. Of course the first thought that 

came to their mind was how this person in Egypt could have known about their brother Yusuf. 

Furthermore how could he have known about what they did to Yusuf? As far as these brothers 

were concerned no one in Egypt knew about their brother Yusuf, and no human soul knew what 

they did to Yusuf (as). The only people who knew about Yusuf (as) was their family in Phillistine, 

and even they thought that he (as) was eaten by a wolf. None of them knew about what these 

brothers had done to Yusuf (as). No human soul knew except Yusuf (as) himself. 

 Also notice the choice of words that Yusuf (as) uses. Notice the contrast between the 

word “know” and the word “ignorant”. It is as if Yusuf (as) is asking them “Do you know now what 

you did when you were then ignorant”. The language does not in any way give the meaning that 

Yusuf (as) is blaming them. On the contrary he (as) acknowledges that this was something that 

they did when they were ignorant. When they were different. When they did not know.  
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91. They said “Are you indeed Yusuf”. He said “I am Yusuf and this is my brother, Allah 

has indeed been gracious to us. Surely whoever has Taqwa and has Sabr, then surely 

Allah will never waste the reward of those who have Ihsan”. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) had told us how Yusuf (as) had revealed his identity to 

the brothers. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells what their response was.  Allah (swt) also tells us how 

Yusuf (as) spoke of Him (swt) to his brothers. How Yusuf (as) attributed all the good that had 

come to him (as) as being from his Lord. Allah (swt) had taken Yusuf (as) from the lowest of the 

low to the highest of the high. In this ayah we are reminded why. We are reminded of what 

exactly Yusuf (as) did to earn this high station. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how the brothers said “Are you indeed Yusuf”. 

As we mentioned these brothers could not believe that the man whom they saw in front of 

themselves at that moment was their brother Yusuf (as). Their brother who was so weak. Their 

brother who so helpless. Their brother who they once had complete power over. They could 

never believe that this man was he. That is why in this ayah they ask with shock and amazement 

as to whether he truly is Yusuf (as). This reminds us once again how Allah (swt) changes the 

fortunes of people. This reminds us how we can never give up on our Lord. So no matter how 

desperate a situation that you are in, you should always have a great hope in Allah (swt). 

 Allah (swt) then tells us how Yusuf (as) replied to them and said “I am Yusuf and this is 

my brother”. This statement is to remove any lingering doubt that they may have. Yes he is 

indeed their brother Yusuf. Also notice that Yusuf (as) does not only mention himself but he (as) 

mentions his brother Binyamin as well. Even at this moment when you think that he (as) would 

have pride, he (as) does not have any. Instead of basking in the limelight by himself, he (as) 

brings his brother to that light as well. This shows us again how his heart was attached purely to 

Allah (swt). He (as) did not care for his own self at all but rather only existed to please his Lord. 
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 Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “Allah has indeed been gracious to us”. 

Once again Yusuf (as) does not attribute the good in his life to himself, but he (as) attributes it 

only to Allah (swt). These brothers can see now how the situation of Yusuf (as) has changed. 

When they last saw him (as), he (as) was a helpless boy at the bottom of a deep well. Now they 

saw him (as) as the man who was in charge of all the storehouses of grain in all of Egypt. The 

one who controlled their fate and that of their families. How was it that Yusuf (as)’s situation had 

changed so? What was the cause of this reversal of fortunes? It was only Allah (swt). Yusuf (as) 

reminds his brothers here that Allah (swt) is the sole reason why he (as) was where he was. All 

that they saw before them was from the favors and bounties of Allah (swt). Even the very word 

that Allah (swt) uses here to refer to the gift that He (swt) has given to Yusuf (as) has the 

meaning of a gift with which a difficulty is relieved. Such was the nature of the gift that Allah (swt) 

gave to Yusuf (as). He (swt) relieved him (as) of all of his troubles and took him (as) to a state 

where he (as) was truly content. Such was what Allah (swt) did for His noble prophet. The 

brothers could see this right in front of their eyes. 

 Finally Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “Surely whoever has Taqwa and has 

Sabr, then surely Allah will never waste the reward of those who have Ihsan”. So the 

brothers could see the great favor and blessing that Allah (swt) had bestowed on Yusuf (as).  

They could also see the miserable situation that they were in. Why then did Allah (swt) honor and 

raise Yusuf (as) in status? What did he (as) do that they did not? The answer to that question in 

this part of the ayah. Quiet simply it was because Yusuf (as) was among those who have Ihsan. 

He (as) was among those who always thought of Allah (swt).  He (as) lived his life as though he 

(as) could see Allah (swt). That was how certain he (as) was of his Lord. Because of this Ihsan, 

because of this state that he (as) was in, he (as) was able to have both Taqwa and Sabr. When 

times were good, when pleasures and temptations presented themselves before him (as), his 

Taqwa allowed him (as) to be obedient to the Law of his Lord. Similarly when times were hard, 

when trials and difficulties befell him (as), his Sabr allowed him to bear them without anxiety or 

fear. So the Ihsan of Yusuf (as) allowed him (as) to have Taqwa and Sabr. He (as) remembered 

Allah (swt) all of the time. This constant remembrance of his Lord was why he (as) was rewarded. 
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 Allah (swt) Knows that He (swt) is the unseen. Allah (swt) Knows that this world is always 

in front of you and that it is always taking your attention away from Him (swt). So for you to be like 

Yusuf (as). For you to constantly strive to remember Allah (swt) at every moment. Allah (swt) 

Knows that this is difficult for you. That is why He (swt) will love you. That is why Allah (swt) will 

never allow your reward to go to waste if you can do that. All of the good deeds that a believer 

can do comes from this remembrance of Allah (swt). The only deeds that Allah (swt) will accept 

are those that are done sincerely for Him (swt). So these are the good deeds. This is the source 

of your reward. Not just the effort that you make to perform the deed but also the effort that you 

make to remember Allah (swt). The intention that you are doing that deed for Him (swt). This is 

what Allah (swt) loves to see. This is what He (swt) will reward generously. He (swt) will never 

allow this reward to go to waste. So we see that the key to success both in this life and the next is 

in the remembrance of Allah (swt). Not just remembering Allah (swt) at the time of Salah but 

remembering Him (swt) at every moment. This is the ideal that you must always be trying to 

reach. This is what will give you Taqwa and Sabr. This is what will give you a reward your Lord 

will never allow to be wasted. A reward in this life of knowing Allah (swt). Of being near to the 

Divine Presence. A reward of being obedient to the Law of Allah (swt) and being able to make it 

through trials and calamites. A reward of peace and tranquility. All of this is only the reward in this 

life. The reward in the next world, the final abode is far greater. A reward of the Garden. A reward 

of being taken far away from the Fire. A reward of being saved from the punishments of the grave 

and the trials of the Last Day. A reward of being told that one has the Pleasure and Contentment 

of Allah (swt). What could be better than that? All that you have to do is remember Allah (swt). All 

that you have to do remember Him (swt). So remember Him (swt) now and to the best of your 

ability hold on to that remembrance. Nothing else matters in life except this. Pray to Allah (swt) 

that He (swt) gives you this ability because you cannot do it without Him (swt). 
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92. They said “By Allah, surely Allah has preferred you over us, and we have surely been 

sinners”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how the brothers came to a realization of the true 

reality. Now they could see the reality as it truly was. Now they came out of the slumber that they 

were under all this time. Now they finally realized Allah (swt). They saw now how they had been 

blinded by the life of this world and by their desires. Blinded from perceiving Him (swt). Blinded 

from knowing Him (swt). They saw now how Yusuf (as) was indeed among those who had Ihsan. 

They saw what Allah (swt) had done to him (as) as a result of this. They also realized how distant 

they were from Him (swt). 

 Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “By Allah, surely Allah has preferred you 

over us”. They swear by Allah (swt). They declare with all of their strength how Allah (swt) has 

indeed preferred Yusuf (as) over themselves. They can see now everything that Yusuf (as) has 

been given. Not only the position that he (as) had been given in Egypt but even how he (as) had 

been saved from the well. They realized now how all of this was only from Allah (swt). Then they 

compare what Yusuf (as) had been given to what they had been given. They compare all of these 

favors and gifts to the pestilence and famine that they had to endure. Just as they saw where 

their brother had ended up they also saw their own miserable situation. Thus they realized how 

not only had Allah (swt) favored Yusuf (as) greatly but how He (swt) had also preferred him (as) 

over them. So these brothers finally realized Allah (swt). They realized the Real and the True that 

they were blinded to all this time. All this time they were heedless of Allah (swt). All this time they 

were living their lives in servitude of their desires. But now when they finally saw Yusuf (as) and 

they saw all that he (as) had been given, then they realized Allah (swt). They realized that all 

might and all power was only with Allah (swt), and that He (swt) controls the fortunes of everyone. 
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 Notice in this ayah how not only do the brothers acknowledge the favor of Allah (swt) 

upon Yusuf (as), but for the first time in this Surah they finally show regard for their brother. Up 

until this point they had nothing but hatred for him (as). They had nothing good to say about him 

except that he was a thief and that he had taken the love of their father. But now when Allah (swt) 

had finally entered their hearts, they finally found the love for their brother. Now finally the hatred 

and the jealousy that they had for him (as) was gone. They pay to him (as) the highest 

compliment that any one human being can give to another, they acknowledge that he (as) had 

been chosen by Allah (swt). 

 So one lesson that we can take from this is that when we bring Allah (swt) into our lives 

then Insha Allah this will help to remove the animosity and the ill-feelings that we have towards 

others. Why should you hate anyone when you live for Allah (swt)? Why should you have 

jealousy for anyone when all that you care for is your Lord? People today are in heedlessness to 

Allah (swt) and that is why they hate. That is why they have animosity and malice towards others. 

But if we would only remember Allah (swt). If we would only remember how He (swt) should be 

the purpose of our lives then we would see how nothing else matters except He (swt). Why 

should we care at all about anyone else or anything else when we are in the presence of so 

Majestic and so Divine a Being? 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers of Yusuf (as) said “and we have surely been 

sinners”. Now they finally admit their guilt. Now they finally admit that they were wrong. Imagine 

how difficult this must have been for them. They who were once so full of pride. Who once 

thought the world of themselves. Even the reason why they tried to kill Yusuf (as) was their pride. 

They thought that he (as) had taken what they deserved. So they were a people who were once 

filled with arrogance. However now they finally admitted how wrong they were. Now they finally 

removed all of this arrogance from their hearts. What was the reason for this? Why were they 

finally able to clean the pride from their hearts and admit how wrong they were? It was only 

because of Allah (swt). Now they finally remembered their Lord, when they did then they realized 

how wrong they were. They realized how worthless they were. They realized that they were not 

above the Sacred Law. They were only slaves and they had an onus to submit to the Law just like 
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all people. Now they finally realized this. Thus they realized how wrong they were in being jealous 

of Yusuf (as). How wrong they were in thinking ill of their father. How wrong they were in placing 

young Yusuf in that well. How wrong they were in lying to their father. How wrong they were in 

back-biting against Yusuf (as) and Binyamin by calling them thieves. How wrong they were in 

being so arrogant and proud. They realize now that all of these were sins in the Sacred Law of 

their Lord. They finally realized Allah (swt) and so they finally realized themselves. 

 

 

 

93. He said “No blame on you on this day, may Allah forgive you, and He is the most 

Merciful of those who have mercy”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) reveals to us the absolute perfection of the character of Yusuf 

(as). This was the same character that the Prophet (saw) had. This was the character that Allah 

(swt) described as a “tremendous character”. We know that when Allah (swt) created us He (swt) 

breathed His Spirit into us. This means that there is something of Allah (swt) within us. Now of 

course we do not mean this in the literal sense to say that Allah (swt) somehow lives within us. 

Rather what this means is that we have the ability to have some of the Names and attributes of 

Allah (swt) within us. Now the most salient feature of Allah (swt), the One Name that He (swt) 

mentions again and again in the Quran, is His (swt)’s Mercy. Of course there is no one who can 

be as merciful as Allah (swt). There is no one who can be as loving and as forgiving as the One 

Who is Love and Who is Forgiveness. But if there is one creature among all of the creation of 

Allah (swt) who can come close to this it is the human being. Allah (swt) has placed within the 

human being the ability to rise above this world, to rise above the passions and the desires, to be 

one who is truly selfless. To be one who can love, and forgive and show mercy like Him (swt). 

This was the Prophet (saw), this was Yusuf (as), and this is how we should try to be. 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how Yusuf (as) said “No blame on you on this 

day”. Now that the brothers realized that this man in Egypt was really Yusuf (as), they were 

probably expecting him (as) to punish them in some way. He (as) could have easily denied them 

the grain that they were begging for. Since he (as) was close to the king, he (as) could even have 

had them arrested and tortured. He (as) could have done whatever he (as) wanted with them. 

They were completely at his mercy. So they were expecting some form of punishment from him. 

Would they deserve anything less after what they had done to him (as)? But not only does Yusuf 

(as) not punish them in any way, but he (as) does not even criticize or rebuke them. He (as) does 

not say anything negative about them whatsoever. In fact he (as) even explicitly says that there is 

to be no blame on them that day. This is to emphasize and acknowledge that there is to be 

nothing said against them and nothing done against them. They will receive no punishment and 

not even any form of criticism whatsoever. See here how forgiving Yusuf (as) to a people who 

had done so much wrong to him (as). 

 Also notice how Yusuf (as) says that there will be no blame on them on “this day”. By 

mentioning “this day”, Yusuf (as) is also acknowledging that they have now changed. He (as) 

acknowledges the fact that they are not the same people today who threw him into the well all 

those years ago. They are different now. They have changed. So there is to be no blame on them 

whatsoever.  See here how not only does Yusuf (as) not blame his brothers for what they did, but 

he (as) even compliments them and praises them for the fact that they have changed. For the fact 

that they have finally brought Allah (swt) into their lives. How great then was the character of 

Yusuf (as) in that not only would he (as) not blame his brothers for what they did, but he (as) even 

praises them and compliments them. Despite all that they did to him (as), he (as) has nothing but 

love for them. Why cannot we inculcate this kind of relationship with those in our family? Why 

cannot we love them only for the sake of Allah (swt)? Shaitan always likes to create animosity 

between us and our family members because he knows how displeasing it is to Allah (swt) when 

we fight. So he will make us to see all that is wrong with them and he will make us to forget the 

good in them. This is the opposite of what Yusuf (as) does. He (as) sees the good in his brothers 

and overlooks their evil? This was so even though their evil was much greater than their good. 
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 Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “may Allah forgive you”. Not only does 

Yusuf (as) not punish his brothers. Not only does he (as) not blame them in any way. Not only 

does he (as) compliment them and remind them of the good in them, but as we see from this 

ayah he (as) even prays for Allah (swt) to forgive them. This shows us once again the Ihsan of 

Yusuf (as). He (as) served Allah (swt) as though he (as) beheld Him (swt). He (as) wanted 

nothing else except to please His Lord. Because of this, he (as) was the best that he (as) could 

be with all of the creation of his Lord, including his brothers. His relationship with them was 

through his relationship with Allah (swt). He (as) loved them for the sake of Allah (swt). He (as) 

knew that it was Shaitan who made them to do what they did. He (as) knew that there was still 

good in them. So he (as) prayed to Allah (swt) for them.  

 This prayer was indeed the best that Yusuf (as) could do for his brothers. Because what 

is better than forgiveness from Allah (swt)? This was better than the grain. Better than the 

merchandise. Better than anything that this world has to offer. For Allah (swt) to forgive you. For 

Allah (swt) to be pleased with you. For Allah (swt) to wipe away the wrong and the sin that you 

have done. When you realize that there is so Magnificent and Perfect a Being as Allah (swt) what 

then can you desire more than His Pleasure? What could you desire more than for Him (swt) to 

not be angry with you? So we see the perfection of Yusuf (as)’s character here as well.  Not only 

did he (as) not have any hatred or anger for his brothers at all but he (as) gave them the best that 

he (as) could give them. He (as) prayed to Allah (swt) for Him (swt) to forgive them. 

 Finally Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “and He is the most Merciful of those 

who have mercy”. In the previous part of the ayah Yusuf (as) prayed to Allah (swt) to forgive his 

brothers. In this part he (as) reminds them that Allah (swt) is the most Merciful of those who have 

mercy. He (as) says this so that they never think that are beyond the Mercy of Allah (swt). As 

great as the sins they have done. As numerous as their sins are. As distant as they have gone 

from their Lord. They should never for one second think that they are beyond His (swt)’s Mercy. 

There are creatures in this world who show mercy. A mother shows mercy for her young. A 

master sometimes shows mercy for his servant. A king shows mercy for his subjects. As we 

mentioned all humans have the ability to show mercy to others. So there is some mercy in this 
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world.  But there is none who has Mercy like Allah (swt). The Mercy of Allah (swt) does not even 

compare with that of the creation. Mercy is one of His (swt)’s Names. So He (swt) is Mercy by His 

very Essence just as He (swt) has Mercy in what He (swt) does. So these brothers should never 

think that they are beyond the Mercy of Allah (swt). They remember the mercy that their mother 

had with them when they were young. The Mercy of Allah (swt) is to an infinitely greater degree 

than this. Now what kind of a Mercy is this? Whenever we sin, whenever Shaitan makes us 

despair, may Allah (swt) then help us to remember this Mercy!  May Allah (swt) allow us to submit 

to Him (swt) even more, to worship and glorify Him (swt) even more, because of this Mercy! 

 These words which Yusuf (as) spoke to his brothers in this ayah were the exact same 

words that the Prophet (saw) spoke to the Quraysh chiefs when he (saw) conquered Makkah. 

Recall at the beginning of this Surah how we talked about the similarity between Yusuf (as) with 

his brothers and the Prophet (saw) with the Quraysh chiefs. After the conquest of Makkah, the 

Prophet (saw) found himself in the same situation that Yusuf (as) was in this ayah. The Quraysh 

chiefs were now at his mercy (saw). These same Quraysh chiefs who had done so much injustice 

and oppression to him (saw). The ones who had hurt him (saw). The ones who had hurt his 

family. The ones who had mocked him (saw) and ridiculed him (saw). The ones who had killed 

many of his beloved companions. The ones who had opposed the Message that Allah (swt) had 

given him (saw) even when they knew that is was the truth. We can even say that the evil that 

these chiefs did against the Prophet (saw) was far greater than what Yusuf (as)’s brothers had 

done towards him (as). These Quraysh chiefs were now at his mercy (saw). He (saw) could have 

done anything that he (saw) wanted with them. But he (saw) did not do anything at all to them. He 

(saw) only said to them the words in this ayah “No blame on you on this day, may Allah 

forgive you, and He is the most Merciful of those who have mercy”. What kind of a human 

being was he (saw)? What kind of a heart did he (saw) have? He (saw) was one who lived purely 

for Allah (swt). See now what a beautiful human being can be like. You have this capacity deep 

within you as well.  All that you have to do is discover your Lord and you will discover it. May 

Allah (swt) give us all the enabling grace! 
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94. “Go with this shirt of mine, and cast it on my father’s face, he will come seeing, and 

bring to me your families all together”. 

 Recall the reason why Allah (swt) revealed this Surah. This Surah was revealed when the 

Quraysh chiefs came and asked the Prophet (saw) to tell them how the children of Israil came to 

Egypt. Some of the Jews had told them to pose this question to the Prophet (saw) in order to 

discredit him (saw) and destroy the Message that he (saw) had been sent with. Now in this ayah 

Allah (swt) tells them all how this happened. Allah (swt) tells them how the entire family of 

Yaqoob (as) came to Egypt. Just a portion of this ayah would have been sufficient to answer their 

question. But in addition to that, Allah (swt) revealed this entire Surah as well. In it is the story of 

the noble prophet Yusuf (as) and his brothers. Wherein is a guidance for all mankind on how they 

can be what they were created to be.  

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how Yusuf (as) said “Go with this shirt of 

mine”. Here Yusuf (as) commands his brothers to go back to Philistine and to take his shirt with 

them. Notice the emphasis once again on the shirt. This is the third time in the Surah that the shirt 

is mentioned. First the shirt is what told Yaqoob (as) that Yusuf (as) was not eaten by a wolf as 

the brothers were claiming.  Second the shirt was what proved that Yusuf (as) was innocent and 

that he (as) did not try to seduce the wife of the Aziz as she had claimed. Now here the shirt 

comes again, thus we see Allah (swt) is drawing our attention to the shirt. From this we take the 

lesson once again that our wearing of garments is also an important part of our worship and 

servitude of Allah (swt). As Muslims we must remember to dress modestly and we must cover all 

that Allah (swt) has ordered to be covered. We live in a society today where garments are 

designed to show and reveal what Allah (swt) has ordered to be covered. So we need to take 

care and cover ourselves properly. If we do not then we are rejecting and showing ingratitude for 

this blessing of clothing that Allah (swt) has given us. Would He (swt) be pleased with that? 
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 In the next part of the ayah we find the third purpose of the shirt when Yusuf (as) says 

“and cast it on my father’s face, he will come seeing”. Now we know that Yaqoob (as) had 

gone blind because of his crying for Yusuf (as). He (as) had cried so much that it had made him 

(as) blind. Here Yusuf (as) tells his brothers to place his shirt over the face of his father and he 

(as) tells them how this will restore his vision. Now it is important for us to realize that it was not 

the shirt itself that cured Yaqoob (as), nor was it any power that Yusuf (as) had. Rather it was 

only Allah (swt) Who removed the blindness. Allah (swt) simply willed for him (as) to be cured 

when the shirt was placed on him (as), but it was not the shirt that did it. There is no might nor 

power except in Allah (swt). This is something that we must always remind ourselves of. We 

should never keep our trust in medicines or talismans to cure us of our illnesses, but we should 

always remember that it is Allah (swt) Who cures all. Now of course when we are sick we can 

take medicines, but we must never think that it was the medicine which cured us. Allah (swt) 

cured us and He (swt) sometimes does it through medicines that we take. Similarly Yusuf (as) 

tells his brothers here that his father will be cured when his shirt is placed on him. But we know 

that it was Allah (swt) Who cured him (as) and not the shirt. 

 Also notice in this ayah how Yusuf (as) says “he will come seeing”. There is a subtle yet 

powerful beauty of the language here. We see from the next part of the ayah that Yusuf (as) 

wants his entire family to come to Egypt. Now of course this includes his father as well. However 

Yusuf (as) has so much respect and regard for his father that he (as) does not want to order or 

command his father in any way. In other words he (as) does not want to tell his father to come to 

Egypt. So instead of commanding his father to come, he (as) says “he will come seeing”. So in 

this one statement Yusuf (as) is both telling his brothers how his father’s vision will be restored 

and he (as) is also telling them how his father will come to Egypt. In telling them that his father will 

“come to Egypt seeing” he (as) is also implying that his father should come to Egypt. So rather 

than ordering his father to come to Egypt, Yusuf (as) puts it in this way. From this on the one 

hand we can see the respect and reverence that we too must have for our parents, and at the 

same time we can also see the beauty of the Quran in how Allah (swt) can place so much 

meaning in only a few words. Who but Allah (swt) could have produced this Book? 
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 Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “and bring to me your families all 

together”. Look here at how much is the Ihsan of Yusuf (as) towards his brothers. Not only has 

he (as) completely forgiven them for all of the wrong that they have done to him (as). Not only has 

he (as) even prayed to Allah (swt) to forgive them. Not only has he (as) given them a means by 

which the vision of their father can be restored. But as we see from this ayah, he (as) even allows 

them to bring all of their families to Egypt. You cannot even begin to realize how great and 

magnificent was this bounty that he (as) bestowed on them. At that time Egypt was the land of 

wealth and prosperity. It was the only land in which there was sufficient food and provisions for 

the people. It was the only land in which death and pestilence was not widespread. So Yusuf (as) 

does a great favor to his brothers by not allowing them to come to Egypt, but also by allowing 

them to bring all their families as well. Without a doubt these brothers must have had families of 

their own by now. Yusuf (as) allows them all to come and settle in Egypt. How much then was the 

Ihsan, the excellence in character and behavior, of Yusuf (as) towards his brothers? 

 From this we can once again take the lesson that we need to be the best that we can be 

towards our families. Yusuf (as) had no reason to bring his entire family to Egypt. It did not bring 

him (as) any benefit in any way. On the contrary, it probably cost him (as) a lot of effort to 

convince the king to allow this large group of foreigners to come and settle in Egypt. So why then 

did he (as) do it? Of course it was only to please Allah (swt). So we too must strive to be the best 

that we can be towards our families. Even if we may not always find the love for them. Even if 

they may have done wrong to us. We must still be our best to them. Not for them. Not for 

ourselves. But only for Allah (swt). Because of our love for Allah (swt) we must love them. 

Because we want Allah (swt) to forgive us all of the sins that we have done, we must forgive them 

what they have done. Let us not forget that this Surah was revealed shortly before the Islamic 

State was established in Madinah. That is why Allah (swt) reminds us here that the foundation of 

the Muslim society is the Muslim family, and well being of the society depends of the well being of 

the family. Study the life of the Prophet (saw). See how he (saw) behaved towards his family. 

Then remember that every good deed that you can do for your family is among the most pleasing 

of acts for your family. 
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95. And when the caravan had departed, their father said “Surely I perceive the scent of 

Yusuf, though you would think me senile”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) returns our attention to Yaqoob (as). Allah (swt) shows us how his 

prayer was answered. Although this story is a story in which everyone gone those through much 

trials and hardships, in the end everything works out for the best for all people. In the end, 

everyone finds peace and tranquility. Everyone finds contentment and joy. Everyone finds Allah 

(swt). For example in the previous ayah we saw how Yusuf (as) forgave his brothers, and we saw 

how the enmity and hatred that was between them was removed. Yusuf (as) gave them what was 

even better than his forgiveness and that was that he (as) prayed to Allah (swt) to forgive them. 

What is better than forgiveness from Allah (swt)? Through this prayer that Yusuf (as) made for his 

brothers, all of the love and affection between them was restored. Now in this ayah Allah (swt) 

brings our attention to Yaqoob (as). Allah (swt) shows us how even the severe trial that he (as) 

was going through was lifted. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how the caravan left from Egypt. This in 

reference to the brothers. Recall from the previous ayah how Yusuf (as) told them to return to 

Philistine with his shirt. They are supposed to place the shirt on the face of Yaqoob (as) to restore 

his vision, and then they are to bring their entire family to Egypt. Here Allah (swt) is bringing our 

attention to the moment in time when their caravan departed from Egypt. At this very moment, 

Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said in Philistine to the people who were around him “Surely 

I perceive the scent of Yusuf”. How beautiful is this? Yaqoob (as) could feel the scent of his son 

even though the caravan was still hundreds of miles away. Of course this was a miracle from 

Allah (swt). Allah (swt) gave Yaqoob (as) the ability to perceive a scent that came from this shirt 

even though the shirt was still hundreds of miles away. This scent was a good news for Yaqoob 

(as). A good news that his trial was being lifted and that his prayer was being answered. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this is that we can never know how Allah (swt) will 

answer our prayer. Without a doubt Allah (swt) will answer our prayers if we sincerely and 

earnestly pray to Him (swt). But sometimes the response can come in the most unexpected of 

ways. Look here at how Yaqoob (as) found his prayer being answered. Would he (as) ever have 

thought that he (as) would have had his prayers answered by him perceiving the scent of Yusuf in 

this way? No of course not, but such does Allah (swt) surprise us. He (swt) surprises in the most 

wonderful of ways. So do not ever give up on the dua that you are making to Allah (swt). Be more 

earnest and be more frequent in your dua. Know that your Lord may surprise in a way that you 

never expected. 

 Ibn Abbass (ra) said in his tafsir of this ayah that the way that the scent of Yusuf (as) 

reached Yaqoob (as) was through the wind. This wind which bore the scent of Yusuf (as) traveled 

a distance of eight days and nights worth journey to reach to Philistine were Yaqoob (as) was. 

This reminds us once again that everything on the earth is a servant of Allah (swt), even the wind. 

Everything exists only to do His (swt)’s bidding. This shows once again that Allah (swt) is not 

absent from the world for even a moment. He (swt) is not some old man sitting on a chair above 

the sky like the Christians and some deviant Muslims believe.  But rather He (swt) is with us all 

the time. He (swt) is with us and He (swt) is closer to us than even our jugular vein. In this ayah 

Allah (swt) changed the properties of the wind and made it to carry the scent of Yusuf (as) to his 

mourning father. How then can you forget about Him (swt) when He (swt) is so close to you and 

He (swt) is involved with everything that you do? 

 Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “though you would think me senile”. 

Yaqoob (as) told his family that he (as) perceived the scent of Yusuf. Now here he (as) tells them 

what they would think of this. He (as) knows that they will think him to be senile because of this. 

They will think of him (as) as having gone mad from his old age. However this statement of his 

actually shows that he (as) is not senile. He (as) is actually quiet sane and he (as) is much more 

aware of the reality than they are. The Reality is Allah (swt) and this world is the illusion. Those 

who are aware of Allah (swt) and who remember Him (swt) are the ones who are sane. Those 

who are heedless of Him (swt) and who only see the world are the ones who are lunatics. 
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96. They said “By Allah, you are surely in your old error”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us what was the response of the family of Yaqoob (as) to 

the statement that he made in the previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how Yaqoob (as) 

had told them how he had perceived the scent of Yusuf (as).  Before we look at their response, 

we should remind yourself once again that Yaqoob (as) was a prophet of Allah (swt). He (as) was 

one who received revelation from Allah (swt). His family knew this fact very well. So in their 

response to him (as) we can see how heedless they were of Allah (swt). How distant they were 

from Him (swt).  

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how they said “By Allah, you are surely in your old 

error”. Now look here they are swearing by Allah (swt). They are mentioning His (swt)’s Name. 

And yet still they are saying that their father, who they knew was a prophet of Allah (swt), was in 

error. Not only are they saying that he (as) is in error but they are saying that he (as) is in his “old 

error”, and they emphasize this fact again and again. By “old error” of course they mean that he is 

senile. Just like Yaqoob (as) said that they would, they accuse him of having gone mad in his old 

age. They said this when he (as) claimed that he (as) perceived the scent of Yusuf. For them it 

was absolutely impossible for Yusuf (as) to still be alive.  It was even more impossible that their 

father could perceive his scent when they could not and Yusuf (as) was also nowhere to be seen. 

It was impossible for them, and so the only explanation for them was that their father was mad. 

Even though he (as) did not display any signs of lunacy. Even though he (as) was a prophet of 

Allah (swt) and they knew this fact without a doubt. None of this mattered. For them their father 

had gone mad and they were certain of this fact. This shows us how they had forgotten about 

Allah (swt). How heedless they were of Him (swt). If they would only had remembered Allah (swt) 

then they would have believed that yes it is possible for Yusuf (as) to somehow still be alive. It is 

possible for their father to perceive the scent of Yusuf (as). All of this would have been possible if 

they had only remembered Allah (swt) and remembered how He (swt) can do anything. 
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 One lesson that we can take from this ayah is to see how those who are heedless of 

Allah (swt) and those who remember Him (swt) have very different views of looking at the reality. 

The family of Yaqoob (as) was heedless of Allah (swt) at that time and so they could not believe 

how Yusuf (as) could still be alive and how their father could perceive his scent. So the 

conclusion they reached was that their father was crazy. But the reaction of Yaqoob (as) was 

different. When he (as) perceived the scent of Yusuf, he (as) knew that he was not crazy. He (as) 

did not think that this scent which he (as) was perceiving was him losing his mind. Rather he (as) 

knew that this was Allah (swt) answering his prayer. He (as) knew that he (as) would soon be 

reunited with his son. So even though Yaqoob (as) was blind at that time, he (as) saw the reality 

much better than his family did.  He (as) perceived Allah (swt) while they were blind to Him (swt). 

They only saw this world and nothing else. So the people who are aware of Allah (swt) and the 

people who are heedless of Him (swt) having very different ways of looking at this world. 

 This is true when you look at any group of people. For example look at what those in the 

West say about where mankind and where the universe came from. They say that the universe 

came from a huge explosion of gases and they say that mankind came from monkeys. Of course 

these are the most preposterous and ludicrous of theories. They do not have a single evidence 

for either of these beliefs. But this is the best that they can do because they are so heedless of 

their Creator. This is the best that they can come up with to explain the universe. Even though 

this makes no sense whatsoever they will still believe in it with certainty just like they family of 

Yaqoob (as) believed with certainty that he (as) was senile. This is because they are so heedless 

of Allah (swt). Because Shaitan has lead them so far away from the Truth. For them now 

darkness has become light and falsehood has become truth. The same can be said for those so-

called Muslims who say that victory will never come for this Din and that we must compromise 

with the West to make Islam compatible with secularism. These people are also utterly heedless 

of Allah (swt). So they do not believe that the Islamic State will ever return. All that they see is this 

world. They are blind to the Real and the True. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like 

them! May Allah (swt) allow us to see Him (swt) before we see the world! 
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97. So when the bringer of good news came he cast it on his face, then his vision returned. 

He said “Did I not tell you? Surely I know from Allah what you do not know”. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) showed us how heedless the family of Yaqoob (as) was 

to the reality. When Yaqoob (as) told them that he (as) perceived the scent of Yusuf they told him 

that he (as) was surely in his old error. They made this statement only because they were so 

heedless of their Lord. If they had thought about Him (swt), if they had remembered Him (swt), 

then they would not have made this statement. But the family was so heedless of Allah (swt) that 

they accused Yaqoob (as) of lunacy only because they could not accept that he (as) could be 

speaking the truth and that Yusuf (as) could somehow still be alive. From this we can see once 

again how it is Allah (swt) and Allah (swt) Alone Who guides the people. Because even here in 

the household of a prophet you can have those who are heedless of Allah (swt). So do not expect 

to be guided only because you come from a religious family or only because your grandfather 

was an Imam. Realize that it is Allah (swt) and Allah (swt) Alone Who guides the people. So you 

must seek the guidance from Him (swt). Now here in this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how wrong 

the family of Yaqoob (as) was in thinking him (as) to be senile. Allah (swt) shows us how the 

reality was exactly as how Yaqoob (as) said it to be.   

Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “So when the bringer of good news came he 

cast it on his face”. Notice the Arabic word fa with which Allah (swt) begins this ayah. This word 

connects the meaning of this ayah with the previous ayah. Recall in the previous ayah how the 

family of Yaqoob (as) was accusing him (as) of being senile because he (as) said that he (as) 

could perceive the scent of Yusuf. The family could not believe how Yusuf (as) could still be alive 

after all of these years. In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how wrong they were. Allah (swt) shows 

us how exactly what they were saying did not exist did indeed exist. What Yaqoob (as) perceived 

was the shirt of Yusuf (as), here Allah (swt) shows us how that shirt was cast on his face. Now 
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the family of Yaqoob (as) could see how wrong they were. They could see the reality that they 

had been denying. They could see the very shirt on whose account they accused their prophet 

and their father of being senile being brought in front of them and placed over his face. This 

reminds us once again that those people who deny Allah (swt), those people who are heedless of 

Him (swt), they will be proven wrong one way or another. Either in this life or the next they will 

see how wrong they were. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them! 

Notice also how Allah (swt) refers to the one who brought the shirt as “the bringer of good 

news”. No doubt this was in reference to one of the brothers of Yusuf (as). Now this brother had 

changed. Now he was no longer a harbinger of evil. Now he was a bringer of good news. He 

brought to his father the good news that Yusuf (as) was still alive. That Binyamin was not a thief. 

That they would all soon be reunited. That their family would no longer have to suffer from the 

famine. That the animosity between them and Yusuf (as) had been removed. That his vision 

would be restored. He brought to his father all of this good news and that is why Allah (swt) refers 

to him here as the bringer of good news. How much of a relief must this have been for Yaqoob 

(as) to look to his son now and feel joy? To not feel disappointment and hurt at what he was 

saying but rather to feel happiness. A long time ago this son of his had brought him (as) a shirt 

stained with blood and he had told him (as) that Yusuf (as) was dead.  Now that same son brings 

him (as) a shirt and tells him (as) that Yusuf (as) was still alive. What a great mercy was this for 

Yaqoob (as)? Not only to know that Yusuf (as) was still alive but also to hear this good news from 

his brothers.  Such does the Mercy of Allah (swt) descend upon those whom He (swt) is pleased 

with. May Allah (swt) make us among the recipients of this Mercy! 

 Then Allah (swt) says “then his vision returned”. As soon as this brother placed the 

shirt of Yusuf (as) on Yaqoob (as)’s face his vision returned. He (as) was able to see again. What 

a tremendous mercy and blessing must this have been from Allah (swt)? Can you imagine how 

difficult it is to lose one’s vision? Can you imagine living for even one day without your eyes? So 

Allah (swt) did indeed confer a great favor and blessing upon Yaqoob (as) by allowing him (as) to 

regain his sight. Notice also that it was not simply that Yaqoob (as) was able to see physically. 

But he (as) was also able to now perceive the reality that he (as) had been blind to all this time. 
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Now he (as) knew where his son Yusuf was. Now he (as) knew that Binyamin was not a thief. 

Now he (as) knew what would be the fate of his family.  Now he (as) knew that they would be 

able to survive the famine.  Now he (as) knew that the conflict between his children was over. 

Now he (as) could see all of this that he (as) had previously been blind to. Thus with this shirt, 

Allah (swt) returned his vision to him (as) in so many ways. 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said to his family “Did I 

not tell you? Surely I know from Allah what you do not know”. Now the family saw the reality 

that they had been denying. They saw that Yaqoob (as) was right and they were wrong. They had 

accused him (as) of being senile even though they knew that he (as) was a prophet of Allah (swt). 

Now they realized how wrong they were.  Here Yaqoob (as) reminds them. He (as) does not 

remind them in order to show off and tell them how he was right and they were wrong. No, rather 

he (as) only reminds them so that in the future they may remember Allah (swt) as he (as) has 

done. Yaqoob (as) knew of this reality that Yusuf (as) was still alive only because he (as) 

remembered Allah (swt). He (as) knew that with Allah (swt) there is always hope. With Allah (swt) 

anything is possible. But the family did not remember their Lord in this way. Because of this they 

did not know what Yaqoob (as) knew. They did not realize what Yaqoob (as) realized. Even when 

Yaqoob (as) told them that Yusuf (as) was still alive they did not believe him (as). This was only 

because they were so heedless of Allah (swt). So Yaqoob (as) reminds them in this part of the 

ayah about the difference between them and him. He (as) remembered Allah (swt) so he (as) 

could perceive the reality that they did not. He (as) knew from Allah (swt) what they did not. 
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98. They said “Oh our father, ask forgiveness for us for our sins. Most surely we have 

been sinners”. 

 Surah Yusuf is more than anything else a human story. It is a story about how people can 

change. It is a story about how this Din can transform people. We should remind ourselves at this 

point that the primary objective that we seek when we approach any ayah of the Quran is to find 

out how that ayah can guide us to Allah (swt). How that ayah can help us to be more cognizant of 

Him (swt). In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how the brothers of Yusuf (as) changed. How they 

went from a people who were the worst of sinners to being among the most repentant. So far was 

the journey that they took back to Allah (swt) that some scholars even say that they became 

prophets. So look now at this journey that the brothers took. Then realize that no matter how far 

you have gone from your Lord, there is always a way back to Him (swt). 

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah how the brothers asked their father to ask forgiveness for 

their sins. First notice the love and affection that is present in the tone of the brothers as they 

speak to their father. Now they finally found the love for their father. They no longer hated him, 

they no longer thought that he (as) unjustly loved Yusuf (as) more than them. They realized that it 

was wrong of them to judge their father. They knew now that they should not care so much about 

their father’s love as they should for Allah (swt)’s love, and they also knew that He (swt) does not 

love the jealous and the hateful. So they strove hard to clean their hearts of all traces of jealousy 

and hatred. They loved their father now. They loved him first and foremost for Allah (swt). 

 Now all that these brothers care about is attaining the Love of Allah (swt). That is why 

they do not ask their father for his forgiveness, but rather they ask him (as) to ask Allah (swt) to 

forgive them. Even though they had done much wrong to their father, even though they had 

caused him (as) much pain, even though at this point they had regained their love for their father, 

they still do not ask him (as) for forgiveness but rather they ask him (as) to ask Allah (swt) for 

forgiveness.  
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One lesson that we can take from this is that we too must always be seeking the 

Forgiveness of Allah (swt). What is more beautiful than Forgiveness from Allah (swt)? What 

should any of us crave more than this Forgiveness? We who sin by night and day. We who are in 

perpetual sin. For Allah (swt) to forgive us. For Allah (swt) not to be displeased with us even 

though we have so blatantly and arrogantly disregarded His commands. Such would be better 

than this whole world and all that it has. The true believer would give up this entire world only for 

the Forgiveness of his Lord. He always hopes for it and he never thinks himself to be beyond it.  

Look at how many sins these brothers of Yusuf (as) had done. Yet despite all these sins they still 

hoped for the Forgiveness of Allah (swt). How then can we give up on it? How then can we think 

that we are beyond it? No, rather we must ask Allah (swt) for forgiveness and we must believe 

with utmost certainty that He (swt) will forgive us. He (swt) can do all things and nothing 

whatsoever is beyond Him (swt). Not even forgiving terrible sinners like you and me. 

Then Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “Most surely we have been sinners”. 

These brothers crave the forgiveness of Allah (swt) because they realize that they have been 

sinners. They realize all the wrong that they have done. They realize that what they have done 

was not pleasing to their Lord and Master, So that is why they stress and emphasize here that 

they have indeed and truly been sinners. The language that they use is beautiful. First there are 

two linguistic tools to stress and emphasize the fact that they have indeed been sinners. Then 

there is the fact that they not only say that they are sinners but they say that they have been 

sinners. So they even acknowledge the fact that they have sinned over a continuous period of 

time. For years and years they harbored jealousy and hatred for Yusuf (as). For years and years 

they looked down upon their father and thought him (as) to be unjust in his treatment of them.  

For years and years they hid the truth from him (as) as to what they had done with Yusuf (as). So 

they even acknowledge the fact here that their sins were not isolated but that they were perpetual 

and continuous sins which lasted for years and years. They acknowledge this fact. They 

acknowledge this fact with emphasis and certainty. Yet despite all of this they still hope for the 

Forgiveness of their Lord. They know that as great as their sins were the Forgiveness and Mercy 

of Allah (swt) was even greater.  
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Another lesson that we can take from this ayah is that we must realize that the first step 

in seeking Forgiveness from Allah (swt) is to first of all admit that we were wrong. How can you 

hope for Allah (swt) to forgive you if you yourself will not even admit that you were wrong? That 

which is most displeasing to Allah (swt) to be in the human being is arrogance and pride, and it is 

only such arrogance that makes the human refuse to acknowledge his mistakes. He always has 

to be correct. He always has to be perfect. So we have to strive to remove such thinking from 

ourselves. We have to humble ourselves before the Glory and Majesty of Allah (swt). We have to 

admit our mistakes. We have to admit our sins. This is the first step in the path to seeking the 

Forgiveness of Allah (swt). Only when you humble yourself before your Lord and you realize your 

slave hood of Him (swt) will you realize who you are and will you realize Who He (swt) IS. Only 

then can you have a hope of gaining His (swt)’s Forgiveness. May Allah (swt) help us to realize 

our mistakes! May Allah (swt) allow us to turn to Him (swt) again and again! 

 

 

 

99. He said “Soon I will seek forgiveness for you from my Lord. Surely He is the Forgiving 

the Merciful”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to the request that 

the brothers had made in the previous ayah. Recall from the previous ayah how the brothers had 

asked their father to seek Forgiveness for them from Allah (swt). What they craved more than 

anything else was the Forgiveness from their Lord. They finally realized the enormity of the sins 

that they had done. They realized how ungrateful to Allah (swt) they had been for all that He (swt) 

had given them. They realized how arrogant they had been towards the Majestic and the True. 

They finally realized Allah (swt) and they realized their own station with Him (swt). How could they 

have become so far from Him (swt)? So distant from Him (swt)? Now all that they wanted was to 

come back to Allah (swt). They needed it more than they needed the air that they breathed. 
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 Allah (swt) tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “Soon I will seek forgiveness for you from 

my Lord”. First of all notice the attitude of Yaqoob (as) towards these brothers. He (as) did not 

have any anger or resentment towards them whatsoever. Even though they had done so much 

injustice to him (as). They had taken his beloved sons away from him (as). They had hurt and 

caused pain to his most beloved son. They had lied to him (as). They had accused him (as) of 

being unjust with them. They had looked down upon him (as) and thought him (as) to be senile. 

They did all this to him (as) even when they knew that he (as) was their father and their prophet. 

Still even though they had done so much evil to him (as), Yaqoob (as) does not hurt them in any 

way. He (as) does not even say one word to reprimand them when they finally admit their guilt 

before him (as). Once again this shows us how Yaqoob (as) lived only for Allah (swt). All that he 

(as) cared about was pleasing his Lord. He (as) knew that Allah (swt) likes maintaining family ties 

and that He (swt) likes those who forgive others. That is why Yaqoob (as) forgave these brothers 

completely for all that they had done to him (as). He (as) did it only for Allah (swt). 

 Not only does Yaqoob (as) forgive them and not reprimand them, but he (as) also honors 

their request. He (as) tells them that he (as) is soon going to ask Allah (swt) to forgive them. One 

question that may be posed here is that why does Yaqoob (as) say that he (as) is soon going to 

ask forgiveness for them, why did he (as) not do so right there when they had asked him? The 

scholars say that it was because he (as) wanted to wait till the time when prayers were most likely 

to be accepted. We know that there are certain times in which Allah (swt) is more likely to answer 

our prayers. For example during the last third of the night, or the time between dawn and sunrise, 

or the late afternoon, or the day of Friday, or the month of Ramadan. These are all times in which 

our prayers are more likely to be accepted. So the reason why Yaqoob (as) postpones this prayer 

for his children is because he (as) wanted to wait for these times. We also should do the same. 

Of course we should always be asking Allah (swt) to forgive us the many sins that we have done, 

but we must be especially earnest during these times. How could we allow these times in our day 

come and go without taking advantage of them and asking Allah (swt) to forgive us in them? 

What is more valuable than Forgiveness from Allah (swt)? Yaqoob (as) knew of these blessed 

times and that is why he (as) waited for them to seek forgiveness of his Lord for his children. 
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 Another reason that the scholars give as to why Yaqoob (as) postponed the seeking of 

forgiveness for his children was so that he (as) could do it in private and so that he (as) could do 

it properly. The seeking of forgiveness can not be a simple word that you say. Rather it must be a 

prayer that is made out in earnest and with sincerity. So Yaqoob (as) wanted to take his time and 

make this dua for his children properly. He (as) wanted to do it in private so that he (as) could 

truly call out to Allah (swt) in sincerity. He (as) did not want his children to see him shed tears and 

cry out to Allah (swt). He (as) wanted this prayer to be only between him and his Lord. 

 So another lesson that we can take from this is to realize how it is best that we make of 

our prayers in private. Now of course there were some prayers that the Prophet (saw) made in 

public, such as the dua during the Friday Khutbah or during the Witr Salah in Ramadan. But in 

general the Prophet (saw) would make most of his prayers in private. When we make our prayers 

in private we built a special and personal relationship with our Lord. No one knows how close we 

are except us. It is also a proof of our faith that we would make dua in private. We are calling out 

to Allah (swt) because we are certain that He (swt) is there, we are certain that He (swt) hears our 

prayers. Unfortunately some people in the Ummah today only make dua when they are in a 

group. As we see from the example of the Prophet (saw) and the example of Yaqoob (as) here 

that such is wrong. The best dua that we can make is when we are by ourselves. When no one 

can hear our words except the One whom we want to hear them. 

 Finally Yaqoob (as) reminds the brothers about Allah (swt) that “Surely He is the 

Forgiving the Merciful”. Recall from the previous part of the ayah how the brothers stressed with 

emphasis and certainty that they were indeed sinners. They were sinners and they had been 

sinners for years upon years. How then could they ever hope for the Forgiveness of Allah (swt) 

when they had been so disobedient to Him (swt)? Here Yaqoob (as) reminds them that they were 

not beyond the Forgiveness of Allah (swt).  Because by His (swt)’s very nature, by His (swt)’s 

very essence, He (swt) is Forgiveness.  This means that there is no sin that He (swt) will not 

forgive as long as forgiveness is sincerely sought of Him (swt). Once Allah (swt) has forgiven then 

He (swt) will cover in His (swt)’s Mercy because He (swt) is also the Merciful. Can you even begin 

to realize how Magnificent and Sublime is He (swt)? How then can you turn away from Him (swt)? 
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100. Then when they entered upon Yusuf, he took his parents to himself, and he said 

“Enter Egypt, if Allah wills, in security”. 

 This is the beautiful ayah in which Yusuf (as) reunites with his family. This is the 

culmination of this story. This is the realization of the dream of Yusuf (as). This is the answering 

of the prayer of Yaqoob (as). This is the fulfillment of the plan of Allah (swt). Recall how we said 

that all of this was actually part of the plan of Allah (swt) to bring the family of Yaqoob (as) to 

Egypt. In this ayah that is what happens. The entire family of Yaqoob (as) is brought from 

Philistine to Egypt. However what is even more significant than that is the reunion of Yusuf (as) 

with his family. It is to such that Allah (swt) brings our attention to in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “Then when they entered upon Yusuf, he took 

his parents to himself”. Notice once again how Allah (swt) does not relate to us all of the details 

of the story because such is not necessary. The previous ayah ended with Yaqoob (as) promising 

to ask Forgiveness of Allah (swt) for his children. Then the brothers must have told Yaqoob (as) 

how Yusuf (as) had invited the whole family to come and stay in Egypt. Then the father agreed. 

Then they told the rest of their family the news of their leaving their land. Then they all packed up 

all of their belongings and they made the long journey. All of these details have been left out. 

Allah (swt) does not need to mention them explicitly because we can easily derive them from the 

context of the other ayahs. Thus we once again see the Miracle of the Quran in that Allah (swt) 

tells us a story with so much information using the fewest amount of words. Who but Allah (swt) 

could tell such a story? 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how the entire family entered the chamber 

where Yusuf (as) was. Can you imagine what a powerful scene this was? How much energy and 

emotion there was both for Yusuf (as) and for his family? Imagine what it is like to be reunited 

with your family after so many years. How much joy you must feel? All of this was only from Allah 
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(swt).  Notice how Allah (swt) begins this ayah with the Arabic word fa. Recall how we said that 

this word connects the meaning of one ayah with the previous ayah. Recall also how Allah (swt) 

ended the previous ayah by telling us how He (swt) was the Forgiving and the Merciful. So this 

shows us that the reason why the family of Yaqoob (as) was able to enter to where Yusuf (as) 

was because of the Mercy and Forgiveness of Allah (swt).  Allah (swt) forgave them their sins and 

admitted them to His (swt)’s Mercy. This reunion was a manifestation of this Mercy. How 

Forgiving and Merciful then is our Lord? Both in the Hereafter and in this life. 

 After Allah (swt) tells us how the entire family of Yusuf (as) entered to where he (as) was, 

He (swt) then tells us how Yusuf (as) brought his parents to himself. This means that he (as) 

brought his parents near to him (as). The way in which he (as) did this was similar to how he (as) 

brought Binyamin near to him in a previous ayah. This show us both the love and the respect that 

Yusuf (as) had for his parents. Out of his entire family, he (as) chooses his parents and brings 

them near to him (as). This special love that Yusuf (as) has for his parents of course is because 

of his love for Allah (swt). He (as) knows that Allah (swt) loves those who love their parents. So 

the love that Yusuf (as) has for Allah (swt) makes him (as) to love his parents. He (as) brings 

them especially close to himself when the family entered to where he (as) was. 

 Of course the lesson that we can take from this is that we too must strive to love our 

parents. Countless are the ayahs in the Quran and the hadith of the Prophet (saw) that command 

us to be the best that we can be to our parents. So how can we claim that we love Allah (swt) and 

then disrespect our parents or fail to show them kindness? Know that one drop of happiness that 

you make to come in the heart of your mother and father is among the most pleasing of actions 

that you can do for Allah (swt). Out of his entire family that entered upon him (as), Yusuf (as) 

chose his parents and brought them close to him (as) to show his love and respect for them. How 

then do we compare with this in our treatment of our parents? Would you do the same for your 

parents if you were in the situation of Yusuf (as) here? When you realize this then you must 

realize how far you are from the model that Allah (swt) expects of you. May Allah (swt) forgive us! 

May Allah (swt) allow us to be the best that we can to our parents! Nothing matters except 

pleasing Him (swt) and one of the best of ways to please Him (swt) is to please our parents. 
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 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said to his parents “Enter 

Egypt, if Allah wills, in security”. To understand the meaning of this part of the ayah we have to 

remember the time period in which this story takes place. This was a long time ago when the 

world was much more savage and isolated than it is today. At that time, nations and tribes were 

far apart from each other. Almost all people cared only about themselves. About preserving and 

protecting their nation or tribe. So we can assume that many among the Egyptians would not be 

too happy with this mass influx of foreigners coming into their land. Not only was this large group 

of people coming into their land, but they were coming there to settle there and live there 

permanently. So many among the Egyptians might have not been too happy with them. Some 

among them may even have tried to hurt the family of Yaqoob (as) when they entered Egypt. 

Thus this part of the ayah is actually a prayer of Yusuf (as). A dua for his family to come into 

Egypt safely. For his family to live safely in Egypt. Now of course Yusuf (as) did his best to ensure 

that his family would be safe. Being close to the king, he (as) did all that he (as) could do in his 

capacity to ensure the safety of his family. But in the end, he (as) knew that the safety and well 

being of his family was up to Allah (swt). His family would only be safe if Allah (swt) willed them to 

be safe. That is why he (as) prays to Allah (swt) here. He (as) asks that his family enter into their 

new home and live in their new home in safety and peace. 

 One lesson that we can take from this is to realize that even in this world, the safety and 

the well-being of us and our family depends solely on Allah (swt). We will only be safe if our Lord 

and Protector wills us to be safe. If He (swt) were to allow some harm to come to us then there is 

nothing or no one who can save us. On the other hand if He (swt) were to choose to protect us 

then there is no one or nothing that can harm us. In truth, the world today is not all that different 

from how it was at the time of Yusuf (as). The world today is a savage place and there are people 

who would do harm to us and our families only for their own selfish reasons. Our only hope for 

safety is in our Lord.  So yet another reason why we should strive to worship Allah (swt). Yet 

another reason why we should try to do the actions that are pleasing to Him (swt) is to ensure the 

safety and well-being of our family. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 
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111. And he raised his parents on the arsh, and they fell down to him in prostration, and he 

said “O my father, This is the meaning of my true dream from before. Surely my Lord has 

made it into a reality, and surely He has done Ihsan to me when He took me out of the 

prison and He made you all come to me from the desert even after Shaitan had sown 

enmity between me and my brothers. Surely my Lord is Subtle when He does what He 

wills. Surely He is the Knowing, the Wise”. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how He (swt) completed His (swt)’s favor on Yusuf (as). 

The story of Yusuf (as) is the story of a man who went from the lowest of the low to the highest of 

the high. What is most beautiful about this is that it was Allah (swt) and Allah (swt) Alone Who did 

it. Allah (swt) is the One Who was involved in every moment in the life of Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) is 

the One Who took him (as) from that deep well to that high position in Egypt. It was all because of 

Allah (swt). Everything that happened to Yusuf (as), from the good to the bad, was part of his 

Lord’s plan for him (as). So in this ayah Allah (swt) shows us how He (swt) completed His (swt)’s 

favor on Yusuf (as). Allah (swt) shows this to us using Yusuf (as)’s own words. However before 

that Allah (swt) shows us what Yusuf (as) did that made him (as) worthy of this great honor and 

reward. Without a doubt Yusuf (as) sacrificed a lot, without a doubt he (as) went through many 

trials and hardships in the way of Allah that made him (as) deserving of such great blessings and 

reward from Allah (swt). But in this ayah Allah (swt) shows us one action that he (as) did that was 

probably greater in His (swt)’s Sight than everything which he (as) did. 
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 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And he raised his parents on the arsh”. To 

understand the meaning of this part the ayah we have to understand the meaning word of the 

word arsh. Although some would translate this word to mean “throne”, we can see from the ayah 

that this is not what the word means. The reason we say this is because we have already 

established with countless evidences that Yusuf (as) was not the king of the land. Although the 

king had given Yusuf (as) a very good position and he (as) had the favor of the king, he himself 

was not the king. That is one reason why this word cannot literally mean “throne”. The other 

reason why the literal meaning of this word should not be taken can be seen if we look at the 

sentence in which it is used. Allah (swt) is telling us in this sentence how Yusuf (as) raised his 

parents on the arsh. Now how exactly can someone raise two people upon a chair? Furthermore 

even if he somehow did that, why does such an act signify? What is the benefit or the lesson that 

gives? How can we come closer to Allah (swt) and know how to please Him (swt) by knowing that 

fact? We must always believe that every ayah of the Quran has a meaning and a guidance that 

we can take from it. Why would Allah (swt) reveal an ayah if that ayah does not in way give us 

any benefit or guidance? So every ayah in the Quran does serve a purpose, every ayah in the 

Quran does have a meaning. For this ayah if we take the literal meaning then we will never 

realize that benefit or that guidance. However if we take the metaphorical meaning then we can 

clearly see what Allah (swt) intended to tell us Insha Allah.  

 We believe that what Allah (swt) means here is that Yusuf (as) raised his parents to the 

highest place of honor and dignity. Thus the word arsh in this ayah is a metaphor for honor and 

dignity. We know that we have to honor our parents. We know that we have to regard them. So 

here Allah (swt) is telling us that Yusuf (as) raised his parents to the highest station of honor and 

dignity. Even though his parents came to him (as) as beggars. Even though they came to him in 

dire of need of him. He (as) did not use this as an opportunity to put himself above them. To exert 

his authority above them. Yusuf (as) did not do this. Instead he (as) did the opposite. He (as) 

raised his parents above himself. He (as) gave them the position of authority above him (as). The 

position of honor and dignity. So the word arsh in this ayah does not mean “throne”, but it refers 

to the high position to which Yusuf (as) raised his parents. As always Allah (swt) Knows best! 
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One lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to not only realize that we have 

to be the best that we can be to our parents but also to see the rights that they have over us. 

Yusuf (as) raised his parents above him (as). He (as) did this even though they were in need of 

him (as) and he (as) was not in need of them. He (as) submitted himself completely to them. This 

is how we have to be with our parents. We have to give them everything that we can give. We 

have to sacrifice for them all that we have. Many scholars even said that all of the wealth that we 

have belongs first and foremost to our parents before it belongs to us. Our parents also demand 

our complete obedience. As long they do not tell us to disobey Allah (swt) then we have to do 

whatever they tell us to do. This is what we owe to them. We have to put them on a “throne” and 

raise them up high just like Yusuf (as) did here. May Allah (swt) give us all the enabling grace to 

serve our parents as part of our servitude to Him (swt)! 

Then Allah (swt) says “and they fell down to him in prostration”. Now Allah (swt) 

begins to describe how He (swt) completed His (swt)’s favor upon Yusuf (as). Recall how we said 

that there was much that Yusuf (as) did and much that he (as) went through in order to be 

deserving of this mercy. But perhaps the greatest of his deeds, the deed that Allah (swt) was 

most pleased with, was his treatment of his parents. How he (as) brought his parents close to him 

and how he (as) raised them up high above himself. It is in connection with this action of his that 

Allah (swt) begins to describe how He (swt) completed His (swt)’s favor on him (as). 

First Allah (swt) tells us how they fell down in prostration before Yusuf (as). “They” here 

of course refers to the parents of Yusuf (as) and his eleven brothers. They all fell down in 

prostration before Yusuf (as). Once again we have to emphasize that this was not a prostration of 

worship but rather it was only a prostration of respect. These people were all Muslims and so they 

all worshipped only Allah (swt). So never would they bow down in worship to any but He (swt). 

But they wanted to show their respect and regard for Yusuf (as). They saw what a fine person he 

had turned out to be. A perfect slave of Allah (swt).  So just to show him (as) how much they 

loved him (as) they fell down prostrate before him (as) in this way. The ayah almost gives the 

meaning that they could not control themselves. So much was their love for Yusuf (as). So much 

did they want to express this love for him (as). That was why they prostrated in this way. 
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Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “O my father, This is the meaning of my 

true dream from before. Surely my Lord has made it into a reality”. This was a private 

conversation that Yusuf (as) had with his father. These were words that Yusuf (as) told his father 

during that conversation. After Yusuf (as) saw his entire family prostrate themselves before him, 

he (as) then realized that this was indeed the fulfillment of his dream from before. The dream 

where he (as) saw eleven stars, the sun and the moon prostrate before him. Yusuf (as) tells his 

father how his Lord had made this dream into a reality. Notice how even at this moment, at a 

moment when most other would be filled with arrogance, Yusuf (as) was thinking about Allah 

(swt). This shows us once again how he (as) did not live for himself but rather he (as) only lived 

for his Lord. He (as) witnessed the indescribable Majesty and Sublimity of Allah (swt). So every 

breath that he (as) took, every moment in which he (as) existed, was only for Him (swt). Even at 

that moment when his entire family fell down in prostration before him (as), including his brothers 

who used to have such power over him and who had done him so much wrong, even at that 

moment he (as) did not think about himself but he thought only about Allah (swt). He (as) realized 

that this was the fulfillment of his dream from before and that it was Allah (swt) Alone Who had 

made into a reality. Allah (swt) had made Yusuf (as) have that dream as a child and now He (swt) 

made that dream into a reality that he (as) witnessed with his own eyes. See then how your Lord 

favors and blesses those who dedicate themselves to Him (swt). How then can you turn away 

from Him (swt)? 

Then Allah (swt) tells how Yusuf (as) said “and surely He has done Ihsan to me when 

He took me out of the prison”. Here Yusuf (as) continues to describe for his father all of the 

favors and blessings that Allah (swt) had bestowed on him (as). Among these is how Allah (swt) 

had brought him (as) out of the prison. Yusuf (as) tells his father how Allah (swt) did Ihsan to him 

(as) when He (swt) took him (as) out of the prison.  This means that Allah (swt) did the best to 

Yusuf (as) when He (swt) took him (as) out of the prison.  Allah (swt) did to Yusuf (as) the best 

that a master could do to a servant and Yusuf (as) acknowledges that fact here. When this noble 

prophet speaks about his Lord he (as) only speaks in the best of ways. In humility and 

submission he (as) acknowledges that what Allah (swt) did for him (as) was indeed the best. 
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The lesson that we can take from this is that we must always think the best of our Lord. 

No matter what our situation in life is we must always think the best of Allah (swt). Simply look 

here at the humility and respect that Yusuf (as) had before Him (swt). Despite all of the trials that 

Allah (swt) had put him (as) through, he (as) did not attribute any evil to Him (swt) whatsoever. 

Rather he (as) said that “my Lord has done the best to me”. Even though it was Allah (swt) Who 

put Yusuf (as) in prison. Even though Yusuf (as) himself had asked Allah (swt) to put him in 

prison in order to save him (as) from the temptations, still Yusuf (as) does not attribute his going 

to prison to Allah (swt). Rather he (as) only attributes to Allah (swt) his coming out of prison. He 

(as) only attributes to Allah (swt) the good and never any evil. Similarly for us no matter where in 

life we might find ourselves we must always think the best of our Lord. We must always think that 

there is a reason why Allah (swt) put us where He (swt) did. We must always think that there is 

some good for us in it. May Allah (swt) give us the grace to only think the best of Him (swt)! 

In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “and He made you all 

come to me from the desert even after Shaitan had sown enmity between me and my 

brothers”. Once again we have to remind ourselves that here Yusuf (as) is describing all of the 

favors and bounties that Allah (swt) had bestowed on him (as). Even in the moment of victory, 

even when he (as) had everything that he (as) could ever want, he (as) was still remembering 

Allah (swt) and thanking Him (swt). Here he (as) acknowledges and thanks Allah (swt) for 

reuniting him (as) with his family. In so many ways did Allah (swt) reunite Yusuf (as) with his 

family. First there was the physical reunification. Allah (swt) brought Yusuf (as)’s entire family to 

him (as). Allah (swt) brought them out of the poverty and suffering of the desert life in Philistine to 

the wealth and comfort of the city life in Egypt. So not only did Allah (swt) reunite Yusuf (as) with 

his family but He (swt) improved all of their lives. Now they would no longer be living in the desert. 

Now they would no longer be living in a famine. 

But even more important than the physical reunion that Allah (swt) brought between 

Yusuf (as) and his family was the spiritual reunion that He (swt) made between him (as) and his 

brothers. Allah (swt) united their hearts. Yusuf (as) describes the situation between him (as) and 

his brothers by saying that Shaitan had sown enmity between them. Shaitan had caused hatred 
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and conflict between them. Notice once again that Yusuf (as) does not blame his brothers at all 

for everything that happened between him (as) and them. Even though they were in truth 

deserving of all blame, he (as) does not blame them. Instead he (as) places all of the blame only 

on Shaitan. Now was this true? Was Shaitan the only one to blame for all of the evil that 

happened? Were the brothers completely innocent? Of course not. Shaitan only invited the 

brothers to sin but they followed his invitation. So why then does Yusuf (as) only blame the devil 

instead of also blaming his brothers? It was for Allah (swt). For Allah (swt) Yusuf (as) forgave his 

brothers. He (as) completely forgot about all of the evil that they did to him (as). He (as) knew that 

Allah (swt) would be pleased with him (as) forgiving his family so he (as) forgave them. Not only 

did Yusuf (as) forgive them for Allah (swt), but he (as) even thanked Allah (swt) for bringing them 

back together. After their hearts had become so distant, after all that rage and anger, Allah (swt) 

brought them back together as brothers. Brothers in faith and brothers in blood.  

One lesson that we can take from this is to see that any closeness that we have with our 

family is only because of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is the One Who brings families together. He (swt) 

is the One Who unites hearts. When Yusuf (as) and his family were close, both physically and in 

their hearts, he (as) attributed this to Allah (swt).This shows us that Allah (swt) is the One Who 

brings families together. So if you are close to your family then thank your Lord for that. Thank 

Him (swt) for the love and the affection that is between you. Let that be another reason for you to 

worship and serve Him (swt). 

Another lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see once again the merit 

and the reward that we will get when we forgive our family members for the wrong that they do to 

us. How great was the evil that the brothers did to Yusuf (as)? Without a doubt your family has 

not done anything to you that is anywhere near as great as that. So if this noble prophet can 

forgive his brothers completely then why can not you? Do you not realize Who Allah (swt) IS? 

How you are dependent on Him (swt) for every breath that you take? How then can you turn 

away from Him (swt)? How then can you refuse to live for Him (swt)? Is it too much to ask of you 

to forgive your family and love them? How many of your sins has Allah (swt) forgiven? If you 

know that your Lord would love you if you were to love them then would you not love them? 
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Then Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “Surely my Lord is Subtle when He does 

what He wills”. The Arabic word Lateef that Allah (swt) uses here to describe Himself (swt) 

cannot easily be translated into English. The best translation that we can find is that it means that 

Allah (swt) is Subtle in what He (swt) does.  It gives the meaning that when Allah (swt) wishes to 

accomplish something then He (swt) does it in the most subtle and undetectable of ways. The 

way in which Allah (swt) acts is so subtle that it is almost incomprehensible. It is almost 

unbelievable. This is what Allah (swt) did for Yusuf (as). Simply look at how He (swt) took that 

young boy who had been placed at the bottom of a well and raised him (as) to that high position 

in Egypt where he (as) not only could care for himself but also for his entire family as well. Look at 

the way in which He (swt) did this. Allah (swt) did not immediately take Yusuf (as) from the well 

and place him (as) in a good position in Egypt. First Allah (swt) made him (as) go to the house of 

the Aziz. A house in which he (as) faced temptation and seduction that is unlike what any man 

has ever faced. The temptation that Yusuf (as) faced was so bad that he (as) had to go to prison 

only to escape it. However this was all part of the plan of Allah (swt) for Yusuf (as). This was how 

He (swt) planned for Yusuf (as) in the most subtle ways.  You see it was because Yusuf (as) went 

to prison that he (as) met the prisoner who would be the king’s cup-bearer, and then it was 

because he (as) met this person that he (as) became close to the king. So everything that 

happened in the life of Yusuf (as) was part of the plan of Allah (swt). Everything that happened to 

him (as) was the best of what could happen to him (as). This is the way in which Allah (swt) 

works. In the most subtle and unimaginable of ways. 

Allah (swt) also did the same with the Prophet (saw). Look where the Prophet (saw) 

began the dawah. When Islam began it was only the Prophet (saw) and a handful of followers. 

Over the course of the dawah, this Message went through many setbacks and defeats. But in 

each defeat there was a lesson. With each step taken back there was a step taken forward. In the 

end, look where this Din ended up. An empire that stretched from the shores of Spain to the 

islands of Indonesia. This is how Allah (swt) works. This is how He (swt) is Lateef. Everything that 

happens is part of His (swt)’s plan. In the end, despite all that happens on the way, His (swt)’s 

Will is what will be fulfilled. Of this there can be no doubt. 
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Finally Yusuf (as) says of his Lord that “Surely He is the Knowing, the Wise”. Of all of 

Names of Allah (swt), these two Names are what Yusuf (as) chooses to mention here.  This 

shows us how Yusuf (as) always thought of his Lord by these two Names. During every moment 

of his life, Yusuf (as) was remembering how Allah (swt) is the Knowing and the Wise. Allah (swt) 

Knows all of the hardships and difficulties that Yusuf (as) had to go through. The fear that he (as) 

felt when he (as) was placed in that well. The desire that he (as) felt when that beautiful woman 

presented herself before him (as). The suffering and deprivation that he (as) had to go through in 

that prison. Allah (swt) Knows all of this even better than Yusuf (as) knew it. So does all of this 

pain and all of these difficulties cause Yusuf (as) to despair? No of course not, because he (as) 

knows that his Lord is also the Most Wise. In everything that Allah (swt) does and in everything 

that He (swt) decrees there is Wisdom.  There is perfect Wisdom because both His Knowledge 

and His Wisdom are perfect. So Yusuf (as) never became sad because he (as) knew that in 

everything that happened to him (as) there was the Wisdom of Allah (swt). Notice that these are 

also the two Names of Allah (swt) that Yaqoob (as) mentioned to Yusuf (as) at the beginning 

when he (as) told his son the meaning of his dream. This further shows us how Yusuf (as) was 

always thinking of Allah (swt) and remembering Him (swt) by these Names. 

Insha Allah we must learn to do this as well. So for any difficulty that you face in your life 

always remember that your Lord is the Knowing and the Wise. Find solace and comfort in the fact 

that He (swt) is the Knowing and the Wise. When you feel some pain then know that He (swt) 

Knows the pain that you feel and that He (swt) is pleased with you for the patience you 

demonstrate through it. When some calamity befalls you then remember that it only befell by His 

Will and permission. Then remember how He (swt) is the Most Wise and how there is His 

Wisdom in that calamity. Even if you yourself do not realize the Wisdom at that particular 

moment, rest assured that it is there. Because Wisdom is one of the very Names of Allah (swt), it 

is a part of Who He (swt) IS. So in the end, no matter what happens, you have to believe that 

everything will work out for the best. This is because this world is only a thin illusion. Behind this 

fragile veil is the Real and the True. How can you not expect the very best from Him (swt)? 
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102. “My Lord, surely you have given me from the Kingdom and you have taught me the 

interpretation of sayings, Originator of the heavens and the earth, You are my Protector 

and my Friend in this world and in the Hereafter, make me die submitting, and join me with 

the righteous”. 

 This is the last ayah of the Quran where Allah (swt) tells us of the story of Yusuf (as). 

This is the last scene in which we see this noble prophet. What is Yusuf (as) doing at this 

moment? As we leave him (as) what do we see him (as) doing? We see him (as) making dua to 

Allah (swt). Calling out to his Lord and expressing his need. This by itself should serve to remind 

us of the virtues of dua that Allah (swt) would end this story with the dua that Yusuf (as) is 

making. Our life is nothing except dedicating ourselves to Allah (swt) and asking Him (swt) to 

show us how to do that. Asking Him (swt) to give us the enabling grace to do that. That is why in 

this Surah as we leave Yusuf (as) we see him (as) praying to his Lord. Asking Him (swt) to allow 

him (as) to come closer to Him (swt). 

 What does Yusuf (as) first say in this prayer? Allah (swt) tells us how he (as) said “My 

Lord, surely you have given me from the Kingdom”. So first and foremost Yusuf (as) 

remembers the favors and blessing that Allah (swt) has bestowed on him (as). Yusuf (as) calls 

out to Allah (swt) and he (as) reminds Him (swt) of these favors and blessings. Now of course 

Allah (swt) does not need any such reminders but this is a way in which Yusuf (as) seeks to 

approach Him (swt). Yusuf (as) seeks to become closer to Allah (swt) by remembering all of His 

(swt)’s favors and bounties upon him (as).  Similarly we also should seek to approach Allah (swt) 

by remembering all the good that He (swt) has done for us. It is not difficult to remember all of the 

good that our Lord has done for us. Even the fact that we exist at this moment is a blessing and a 
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favor for which we can never repay Him (swt). Countless others are the favors that Allah (swt) 

has given us. So whenever you want to make dua to Allah (swt), first and foremost remember all 

of the good that He (swt) has done for you. Insha Allah this will bring you closer to Him (swt) and 

increase you in your love of Him (swt).  

 The first of the favors that Yusuf (as) recounted was how Allah (swt) had given him (as) a 

portion of the Kingdom. Now just like before some people have used this part of the ayah to say 

that Yusuf (as) had political authority in the land. But once again such thinking comes from 

ignorance and a misunderstanding of the ayah. Notice in the ayah that Yusuf (as) does say that 

Allah (swt) gave him the kingdom but he (as) says that Allah (swt) gave him (as) a portion of the 

kingdom. This part of the ayah is enough to show us the real meaning of this ayah. The 

“Kingdom” in this ayah does not refer to the kingdom of the Egypt, but rather it refers to the 

Kingdom of Allah (swt). That is the one true Kingdom because He (swt) is the One True King. All 

other kingdoms are false kingdoms and Allah (swt) does not recognize such kingdoms. So in this 

ayah Yusuf (as) is thanking Allah (swt) for giving him (as) a portion of His (swt)’s Kingdom. 

Without a doubt Yusuf (as) was a very wealthy man. He (as) probably had a big house and much 

land for himself and his family. This was from the Kingdom of Allah (swt) that He (swt) gave to 

Yusuf (as). This entire universe is the Kingdom of Allah (swt) and anything that any of us has 

from it is from this Kingdom. So just like Yusuf (as) we should thank Allah (swt) for what He (swt) 

has given us of His Kingdom. Every possession that we have is from His Kingdom. Every drop of 

water that we drink is from His Kingdom. Every breath of air that we breathe is from His Kingdom. 

Thus whenever we make dua to Allah (swt) we must remember all that He (swt) has given us. We 

must remember what He (swt) has bestowed on us from His Kingdom.  Why does so Magnificent 

and Majestic a King grant so much to us who are so worthless and disobedient? 

 Yusuf (as) then says to Allah (swt) “and you have taught me the interpretation of 

ahadith”. Here Yusuf (as) remembers and thanks Allah (swt) for yet another of His (swt)’s favors 

that He (swt) had given him (as). Allah (swt) had taught him (as) how to interpret dreams and 

events.  How great was this knowledge that Allah (swt) taught his noble prophet? What 

knowledge is greater knowledge than knowledge of the future? Knowledge of the real meaning of 
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things. Knowledge that the rest of mankind is veiled from. Yusuf (as) acknowledges and thanks 

Allah (swt) for bestowing this knowledge on Him (swt).  

The lesson that we can take from this is that we also must acknowledge all of the 

knowledge that Allah (swt) has taught us. Allah (swt) may not have given us the knowledge that 

He (swt) gave to Yusuf (as) but He (swt) still has given us vast amounts of knowledge. We came 

out of the wombs of our mothers not knowing anything but look at all that we know today. We 

know how to communicate with each other. How to express our ideas and thoughts. We know 

how to read and write. How many people are there in the world today who are illiterate? So how 

much should you thank your Lord that He (swt) has given you the knowledge of the pen? Even 

think of the age in which we live. With the advent of the internet all kinds of knowledge and 

information is now at our fingertips. Because of whom is all of this possible? Only because of 

Allah (swt). So we should thank Him (swt) even more by increasing in our worship and servitude 

of Him (swt). By using this knowledge for the sake of His (swt)’s Din. May He (swt) give us the 

enabling grace! 

After Yusuf (as) praises Allah (swt), he (as) then calls out to Him (swt) as “Originator of 

the heavens and the earth”. The Arabic word Fatir that Allah (swt) uses in this ayah to describe 

Himself (swt) does not simply mean “Originator”. Rather it gives the meaning of One Who opened 

something and from that the One Who let loose something. So in the beginning there was no 

matter whatsoever. Then Allah (swt) opened and this universe as we know it came out. Almost 

like a flower comes out from the earth. Such was the creation of all things. This is how Allah (swt) 

brought everything into existence. The beauty and magnificence of it cannot even be described in 

words. So look around yourself and see all that is around you. Know that it was your Lord Who 

initiated it and brought into existence. There was nothing and He (swt) is the One Who brought it 

all into being. How then can you turn away from such a Being? How can you forget Him (swt)? 

Yusuf (as) did not. That is why in his prayer here before he (as) asks Allah (swt) for his need, first 

he (as) praises his Lord. He (as) praises Him (swt) with a praise that cannot be given to anyone 

else. The Originator of the heavens and the earth. Who else is this but He (swt)? Realize now 

Who your Lord IS and then realize what you owe to Him (swt) in terms of obedience. 
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Then Yusuf (as) calls out to Allah (swt) by saying “You are my Protector and my Friend 

in this world and in the Hereafter”.  In the previous part of the ayah Yusuf (as) praised Allah 

(swt) with a praise that belongs only to Him (swt). Here he (as) praises Him (swt) through a 

relationship that he (as) has with Him (swt). Notice how Yusuf (as) is drawing closer to Allah (swt) 

even in the praise that he (as) gives him. He (as) calls out to his Lord as his Protector and his 

Friend.  Both in this life and in the Hereafter. This is what Allah (swt) to all of the true believers. 

He (swt) protects them. He (swt) keeps them safe physical dangers, psychological dangers, and 

spiritual dangers. Insha Allah we have to always remember Allah (swt) in this way as well. How 

many are the dangers that our Lord protects us from? What would become of us if He (swt) were 

to neglect us for even a moment? There are millions of different calamities that can befall us if 

were to be without the protection of Allah (swt) for even a moment. We human beings who have 

so many needs, living in this world filled with dangers and diseases, endless are the calamities 

that can befall us if we did have not our Lord to protect us. So just like Yusuf (as) we also have to 

remember that Allah (swt) is our Protector. He (swt) is the One Who shields from us all that would 

destroy us and all that would cause us pain. He (swt) protects us even when we are heedless of 

Him (swt).  May Allah (swt) forgive us and continue to protect us al! 

In addition to being a Protector, Allah (swt) is also our Friend. What an amazing friend is 

He (swt)? He (swt) is always closer to us than anyone else in this universe. He (swt) is always 

with us at every moment of our lives. He (swt) will never leave us. He (swt) is One to Whom we 

can complain all of  our difficulties and sorrows to. He (swt) will never become upset with us for 

no reason. He (swt) will never misunderstand us or forget about us. He (swt) Knows us better 

than we know our own selves? So what an amazing friend is He (swt)? Why then should we look 

to anyone other than He (swt) as our friend? This was how Yusuf (as) took Allah (swt) as a friend. 

Look at the way in which Yusuf (as) calls out to Him (swt) in the ayah. He (as) says “You are my 

friend in this world and in the Hereafter” instead of saying “My friend in this world and in the 

Hereafter is You”. In Arabic when the pronoun is placed at the beginning like this it is a tool of 

emphasis and exclusiveness. So Yusuf (as) is emphasizing to Allah (swt) that He (swt) is indeed 

his friend and that He (swt) is his only friend. 
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Finally Allah (swt) tells us how Yusuf (as) said “make me die submitting, and join me 

with the righteous”. This was the actual dua that Yusuf (as) made, this was what he (as) asked 

Allah (swt) for. Everything else that he (as) had said up to this point was only leading up to this. 

Look here at what he (as) asks Allah (swt) for. Even though he (as) had been given so much of 

this world. Even though he (as) had everything that one could ask for of this world. He (as) still 

prays to Allah (swt) for the Hereafter. He (as) prays to Allah (swt) to allow him (as) to do as a 

Muslim and to join him (as) with the righteous. In other words to place him (as) to the Garden 

which has been promised for the righteous. For those who make peace. For those who set 

matters right. For those who establish justice. For those who worship and serve Allah (swt). This 

is what this noble prophet prays for. This is what Allah (swt) is pleased with us praying for. 

One lesson that we can take from this is that we must never forget about the Hereafter. 

No matter how much we have been given of this worldly life. No matter how comfortable or 

pleasurable our stay here may be. We have to remember that this is not our final home. With 

every moment that passes we are becoming closer and closer to the moment in which we have to 

leave this world. How then can we become too attached to this world? How then can we only pray 

for this world in the dua that we make? Rather we have to attach ourselves to the Hereafter. We 

have to remember that whatever we pleasure or happiness that we find in this world will also be 

in the Hereafter and it will infinitely better. And unlike the pleasures of this world it will never end. 

One reason why many of us in today’s day and age forget about the Hereafter is because 

we have been given so much of this world. This is especially true for those of us who are living in 

the West. Technology and innovation has made our stay especially comfortable. So we fall in love 

with this world. We have everything that we want here. We do not want to leave it. So we actually 

believe that we will find contentment and joy here and we think that it will last. How foolish is such 

thinking? How can we forget that this world is doomed for destruction? How can we forget that 

even whatever joy that we have been given in this world may leave us at any moment? Yusuf (as) 

was given everything that one could ask for of this world but he (as) still preferred the Hereafter. 

This was because he (as) perceived the true reality of this existence.  He (as) knew that there 

was no permanence here. May Allah (swt) allow us to reach this realization as well! 
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Another lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is too see how Yusuf (as) 

prays to die submitting to Allah (swt). First we should note that he (as) is not asking here for 

death. None of us should ask for death. Rather he (as) is asking Allah (swt) that when death 

comes for him (as), when the lifespan decreed for him (as) expires, then he (as) asks to die 

submitting to Allah (swt). In other words he (as) asks his Lord that he (as) die in a state in which 

he (as) is submitting completely to Him (swt) in everything. Even though he (as) was a prophet of 

Allah (swt). Even though he (as) was completely protected from both the major and the minor 

sins. Even though he (as) had already dedicated his life to Allah (swt) and gone through 

unspeakable hardships and sufferings. He (as) still feared that he (as) may die in a state other 

than that of submission to Allah (swt). Perhaps some arrogance might creep into his heart. 

Perhaps he might commit some sin. This was the fear that Yusuf (as) had. He (as) feared that 

just perhaps he (as) might die in a state where he (as) was not submitting himself completely and 

thoroughly to his Lord. That is why in this ayah he (as) prays to Allah (swt) to allow him (as) to do 

die as a Muslim. This is a prayer that we must make as well. Just as we pray to Allah (swt) for the 

things of this world, we must also pray to Him (swt) for the Hereafter and to die as Muslim. If only 

we tasted the life beyond this, if we only we know what existence beyond this world would be like, 

then we would see where our prayers must be. 

So with this dua Allah (swt) ends the story of Yusuf (as). The few remaining ayahs in the 

Surah are not relating to us the story but rather they speak about the dawah to this Message. 

Allah (swt) began relating this story to us by telling us about the dream that He (swt) made Yusuf 

(as) see and He (swt) ends this story with the fulfillment of that dream and this prayer that Yusuf 

(as) makes. Thus in the end we see that this was a story about the journey that Yusuf (as) made 

to his Lord. We see how all of the trials and tribulations that he (as) went through, as well as all of 

the joys and conquests were but milestones on this path. This is a path that we have to walk as 

well. A path that leads to Allah (swt). This path begins with us turning away from all that is 

displeasing to Allah (swt), it progresses with us doing what is pleasing to Him (swt), and it finds its 

pinnacle in us striving to call others to Him (swt). That is the dawah and that is what Allah (swt) 

brings our attention to in the ayahs that conclude this Surah. 
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103. That is from the news of the unseen which we reveal unto you, and you were not with 

them when they gathered together, and when they plotted. 

 Now that Allah (swt) has finished the story of Yusuf (as), He (swt) returns the address to 

the Prophet (saw). In this ayah Allah (swt) describes for the Prophet (saw) what this story was. 

The nature and reality of this story. In saying that Allah (swt) also tells him (saw) the purpose that 

this story must serve. This story was not revealed to entertain the people. Rather this story was 

revealed to call the people to their Lord. To bring the people closer to Allah (swt). That was the 

purpose of this story. 

 Allah (swt) begins by saying “That is from the news of the unseen which we reveal 

unto you”. This is the perfect description of this story. It was news from the realm of the unseen 

that was revealed to the Prophet (saw). The unseen is all that is hidden from man. All that man 

has not sensed and does not know about. There is much in the unseen because man is still so 

limited in his knowledge and in his senses. The future is in the unseen. The present that you do 

not sense is also in the unseen. Even the past that no one told you about is in the unseen. The 

distant past is also in the unseen. That which happened centuries upon centuries ago. Such was 

the story of Yusuf (as). It happened long in the past and no one even at the time of the Prophet 

(saw) knew much about it. Even those who knew about it, such as the Jewish scholars, knew only 

a little about it. For the most part this knowledge was hidden from man. Forgotten in the past. 

Then the Prophet (saw) came with this story. From where did he (saw) find out about it? There 

was no way for him (saw) to have known about something that happened so long ago and 

something that has never been documented accurately. So how did he (saw) know about it? Of 

course he (saw) knew about it because his Lord had revealed it to him (saw). Thus in this story 

the Prophet (saw) brings for mankind the news of the unseen. News of the distant past. It was 
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Allah (swt) Himself Who gave him (saw) this knowledge. He (swt) reminds him (saw) of that fact 

here. 

 Then Allah (swt) says to the Prophet (saw) “and you were not with them when they 

gathered together, and when they plotted”. In this story we find narrations of events that no 

other human being could possibly have witnessed. When the brothers of Yusuf (as) gathered 

together and plotted on how they could get rid of their brother then was their anyone else who 

was there with them? Was there any human being who recorded this event and who recorded 

what they said? Of course not. No one was there with them. Certainly not the Prophet (saw). So 

how then could he (saw) have known about it? How then could he (saw) have known about what 

they said to each other? Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) of this fact in this ayah. This is 

done in order that the Prophet (saw) may use this fact in his dawah.  

 One lesson that we can take from this is to see once again how this was an intellectual 

dawah. The Prophet (saw) did not simply call the people to the “fitra” or to say that “there is no 

illah except Allah”. Rather he (saw) presented them with intellectual arguments and evidences to 

convince them rationally that what he (saw) was telling them was indeed the truth. He (saw) 

showed them evidences in the universe around them to show that the Creator is only One and 

then he (saw) presented them with this Quran to show that he (saw) was the Messenger of that 

Creator. In other words he (saw) worked to build within them the absolute conviction that this 

Message is the Truth. That it really has been sent by the Creator. This ayah alone testifies to that 

fact. Otherwise why else would Allah (swt) be telling us that the Prophet (saw) was not with the 

brothers when they plotted together? What is the benefit for us in that knowledge other than to 

increase our conviction in the Truthfulness of this Message? So whenever we carry this dawah 

we have to carry it with its evidences. We have to prove to the people that it is the Truth rather 

than simply tell them. Only when the Muslim is absolutely convinced that this thought is the Truth 

will he always behave based on it. Only then will it have a powerful impact on his actions. 

Otherwise you will always see him falling into sin and you will always see him failing in his 

obligations. Even if he professes with his tongue to be Muslim his faith will not be deep and this 
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fact will be reflected in his actions. May Allah (swt) help us all to realize this! May Allah (swt) allow 

us to carry this dawah just like the Prophet (saw) did! Success is only from Allah (swt)! 

 

 

104. And never will the vast majority of mankind be true believers, although you desire it 

greatly. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) reminded us how the dawah should be carried. We saw 

that it must be carried with its evidences and proofs. The people must be shown that without a 

doubt that this Message truly is from Allah (swt). They must be convinced that it is the truth rather 

than just be told. That was the main purpose of the story of Yusuf (as). To prove to the people the 

validity of the Prophet (saw). Recall that this entire Surah was revealed in response to questions 

that the Quraysh chiefs had posed to the Prophet (saw). The Jews of Madinah had asked them to 

ask him (saw) concerning how the children of Israil came to Egypt. Not only did Allah (swt) tell 

them how. Not only did He (swt) also place several lessons and benefits for the believers in this 

Surah. But in addition to all of that Allah (swt) also showed them through this Surah how the 

Prophet (saw) was indeed His (swt)’s Messenger. How this Surah has narrations of events that 

the Prophet (saw) could not possibly have known about and that he (saw) never witnessed. After 

such clear and powerful evidences were presented to them, do you think that the Quraysh chiefs 

believed? Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) says in this ayah “And never will the vast majority of mankind be true 

believers, although you desire it greatly”. Even though the Prophet (saw) brought such clear 

evidences the vast majority of the Quraysh chiefs did not respond to his dawah (saw). Neither did 

the vast majority of the Jews. Allah (swt) consoles the Prophet (saw) here by reminding him (saw) 

that such is the nature of this dawah. Such is the nature of the call to this Message. The vast 

majority of people simply will not believe.  Even though we may desire it greatly. Even though we 

would give anything only to have them believe. Even though we would make every effort to carry 
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this Message to them. The truth of the matter remains that they will not believe. They will choose 

not to have the true and sincere belief that is required of them as believers. They will choose to 

have doubts. They will choose to follow their desires. They will choose themselves instead of their 

Creator. Unfortunately such is the nature of mankind. Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) here. 

 Now one question that some people might ask is that are there not several Muslims in the 

world today? Are there not over a billion Muslims in the world today? So what then does Allah 

(swt) mean when He (swt) says that the vast majority of people will not believe? What about all of 

the believers that we see in the world today? The answer to this question can be found in looking 

more closely at the state of this Ummah today. Of the one billion Muslims that are there in the 

world today how many can be called true and sincere believers? How many of these one billion 

Muslims even make their five daily prayers? How many stay away from the major sins? How 

many dedicate their lives to the dawah and to calling to Allah (swt)? So how many of them are 

true and sincere believers? How many of them have the belief that Allah (swt) expects of us? In 

our opinion it is only a very few. A very small percentage. This is the true believers. The rest of 

the Muslims are like the rest of mankind. They do not have the absolute certainty and conviction 

in the Truth of this Message. They live their lives for themselves instead of living it for Allah (swt). 

Now we are not saying that they are disbelievers. We are only saying that they do not have the 

true and sincere belief that Allah (swt) expects of them. May Allah (swt) save us from being 

among them! May Allah (swt) accept the Iman and the actions of all the sincere people in this 

Ummah! 

 Another question that some may ask from this ayah is that if the vast majority of people 

will not believe then why should we bother carrying dawah? Why should we even bother taking 

this Message to the people when we know that they will not believe? The answer to this question 

is that we do dawah for the same reason that we do anything else and that is not because of the 

results but rather only to please Allah (swt). When we do anything we are not seeking the results 

of that action but rather we are only seeking to please Allah (swt) in doing it. So we eat food only 

to please Allah (swt) and not to fill our stomachs. We go to work only to please Allah (swt) and not 

to make money. In all of our actions of servitude it is not the results that we should seek but 
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rather the actual action itself. This is the action for which we keep the intention as the Pleasure of 

Allah (swt) and we hope for the reward from Him (swt). So similarly we do dawah only to please 

Allah (swt). Just like in everything else we leave the results of our efforts only for Him (swt). 

 So from this ayah we see that all of mankind can be divided into two groups. Those who 

sincerely believe in this Message and those who do not. We also see that the sincere believers 

are the significantly smaller of these two groups. We also know that in the end Allah (swt) is the 

One Who guides the people. Allah (swt) is the One Who chooses who will have Iman in their 

hearts and who will not. So if Allah (swt) has decreed for you to be among the believers, to be 

among those who have the true and sincere belief, then how grateful should you be? Of all 

mankind, Allah (swt) has chosen you to be in this elect company of people. This was the group 

that the Prophet (saw) and the Sahabah (raa) were in. How fortunate and blessed then are you to 

also be in this company? Allah (swt) chose you to be in this group so how grateful should you be 

to Him (swt)? Insha Allah you should show your gratitude by increasing in your worship and 

servitude of Him (swt). By increasing in your efforts of carrying this Message to the people. Even 

though you know that they will not believe you still try your best because you know that such is 

what is pleasing to your Lord. 

 One final benefit we can take from this ayah is to see how eager the Prophet (saw) was 

for the people to believe in this Message. The Arabic word that Allah (swt) uses to describe the 

eagerness of the Prophet (saw) gives the meaning that he (saw) most earnestly desired the 

people to believe and also that he (saw) worked to the best of his ability to carry this Message to 

them. Both of these meanings are given in the word. Sayyid Qutb tells us in his tafsir of this ayah 

that this was because the Prophet (saw) loved the people. He (saw) wanted the good for them 

both in this life and the next and he (saw) wanted to save them from evil both in this life and the 

next. Do we today have this same eagerness to carry this Message to the people? How can we 

say that we love the Prophet (saw) and not work to complete his mission? How can we even call 

ourselves believers if we do not work in the dawah? May Allah (swt) grant us all this eagerness 

that the Prophet (saw) had in taking His (swt)’s Message to the people! 
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105. And you do not ask them any payment for it, It is nothing less than a reminder for all 

of the nations. 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us how most of the people would reject this Message 

even if they are convinced that it is the Truth. The Prophet (saw) desired more than anything else 

that the people accept this Message but that did not change the fact that most of them did not. 

Such was the nature of man. But think how hurt was the heart of the blessed Prophet (saw) 

because of this? That is why in this ayah Allah (swt) continues to console His (swt)’s beloved. In 

addition to consoling the Prophet (saw) this ayah also serves to provide yet another powerful 

evidence for us as to why he (saw) is indeed the Messenger. In addition to that this ayah also 

shows why we should love the Prophet (saw) and just how much we should love him (saw).  In 

addition to that this ayah also shows us the magnitude of this Message. How it is no joke. How it 

really has been sent by the Creator to every single man, woman and child on this planet. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And you do not ask them any payment for it”. 

An entire book can be written only this part of the ayah. For the sake of brevity we are only going 

to scratch the surface of the meaning. Here Allah (swt) is reminding the Prophet (saw) that he 

(saw) is not asking the people any payment whatsoever for bringing the Message to them and 

also he (saw) is not asking for any payment for their accepting the Message. So both for his effort 

to carry the Message to them and for their accepting the Message, the Prophet (saw) is not 

asking for any payment whatsoever. Never once in the dawah did the Prophet (saw) ever ask 

anyone for anything.  

First and foremost this part of the ayah is a consolation for the Prophet (saw). Allah (swt) 

is reminding him (saw) that it is not because of him (saw) that the people are rejecting the 

Message. If he (saw) had asked them for something then perchance they could have used that as 

a reason for their rejection. But he (saw) did not ask them for anything. So he (saw) should never 
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have been reason for their rejection. Thus Allah (swt) consoles the Prophet (saw) and reminds 

him (saw) that he (saw) is not the reason for their rejection. Their problem was not with him (saw) 

rather it was with the Message itself. 

The next benefit that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how it is a proof for 

the Truthfulness of the Prophet (saw). Just the fact that the Prophet (saw) did not ask for a 

reward from the people shows that he (saw) was a true messenger. What kind of a human being 

would not seek any reward from the people for what he (saw) does? What kind of a human being 

could be so selfless? From the day that the dawah began to the day that the Prophet (saw) 

returned to his Lord, he (saw) never once asked the people for anything. Consider this to the 

amount of effort that he (saw) exerted in carrying this dawah. Consider this with what he (saw) 

sacrificed and gave up for the sake of the dawah. Consider this with all that he (saw) had to go 

through over the course of the dawah. The Prophet (saw) worked harder than any human being 

has ever worked in order to establish Islam and carry it to the people. Never has a human being 

exerted this much effort. After he (saw) became the Messenger, he (saw) even told his wife that 

from this day onwards there would be no more rest. The Prophet (saw) literally gave up his life 

and the lives of his entire family for the sake of the dawah. All of his time and all of his wealth was 

dedicated towards working to establish Islam. Since the night when the angel visited him (saw) in 

the cave, every single action that he (saw) did was for the sake of Islam. The Prophet (saw) did 

not allow a moment to pass him (saw) by in his life except that he (saw) was working in that 

moment for this Din.  Not only did the Prophet (saw) give his entire life and all of his wealth for the 

cause of Allah (swt) but he (saw) gave up his honor as well. Before he (saw) became the 

Messenger, he (saw) was loved and respected in the community. However after the Quraysh 

chiefs saw that he (saw) came to take away their power, they completely tarnished his reputation 

and standing. They accused him (saw) of being a madman or a sorcerer. They made up a 

thousand and one lies about him (saw) only to prevent the people from following him (saw). The 

Prophet (saw) also went through enormous pain over the course of the dawah. Many were the 

days that he (saw) would pass in extreme thirst and many were the nights in which he had to 

suffer extreme hunger. They would also physically abuse him (saw), sometimes choking him 
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(saw) with his own garments and sometimes throwing stones at him (saw) until the blood was 

dripping in pools by his feet. Far worse than the physical pain that he (saw) had to endure were 

the sorrows that came over him (saw). We already mentioned how eager he (saw) was for the 

people to accept the Message and how distraught he (saw) was when they did not. The Prophet 

(saw) loved the people, so just imagine how painful it was for him (saw) to see them run away 

from the guidance that he (saw) brought and throw themselves into the Fire. He (saw) knew that 

in this Message was the salvation for mankind both in this life and the next.  He (saw) knew that 

through this Din the people could know their Creator. So how much must it have hurt his heart to 

see the people turning away from it? Even more how ashamed must he (saw) have felt before 

Allah (swt) that his people would not believe? Then in addition to that was the sorrow that the 

Prophet (saw) must have felt because of what was being done to those around him (saw). Can 

you imagine what it was like for the Prophet (saw) to see his beloved companions being tortured 

and killed before his (saw)’s very eyes? For him (saw) to know that all of the pain that they were 

going through was because of him (saw). Just imagine how much pain this must have caused 

him (saw)? So the amount of effort that the Prophet (saw) exerted, what he (saw) sacrificed and 

gave up, and the pain that he (saw) had to go through was simply beyond belief. No ask yourself, 

would any human being put himself through all that and then not seek any reward from the 

people? No it is simply not possible. The Prophet (saw) never benefitted for himself or for his 

family in the worldly sense because of this dawah. For all of the years that he (saw) was the 

Messenger, he (saw) remained poor. Even when he (saw) was offered great amounts of wealth 

for him (saw) to give up this call, he (saw) turned this down. He (saw) was offered power. He 

(saw) was offered women. Yet he (saw) turned all of this down. He (saw) never took anything for 

himself even though the entire world was offered to him (saw). He (saw) died as a poor man and 

he (saw) did not even allow his family to inherit the little wealth that he (saw) had. What kind of a 

human being would do this? Only a human being who knew Allah (swt). Only a human being who 

was extremely close to Allah (swt). Only a messenger. He (saw) did not seek any reward from the 

people because he (saw) knew that his reward was with Allah (swt). He (saw) knew Allah (swt), 

so he (saw) also knew that the Pleasure of Allah (swt) was far better than anything in this world. 
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Once we realize this we should ask ourselves what kind of a prophet Allah (swt) has 

given us. How perfect and pure a human being was he (saw)? The very pinnacle of creation. Of 

everything that Allah (swt) has created there is nothing greater than he (saw). Just look how 

selfless he (saw) was? How he (saw) worked so hard and went through so much and gave up 

everything only so that we could be guided to Allah (swt). How he (saw) was able to so perfectly 

turn his face away from the creation and towards the Creator. Do you realize then how much you 

must love him (saw)? How hard you have to strive to follow in his footsteps and carry his dawah? 

Of all mankind that has ever lived, Allah (swt) has blessed you with the opportunity of knowing the 

greatest of creation. How grateful then must you be to Him (swt)? May Allah (swt) allow this 

realization to translate into action as strive even harder in this dawah! 

 In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “It is nothing less than a reminder for all 

of the nations”. This part of the ayah is also meant to console the Prophet (saw). In the previous 

part of the ayah Allah (swt) reminded him (saw) of how he (saw) does not ask the people any 

payment for bringing this Message to them. Thus reassuring him (saw) that he (saw) was not the 

reason for their rejection. Here Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) of the nature of this 

Message that he (saw) is bringing. This Message is no joke. This Message is not something to be 

taken lightly. This Message was nothing less than a reminder to all of the nations. A reminder for 

every nation of man. A reminder of the purpose of their existence. A reminder of their Creator and 

Sustainer. A reminder of what we are doing here and how we should be living our lives. Is there 

then anything greater in this world than this Message? Is there any more noble purpose other 

than that of carrying this Message to the people? So what does it really matter if these people 

choose to believe in this Message or not? What does it matter if they reward us or not? Our 

reward is only from Allah (swt) and not from them. Furthermore we realize the weightiness of 

what we are carrying. We are carrying to all mankind the Message that reminds them. That 

reminds them of the Real and the True. That reminds them of the very purpose their being. This 

realization should more than suffice us and it should allow us to continue along this path. Success 

is only from Allah (swt)! 
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106. And how many from the signs in the heavens and the earth, they pass by them and 

from it they are turned away. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to give us ayahs concerning the dawah. Concerning the 

call to this Message that He (swt) has revealed for all mankind. In the end the Quran is a manual 

for dawah. It tells us what this Message is, how to carry it, and even how the people are going to 

respond to it. It is to this last aspect that Allah (swt) brings our attention to in this ayah. Here our 

Lord describes to us the way that most people. Their thinking and their behavior. All of this is 

done in preparation for us to carry the Message to them. We already know that they will not be 

true believers in this Message. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us why. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) asks us a question. Allah (swt) asks us how many signs there are 

in the heavens and the earth that these people turn away from.  The answer to this question is 

that indeed countless are the signs. Countless are the signs in the heavens and the earth that 

these people pass by every moment of their lives and they turn away from each and every single 

one of them. Notice that Allah (swt) uses the word “pass by” to describe the action of these 

people. This means that there is not one moment except that there are signs for these people. 

Yet they pass by them without noticing. What do all of these signs point to? Of course they point 

to Allah (swt). The Real and the True. This then is the reason why most of the people will not 

believe in this Message. It is only because they are heedless of Allah (swt). They are ignorant of 

the True Reality. Ignorant of the fact that everything in this world is only an illusion and that there 

is only Allah (swt). Mawdudi explains to us beautifully in his tafsir of this ayah how Allah (swt) has 

given man the ability to see the reality behind things. So for example when we see a tree, we not 

only see the tree but we also see that it was Allah (swt) Who created it and that it is He (swt) Who 

is sustaining and maintaining it. We see the Real behind the reality. Allah (swt) has given each 

and every one of us this capacity. But how often do we use it? How often do we truly perceive? 
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 Thus this ayah is also a consolation for the Prophet (saw). Allah (swt) tells him (saw) here 

the reason why these people have turned away from the Message. It is because they have turned 

away from Allah (swt). They have turned away from the countless signs that He (swt) has placed 

all over the heavens and the earth. Why then should the Prophet (saw) feel sad? Why should we 

who carry this dawah after him (saw) feel sad? As unjust as these people have been towards us 

in their turning away from the Message that we are presenting to them, they have been far more 

unjust to Allah (swt). Allah (swt), the Pure One, the Perfect One, the Majestic One, the One Who 

does not deserve that any injustice be done to Him (swt). So we should not feel sad, even the 

Prophet (saw) should not feel sad, before these people turned away from him (saw), they turned 

away from Allah (swt).That was the greatest of their sins and injustices. They turned away from 

the One Who created them and the One Who sustains them at every moment. However their 

turning away does not harm Him (swt) in the least. It only harms themselves. One Day soon they 

will return to Him (swt). Then He (swt) will deal with them however He (swt) pleases. 

 Another benefit that we can take from this ayah is to see once again how Allah (swt) is 

calling on us to look at the signs that are in the universe all around us. Everything that we see is 

somehow limited thus showing that it is a creation. Everything that we see is in someway in need 

thus showing that it is being sustained and maintained. The obvious reality that all of this points to 

of course is Allah (swt). Thus we see once again how our ‘Aqeedah or our Iman is established on 

intellectual conviction and not on blind faith. If Allah (swt) wanted us to believe merely because 

we were told to and not on evidences then why would He (swt) place ayahs such as this in the 

Quran?. The numerous ayahs in the Quran such as this one show us that Allah (swt) does not 

want us to believe merely because we were told to, but rather He (swt) wants us to be convinced 

of our belief after we have observed and reflected on the world around us. Every single thing in 

this universe is a sign for Allah (swt). Reflection on this fact Insha Allah will lead to conviction. 

This is the Iman that leads to conviction. This is the Imam that leads to action. This is the Iman 

that Allah (swt) expects from us. So what we are speaking of is not Greek philosophy or 

Aristotelian logic, rather it is the way in which Allah (swt) wants us to believe. 
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107. And the vast majority of them will not believe in Allah, except that they will also do 

Shirk. 

 Allah (swt) told us in the previous ayah why the majority of the people will not believe in 

this Message. It is only because they are heedless of Him (swt). They turn away from the 

countless signs in the heavens and the earth that point to Him (swt). They have something else in 

their lives that is more important than Him (swt). Their wealth. Their desires. Their family. All of 

these things take their attention away from the signs that Allah (swt) has placed in the universe to 

lead the people to Him (swt). So when the Message from Allah (swt) reaches them they turn 

away from it.  They turn away from it even if they are absolutely convinced that has indeed been 

sent to them by their Creator. So what then is the relationship of these people with their Creator? 

Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah “And the vast majority of them will not believe in 

Allah, except that they will also do Shirk”.  This is the relationship that these people have with 

Allah (swt). They commit Shirk. As we know the word Shirk means to “make partners with”. So 

these people make partners with Allah (swt). They make something else or someone else as 

important in their lives as Allah (swt). Now we all know that we should live for Allah (swt). He (swt) 

created us to dedicate ourselves to Him (swt). He (swt) should be the purpose behind all of our 

actions. These people dedicate their lives to something else. They dedicate their actions for 

something else. So as an example our worship should only be for Allah (swt). We should sanctify 

and glorify only Him (swt), we should do our rituals only for Him (swt), and we should call out 

during our time of need only to Him (swt). These people do not do that. They pray to some idol, 

they glorify some saint, and they call out in their time of need to some dead person in a grave. In 

all of these ways they do Shirk. They put something else in the place that should have belonged 

only to Allah (swt). Shirk in worship is the most blatant and unjust form of Shirk because worship 

is the first and foremost of rights that Allah (swt) has upon us. 
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 However they are also many other forms of Shirk besides the Shirk in worship. There is 

also the Shirk in obedience and legislation.  Not only does Allah (swt) deserve that we worship 

only Him (swt) but He (swt) also deserves that we obey and serve none but Him (swt). So the 

only laws that we must follow are the laws and commands that are derived from His (swt)’s Book. 

The government, the economy, the courts, the media, everything in the land must have a basis in 

the Quran and Sunnah. If we allow anyone to legislate for us without considering what is in the 

sacred text that Allah (swt) has revealed, then we have done Shirk by placing that legislator in a 

place that belongs only to Allah (swt). We learned in this very Surah how the right to legislate is a 

right that belongs only to Allah (swt). So shirk in obedience and shirk in legislation is another form 

of shirk that many in the Ummah are guilty of today. There are Muslims today who join 

parliaments and congresses where they use their own minds and their own desires to bring laws. 

They become sovereigns and legislators when this is a place that is reserved only for Allah (swt). 

So both these so called “lawmakers” and those who put them in power by voting for them are 

guilty of this form of shirk. May Allah (swt) rescue this Ummah from this form of shirk! 

A final form of shirk, and perhaps the most dangerous, is when we make someone else 

or something else besides Allah (swt) as the purpose of our actions. We know that we should live 

only for Allah (swt). We know that we should dedicate every single one of our actions only for 

Allah (swt). Yet how few of us do this. How few of us have been able to reach this level. There 

are Muslims who dedicate their lives only to making money. Even if they may pray and fast and 

do pilgrimage, the only purpose of their lives is acquiring wealth. All that they want is for 

themselves and their families to have a good life. To have as much of this world as they can get. 

They do not think that they should live for Allah (swt). They do not think that He (swt) should be 

the purpose behind all of their actions. They place their wealth or their children or themselves as 

the reason for their being. How many times have we ourselves been like these people? How 

many times have we made something else besides Allah (swt) as the reason behind our actions? 

We have to realize that this also is a form of shirk. This is not the shirk that will place us in the 

Fire forever, but we must still recognize it as a form of shirk and we must try out best to clean 

ourselves of it. We have to remind ourselves again and again of Who Allah (swt) IS. Our Creator 
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Who brought us into existence. Our Sustainer Who maintains our existence at every moment. 

The Perfect One. The Pure One. The Majestic One. The Loving One.  What else compares to 

Him (swt)? Once you truly know Him (swt) then why else would you ever want to make anyone 

else or anything else as the reason for your being? 

From this ayah we are reminded of the utter Perfection and Majesty of Allah (swt) and the 

utter worthlessness and lowness of man. How could man see so many signs in the world around 

him and still turn away from Allah (swt)? Yet on the other hand after such insolence and rebellion 

how could Allah (swt) continue to pardon man again and again? Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah 

that the vast majority of the people will not believe in Him (swt) except that they will also do shirk. 

In other words they will believe in Allah (swt) but while they believe they will also do shirk. They 

will believe because they cannot explain how they or the universe around them could have come 

into existence without Allah (swt). They cannot explain this world without Allah (swt) so they will 

believe in Him (swt). But they will not believe in Him (swt) with the pure belief. With the belief that 

they must dedicate themselves completely to Him (swt).  Rather they will put something else or 

someone else in the place that belongs exclusively to Allah (swt). They will make that thing as a 

partner with Allah (swt) when they had no right to do so.  How could they do this when their every 

moment is only possible because of Allah (swt)? How could they turn away from Him (swt) and 

from striving to please Him (swt)? If only they knew Allah (swt) they would realize what they owed 

to Him (swt). How sure can we be that we ourselves are not among such people? How far are we 

from that ideal where we remember Allah (swt) at every moment and we dedicate our every 

action for Him (swt)? May Allah (swt) help us to reach this ideal! May Allah (swt) save us from 

ever becoming those who are heedless of Him! May Allah (swt) help us to realize Him (swt) and 

may He (swt) help us to realize ourselves! May Allah (swt) help us to realize that nothing else 

matters for us except He (swt)! 
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108. Do they feel safe that there will not come upon them the covering of Allah’s 

punishment, or the Hour should come upon them suddenly while they are not aware? 

 In the previous ayah Allah (swt) told us how the vast majority of people will not believe in 

Him (swt) except that they will also do shirk. They will believe in Allah (swt) but at the same time 

they will make something or someone else as a partner with Him (swt). They will do this despite 

all of the clear signs that are in the universe all around them. Signs that are screaming and telling 

them that their Creator indeed Exists and that He (swt) is indeed One. So if the signs are so 

obvious why then do they not believe? Why do they make shirk? Why can’t they submit 

completely to Allah (swt) like they know that they should? Allah (swt) tells us why in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) tells us by asking us a question. A question that reflects the thinking and the 

mindset of these people. Allah (swt) says “Do they feel safe that there will not come upon 

them the covering of Allah’s punishment”. These people are behaving as if they are safe. 

They think that they are completely safe. What do they feel safe from? From the punishment of 

Allah (swt). Allah (swt) is not a joke. Yes He (swt) is Loving and Merciful. But He (swt) will not 

allow you to take advantage of His Love and Mercy. To make yourself the master and Him (swt) 

the servant. He (swt) will not allow you to do that. He (swt) will allow you to live. He (swt) will 

continue to provide for you. He (swt) will allow you to return to the Garden. He (swt) will even 

pardon you for your sins time and time again. But you must make a sincere effort to submit to 

Him (swt). You must at least make the effort to serve Him (swt). Even if you fall short you must 

still try. These people did not even do that. They completely turned away from Allah (swt). They 

enjoyed their life in this world and they did not think about Him (swt) at all. The reason for this is 

because they felt safe. They felt secure that the punishment of Allah (swt) would not touch them. 

They thought that they had a long life ahead of them. How utterly foolish is such thinking? How 

deluded and deceived were they? 
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  Notice how Allah (swt) describes His punishment in this ayah as “the covering”. This 

means that when the punishment comes to these people it will cover everything else in their lives. 

All those things that they made Shirk with. All those things that they thought was more important 

than Allah (swt). They will all be covered. Now they will not even think about these things. The 

thought of such things will not even cross their minds. Rather all that they will think about is how 

they can escape the punishment of Allah (swt). They know the reality of this punishment. How it is 

nothing but unending punishment. How it is pain unimaginable. Now the only thoughts that will 

come into their hearts is the dread of this pain and useless plans to try and escape from it. Such 

is the covering of the punishment of Allah (swt). It will envelop and devour everything. So why 

then is your heart still attached to the things of this world? Why do you want to keep your hope in 

what you know will be destroyed? 

 Allah (swt) then says “or the Hour should come upon them suddenly while they are 

not aware”. Just as these people feel safe from Allah (swt)’s punishment, they also feel safe from 

the Hour.  The Hour here of course refers to the Last Hour. The Hour after which there will be no 

more hours. The Hour after which time will end. These people feel safe that this Hour will not 

come upon while they are alive. How foolish is such thinking? Allah (swt) Himself tells us in this 

ayah that the Hour will occur suddenly. It will come upon them suddenly when they are not even 

aware. They will be going about their lives, and then all of a sudden, it will befall them. Just like 

the lion hiding in the grass pounces on the gazelle. Such is the overwhelming calamity that these 

people feel safe and secure from. 

 The lesson that we can take from this ayah is to realize how we must try out best not to 

be like these people. These people actually thought that the punishment of Allah (swt) will not 

befall them. They felt safe and secure. They did not think that it could come upon them suddenly 

while they are not even aware. We have to save ourselves from this kind of thinking. We have to 

remind ourselves that the Hour could befall us at any moment. How can you be absolutely certain 

that the Day of Judgment will not occur in the very next moment? In several other ayahs our Lord 

has told us that it is indeed very close. Closer than we could possibly ever imagine. So we should 

strive to live every moment of our lives as if the Hour is going to befall us in the next moment. We 
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should strive to make every prayer as if it is our last. Remember that it is by the end of your 

actions that you will be judged. So in what condition do you want to be when the world ends? 

What do you want the last of your deeds to be? How would it be if the Hour befell while you were 

immersed in sin? Or even while you were in heedlessness to your Lord? How can you be sure 

that you will have time to make repentance? 

 

 

 

109. Say “This is my way, I call to Allah, on clear evidence, I and those who follow me, and 

Glorified be Allah, and I am not of those who do shirk”. 

 We saw how the previous ayahs were a consolation for the Prophet (saw). Allah (swt) 

told him (swt) not to become disheartened at the fact that most of the people had rejected the 

Message. Allah (swt) Knows well of their rejection and their rejection is in no way a fault of the 

Prophet (saw).  Let us remind ourselves once again that this Surah was revealed during the last 

years in Makkah. For over twelve years the Prophet (saw) had carried dawah to his tribe of 

Quraysh and still there was no sign of success. Now even when he (saw) had brought to them 

the story of Yusuf (as) like they had asked for, they were still not willing to accept him (saw) as 

the Messenger. Even though they knew that it was only Allah (swt) Who could have narrated to 

the Prophet (saw) this story they were still not willing to accept him (saw). They chose instead to 

turn away. Allah (swt) reminded the Prophet (saw) in the previous ayahs why this was so. It was 

only because they were a people who were heedless of Him (swt). Despite all of the signs in the 

universe around them they chose not to remember their Creator. They deluded themselves into 

thinking that they live their lives for themselves. They thought that the only purpose for their lives 

was to please themselves. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells the Prophet (saw) how to respond to such 

people. They have chosen their path and here Allah (swt) shows the Prophet (saw) his path. 
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 Allah (swt) commands the Prophet (saw) to say in this ayah “This is my way, I call to 

Allah”. So for years the Prophet (saw) had been carrying dawah to these people and for years 

they had been rejecting him (saw). Does this mean that he (saw) should give up? What should be 

his (saw)’s response to such rejection? This statement is the response. The Prophet (saw) should 

only tell them that this is his (saw)’s way. Dawah is his (saw)’s way. He (saw) calls to Allah (swt). 

That is what he (saw) does. That is his (saw)’s job. So even if the dawah should proceed for 

years without success, it will proceed. The Prophet (saw) was not worried about failure. It did not 

slow him (saw) down or hold him (saw) back in any way. He (saw) only cared about Allah (swt). 

He (saw) only existed to call to Him (swt). Thus this is a declaration that the Prophet (saw) makes 

where he (saw) promises that until the moment that he (saw) breathes his last breath he (saw) is 

not going to abandon this dawah. This is the path that he (saw) has resolved to walk on for the 

rest of his life. 

 Of course the lesson that we can take from this is to realize that such should be our path 

as well. How can we claim to love the Prophet (saw) and then not do dawah? How can we know 

Allah (swt) and then not live to call others to Him (swt)? At the time of the Prophet (saw) there 

were only believers and disbelievers. There were those who had received this Message from their 

Creator and accepted it and there were those who had turned away from this Message. However 

today the situation is very different. Today there are Muslims in every part of the globe, but the 

dawah is not present. So today the vast majority of the people are simply ignorant of this 

Message. Allah (swt), the Creator and Sustainer of all, has sent to all mankind a Message. 

Because of the laziness of the Muslims, the vast majority of mankind is totally unaware of this 

Message. They have absolutely no idea what their Creator has said to them. When you are 

aware of this fact, how then do you think that you can return to Allah (swt) not having done 

anything for the dawah? Do you think that Allah (swt) would be pleased with you if you returned to 

Him (swt) in such a state? So all Muslims have to realize that dawah has to be our life. We should 

live only to call the people to Allah (swt). Of course the ultimate goal for all of us should be 

seeking the Pleasure of Allah (swt). But what action do you think is more pleasing to Allah (swt) 

than calling others to Him (swt)? To call yet another soul to prostrate to Him (swt) as well. 
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 The Prophet (saw) has told us that whenever we are commanded to do something then 

we must do it to the best of our ability. So the question can now be asked as to how is the best 

way to do dawah. How is the best way to call the people to Allah (swt)? Is it with dawah tables? Is 

it by visiting people in their houses? Is it with billboards and advertising? What is the best way for 

us to properly get this Message to the people and to make sure that they properly receive it? Of 

course the best way is the way of the Prophet (saw). So we have to study his (saw)’s life in depth. 

We have to see how he (saw) worked to ensure that all of mankind received this Message. 

Remember that everything that the Prophet (saw) did was by revelation from Allah (swt). So we 

have to believe that even the way in which the Prophet (saw) carried dawah was from Allah (swt). 

Allah (swt) revealed this Message for all mankind, so He (swt) must have revealed a way in which 

it could be ensured that this Message would reach all mankind. A vehicle that would properly 

carry this Message to every man, woman and child on this planet. We believe that vehicle was 

the true Islamic State. 

 The best way to ensure that all of mankind receives this Message is through the Islamic 

State. The Islamic State is a political entity that exists only to propagate this Message to mankind. 

That is the reason for which the State exists. So whereas all other states and nations in the world 

exist only to care for their own people, this is a state that exists to care for all mankind. It wants to 

give to all mankind the most precious gift that can be given to any human being and that is the 

knowledge of Allah (swt). To know one’s Creator. To know His (swt)’s Names and attributes. To 

know what is pleasing to Him (swt) and to know what is not. This is the gift that the Islamic State 

seeks to give all mankind. Of course from this knowledge comes peace and tranquility in this life 

and salvation and bliss in the next. 

 The main reason today why people are not becoming Muslims even though they have 

heard about Islam and they have heard about the Prophet (saw) is because the Message has not 

been correctly presented to them. They only know about Islam what the media tells them and 

what they read about it in their history books. Of course from these they will get only a distorted 

perception of this Din and they will not be presented with the clear evidences that prove the 

Truthfulness of this Message. The Islamic State will remove these obstacles. Once the State is 
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established in a land, it will use the media and all other outlets to make sure that the people 

properly receive the Message. Of course it will not force anyone to believe because this has been 

clearly forbidden.  However the State will ensure that people will be surrounded on all sides with 

the call to Allah (swt). Wherever the people turn they will see the Din being practiced. They will 

see the justice that this Din brings to all people. They will see the equity and the fairness in this 

Din. In the courts. In the economy. In the way that men and women interact with each other. They 

will see the justice and the fairness as well as the morality and decency in this Din. The Islamic 

State will also make sure that the people see the clear evidences that prove the Truthfulness of 

the Prophet (saw)’s Message. Tawhid and the Miracle of the Quran. These are what prove 

without a doubt that this Message is indeed true. In the Islamic State, the educational system and 

all of the media outlets will be properly used to demonstrate these. So everyone living in the 

Islamic State, and even those who visit it, will properly see the evidences for this Message. After 

this if anyone does not accept this Message it will only because they do not want to accept the 

Message and not because they are ignorant of it. At this point the Muslims have been absolved of 

their responsibility. Then it is only between these people and Allah (swt). But until that day comes, 

until the sun continues to rise and set with no Islamic State in the world today, then it is the fault 

of the Muslims that the dawah is not present.  So while we can all do dawah on an individual level 

and tell the good non-Muslims that we know about Islam, we have to realize that the optimal way 

for dawah is through the Islamic State. So we believe that the bulk of our efforts have to be 

directed towards restoring the State. Right now the best that most of us can do is to study and to 

tell other Muslims about the State. The method on how to restore the Islamic State is there in the 

Quran and Sunnah, it is up to us to learn the sacred text and find it. May Allah (swt) show us the 

way! 

Sayyid Qutb tells us in his tafsir of this ayah that it would be wrong for us to hope for 

mankind to come into Islam when we ourselves are not implementing the Din correctly. When we 

ourselves rule by kufr, and we ourselves have taken kufr as our leadership, how then can we 

expect mankind to follow us? Such is sheer hypocrisy. It is like we are calling mankind to this Din 

when we ourselves have turned away from it. We are showing that we ourselves do not care for 
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Islam at all so how then can we expect others to even think about this Din. This then is yet 

another reason why the Islamic State must be restored and Islam must be implemented fully 

before the dawah to non-Muslims can truly commence. May Allah (swt) allow it to be so! 

Then Allah (swt) commands the Prophet (saw) to say “on clear evidence”. This means 

that the Prophet (saw) calls the people to Allah (swt) on clear evidence. As we mentioned this is 

Tawhid and the Quran. Tawhid is the essence of this call and it is also its strongest evidence. 

There is no other religion, no other thought, in the history of man that has ever presented the 

Creator like this Message does. This Message says that the Creator is One and Only. Absolutely 

Perfect with no weaknesses or shortcomings. What other religion speaks of God in this way? The 

Christians say that he is a man, the Jews say that he forgets and makes mistakes, the Hindus 

say that he shares divinity with other gods. Other religions have said other things. But no religion 

presents the Creator as absolutely Perfect and One like Islam does. Now when one studies the 

universe around them they know that this universe must have a Creator. But do you think that the 

Creator and Sustainer of so magnificent and perfect a universe could have any weaknesses or 

shortcomings? Do you think that a cow or a man could be capable of such a creation? So Islam 

presents the Creator to be just like how we would think Him (swt) to be when we study the world 

around us. Islam is the only religion in the world that does this. This fact in and of itself is enough 

to show that this Message is true. 

Then on top of that is the Quran. Every single ayah in it is a proof that it could only be 

from Allah (swt). For the last fifteen hundred years no one has been able to reproduce even a 

small portion of this Quran even though it challenges all of mankind to. Every ayah is at the peak 

of the Arabic language and it cannot be improved on at all. Our scholars have proved this for 

each and every ayah in the Quran. Every word and every syllable that has been used is the best 

one that can be used. This makes every ayah to be at the peak and the meaning that it gives to 

be an ocean. For a more detailed discussion of how the Quran is a miracle please see our tafsir 

of the 24
th
 ayah of Surah Baqarah. So the Quran itself is also a clear evidence that this Message 

is indeed true. That it has indeed been sent by the Creator. The Quran is both the Message itself 

and the proof that established the validity of the Message. 
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This is why Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) here that he (saw) calls the people on 

“clear evidence”. The Arabic word that Allah (swt) uses here is beautiful. It gives the meaning of 

something that can be seen clearly. This is what the Prophet (saw) calls the people on. On proofs 

and signs that can clearly be seen. Anyone who studies the universe around them can see that 

this universe has a Creator and that that Creator is one. Anyone who looks closely at the Quran 

can see that this Book has been sent by none but the Creator. Only a Being of Perfection can 

produce a Book as Perfect as this. This is something that can clearly be seen. These are not the 

only evidences for the Truthfulness of this Message. There are countless other proofs that can 

clearly be seen anyone. Everything from the life of the Prophet (saw) to the kind of society and 

person this Message creates. All of them can clearly be seen by anyone who care to look. Why 

then is it that there are still people who do not believe in this Message? Why is it that there are 

even many Muslims who do not have the deep faith in this Message that Allah (swt) demands of 

us? It could be because as Allah (swt) has told us in the previous ayahs that the majority of 

mankind will not believe. But it could also be because the dawah is not present in the world. This 

Message is not being correctly carried to the people in the way that it should.  How will you face 

Allah (swt) on the Last Day if it is because of the latter and not the former? How will you answer 

Allah (swt) when He (swt) asks you why you did not show the people this Message when the 

Truth of it can so clearly be seen? How many souls are there in the world who are heedless of 

Allah (swt) because you have been lazy in your efforts to carry this dawah? May Allah (swt) 

forgive us! May Allah (swt) give us the strength to carry this Message to the best of our ability! 

Then Allah (swt) commands the Prophet (saw) to say “I and those who follow me”. 

Here Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) that dawah is not only his (saw)’s way but it is indeed 

the way of all those who follow him (saw). In other words it is the way of every Muslim. It is the 

way of every believer. If you take the Testification of faith then you have already committed 

yourself to this life of dawah. This life of calling to Allah (swt)? Now of course we all of us can only 

work in whatever way that we are able. Allah (swt) does not expect the average Muslim today to 

launch a movement to bring back the Islamic State. But we do need to make dawah a central 

priority in our lives. First and foremost we ourselves have to be practicing this Din correctly to the 
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best of our ability. How can we call others to this Din if we ourselves are negligent in our prayers 

or if we ourselves commit the major sins? Then we have to strive to increase our knowledge of 

this Din. We have to learn Arabic, and we have to learn the Quran and the Sunnah. We also have 

to learn the sciences of Islam such as usul ul fiqh and ilm ul hadith. In the meantime we have to 

carry to others what we know. Any knowledge that we know and that we are sure to be true we 

have to carry to others. This is what it means to follow in the footsteps of the Prophet (saw). This 

is what it means to be Muslim. It is to dedicate our life to calling others to Allah (swt). If we truly 

know Allah (swt) then how can we not strive to cal others to Him (swt)?  

In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) commands the Prophet (saw) to say “and 

Glorified be Allah, and I am not of those who do shirk”. Why does dawah deserve such a 

central place in our life? Why is calling to Allah (swt) so important? It is because Allah (swt) is 

Glorified and Exalted beyond all comparison. Allah (swt) is absolutely Perfect and Pure and there 

is no flaw or weakness in Him (swt) whatsoever. Allah (swt) is the Greatest and there is none 

greater than Him (swt). Allah (swt) is the Highest and there is none higher than Him (swt). So 

because of this fact Allah (swt) deserves that all of the creation submit themselves to Him (swt). 

Every single thing and every single person on this planet must submit completely to Him (swt). 

That is what the dawah carrier seeks. That is the reality that the dawah carrier wants to bring. 

Allah (swt) does not deserve that any shirk be done with Him (swt) whatsoever. Nothing else and 

no one else should be the purpose of anyone existence but He (swt). So the true believer is one 

who does not do shirk at all. This means that he or she has made Allah (swt) into that which is 

most important in their life, just like the Prophet (saw) did. Not only should Allah (swt) be what is 

most important in our life but we also seek to make Him (swt) most important in the lives of 

everyone else. We want everyone else to know about Him (swt). To know how Perfect and Pure 

and Glorious He (swt) IS. With this knowledge we hope that they will submit to Him (swt) 

completely just like we have done. That is why we call to Allah (swt). That is why we do dawah, 

and that is why we make the dawah the central portion of our life. It is only because of Allah (swt). 

Because of the relationship that we have with Him (swt) and the relationship that we want 

everyone else to have with Him (swt). 
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110. And we did not send before you except men onto whom We revealed from the people 

of the towns, have they not traveled in the earth to see what was the end of those before 

them, and the home of the Hereafter is better for those who have Taqwa, will you not 

think? 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to address the Prophet (saw). He (swt) continues to 

console him (saw). Since we follow the Prophet (saw) on the path of dawah this ayah is also 

addressed to us. The same benefit and blessing that the Prophet (saw) derived from this ayah 

can also be derived by us if we understand it properly and if we implement it in our lives. Recall 

from the previous ayahs how Allah (swt) reminded us that the dawah must be our life. Calling the 

people to Allah (swt) must be the central purpose of our life. Everything else that we do must 

revolve around this. In this ayah Allah (swt) reminds us that such has also been the way of those 

before us. Those righteous people before us also existed only to please Allah (swt) and to call 

others to Him (swt). So we should have no hesitations about treading this path because it has 

been tread by many before us.  

 In the first part of this ayah Allah (swt) says to the Prophet (saw) “And we did not send 

before you except men onto whom We revealed from the people of the towns”. Allah (swt) 

reminds the Prophet (saw) here of the nature of every single prophet that He (swt) had sent 

before him (saw). Notice in the language of the ayah the negation followed by the affirmation. 

This is in fact the strongest way to affirm something. It is by negating everything else first. So first 

Allah (swt) says that He (swt) has not sent anyone, then He (swt) says that except that they were 

men from the towns onto whom He (swt) revealed the Books. So all of the prophets and all of the 

messengers were men from towns. Let us examine closer what Allah (swt) means by this.  
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 First we learn from this that all of the prophets and messengers whom Allah (swt) had 

ever sent were men. Allah (swt) has never sent a woman, or a child, or anything that was not 

human as a messenger. This is a fact that we must all believe in and that we must submit to. We 

must always believe that Allah (swt) Knows best. He (swt) Knows best whom to send His (swt)’s 

Message with. He (swt) Knows best whom the messengers must be. It is not that Allah (swt) has 

been unfair with women.  Rather He (swt) has given a place for men and a place for women. In 

the dawah the place of the man is on the frontlines. The place of the woman is in the home. They 

are both suited for their role. Each has been created specifically for their role. What is important 

to remember however is that one is not more important than the other. They are both important in 

their own way. Women play the extremely important role of supporting the men and caring for the 

children. The importance of this role cannot be stressed enough. All men would be completely 

lost without the support that their women give them. Where would the Prophet (saw) have been 

without Khadija (ra) and his other wives after her (ra)? Furthermore the children also need the 

love and care as well as the guidance of their mothers. Allah (swt) has placed a special love in 

the hearts of women for children that men will never have. That is why they are the best suited to 

raise children. What role could be more important than bringing up a child? Teaching that child 

about Allah (swt). Teaching that child about this Din. So we must believe that men are whom 

Allah (swt) chose to be on the frontlines in the dawah. Women are whom Allah (swt) chose to 

support them and give them strength. Women also have the important role of caring for the 

children. Each has their role and each can please their Lord by fulfilling their role and by being 

pleased with what they have been given. 

 Another benefit that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see how Allah (swt) 

describes the men as being “from the towns”.  This means that the men came from places where 

people were there. It means that they had lives of their own in these towns. These men were not 

hermits who lived in caves. Allah (swt) never sent a messenger except that he had a life and he 

has a family. He had people that he knew and people that he interacted with. He had 

responsibilities and duties. He had to care for his family and he had to spend time with the people 

he knew. In other words he was just like us. Every messenger whom Allah (swt) was just like us. 
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 Of course the lesson that we can take from this is to realize that our lives should never be 

an excuse for us not to do dawah. We have to live our lives, we have to care for our families, and 

we have to do dawah as well. Allah (swt) expects all of this from us. No one ever said that this 

would be easy. Remember that this life is a test. Remember that this life is a place of toil and 

struggle. Those who carried this dawah before us also had lives just like us. They also had 

families just like us. Yet despite this they still found the time for dawah and they still found the 

time to fulfill all of their responsibilities.  So do your very best. Allah (swt) is not asking more of 

you than that you sincerely try to do the best that you can do. 

 Mawdudi tells us in his tafsir of this ayah how this part of the ayah was also a reminder 

for the Quraysh chiefs. They were surprised that one of their own could be a messenger from 

Allah (swt). Someone whom they knew. Someone whom they interacted with. They were 

surprised when he (saw) came one day and said that he (saw) was a messenger. They never 

expected the messenger to be from someone whom they knew.  They never expected that a 

normal person whom they had known their whole lives would one day come and claim to be a 

Messenger from Allah (swt). That is why Allah (swt) reminds them here that such has always 

been His (swt)’s way. Allah (swt) had never sent any man as a messenger except that he came 

from a town and he had people who knew him well. But in reality why should this be surprising? If 

Allah (swt) wanted to send a Message to a people of a town, would not someone from that town 

be the obvious choice for the bearer of that Message? 

 In the next part of the ayah Allah (swt) says “have they not traveled in the earth to see 

what was the end of those before them”. So you might say that you do not need to do dawah. 

You might say that the life of this world is enough for you. You might say that you should make 

seeking the provisions of this world as the priority in your life. If that is the way that you think then 

Allah (swt) invites you to travel in the earth. To travel in the earth and see the end of all those who 

came before you. Where are all the people who lived in the years that have passed? In every 

corner of the world where are such people? They are all dead. They have all passed on. What 

makes you think that you are any different? Do you think that this world will let you stay on her? If 

that is what you think then travel in the world and see what was the end of all those before you. 
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 Then Allah (swt) says “and the home of the Hereafter is better for those who have 

Taqwa”. So every human being is faced with the choice of this world or the Hereafter. Do you 

want to spend this moment serving your desires for this world or do you want to spend it serving 

Allah (swt) for the Hereafter? This is a fundamental question that every human being faces. In 

this ayah Allah (swt) tells us what is the right answer to this question. Of course the home of the 

Hereafter is better. How does this world even compare with the Hereafter? First and foremost 

because the Hereafter is where Allah (swt) will completely unveil Himself to you. What could be 

better than that? What could be better than being close to your Lord? Being able to feel His 

Presence and bask in His Majesty. This is the main reason why the Hereafter is far better than 

this world. Then of course is the fact that the Hereafter is forever while this world is fleeting. In the 

Hereafter there is no pain while this world is filled with pain. Sometimes we hurt in this world and 

we do not even know that we hurt. In the Hereafter there is also pleasure and bliss that our minds 

in this world cannot even fathom. So which of these abodes is better? Of course the Hereafter. 

But Allah (swt) reminds us in this ayah that this Hereafter is only for those who have Taqwa.  

Those who remember Allah (swt). Those who are conscious of the fact that He (swt) always 

Knows what they are doing. The ones who strive to be at every moment in a state that is pleasing 

to Him (swt).  It is for these that the Hereafter is much better than this world. As for the ones who 

are heedless of Allah (swt). They have a Hereafter that we cannot even speak of. May Allah (swt) 

save us and our families from that! 

 Finally Allah (swt) asks us “will you not think?”. What is the matter with you? When you 

know all that you know then why would you ever choose this world? Why would you ever turn 

away from Allah (swt)? From this dawah? Only a fool would choose this world over a life of 

serving Allah (swt). But that is the problem with many people, they do not think. They do not use 

their minds. They only follow their desires. If they would think about it for only a moment. If they 

truly realized the consequences of both of these paths, then there would be no hesitation. They 

would always choose Allah (swt). If only they knew. If only they truly thought and reflected. 
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111. Until the Messengers despaired and they thought that they had been lied to, Our Help 

came and We saved whom We pleased, and Our Punishment cannot be averted from the 

nation of criminals. 

 In this ayah Allah (swt) continues to tell us about the dawah. We learned from the 

previous ayahs how this was the way of the Prophet (saw). So it must also be the way of all those 

who follow him (saw). It must be our way. We also learned how this dawah is always established 

on proofs and evidences. The Truth of this Message is clear for all to see. We also learned that 

all of the previous messengers were men from cities. In other words they had lives just like us. 

Thus we have no excuse not to do dawah. If those before us who had lives and families just like 

us were able to do this dawah then why cannot why? How can we turn away from this 

responsibility? How are we any different from them? So we must all commit ourselves to this life 

of dawah. As difficult as it may be we must be steadfast on this path. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells 

us just how difficult this path of dawah truly is. 

 Allah (swt) says “Until the Messengers despaired and they thought that they had 

been lied to”. This part of the ayah may seem confusing to some and it may even seem hard to 

believe, but we have to study it closely and understand the context of which it speaks to truly 

understand its meaning Insha Allah. Here Allah (swt) reminds the Prophet (saw) and us as well 

how all of the prophets and messengers who came before us carried dawah. Not only did they 

carry dawah but they carried this dawah for years upon years. However many of them did not find 

any success in their dawah for a long time. They called their people to Allah (swt) for many years 

but for many years their people did not respond.  For a long time they called on their people to 

give up sin. To give up worshipping other than Allah (swt). To give up ruling by other than the Law 

of Allah (swt). But their people did not respond to their dawah. For years upon years the same 

situation continued. The forces of evil became stronger and the callers to the Truth became 
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weaker. Sin and corruption was everywhere.  The rich were getting richer and the poor were 

getting poorer. The masses were all afflicted with injustice and suffering. This was the situation 

that many of those who walked on this path before us had to face. With each passing day the 

situation would only get worse and worse for the messengers. They would see their efforts 

bearing no fruits. On the contrary they would see the condition of their people worsening. This 

was the situation that these messengers were in. Now they knew that Allah (swt) had promised 

them that He (swt) would help them. He (swt) had told them that He (swt) would help them if they 

were sincere in their efforts and they tried their best. That is why these messengers kept on going 

even though they did not meet with success. They kept on going because of their hope in this 

promise. However after a long while the situation became so desperate that even the 

messengers themselves started wondering as to when the Help of Allah (swt) would come. They 

were in such desperation. Such pain. Such hardship. The night just kept getting darker and 

darker and there was no sign of the dawn. It came to the point where the messengers themselves 

started to despair. They thought to themselves that they had been told a lie. They thought to 

themselves that the Help of Allah (swt) would not come. This was how desperate the situation 

became. This is the reality that Allah (swt) describes for us in this part of the ayah. 

 Now some people have had a problem with this part of the ayah because they wonder as 

to how the messengers of Allah (swt) could ever give up. They wonder as to how the messengers 

could ever think that the Help of Allah (swt) will never come. How they could ever believe that 

Allah (swt) had lied to them. Those who wonder in this way however do not realize the 

desperateness of the situation that these messengers were in. How they had been trying for 

years upon years with no success. How much pain and suffering they and their followers had to 

endure. How hopeless the situation seemed and how far away the victory looked to be. This was 

the reason why these messengers reached such a state. It is because they were pushed to the 

extreme limit of their patience. That is why the messengers thought to themselves these 

thoughts. Thoughts of giving up and thoughts of thinking that the Help of Allah (swt) would not 

come. This is why they thought these thoughts. It was because of the desperateness of the 

situation that they were in.  
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However what is important for us to note is that these messengers did not give up on 

their dawah. Even though their situation became so desperate. Even though they even 

entertained these thoughts of despair, and they even thought to themselves that perhaps the 

promise of Allah (swt) would not be fulfilled, they still did not give up in their dawah. They kept 

going.  This shows us that this thought was only a passing thought that occurred to them. They 

just thought to themselves for a moment that perhaps they will never be successful and that 

perhaps the Help of Allah (swt) would not come.  But they did not act based on this thought. 

Rather when this thought came to them they reminded themselves that the Promise of Allah (swt) 

is indeed true. They fought this thought within themselves and they brought themselves to 

continue on the dawah. So what is important for us to note is that even though they had this 

thought they did not act based on it. They dismissed this thought and continued on their path of 

dawah. This thought of despair did not effect their actions. 

So the main lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to realize that this 

dawah is not easy. We can never expect success to come easily or quickly. We can never expect 

to wake up tomorrow and see that our task is done. If the messengers themselves reached such 

a condition where they began to give up hope and they even began to think that they had been 

lied to, then how can we expect our path to be easy? If the messengers themselves were tried to 

such a degree that they actually thought that Allah (swt) had lied to them then how can we not 

expect to go through difficulties? How can we expect to complete this mission easily?  How can 

we expect the Islamic State to be restored tomorrow? How can we think that victory will come if 

we give anything less than our utmost? So we have to struggle and we have to strive and just 

when we think that we have given all that we could give then we have to give more. Such is the 

nature of this dawah. Such is the nature of this test that Allah (swt) has given us in the life of this 

world. So we must be prepared to walk on this path for a long time. We must be prepared to see 

the condition of the Muslim Ummah to become even worse than it is today. We must be prepared 

to go through even more trials and difficulties. We must be prepared to see the forces of kufr 

become even stronger and the dawah to become even weaker. But the key is that we do not give 

up. No matter how bad it gets we must never give up. As we mentioned above even though the 
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messengers despaired and they thought to themselves that they had been told a lie, they 

dismissed this thought and continued on their path of dawah. They did not allow such thoughts to 

prevent them from being steadfast on their mission. They kept on calling to Allah (swt). They kept 

on working to establish the Law of Allah (swt) in the land. As difficult as it was, as hopeless as it 

seemed, they kept on going. So too must we. No matter what happens we have to keep going. If 

they did not give up then how can we? 

Then Allah (swt) says “Our Help came and We saved whom We pleased”. First and 

foremost this shows us that the messengers did not give up. As desperate as their situation 

became. Even though the thought occurred to them that perhaps the Help of Allah (swt) would 

not come and that they should give up. This part of the ayah shows us that they did not behave 

based on this thought. Rather this part of the ayah shows us how they dismissed this thought. 

Because the Help of Allah (swt) would never have come to them if they had simply given up. 

Allah (swt) had promised them that He (swt) would only help them if they were steadfast on this 

path. So the fact that the Help of Allah (swt) came shows that they did not give up. Rather what 

happened was that their situation became so desperate that they thought for a moment that the 

Help of Allah (swt) would not come. However they dismissed this thought and kept on working. 

Then at that moment, the Help of Allah (swt) finally came. Just when the situation was most 

desperate and the patience of these messengers had reached the limit, just at that moment that 

was when the Help of Allah (swt) came. 

So our estimation of these messengers should not be reduced because of what we 

learned in this ayah. On the contrary we have to love them even more and admire them even 

more because of what we have learned here. We have to realize how much they struggled and 

strived to keep going in this dawah even when the situation seemed so hopeless. For that we 

have to love them, and honor them, and yearn to be like them. This ayah also does not contradict 

the concept of the infallibility of the prophets and messengers.  This is because these 

messengers did not commit a sin by having this thought since they immediately dismissed this 

thought and they even acted contradictory to it. It would only have been a sin if they would have 

accepted this thought and then consequently given up on the dawah thinking that the Help of 
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Allah (swt) will never come. But since they did not they did not sin. We know that Allah (swt) will 

not hold us responsible for the random thoughts that come to our mind which we do not act upon 

and which we do not allow to linger in our hearts. These men were much better than us. They 

were the messengers of Allah (swt) and we can only hope that Allah (swt) allows us to be 

steadfast on this path for us as long as they were. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace! 

The next benefit that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see that the Help of 

Allah (swt) will eventually come. As we know the Help of Allah (swt) is victory. So we have to 

believe with utmost certainty that even if takes a long while, the Help of Allah (swt) will eventually 

come. We see from this ayah how long those who came before us had to wait, so we also must 

be prepared to wait. But while we wait we must always have the certain knowledge that our wait 

will be over. Even if Shaitan puts such thoughts in our minds as he put into those before us. Even 

if he tells us that the situation is hopeless and that the Islamic State can never be restored. Even 

if he tells us to give up and that the Help of Allah (swt) will never come. Just like those before us, 

we have to fight these thoughts. We cannot accept these thoughts because they go against the 

Promise of Allah (swt). Allah (swt) has promised this Ummah victory so it only a matter of time. 

May Allah (swt) make it sooner rather than later! 

Allah (swt) also tells us in this part of the ayah that He (swt) saved whom He (swt) 

pleased. This part of the ayah also shows us how desperate the situation of the messengers and 

those with them must have been. Not only did thoughts of despair and hopelessness come to 

them but they even needed to be saved. Allah (swt) tells us in this part of the ayah how He (swt) 

saved them and all those whom He (swt) was pleased with. He (swt) saved them from the 

oppression and the tyranny of the society in which they lived. He (swt) saved them from the trials 

that they had to endure. From the pain that they were suffering. He (swt) saved them by 

completing their task for them. By allowing them to see the fruits of their efforts. You see it is only 

by the Will of Allah (swt) that anything happens in this world. So this dawah will be successful 

only through Allah (swt). The Islamic State will only be established by Allah (swt). Thus we should 

never expect success by our own efforts.  Rather all that we should seek is to try our best, and 

we hope that one day our Lord will save us by completing our task for us. 
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In the final part of this ayah Allah (swt) says “and Our Punishment cannot be averted 

from the nation of criminals”. The Help of Allah (swt) finally came. The Messengers and the 

true believers were finally saved. The Promise was fulfilled. The Law of Allah (swt) was 

established in the land. The Message of Allah (swt) was properly carried to all of the people. But 

what happened to those who had opposed this dawah? What happened to those who had turned 

away from their Creator? Without a doubt they must have been a very powerful people. If the 

situation of the Messengers was so desperate then one can only imagine how powerful their 

enemies must have been. So what became of these people when the Help of Allah (swt) finally 

arrived? In this part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us that His (swt)’s punishment was not averted 

from them. These people earned for themselves the Wrath of Allah (swt) when they chose to 

oppose this Message. The Wrath of Allah (swt) is Punishment and this is a Punishment that 

cannot be averted from them. No matter what they do, no matter where they hide, they will never 

be able to escape this punishment. It is coming for them like a predator that is stalking them, and 

there is nothing that can be done by anyone to turn it away from them. When it befalls them they 

will never be able to escape it. When the Decree of Allah (swt) comes it will consume them.  

Notice also how Allah (swt) calls them criminals. This is because there is no greater 

crime than rejecting this Message. There is no greater crime than turning away from one’s 

Creator when He (swt) calls to one. Such a crime is far greater than the crime of murder or rape. 

Because such a crime is against Allah (swt). The One Who not only deserves that no injustice be 

done against Him (swt) but He (swt) also deserves the complete submission of every single thing. 

How great an evil then is it to turn away from Allah (swt)? How great an evil is it to oppose the 

Message that He (swt) sends and seek to destroy this Message? Because they chose to be 

criminals, that is why the punishment of Allah (swt) descended upon them. That is why they put 

themselves in the terrible position where they were never able to avert this painful punishment. 

So no matter how much power we see these people having in the world today, no matter how 

much we see them getting what they want in this world, we must always remember that they will 

not be this way forever. Soon a punishment will befall them. A punishment that they will not be 

able to avert. All that we can do is pray that we are not among them when this calamity befalls! 
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112. Most surely there has been in their stories a lesson for those of understanding. It is 

not a story that has been invented, but it is a fulfillment of that which came before it, and 

an explanation of every single thing, and a guide and a mercy for a people who believe. 

 This is the last ayah of this beautiful Surah. We have seen that this Surah has been much 

more than the story of the noble prophet Yusuf (as). Rather this story, much like the rest of the 

Quran, is about the path that leads to the Pleasure of Allah (swt). The one true goal that 

everything in existence yearns for or should yearn for. To know the Real and the True. To be near 

to Him (swt).This Surah shows us the path that leads to that goal. Simply doing the actions that 

are pleasing to Allah (swt) and refraining from the actions that are displeasing to Him (swt) is only 

the beginning of this path. The pinnacle and the apex of this path is dawah and jihad. The effort to 

call the people to Allah (swt). To establish on the earth of Allah (swt) all that is pleasing to Him 

(swt) and to remove from it all that is not. That was the life of Yusuf (as). That was the life of the 

Prophet (saw). That should be our life as well. But they were prophets from Allah (swt). They 

received revelation from Him (swt). What do we have? What will give us strength? What will show 

us the way? Allah (swt) tells us in this ayah. 

 Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “Most surely there has been in their stories a 

lesson for those of understanding”. Recall in the previous ayah how Allah (swt) had told us 

about the messengers. Here He (swt) tells us that in the stories of these messengers there is a 

lesson for people of understanding. There is a benefit in their stories. What is this benefit? Of 

course it is the path to Allah (swt). The benefit in these stories is that they bring us closer to our 

Lord. So Allah (swt) is telling us that in the stories of these messengers, like Yusuf (as), there is 

that which will guide to Him (swt). There are lessons that we can take, and should we learn these 
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lessons and then base our lives on that knowledge, then through this emulation we can come 

closer to Allah (swt). So for example in this Surah we saw Yusuf (as) face several different 

situations. If we can behave just like Yusuf (as) when such situations come before us then we can 

come closer to Allah (swt) through that. Restraint at times of temptation. Patience at times of 

adversity. Steadfastness and courage in dawah. Gratitude at favors and bounties. These are just 

a few of the lessons that we can take from this Surah.  In all of these we can emulate the noble 

prophet Yusuf (as), and we can draw closer to our Lord through that emulation. 

 But note how Allah (swt) says that such lessons are only for those of understanding. 

Those of intellect and reason. Those who understand the true nature of this universe. Those who 

recognize that they have a Creator and that they have a responsibility to please Him (swt). Those 

who want to be guided and those who want to learn the lessons. These are the people who will 

benefit from these stories. However if you are among those who do not care for Allah (swt). You 

do not wish to come closer to Him (swt). You do not reflect and contemplate on the Quran and 

see how you can apply it in your life. Then unfortunately you will not get the benefit of these 

stories. You will not be drawn closer to Allah (swt) through them. For you such stories it will only 

be entertainment, or it will be like a history book. May Allah (swt) save us from being like such 

people! May Allah (swt) make us among those who benefit from this Quran! May Allah (swt) make 

us among the people of understanding! 

 Then Allah (swt) says about this Quran “It is not a story that has been invented”. What 

do you think about this Quran? What do you think about the story of Yusuf (as) that you just 

learned? Do you think that it was conjured up in the mind of some human being? Allah (swt) tells 

us clearly here that it has not. This Quran is not a story that has been invented or imagined by 

someone. It is not falsehood but it is the Truth. It is what it claims to be. A revelation from the Lord 

of all the worlds. Allah (swt) tells us clearly in this part of the ayah that this Quran has not been 

invented. You might think that this part of the ayah was intended only for the Quraysh chiefs at 

the time of the Prophet (saw) who were claiming that this Quran was invented by someone. But in 

reality this ayah is also for the Muslim Ummah.  Why is it that we often treat this Quran as 

something that has been invented? Why do we as Muslims, those who claim to believe in this 
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Quran, often think and behave as if this Quran is something that has been fabricated by someone 

in a desert a long time ago? The fact that we do not turn to this Quran for guidance, the fact that 

we neglect it, shows that deep down inside this is how many of us think the Quran to be. Because 

if you truly believe this to be a revelation from Allah (swt), then would you not make the utmost 

effort to learn it and to implement it in your life? Would you not spend your life trying to find out 

what your Creator is telling you? Would you not make this Quran as central in your life? The fact 

that many Muslims do not do this shows that deep down inside they have some doubts 

concerning this Quran. They do not believe it to be a revelation from the Creator but they think it 

to be a story invented. May Allah (swt) save us from such hypocrisy! 

 Then Allah (swt) further describes this Quran by saying “but it is a fulfillment of that 

which came before it”. So it is not a fabricated story but rather it is the confirmation of all that 

came before it. Many were the Books that were sent down before this Quran. Many were the 

prophets and messengers who came before the Prophet (saw). But Allah (swt) in His (swt)’s 

Wisdom chose this Book and this Messenger to be the last Message that He (swt) would send. 

This is the Message from the Creator for every single man, woman and child who has ever lived 

since the time of the Prophet (saw) and who will live till the Last Day. This is the Message for all 

of them. Such is the greatness of this Message. The greatness of this Book. The greatness of this 

Messenger (saw). Now would Allah (swt) reveal such a tremendous Message and not mention it 

in the previous messages? Of course not. Rather in all of the scriptures that Allah (swt) revealed 

prior to the Quran there has been mention of this Final Message. Of all of the messages that 

Allah (swt) has ever sent to mankind this is without a doubt the greatest. That is why every single 

other message which Allah (swt) revealed prior to this Message speaks of it. All of the previous 

books and all of the previous prophets told their people of this Final Message. Thus another 

tremendous aspect of the Quran is how it is the fulfillment of the promise that Allah (swt) had 

made in all of the previous Books that He (swt) revealed. This Quran is the confirmation and the 

culmination of all of the previous revelations that Allah (swt) has ever sent for mankind. Every 

single prophet and every single messenger whom Allah (swt) has ever sent has spoke of this 

Quran. Can you then realize the magnitude and the tremendousness of this Book? 
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 Then Allah (swt) says of this Quran that it is an “an explanation of every single thing”. 

Here Allah (swt) tells us that in this Quran there is an explanation for every single thing. Now this 

part of the ayah may seem confusing for some. They might ask as to how is it that the Quran 

explains every single thing. They would say that there is so much in the Quran that has not been 

explained. For example there is no mention of how the human body works, there is no mention of 

what lies in the distant galaxies, there is no mention of how computers and technology works, all 

of such things has not been mentioned. So how is it then that the Quran can be an explanation of 

all things? The answer to this question is that the Quran is an explanation of all things in relation 

to the purpose for which it was revealed. The Quran was revealed to be a source of guidance for 

mankind. It was revealed to show mankind how they should worship and serve their Creator. So 

in these matters the Quran is an explanation of all things. Everything that the human being could 

ever need in terms of how he should worship and serve his Creator can be found in this Quran. 

 Now the key question to be asked is what is and what is not part of the worship and 

servitude of Allah (swt). Of course we know that prayer and pilgrimage and the other pillars of 

Islam are part of the worship and servitude of Allah (swt). But is there anything more than this? Is 

there anything more that the Quran speaks of other than these five pillars? Yes there is. Much 

more. In this Din that Allah (swt) has revealed He (swt) has shown us how we should interact with 

our family, how we should interact with members of the opposite sex, how we should behave, 

how we should speak, how we should walk, how we should marry and divorce, how we should 

dress,  what are the emotions and feelings that we must have, the government that we must live 

by and the economy that we must have, even the way in which we use the restroom. All of this is 

part of our worship and servitude of Allah (swt) and so all of this has been explained for us in the 

Quran and Sunnah. Only matters of science and technology, matters specifically in relation to 

how this world works, has been left out. Because the Prophet (saw) has told us that we know 

more about the affairs of this world. Meaning in relation to science and technology. Other than 

that every single thing has been explained to us in detail. So full and so clear is the guidance that 

is in the text that we do not need to look anywhere else. For every situation, for every reality, for 

every problem, there is a guidance in the text. Our only task is to search for it. 
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 Finally Allah (swt) tells us how this Quran is “a guide and a mercy for a people who 

believe”. We saw in the previous part of the ayah how the Quran explains for us every single 

matter in great detail. What then would we receive if we follow what this Book tells us to do. In 

this part of the ayah Allah (swt) tells us. We would receive guidance and mercy. Guidance to what 

we said all of us should be seeking, Allah (swt). If we follow this Book to the best of our ability 

then we would be shown the way to the Contentment of our Lord and nearness to Him (swt). 

What could be better than this? This in and of itself is Mercy. It is Mercy both in this life and the 

next. In this life this mercy is the peace and tranquility that comes from knowing Allah (swt) and 

being close to Him (swt). If you always had presence of heart with Allah (swt) then would you 

ever have any fear or any sorrow? Would anything of this world ever trouble you? Of course not. 

But the true manifestation of this Mercy is in the Hereafter. Deliverance from the punishments. 

Admittance into the Gardens of delight. Being able to behold the Real and the True. What could 

be better than this? This Quran is the Guidance that leads to that Mercy, how then can you 

neglect it? How then could you allow the moments of your life to pass without being close to it? 

 However we can also note from the ayah that this Guidance and this Mercy are not just 

for anyone. The only ones eligible for it are the people who believe. So before anything, first and 

foremost, you have to believe. You must believe with the deepest conviction that you can muster 

that this Message truly is from your Creator. If you have any doubts concerning this then you will 

not receive this Guidance and this Mercy. So belief is the key. Belief with submission. Belief with 

conviction.  So we see from this ayah what we have. We are on the same mission that Yusuf (as) 

and the Prophet (saw) were on. We may not have direct revelation from Allah (swt) like they had, 

but we have this Quran. In essence it is the same because this Quran is also the timeless Word 

of Allah (swt). With this Quran we have what will give us strength to continue on this mission. We 

have the guide that will show the way. We have everything that we could ever need. If only we 

would turn to it. If only we would attach ourselves to it. May Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace 

because we cannot do it without Him (swt)! 

 

All praise and thanks belongs to Allah (swt), our tafsir of Surah Yusuf ends here. 
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